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Abstract
In order to meet the 2050 targets of an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,
electrification of transport is required. Of the zero-emission technologies relating to
automotive applications hydrogen fuel cells, lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors
have received the greatest attention.
This thesis presents work on the development and implementation of lithium-ion battery,
proton exchange membrane fuel cell and supercapacitor models with the aim of developing
the tools and techniques required in assessing their feasibility in automotive applications.
Experimental validation of each of these devices is provided with insight given into the
physical performance limitations of each device. Analysis is then presented on overall
powertrain configurations with a focus on the performance of passive hybridisation as
a means of reducing the cost of a vehicle powertrain whilst retaining the advantages of
hybridisation.
Four main chapters of content relating to work on: lithium-ion batteries, proton exchange
membrane fuel cell, supercapacitors and vehicle system level analysis is presented with
distinct conclusions and novel work presented in each chapter.
Lithium-ion batteries
The mathematical framework on the development of a psuedo 2D thermally-coupled
electrochemical battery model is presented. This was parameterised using a genetic
algorithm based technique against pulsed discharge test data for a 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer
cell. This physics-based model was used to develop a means of tracking stoichiometric
drift of battery electrodes using a simulated slow rate cyclic voltammetry technique as
well as the development of a novel differential thermal voltammetry technique for the
extraction of the same information as slow rate cyclic voltammetry but at a much faster
rate. The differential voltammetry technique was then used to infer stoichiometric drift
in a battery.
The lithium-ion battery model was also used to investigate the scale up effects from
single cell to large automotive scale packs. It was found that interconnect resistances
in highly parallel packs can cause significant load inhomogeneities due to the increased
overpotential caused by the interconnects which can be on the same order as the battery
impedance. Cells near to the pack load points were found to experience the highest
loads, with highly transient load conditions amplifying the effect.
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells
The mathematical framework for the development of a proton exchange membrane fuel
cell model which accounted for transient thermal, mass balance and water management
effects and the associated balance-of-plant system was presented. This was validated
against experimental data from an in-house developed 9.5 kW 75 cell fuel cell system.
Inhomogeneities in the reactant delivery, and thus performance of cells, in large automotive
stacks were investigated with a focus on localised flooding leading to failure through
pin-hole formation. It was shown that low pressure systems suffer from the increased
risk of flooding, with location of the cell relative to the inlet/ outlets of the reactants
being a critical parameter. Flooding was then shown to lead to catastrophic failure of the
fuel cell stack through pin-hole formation which lead to a cascading potential instability
and decay due to the bipolar coupling of the cells and anode side hydrogen cross over,
respectively.
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Supercapacitors
A transmission line based supercapacitor model is presented which accounts for the
charge redistribution effect caused by slow diffusion of ions in the porous electrodes of
supercapacitors. This was experimentally validated against test data for a 150 F and
1500 F supercapacitor. Limitations in terms of high frequency operation are discussed
and identified the knee frequency of supercapacitors as being the rate limiting step for
their application in highly transient load cycles. A novel method for estimating the
low frequency capacitance of supercapacitors based on the complex capacitance is also
presented.
Powertrain comparison
Using the developed models of lithium-ion batteries, proton exchange membrane fuel
cells and supercapacitors which captures the relevant effects of interest in electric vehicle
applications, an analysis of different fuel cell hybrid powertrains is presented.
Analysis of vehicle drive cycles, identified four main load cycle types to be analysed:
city, urban, highway and aggressive driving. Through a Reynold’s decomposition style
analysis, vehicle independent parameters were identified in categorising the vehicle load
cycles relative to the power requirements of the load cycle.
Analysis of the different electric vehicle powertrain configurations showed that the 10
year total cost of ownership, assuming an annual mileage of 20,000 km, favoured different
powertrains for different load cycles. City driving favoured BEVs whilst highway driving
favoured pure fuel cell vehicles with a range of greater than 200 km. The fuel cell-battery
active hybrid system under a charge sustaining operation mode was found to have
the most benefit in city/ urban driving due to the reduction of transient and idling
losses on the fuel cell. Under highway driving conditions, both fuel cell-battery and
fuel cell-supercapacitor hybrids showed reduced ranges due to the near steady state
operation mode of the fuel cell and the relative inactivity of the secondary energy storage
device.
Investigation of the performance of fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid system was
also conducted with the construction of a scaled down and large scale demonstrator.
The fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid system was experimentally shown to be able
to passively smooth loads on the fuel cell without the need for a DCDC converter. It
was shown that to maximise the load buffering benefit of the supercapacitors on the fuel
cell, the minimum number of supercapacitors in series to match the voltage of the fuel
cell is required, due to a reduction in the capacitance with increasing cells in series. The
development of a 9.5 kW fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid system is also presented
as a proof-of-concept for the passive hybrid system and showed fuel efficiency gains in
the region of 5% compared to pure fuel cell mode.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why do we need electric vehicles?
Levels of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions have been identified as being a major factor
in determining the extent of climate change in the near future with works showing that
total Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions need to be reduced by 50-60% by 2050 to avoid
irreversible damage to the environment [97, 32]. The Grantham Institute for Climate
Change has highlighted that, in 2007, the transport sector accounted for 27% of global
energy related CO2 emissions and this figure is likely to increase in the coming years as
other sectors decarbonise.
In the United Kingdom (UK), domestic transport GHG emissions account for 92% of
total transport emissions with 58% caused by passenger vehicles as depicted in Figure
1.1. On a global scale, 73% of transport related CO2 emissions were due to road transport
[97]. Based on these figures, a target of 50% (globally) and 80% (UK) has been set for
the reduction of total GHGs by 2050 [97] and this will only happen if radical changes
are made to address the current causes of GHGs.
In 2010, the estimated UK fleet average emissions was 160 gCO2/km for light duty
vehicles as shown in Figure 1.2. With the aims of the 2050 80% reduction in total GHG
emissions for the UK, it has been estimated that the automotive sector needs to achieve
an average fleet emission of approximately 20 gCO2/km. Current advances in engine
downsizing through the use of turbocharging and vehicle weight reductions will allow for
incremental decreases of emissions in the coming years, however the theoretical limit of
emission reduction for an typical Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) is approximately 80
gCO2/km. Hybridisation of the vehicle with a secondary energy storage device coupled
with a diesel engine will allow this to be pushed towards the limit of 60 gCO2/km
however this is still not sufficient to reach the long term goal of 20 gCO2/km. Therefore,
in order to meet these targets, automotive powertrains need to become increasingly
electrified.
To address the issues of providing a sustainable and low carbon road transport system,
the International Energy Agency (IEA) has identified three possible alternative low
carbon powertrain technologies [149]. These include Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV),
hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCV) and vehicles which run off biofuels, the latter of which
 Passenger cars 58.5%
 Vans 11%
 Buses 2.3%
 HGV 20%
 Mopeds and motorcycles 0.5%
 Railways 1.9%
 Domestic aviation 1.6%
 Domestic shipping 3.7%
 Other 0.8%
Figure 1.1: UK domestic transport GHG emissions in 2007 excluding travel across borders [97]
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Figure 1.2: European passenger car tailpipe CO2 trajectories (limits are shown for a typical
4-seater C-class vehicle e.g. VW Golf) [97]
will not be further addressed as it is outside the scope of this study. Development of
sustainable low-carbon solutions in transport application is therefore of critical importance
in the coming years as sectors decarbonise in order to meet the 2050 targets of a 80%
reduction in GHG emissions in order to avoid irreversible climate change.
1.2 Objective of thesis and research questions
The critical technologies identified for the success of Electric Vehicles (EV) are often
quoted as being the: hydrogen Fuel Cell (FC), lithium-ion battery and Electrochemical
Double Layer Capacitor (EDLC), or supercapacitor. Decades of intense research and
development have resulted in these technologies being the current state-of-the-art in
terms of energy and power density, and which are close to/ have already been commercialised.
The barriers to mainstream adoption of EV technology, however, still remains the
high cost of the components, limited durability and lack of hydrogen and charging
infrastructure.
Characterising and understanding the electrochemical performance of FCs, lithium-ion
batteries and supercapacitors is therefore important in any analysis that looks at their
suitability in automotive applications. Figure 1.3 shows the energy and power density of
the three electrochemical devices of interest. FCs typically possess the greatest energy
density of the three devices owing to the use of a chemical fuel. Power density is typically
lower than the other two due to higher operating impedances. Lithium-ion batteries
typically have higher power densities due to the lower impedances but have lower energy
densities due to the energy carrying capability being directly proportional to the amount
of active material used in its construction. Supercapacitors possess the highest power
density of the devices due to the absence of charge transfer reactions as the charge storage
mechanism is non-Faradic, however their energy density is typically the lowest.
Analysis of these technologies on a individual basis has previously been presented in
a number of publications [97, 108, 135]; however, the detailed synergies between these
technologies have largely been overlooked [149]. In a study conducted by Offer et al. [148]
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Figure 1.3: Ragone plot showing the energy and power density of PEMFCs, lithium-ion batteries
and supercapacitors
the benefits, in terms of lower capital and running cost, of a vehicle using both hydrogen
and electricity as fuels, as opposed to pure hydrogen or electricity, were highlighted.
Based on the cost sensitivity analysis performed by Offer et al. [148] it was concluded
that powertrain capital cost, hydrogen cost and electricity cost, in that order, are the
most significant factors to consider for a FCV and the greatest benefits are realized
when hybridised with batteries to form a Fuel Cell Hybrid Electric Vehicle (FCHEV).
In this configuration the FC acts as a range extender for the batteries allowing for the
downsizing of the battery pack and FC relative to pure BEV and FCVs.
The performance, lifetime and cost of FCs, batteries and supercapacitors in automotive
applications are affected by many variables. The non-linear nature of their operation
often means that large scale analysis of the system performance relies on simplifications
which may not always be applicable, especially when combining these devices. The
area of research of this thesis therefore lies at the interface between the fundamental
science of the device operation and the engineering applications with the aims as listed
below.
Aims
• To develop a robust mathematical framework and experimentally validated series of
models of FCs, batteries and supercapacitors over length and time scales relevant to
automotive applications which capture the necessary physics phenomena of interest
• Develop a physics based understanding of the operation of these devices to inform
system level design and control rules for electric vehicles
• Use these models to demonstrate their application in assessing the feasibility of
different pure electric vehicle powertrain configurations
Through the development of these tools and the methodology it is hoped that a number
of different research questions can be answered.
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Research questions
• What are the performance limitations of these devices in automotive applications?
• What are optimal operating conditions for these electrochemical devices?
• What is the optimal configuration and combination of these devices in automotive
applications?
Where this work hopes to add value to the existing academic literature is to analyse
system level problems of automotive powertrain designs with physics driven models that
allows for optimisation of variables such as efficiency and durability through knowledge
of the fundamental operating principles.
It is important to highlight that the number of different vehicle configurations and
control of these devices is near exhaustive and thus within the realms of a thesis not all
powertrain configurations can be explored. Rather, this work is aimed at developing
the tools and methodology required to answer questions relating to specific vehicle
configurations with a few of the main powertrain configurations explored as worked
examples.
Similarly, development of detailed full degradation models of each device from a physics
point of view is a near exhaustive task and beyond the scope of a single PhD project.
Rather, the approach taken here is to be aware of the degradation mechanisms from
a physics point of view and design systems and design rules around a more qualitative
manner (quantitative where possible) in order to maximise lifetime of these components.
1.3 Hypothesis
Based on the research questions proposed, the following are hypothesises that will be
probed in the following thesis.
• Significant gains in efficiency and cost are possible with hybridisation of fuel cells
with other electrochemical energy storage devices
• Passive hybridisation can offer the advantages of non-passive hybrids at a reduced
cost
1.4 Thesis structure
A literature research on the current research activities and state-of-the-art in the areas
of interest is firstly presented with the aim of assessing the gaps in the current literature.
This then provides the motivation for the subsequent three chapters which detail the
modelling and experimental validation of each electrochemical device with the final
chapter presenting work on analysis of drive cycles, total cost of ownership, performance
metrics and then combines all elements together for comparison of different drivetrains.
The following thus summaries the content of each chapter:
• Chapter 2: Literature research
– This chapter outlines the current state-of-the-art in lithium-ion battery, PEMFC
and supercapacitor technology relating to electric vehicles and identifies the
current gaps in the academic literature
• Chapter 3: Lithium-ion batteries
– This chapter outlines the mathematic framework for the development of
a physics based electrochemical lithium-ion battery model as well as the
methodology for its experimental validation. The chapter further expands
4

1.5 Deliverables to industrial sponsors
This PhD was funded by the kind financial contributions of Nissan Motor Company.
Asides from the academic deliverables of the PhD, the industrial deliverables are as
follows:
• A literature review of the current state-of-the-art in Proton Exchange Membrane
Fuel Cells, Lithium-ion batteries, Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors and
their applications in electric vehicles
• A portfolio of models describing the dynamic behaviour of proton exchange membrane
fuel cells, lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors
– Models should be able to describe dynamic performance over the relevant
time scales and capture relevant thermal and degradation effects
• Experimental validation of the dynamic models of the electrochemical devices
• Comparison of different powertrain configurations for different market segments
• Investigation of feasibility of passive hybrid fuel cell vehicle coupling
• Techno-economic analysis of different powertrain configurations
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Chapter 2
Literature research
This chapter outlines the current state-of-the-art in the academic literature relating to
aspects of lithium-ion batteries, PEMFCs and supercapacitors in automotive applications
and their combinations in electric vehicle powertrains. From this, the current gaps in the
academic literature are identified and serves as motivation for subsequent work.
In order to understand the temporal and spatial resolution requirements of the models
to be developed, it is useful to compare the different effects occurring of each device and
their respective time constants. Figure 2.1 shows, over a range of time constants, the
different effects of interest which occur in the three electrochemical devices of interest
and also the typical time constants involved in automotive applications.
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Figure 2.1: Characteristic time scales for different processes occurring in batteries,
supercapacitors, fuel cells and electric vehicles. Shaded boxes represent irreversible processes
and bolded items represent captured processes in the subsequent works
Multi-scale modelling over all time and length scales is typically impractical due to the
computational cost of covering all scales with some effects having a negligible impact on
the overall vehicle performance. Therefore, this work will focus on the aspects relating
to processes that occur within the time constants relevant to vehicle applications.
2.1 Electrochemical techniques and other analysis tools
Prior to reviewing the literature on the specific electrochemical devices, it is useful to
review common electrochemical and non-electrochemical analysis techniques which are
often used in the academic literature to probe effects in these devices. Understanding
and interpreting the results should be a prerequisite to analysis of the existing works
in-order to identify the key conclusions and shortcomings of the work in the academic
literature.
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2.1.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is useful as a diagnostic tool as it is
non-invasive and also can isolate parameters from a coupled system. Typically, an
alternating voltage or current of a known frequency (ω) and magnitude (V/I) is imposed
on system over a pseudo-linear region. Many electrochemical systems can be described
by the Butler-Volmer equation which relates the overpotential of a system, which is
the deviation from the thermodynamic potential to the current. Equation 2.1 shows
the Butler-Volmer equation and Figure 2.2a plots the current-overpotential relationship.
Here A represents the area, i0 the exchange current density, αa/αc the anodic and
cathodic charge transfer coefficients, n the number of electrons involved in the reaction,
F the Faraday’s constant, η the overpotential, R the universal gas constant and T the
temperature. In a full system considering the processes in both electrodes, anodic and
cathodic reactions are occurring at the same time at zero overpotential, with their rates
being equal and opposite. ]
I = Ai0
(
exp
[
αanFη
RT
]
− exp
[
−αcnFη
RT
])
(2.1)
The magnitude of the EIS excitation signal should be large enough such that the
noise-to-signal ratio is sufficiently low to get a good spectra but sufficiently low such that
the system remains linear. Whilst some authors have presented works on non-linear EIS
[218] the standard technique involves keeping the excitation signal within linear regions.
The resulting magnitude and phase of the current or voltage response gives details about
the processes occurring in the tested system. Figure 2.2b shows the voltage and current
response of a system under a EIS signal excitation as an example.
If a sinusoidal voltage oscillation is applied this is known as EIS under potentiostatic
operation and is typically done over a DC voltage (VDC) as shown in Equation 2.2.
Depending on the system being investigated and the nature of the experiment, it may
be more advantageous to do the EIS measurements under galvanostatic or potentiostatic
modes.
V (t) = VDC + VACsin(ωt) (2.2)
The resulting current output is measured and then compared with the input voltage.
Depending on the frequency of the applied voltage there will be a phase difference
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Figure 2.2: (a) Relationship between current and overpotential for typical electrochemical
systems described by the Butler-Volmer equation and (b) Current oscillation showing resulting
voltage magnitude difference and phase shift
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between the signals as shown in Equation 2.3.
I(t) = IDC + IACsin(ωt = θ) (2.3)
The impedance of the system (Z(ω)) is therefore defined as the ratio of the applied
voltage (V (ω))and measured current (I(ω)) as shown in Equation 2.4.
Z(ω) =
V (ω)
I(ω)
(2.4)
The resulting impedance is a complex number with a real and imaginary component as
shown in Equation 2.5.
Z = Z ′ + iZ ′′ (2.5)
Where the magnitude and phase of the impedance can be calculated as shown in Equations
2.6 and 2.7 respectively.
| Z |=
√
(Z ′)2 + (Z ′′)2 (2.6)
ϕ = − tan−1
(
Z ′′
Z ′
)
(2.7)
The resulting output from EIS measurements are the real and imaginary components
of the impedance as well as the phase angle. These values are commonly plotted on a
Nyquist diagram, which shows the real and imaginary components of impedance or as a
Bode plot, showing the frequency dependence.
The advantage of EIS is that it is non-destructive and can give information about
material properties and electrochemical kinetic rates . The disadvantage of EIS is that
decoupling processes with similar time constants can be difficult and measurements
should be made when the system is under steady, or pseudo-steady state. Also, measurement
of EIS response, in coupled systems, can be difficult and interpretation of the results
needs rigorous consideration. Often, EIS can be combined with other complimentary
techniques such as half-cell measurements, Slow Rate Cyclic Voltammetry, Distribution
of Relaxation Time measurement (DRT), Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) and various
other techniques which provide the user with different information.
Equivalent circuit fitting
Equivalent circuits can be used to match the impedance data measured with EIS and
extract useful parameters. The values and arrangements of such components are typically
arranged in such a way as to represent physical properties or phenomena of a system.
Therefore, changes in the values of these elements when testing can give valuable insight
into the underlying processes that are occurring.
Typically, equivalent circuits are made up of a number of different elements [17, 129, 35,
116]. For a pure resistor, the impedance response is equal to the resistance value and is
shown as a single point on a Nyquist plot with a zero imaginary impedance value, i.e.
no phase shift at all frequencies.
ZR = R (2.8)
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Typically, there are three main types of resistances users are interested for batteries
and fuel cells. These are the series resistance, charge-transfer resistance and diffusion
resistance. Series resistance is the bulk resistance to the flow of ions in solution as well as
electronic resistance. The charge-transfer resistance is associated with a Faradic reaction
mechanisms at the electrode. Diffusion resistance is associated with mass transport
limiting factors.
Capacitive circuit elements are useful in EIS analysis to characterise the charge double
layer which forms at the interface between a solid electrode and liquid electrolyte in an
electrochemical system. For capacitors, the impedance response can be represented by
Equation 2.9.
ZC =
1
iωC
(2.9)
The impedance response of a pure capacitor is entirely imaginary and negative. Often
in equivalent circuits there are two main types of capacitances: double-layer capacitance
and geometric bulk capacitances.
For a pure inductor, the impedance response can be represented with reference to
Equation 2.10 and is purely imaginary and positive. Inductive effects are dominant at
high scan frequencies and are often caused by the finite length and inductive properties
of the measurement wires and intrinsic inductive properties of the device.
ZL = iωL (2.10)
Combinations of purely resistive, capacitive and inductive elements do not necessarily
describe the response of all systems and often distributed elements are used to model
behaviour. The two main forms of distributed elements are Constant Phase Elements
(CPE) and Warburg elements.
The impedance of a CPE can be expressed as shown in Equation 2.11 where T and ϕ
are CPE parameters [17, 116].
ZCPE =
1
T (iωϕ)
(2.11)
The CPE can be used to describe a pure resistor (ϕ=0, T = R−1), a pure capacitor (ϕ=1,
T = C) or a pure inductor (ϕ=-1, T = L−1). A CPE can also be used to represent a
Warburg element where ϕ=0.5. In general the impedance response of CPEs are used to
describe the double-layer charging of rough irregular electrode surfaces.
The impedance of Warburg elements arises from one-dimensional diffusion of a species
to the electrode. In the general case, describing the effect of the diffusion of species a, is
shown in Equation 2.12, where σa is a Warburg parameter, dependent on the diffusivity
of species a, the reaction rate, the concentration of species a, the current density and
the potential [17, 116].
Zw,a = σa(iω)
−1/2 =
σa
ω1/2(1 + i)
(2.12)
Using a finite length diffusion boundary condition, over a diffusion length of δ, can be
used to derive the Short Terminus Warburg Element (STWE). Equation 2.13 describes
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the impedance of the STWE where Rw is a Warburg R parameter, and Tw is described
in Equation 2.14 where Da is the diffusivity of species a [17, 116].
Zw,sh =
Rwtanh [(iTwω)
ϕ]
(iTwω)ϕ
(2.13)
Tw =
δ2
Da
(2.14)
A STWE behaves like a resistor at low frequencies and has a characteristic 45◦ behaviour
at higher frequencies. For pure diffusive behaviour the ϕ is typically fixed at 0.5 but for
fitting purposes this is typically allowed to be free.
Examples of Nyquist plots of different common equivalent circuits is shown in Figure
2.3. The simplest equivalent circuit typically used to represent the performance of an
electrochemical system is shown in Figure 2.3a. This circuit is known as the Randle’s
circuit and forms a semi-circle in the Nyquist plot. The first resistor represents series
resistance of a system which comprises of electronic and ionic resistances of the system.
The second resistor typically represents the charge transfer resistance which is directly
proportional to the exchange current density of the system. The parallel capacitor
typically represents the double layer capacitance of the system. Figure 2.3b represents
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Figure 2.3: Simulated EIS curves (a) a series resistance with a parallel resistance and capacitance
with the parallel resistance being varied (b) CPE with constant of 100 over a 0.01-10,000 Hz range,
R3 varied, (d) Short terminus Warburg impedance coefficient T variation
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2.2 Lithium-ion batteries
Many thousands of papers have been published in the field of lithium-ion batteries in an
expansive array of different areas. The aim of this literature review is to focus on the
works relating to battery performance, degradation mechanisms, single cell modelling
and pack level modelling with a emphasis on automotive related issues and identify the
current gaps in the literature.
The lithium-ion battery is currently the technology of choice in commercially available
batteries used in automotive applications due to its superior gravimetric and volumetric
energy density compared to other battery technologies. The basic operating principle of a
lithium-ion battery is depicted in Figure 2.5 and consists of 5 major components: current
collectors, a porous anode, a porous cathode, porous electrically insulating separator and
ionically conductive electrolyte. Other materials such as polymeric binder, conductive
additives are typically added but are in smaller proportions in the electrodes.
In the fully charged state, lithium is intercalated into the crystalline structure of the
anode, which is typically made from carbon. The thermodynamic potential difference
between the anode and cathode when lithiated gives rise to the measured cell potential.
When the cell is discharged, lithium is split into a lithium-ion and an electron at
the interface between the electrode and electrolyte at the anode. The lithium-ion
therefore goes into the electrolyte. At the same time, at the cathode, it becomes
thermodynamically favourable for lithium-ions to intercalate from the electrolyte into
the cathode as electrons are made available from the anode half reaction. Electrons
are not allowed to pass through the separator and must therefore flow through an
external circuit where useful electrical work can be extracted. The separator is, however,
ionically conductive and the generated concentration gradient from the liberation and
consumption of lithium-ions at the anode and cathode respectively leads to a movement
of ions. Potential field gradients and convective forces can also drive the flux of ions in
the electrolyte.
Figure 2.5: Structure of a lithium-ion battery, showing the cell-scale and particle-scale structures
[47]
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2.2.1 Lithium-battery technologies
Many battery technologies with different electrode and electrolyte chemistries have been
developed each with specific performance characteristics. Table 2.1 compares a number
of currently available battery technologies.
The key metrics which needs to be considered when selecting a battery technology for
vehicle applications are high specific energy, for sufficient range, and high specific power,
to meet performance requirements. Decreasing the weight of the system is a key design
objective to reduce the eventual motive power required. Based on the information in
Table 2.1, lithium-ion and lithium-polymer batteries are the most appropriate battery
type for automotive applications. Zn-air and Al-air batteries display higher energy
densities compared to lithium-based batteries however their power densities are lower
and complications arise when addressing refuelling of a cell which requires replacement
of the anode and electrolyte. In a vehicle application, the practical lifetime of a battery
pack is of high significance to the end user and therefore lithium-ion batteries are the
current battery technology choice for emerging electric vehicles.
Within the realm of lithium-ion batteries, there is still significant choices to be made
in terms of the selection of suitable electrodes and electrolyte combinations as well as
physical cell design. These will largely determine the resulting energy and power density
as well as cost, safety and durability.
Anodes
The most common anode material used in lithium-ion batteries are carbon based due to
their relatively safe nature and long cycle lives. Lithium metal anodes have been used
in the past and have extremely high theoretical specific energies of ∼1,000 Wh/kg and
specific capacity of 3.86 Ah/g; however, the main drawback of pure lithium anodes is the
large negative electropotential of lithium and therefore its thermodynamical instability
in the majority of electrolytes which is unsuitable in secondary cell applications.
Of the different allotrope of carbon, graphite is most often used due to its excellent
intercalation characteristics [12] however other forms of carbon are currently being
investigated also such as mesocarbon, coke and carbon fibres [184]. The theoretical
Table 2.1: Comparison of battery technologies [38]
Specific
energy1
(Wh/kg)
Energy
density1
(Wh/m3)
Specific
power2
(W/kg)
Cycle
life2
(Cycles)
Projected
cost3
(US$/kWh)
Lead Acid 30-45 60-90 200-300 400-600 150
Ni-Cd 40-60 80-110 150-350 600-1200 300
Ni-MH 60-70 130-170 150-350 600-1200 200-350
Zn-Air 230 269 105 NA4 80-120
Al-Air 190-250 190-200 7-16 NA4 NA
Na/S 100 150 200 800 250-450
Na/NiCl2 86 149 150 100 230-350
Li-Polymer 155 220 315 600 NA
Li-ion 90-130 140-200 250-450 800-1200 >200
1 At C/3 rate
2 At 80% Depth Of Discharge
3 For reference only
4 Mechanical recharging
NA: Not Available
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capacity of graphite is 372 mAh/g and 186 mAh/g for coke.
Silicon has the potential to be a replacement for carbon based anodes in the future due
to its natural abundance and a high theoretical energy density (4,008 mAh/g) compared
to the 372 mAh/g for graphite [72]. The main draw back of Silicon anodes is the large
volumetric expansion experienced during lithiation which is cited as being approximately
300% compared to 7% for graphite [104]. This leads to extreme mechanical stress in the
electrode leading to island formation and also fresh surface being exposed on each cycle
leading to rapid consumption of lithium in the passivation layer formation stage.
Cathodes
The most commonly used cathode material is Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LiCoO2) due to
its relatively high working potential and structural stability allowing for long cycle lives
[147]. However, Lithium Iron Phosphates (LiFePO4) are becoming increasingly popular
due to its lower cost, non-toxicity and excellent safety and cycling performance [184]. One
of the previous barriers to mainstream adoption was the low electrical conductivity which
has been solved by reducing particle size and coating with conductive materials such as
carbon, and also doping the result with cations of aluminum, niobium and zirconium [43].
Table 2.2 compares key metrics of the most commonly used battery cathode materials.
Many other variants of these materials exist in different proportions, with composite
cathodes proving popular. These are commonly known as NMC electrodes.
Many other cathode materials are currently under investigation, however, the materials
listed in the table are the ones closest to/ have already been commercialised in automotive
applications.
Electrolytes
The role of the electrolyte is to carry lithium-ions, via a lithium containing salt, between
the anode and cathode during operation. The selection of a suitable electrolyte will
largely define the battery’s overall stability and performance, as the ionic conductivity
is often one of the limiting factors, especially at low temperatures. The electrolyte used in
lithium-ion batteries typically consists of a solution of lithium salts in an aprotic organic
solvent. Whilst other technologies such as the rechargeable aqueous lithium-ion battery,
which were first proposed in 1994 [196], are currently under development and potentially
offer high rates of charge and discharge due to the higher conductivity (approximately
two orders of magnitude greater than non-aqueous systems [215]) and also offering
superior safety, their energy density is not suited for automotive applications as the
operating potential of any aqueous system is limited to lower voltages than organic
systems due to the onset of hydrogen and oxygen evolution at elevated potentials.
Table 2.2: Comparison of different commonly used cathodes in lithium-ion batteries. Adapted
from [111]
Property LiCoO2 LiNiO2 LiMn2O4 LiFePO4
Practical capacity (Ah/kg) 150 170 120 155
Energy density (Wh/kg) 180 170 100 130
Nominal voltage (V) 3.7 3.5 4.0 3.3
Cycling capability (Cycles) ∼500 ∼500 ∼500 ∼2000
Power capability Best Good Average Good
Safety Good Poor Good Best
Toxicity Poor Poor Good Best
Cost High Average Good Good
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One of the initially used electrolytes was Propylene Carbonate (PC) which has good
conductivity however poor cyclability due to uncontrollable passivation of the coupled
electrodes. Ethylene Carbonate (EC) in recent years has been widely used in commercially
available lithium-ion batteries due to its superior cyclability. Typically other species
such as Dimethyl Carbonate (DMC), Diethyl Carbonate (DEC) or 1,2-Dimethoxyether
(DME) are added in order to control the passivation process and improve conductivity
[208].
The choice of the lithium salt has a strong impact on thermal stability, electrochemical
stability, toxicity and cost of lithium batteries. LiClO4, LiPF6, LiAsF6 and LiBF4 are
some classical salts for liquid electrolytes [208]. The electrolyte can also be solid and
is then called a Polymer Electrolyte (PE). This is made with high molecular weight
polymer such as Poly(Ethylene Oxide) (PEO) combined with lithium salts (PEO-LiX).
Lithium batteries containing a polymer electrolyte are called Lithium Polymer Batteries
(LPB). Compared to classical lithium batteries, LPBs have low manufacturing costs
and are adaptable to a wide range of shapes. Since lithium is stable in contact with
PEO-LiX, high capacities can be achieved by using Li(s) anodes. Unfortunately, LPBs
suffer from conductivity problems at room temperature because of the tendency of PEO
to crystallize below 70◦C. Research efforts are on their way to find a viable solution
[9].
2.2.2 Battery degradation
The cause of battery capacity and power fade can be attributed to many different
mechanisms, and no one model to date has captured this all and been experimentally
validated. These mechanisms include, but are not limited to: dendrite formation,
electrode chemical and/or structural distortion, electrolyte decomposition and the formation
of a SEI layer. The study of the aging and degradation of individual cells [10, 206] and
their response to abuse tests [193] is intrinsically related to that of thermal effects.
However, cycling and storage history do impact the cell performance [175, 56], through
a variety of factors: the geometry and chemistry of the cell; outside conditions, such as
temperature, humidity, and vibrations; load characteristics, such as current and voltage
amplitude, frequency and noise.
The following details the commonly identified degradation mechanisms for the anode
and cathode.
Anode degradation
Degradation mechanisms commonly associated with that of carbon based anodes are
listed in Table 2.3.
Many authors have investigated these effects in great detail in order to probe the
fundamental processes which drive their evolution and hopefully in turn allows for the
design of better systems in the future. For example, Legrand et al. [117] suggests that
lithium plating is mainly caused on the anode by the charge transfer process during
charging. Diffusion effects are seen as acting over longer time scales and is not the
dominating process. This effect is not regularly seen during calendar aging but more
when the cell is being regularly cycled. Lithium plating is commonly cited as occurring
during charge conditions and especially under heavy charge and low temperatures. This
therefore allows for control algorithms to be developed based on knowledge of the
fundamental process and would suggest lower charging rates will lead to lower rates
of lithium plating due to smaller charge transfer processes.
Authors have also combined this knowledge to develop physics based models that attempt
to quantify these losses under different conditions. This helps to inform cell designer
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Table 2.3: Causes of lithium-ion anode aging - causes, effects and influences [207]
Cause Effect Leads to Reduced by Enhanced by
Electrolyte
decomposition (→SEI)
(Continuous side
reaction at low rate)
Loss of lithium,
impedance rise
Capacity
fade,
power
fade
Stable SEI
(additives), rate
decreases with
time
High
temperatures,
high SOC (low
potential)
Solvent co-intercalation,
gas evolution and
subsequent cracking
formation in particles
Loss of active
material
(graphite
exfoliation),
loss of lithium
Capacity
fade
Stable SEI
(additives),
carbon
pre-treatment
Overcharging
Decrease of accessible
surface area due to
continuous SEI growth
Impedance rise Power
fade
Stable SEI
(additives)
High
temperatures,
high SOC (low
potential)
Changes in porosity due
to volume changes, SEI
formation and growth
Impedance rise,
overpotentials
Power
fade
External
pressure, stable
SEI (additives)
High cycle rates,
high SOC (low
potential)
Contact loss of active
material particles due to
volume changes during
cycling
Loss of active
material
Capacity
fade
External pressure High cycling rate,
high DOD
Decomposition of binder Loss of lithium,
loss of mechanical
stability
Capacity
fade
Proposer binder
choice
High SOC (low
potential), high
temperature
Current collector
corrosion
Overpotentials,
impedance rise,
inhomogeneous
distribution of
current and
potential
Power
fade,
enhances
other
aging
mechanisms
Current collector
pre-treatment
Overdischarge,
low SOC (high
potential)
Metallic lithium
plating and
subsequent electrolyte
decomposition by
metallic lithium
Loss of
lithium (loss
of electrolyte)
Capacity
fade
(power
fade)
Narrow potential
window
Low
temperatures,
high cycling
rates, poor
cell balance,
geometric misfits
through a model driven approach. Christensen [44] developed a mathematical model
of diffusion induced stresses in lithium-ion battery electrodes and this was used to
compare high power vs high energy cells. It was shown that porous electrode effects,
particularly in high energy cells with thicker electrodes amplify the stresses generated
under lithiation/delithiation. Variations in the solid-phase diffusion coefficients for
different electrode materials was shown to be a key metric in determining the extent
of mechanical stresses generated.
Solid Electrolyte Interphase
One of the main degradation mechanism in lithium-ion batteries, with graphite negative
electrodes, is understood to be attributed to the growth of a surface film, or Solid
Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) layer, at the negative electrode [201]. In this mechanism,
lithium reacts with the electrolyte, resulting in the formation of lithium containing
compounds on the electrode. This results in an irreversible reduction of cyclable lithium,
increased electrolyte resistance due to lower concentrations and increases intercalation
resistance leading to power and capacity fade [10]. This process is a function of the
overpotential of a cell, thermodynamic potential of the cell and the temperature.
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Figure 2.6: (A) cyclic voltammetry profiles of a lithium-ion battery components: anode and
cathode (green), electrolyte (blue). Counter electrode: Super P carbon; electrolyte EC-DMC,
LiPF6. (B) Voltage operation ranges of the C/LiCoO2 electrode combination in comparison with
the stability domain of most common liquid electrolytes [184]
Thermodynamically, lithiated graphite is unstable in the majority of organic electrolytes.
Figure 2.6 shows the Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) profiles of the anode, cathode and
electrolytes in a battery consisting of a MCMB-LiCoO2 battery in a EC-DMC-LiPF6
electrolyte. The peaks in the CV shows the typical operating potential of that electrode.
It can be seen that MCMB anodes typically operate at a potential of 0.3 V vs. Li+/Li
and LiCoO2 operates around 3.9 V. The CV plot of the electrolyte shows the onset of the
electrolyte reduction/ oxidation occurs at roughly 4.5 V and 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li. Based
on this it can be seen that the cathode operates near the limit of electrolyte stability
whereas the anode operates outside of this.
The only reason why a lithium-ion battery using carbon intercalation electrodes can
operate is during the first charging cycle a passivating SEI layer forms which prevents
the carbon electrolyte being in direct contact with the electrolyte. Whilst this passivation
mechanism allows the lithium-ion battery to operate it is also one of the main causes of
degradation as the SEI film growth in continually happening. This leads to the loss of
active material, reducing capacity, and also an increase in resistance, leading to power
fade. The initial formation of this layer during the first charging cycle is therefore of
critical importance to the long term performance of the battery.
The composition of this SEI layer is complex and depends on the type of electrolyte
used. Peled et al. [157] showed that SEI on LixC6 anodes in non-aqueous solutions
consists of materials such as: Li2O, LiF, LiCl, Li2CO3, LiCO2-R, alkoxides and non
conducting polymers. Peled [158] suggested that this passivation layer consists of one or
two layers. The first being a compact and thin region and a second more porous region
that suppresses mass transport of ions. Other authors have since suggested the structure
is far more complicated. SEI layer resistance here was quoted as being in the region of
10-1000 Ω.cm2. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show proposed compositions of this SEI layer and
also how they evolve over time.
Many authors have identified this as being a critical process to model in order to
understand degradation. Pinson and Bazant [160] developed a mathematical model
based on the capacity fade and power fade of a lithium-ion battery being based on the
formation of this SEI layer. They used a single particle model as comparison between
low-order and higher order models, and showed the spatial distribution of SEI growth
within the through plane direction of the electrode is relative constant. Ramadass et
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Composition of solid electrolyte layer adapted from [157] and (b) A schematic
illustration of surface films on graphite electrodes upon prolonged cycling [12]
al. [165] developed a first principles model for capacitance fade in lithium-ion batteries,
specifically looking at the degradation caused by solvent reduction and formation of a
passive SEI layer. Parameters such as the Depth Of Discharge (DoD), film resistance,
exchange current density and over-potential of the parasitic reactions were investigated.
Results show highly non-linear rates of SEI layer growth with increasing reaction current
density and decreasing cell capacity with increasing number of cycles.
Lin et al. [127] also presented a physics based model of the SEI layer formation in
lithium-ion batteries; however, also coupled this with other mechanisms of degradation,
namely: manganese deposition on the anode, manganese dissolution, electrolyte oxidation
and salt decomposition on the cathode. They suggested that with this model three
regions of degradation are observed upon cycling, acceleration, stabilization and saturation.
In the accelerated stage, capacity fade can be mainly attributed to the anode SEI
formation. In the stablisation region, the SEI layer gets thicker and the growth rate
decreases, the cathode manganese dissolution rate now occurs faster and the cathode
also becomes more intercalated at the end of discharge. In the saturation stage, cathode
capacity becomes the limiting factor. This paper therefore highlights the need for coupled
models of the anode and cathode to capture the inter-dependancies and effect on the
overall cell performance. They also highlight shifting operating stoichiometries which is
a hidden problem in that the cell potential is a combination of the anode and cathode
potentials, and a decoupling of this is required.
The main caveat with these modelling works is the lack of experimental validation of the
works and also in the cases where experimental data is provided how reliable is the data
in assigning the observed capacity/power fade is to SEI formation and not any other
mechanism.
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Figure 2.9: Effects of operating a lithium-ion battery outside of the prescribed limits. Adapted
from Electropedia [70]
2.2.3 Modelling of lithium-ion batteries
Development of accurate models are essential for the assessment of the performance of
EVs. Within the academic literature, there are currently a number of different types of
lithium-ion model with the main types including: physics based, equivalent circuit and
empirical based models.
Empirical models are the simplest of battery models and in its crudest form represents
a look-up table. Here, there is no physics based relationship and the model relies
completely on extensive test data for population of the model. These have been implemented
commonly in Battery Management Systems (BMS) where the computational cost of any
model must be kept low. As no physical information is retained in empirical models,
this literature review will focus mainly on the other forms of battery modelling.
Equivalent circuit models
Equivalent Circuit Models (ECM) use a combination of passive electrical components
to recreate the electrical response of a lithium-ion cell [42, 94, 86, 119]. This method of
modelling a battery has the advantage that the model is computationally cheap; however,
suffers from the fact that large data sets are required to parameterise the model and
they have no predictive power outside of their parameterised limits due to an absence of
fundamental physics. Figure 2.10 shows an example of a typical equivalent circuit model.
Typically, more RC branches are added to increase the accuracy of the model however
the drawback of this is that it becomes increasingly less based on any physical meaning
and requires parameterisation. A look-up table is also commonly required to represent
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Figure 2.10: Example of an equivalent circuit model. Adapted from Chen et al. [42]
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Table 2.4: Equivalent circuit models and key features. Adapted from [94]
Model Features
Shepherd model The model describes the electrochemical behaviour of the battery directly in
terms of voltage and current
Unnewehr Universal
model
The model simplifies the Shepherd model and attempts to model the variations
in resistance with respect to SOC
Nernst model The model can be viewed as a modification to the Shepherd model and uses
exponential function with respect to SOC
Combined model The model can be viewed as combination of the previous three models to
obtain the most accurate performance
Rint model The model only has 1 resistance element
Thevenin model The model connects a parallel RC network in series based on the Rint model,
describing the dynamic characteristics of the battery
DP model The model connects a parallel RC network in series based on the Thevenin
model, in order to refine the description of polarisation characteristics ans
simulate the concentration polarisation and the electrochemical polarisation
separately which may lead to more accurate performance
the thermodynamic potential of the cell which is a function of the state-of-charge. This
is represented on the left side of the example model.
Examples of common equivalent circuits include the Shepherd model, Unnewehr Universal
model, Nernst model, Rint model, Thevenin model and the DP model [94]. These are
listed in Table 2.4 which also lists their features.
Whilst many works have been reported in the academic literature over a range of different
fields and applications, care should be taken in interpreting the results. It has been
commonly found that many works in the engineering field which use ECMs commonly
make assumptions which are not appropriate based on an absence of physical knowledge
of the modelled system. For example Gomez et al. [86] extensively tested lithium-ion
batteries over the whole range of operation to create parameter maps of variables as a
function of SOC and temperature to feed into equivalent circuit models. However, a
problem with this technique is that all EIS measurements were done under ’no load’
conditions and as such the charge transfer resistance correlation with the drawn current
was not captured. In reality the charge transfer resistance decreases with increasing
load current as the rate of electrochemical reaction typically follows an Arrhenius type
relationship, increasing exponentially with current as suggested by the Butler-Volmer
equation [16].
Physics based models
Physics based models replicate battery performance by solving equations relating to the
fundamental processes occurring within the battery such as diffusion and conservation of
charge. In this way, limiting factors relating to performance can be tracked down to the
fundamental cause. The drawback of this technique is that a large number of variables
are required and need to be parameterised which can be difficult. In addition, physics
based models are, in general, regarded as being more computationally intensive than
ECMs. As a result, they are rarely employed for simulations at the pack level.
The fundamental equations governing the physical processes occurring in a lithium-ion
battery were established in early works by Newman, Doyle and Fuller who set-out the
mathematical frame work for a 1D physics based model [82, 61, 62, 151, 11]. Comprehensive
models accounting for the relevant physical and chemical processes in a cell in the absence
of degradation effects and aging have been developed [63, 75]. Effects such as double
layer capacity [238, 64], growth of the SEI layer [165, 52, 167], or electrode volume
changes due to intercalation [45] have been subsequently included.
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The interplay between these factors and thermal effects plays a crucial role in predicting
the life and performance of a cell [205]. Coupled electrochemical-thermal battery models
have been focused on the behaviour of single cells [189, 229, 107]. While computationally
intensive, these are promising modelling tools for predicting cell lifetime and aging,
as they can track the time-evolution of the relevant processes inside a cell from first
principles.
The use of these models lies in the fact that limiting performance factors can be traced
back to the physical cause. Smith et al. [191] used the 1D model to develop a reduced
order model which was computationally cheaper. This was shown to be accurate to
discharges of up to 50 C to 99%; however, it was shown that when ionic transport is
slow, i.e. during low temperature operation or electrolyte depletion, the system exhibits
strong spatially varying nonlinearities. Smith and Wang [190] also showed the advantage
of using physics based model as they identified using their 1D model that typically the
solid phase lithium diffusion is the rate limiting factor in lithium-ion batteries and that
during discharge the depletion of the surface lithium concentration is the rate limiting
factor.
Since the original works by Newman, Doyle and Fuller, many authors have suggested
improvements; however, care must be taken in the methods to validate the models.
Mart´ınez-Rosas et al. [133] modify the normal Newman equation boundary conditions
to solve faster without loss of accuracy; however, validated only on constant current
discharge cycles. Therefore, much of the unsteady behaviour has not been tested.
Colclasure and Kee [47] expands on the Newman model to include a description of
other competing reaction mechanisms within the lithium-ion battery not captured in
the original model without the need for the Butler-Volmer equation. This therefore
allows for more fundamental studies of the mechanisms controlling SEI layer growth and
lithium plating. The drawback of this approach is that many thermodynamic parameters
are required which are often difficult to measure.
Ye et al. [229] used the 1D model to investigate thermal effects with their physics
thermally coupled model and also integrated the effect of reversible entropy into the
analysis. At low temperatures the contribution from lithium concentrations were shown
to have a significant impact on the performance of the cell.
In recent years, authors have extended this to 2D [61, 27, 54] and 3D [91, 85, 229, 90]
with coupled thermal effects. Gerver and Meyers [85] developed a 3D physics based
model which was also thermally coupled to cell performance and showed that in large
planar cells and under heavy C-ratings there is significant inhomogeneity in the potential
and concentration profiles.
Approaches to reduce the numerical intensity of battery models include the development
of the Single Particle Model (SPM) where the electrodes are approximated to a single
spherical particle and the electrolyte concentration is assumed to be constant [178].
The advantage of having physical insight into processes in the cell and the lighter
computational power is good however the drawback of this is that the model accuracy
typically decreases at discharge/charge rates >2C.
Whilst these models capture many of the physical effects occurring within the cell they
are limited to what the user programs into them. For example, thermal runaway
is not normally integrated into physics based models [27]. Care must also be taken
when considering works using the Newman model with newer chemistries where the
fundamental physics of the battery operation are not the same as the ones modelled by
Newman but with the right parameters the apparent cell voltages appear correct.
Forman et al. [76] uses a genetic algorithm based approach to parameterise a lithium-iron
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phosphate (LiFePO4) model and achieve a 5% accuracy of model fit when compared to a
typical automotive load cycle. This allows for a heuristic approach to parameterization
however highlights one of the major caveats of model parameterisation with physics
systems in that there are many parameters and there is one school of thought which
suggest that with enough parameters any data set can be recreated. In the work by
Forman et al. [76] they use the Newman model which was originally posed for lithium-ion
batteries assuming diffusion based on a constant diffusion coefficient mechanism. Recent
works suggest that a staged diffusion process occurs in LiFePO4 batteries and requires
further modification in order to retain its physical meaning. Other authors have similarly
taken the approach of using the Newman model in its unmodified form for modelling
LiFePO4 batteries [228].
In recent years authors have suggested that lithium-ion diffusion in olivine LiFePO4 is
strongly related to the phase transition of the electrode which follows a domino-cascade
model instead of the more traditional core-shell model [122]. Li et al. [122] proposed
that this can be modelled using a hybrid domino cascade and core shell model due to
the strong anisotropy in the bulk material and the different properties of lithiated and
delithiated stages. They attempted to validate this by looking at the linear Warburg
diffusion regions of the cell and made distinctions between core shell and domino-cascade
mechanisms. Dargaville and Farrell [51] proposed a phase-field model to capture the
dynamics of high rate LiFePO4. With their shrinking core battery model however they
were not able to produce a good fit with experimental data.
2.2.4 Modelling of lithium-ion battery packs
In order to achieve practical voltages and capacities for use in automotive applications
packs are created with many cells in series and parallel. The coupling of cells in series
and parallel however does not necessarily mean that homogeneous loads are experienced
by all of the cells.
Guo et al. [91] developed a mutli-cell model based on the pseudo-2D model to investigate
effects of large form factor cells and the effect of interconnect and contact resistances.
Large form factor cells were shown to exhibit in cell inhomogeneities in potential,
concentration and temperature, which cascades down to other cells. Figure 2.11 shows
the potential profile of a 3 cell pack and highlights the fact that linked potentials allow
the inhomogeneities in concentration to cascade down to neighbouring cells.
Many authors have commented on the fact that differences between cells due to the
manufacturing process, operating conditions and degradation rates can lead to an imbalance
in cell performance which limits the overall pack performance [140, 239]. As there are
so many cells, the computational cost of this is typically quite high and as such many
authors tend to use approximations.
Zheng et al. [239] developed a decoupled 3D battery pack thermal model to estimate
temperature distributions across the pack. This uses a 3D CFD based thermal model
combined with an equivalent circuit battery model within different domains. The focus
here was on the thermal generation hence the high fidelity CFD coupling however this
was at the expensive of the electrochemical coupling. In addition the paper looks only
at cells connected in series with a specific thermal arrangement based on a bespoke pack
design.
Dubarry et al. [65] presents a ’universal’ approach to simulating battery pack performance
which takes into account the cell-to-cell variations. They also use a equivalent circuit
model to approximate the cell performance and parameterise this against test data and
then incorporates this data into a network of equivalent circuit models to achieve better
accuracy. The drawback to this is the large amount of experimental data required and
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Figure 2.11: The profiles of potentials on a 3 cell series pack at the end of a 1C and 3C discharge
process [91]
loss of physics based information.
Li and Mazzola [119] developed a model of a 21.3 kWh automotive lithium-ion pack
based on an electrical analogue of the pack performance without consideration of the
single cell behaviour. Their model, whilst running fast does not consider thermal effects
nor degradation issues and was tested under mild conditions with test currents of only
approximately 0.5 C. They do not consider interconnect resistances and lump together
all processes in their parameterisation.
Wang and Srinivasan [211] developed a multi-scale battery model using physics based
equations from the pore level to cell level and then to stack model. The model is
electrochemical and thermally coupled. However, they do not take into account practical
interconnection electrical effects which can adversely affect the performance of the pack
and make simplifying assumptions in the fundamental equations in order to reduce
computational time.
This therefore highlights the gap between the engineering application of the technology
in that the physical connections need to be accounted for. One of the things often
neglected in pack level modelling is the finite interconnection resistance of connecting
cells together, which authors have commented as being significant [162]. Validation
of these models have also appears to be under mild, constant current load cycles or
load cycles. More aggressive dynamic validation of models is not typically seen and no
standard load cycle is current in use that represents automotive load cycles.
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2.2.5 Thermal management
As the power and energy requirements increase, a key concern for both cell manufacturers
and designers of battery control systems is thermal runaway [202]. If a cell generates
more heat than can be dissipated, and the cell heats above 90◦C, decomposition of
the passivating SEI layer on the surface of the anode takes place [193]. The electrode
becomes exposed to the electrolyte, solvent molecules diffuse through the anode and react
with the intercalated lithium ions, leading to exothermic reactions, gassing, and partial
exfoliation of graphite. When the self-heating rate surpasses 10◦C/min, the process
is usually irreversible. Depending on its size, design and materials, a cell enters the
runaway regime somewhere between 130◦C and 220◦C [93]. In addition to overcharging/
overdischarging, thermal runaway can also be influenced by the environment in which it
operates: external sources of heat and low heat dissipation rates can cause thermal
runaway within otherwise normal operating conditions. Separators with shut-down
capabilities have been shown to be effective against thermal runaway only for small
packs [174].
2.2.6 Summary of lithium-ion battery literature review
Based on the literature review of batteries presented the following can be summarized.
• Lithium-ion batteries are the current technology of choice in automotive applications
with carbon based anodes and materials such as LiCoO2 and LiFeO4 being common
cathode materials used
• The main battery degradation mechanisms have been identified as being the formation
and growth of the SEI layer on the anode which reduces the amount of cyclable
lithium and also an increase in cell resistance leading to capacity and power fade
over time. Few works have conclusively experimentally validated the SEI growth
rate, with a decoupling from other degradation mechanisms and correlated this
with performance
• Physics based electrochemical battery models and ECMs are the most commonly
adopted battery models with physics based models showing more use when analysing
degradation issues. The most commonly used physics model is based on the original
Newman models which solve for diffusion and charge conservation assuming continuous
mechanics
• Current battery pack modelling is mostly limited to the use of equivalent circuit
models and neglects the consideration of contact resistances between cells which
can become appreciable with larger capacity cells
The subsequent works will focus on the development of a physics based model which
accounts for SEI layer growth and the use of this model to probe pack level effects when
scaling to larger systems.
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2.3 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
Similar to lithium-ion batteries, there have been many thousands of publications in the
academic literature relating to PEMFCs. The focus of this literature review is to identify
the areas and work relating to PEMFCs in automotive applications with regards to cell
level modelling, system level modelling, degradation mechanisms and failure models,
with a view of identifying a suitable model fidelity and gaps in the current academic
literature to motivate later sections of work.
The wide spread commercialisation of PEMFCs is currently limited by the two main
barriers of cost and durability [214]. Lifetime requirements of automotive systems have
been quoted as being in the region of 5,000 hours with less than a 10% performance
decay [183].
There are currently a number of different FC technologies which are commercially
available and which are under development. These include the Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC),
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC), Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC), Molten Carbonate
Fuel Cell (MCFC), PEMFC and Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC). Each of these
devices have their respective advantages and disadvantages. Details of each device are
shown in Table 2.5.
Of the presented FC types PEMFCs show the greatest promise in automotive applications
due to their fast start-up and low temperature operation. PEMFCs convert hydrogen
into electricity with the only by-product being water at an efficiency typically greater
than an ICE. A PEMFC generates electrical power by oxidising hydrogen with oxygen in
a controlled reaction. In order to extract useful electrical work, the reaction is facilitated
by a ionically conducting but electrically insulating polymer membrane, usually made
from a sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene based fluoropolymer-copolymer usually called Nafion.
A schematic diagram of a cross section of a FC is shown in Figure 2.12.
The side which is supplied with the hydrogen is known as the anode and the side which
is provided with the oxygen is known as the cathode.
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Figure 2.12: Cross-section of PEMFC. Adapted from [112]
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2.3.1 Fuel cell modelling
In order to predict the dynamic behaviour and thus the efficiency of any FC system,
a model is required. Depending on the length and time scales of interest different
authors have applied different methods of modelling. The three main forms of FC
modelling found in the academic literature are physics, semi-empirical and fully empirical
models. This work will focus mainly on physical/ semi-empirical based models as these
capture the appropriate length and time scales of interest with an acceptable level of
computational cost.
Figure 2.14 show a brief history of models found in the academic literature on modelling
of FCs which summarised the level of details and effects captured. It can be seen that over
time more and more effects and coupled effects including water and thermal management
have been added including a general increase in studies using dynamic models. However,
at the same time it can be seen that modelling has not converged into one area with all
the coupled effects, with many modern works neglecting certain effects.
Physics based models
One popular type of FC model is the physics based model which takes into consideration
the heat and mass balances occurring within the FC stack. This allows for effects in the
FC to be investigated with knowledge of the fundamental driving process. The drawback
of this is that many parameters are typically needed, some of which are difficult to
determine and it typically focuses on the single cell level.
Much of the earlier mathematically framework for later models in the literature was
established by Springer et al. [194] and Fuller and Newman [81].
Springer et al. [194] presented an isothermal, 1D steady-state model of a PEMFC with
a Nafion 117 membrane. They focused their modelling efforts on the water transport
effects within the membrane and considered the effects of water diffusion coefficients,
electro-osmotic drag coefficients, water absorption and membrane conductivities. They
used their model to predict that the series resistance of the membrane increases with
increasing current density at steady state conditions. The limitations of this model
include not being able to handle water saturation situations, being steady state, isothermal
and only considering the water transport effect and not of the whole system.
Figure 2.14: History of modelling studies [241]
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Fuller and Newman [81] later extended this model to 2D and considered the dependencies
between water and thermal management and that of the fuel utilisation on the overall
performance of a FC. They identified that temperature is a critical consideration in
any water management study and isothermal model results vary from non-isothermal
ones.
Weber and Newman [217] later used their physics based model and developed a two phase
flow model to investigate the performance implications of the introduction of a MPL into
the MEA. Simulations show an increase in performance with using the MPL compared
to without due to better oxygen transport and ohmic effects. Ohmic improvements arise
due to better structural stability, improved interlayer contact and better CL utilization.
The MPL also acts as a ’valve’ which pushes water away from the cathode GDL and
through the membrane to avoid flooding.
Since then, authors have continually been adding detail to the model. Amphlett et al.
[4] considers the Stefan-Maxwell, Nernst, Nernst-Planck equations to replicate the FC
performance, however with increasing levels of complexity comes increasing numbers of
variables, many of which can be difficult to extract, especially when there are so many
interdependencies. As such, semi-empirical relationships are often used which arise from
parameterisation with modelled data.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based models have since been used to combine
with the fundamental electrochemistry based equations to allow for detailed analysis of
flow field designs however these come at an increasing computational cost. Wang and
Wang [212] presented a 143×143 cm FC model which takes into account the geometry
of the flow field channels to model the current distribution within a single cell. The
generated mesh of 23.5 million nodes took approximately 20 hours to converge to a
solution with a 2.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU. This therefore highlights the need for
reduced order models to reduce computational time.
Semi-empirical models
Much of the current literature revolving around control system development of FC
systems use semi-empirical models which lump the cell performance owing to the faster
computational speed compared to full physics based models. Table 2.6 lists different
semi-empirical FC model works in the literature along with a short description of their
purpose, mostly of which were developed with the aim of investigating performance
implications in different conditions or developing control algorithms. Much of the work
is based on the same fundamental physics based processes however the semi-empirical
elements of the models needs close consideration when models are used outside of the
their parameterised conditions as many semi-empirical models are steady.
Stack models
Beyond modelling the processes within the stack, many authors have also extended to the
modelling of the associated ancillary BOP which is important in assessing the dynamic
response of systems and also the addition loss required to achieve a certain reactant
delivery performance, known as the parasitic power consumption.
Much of the work done on developing system level models has been done with the
motivation of development of models for developing more optimized controllers to increase
FC dynamic performance with advanced controllers.
Yu et al. [230] developed a dynamic PEMFC stack level model based on physical transport
phenomena including mass transport effects, electrochemistry, heat transfer and water
management. Based on their model results of a Ballard FC stack, it would take the
stack approximately 30 minutes to reach a steady state temperature. However, their
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Table 2.6: Semi-empirical models of fuel cells. Adapted from [241]
Author Description and focus
Fowler et al. [78] Study of the voltage degradation and the end of life issue
Ceraolo et al. [37] Identification of numeric values for parameters, assumption
of uniform pressure, procedure for evaluation of the
parameters
Al-Baghdadi [2] Investigate the impact of operating conditions to
performance, not extensive calculations
Caux et al. [36] Modeling of control auxiliaries, control, boost converters,
quasi static, use in vehicular applications
Pathapati et al. [156] Effects of charge double layer and behaviour on sudden load
changes, transient phenomena
Wishart et al. [220] Develop a methodology to obtain optimal operating
conditions, include BOP. Two performance objectives:
maximize net system power and maximize the system
exergetic efficiency
Zong et al. [242] Analyze water transport across the membrane and shift
change effect, pressure variation along the channel
del Real et al. [55] Development and experimental validation of a dynamic
model. Suitable for control studies
Hou et al. [96] Simplified model applied for vehicle applications. Effect of
temperature and pressure into performance
Wingelaar et al. [219] Electric circuit representation with small signal and large
signal characteristics. Use EIS
Outeiro et al. [152] A parameter optimized model as an electrical equivalent
circuit. Optimization method: simulating annealing.
Including temperature effect
Li et al. [121] Fast approach to predict the performance. Analysis through
a series of experiments
Miansari et al. [137] Thermodynamic approach with study of channel dimension.
Effect of temperature, pressure and air stoichiometry on the
exergy efficiencies and irreversibilities
Moreira and da Silva
[142]
Practical model for performance evaluation with few
calculations and sum up into one equation
work considers ideal and fully controlled flow into the stack and does not consider any
of the ancillary BOP components.
Pukrushpan et al. [163] adopted much of the semi-empirical modelling work of the FC
stack from Amphlett et al. [4] and incorporated it with transient models of a compressor
and gas manifolding effects in order to develop improved control algorithms. This
considered all of the heat and mass transfer equations previously set out; however, it did
not have an unsteady thermally coupled model for the stack temperature.
Since then, authors such as O¨zbek et al. [153] have adopted the stack modelling work
presented by Pukrushpan et al. [163] and Amphlett et al. [4] in order to investigate
controller development for the air subsystem. They show that the typical feedforward
controllers reduce system efficiency due to the transient depletion of oxygen under large
step-loads and thus propose a novel gain scheduling controller to improved performance.
This was for a 1.2 kW system and thus assumed a constant stack temperature; however,
larger automotive systems will require cooling systems and consideration of modelling
thermal effects also.
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Water management is therefore a function of the FC MEA design itself, with the many
authors suggesting modifications to the GDL hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature, as
well as addition of a MPL to aid with prevention of flooding [217]. External factors also
have a significant influence on the water management such as the pressure, temperature
humidification of the reactant streams. If this is not suitably managed it can cause
either dehydration of the membrane leading to increased ohmic resistance or excessive
amounts of water being produced leading to stack flooding whereby water prevents gas
diffusion to the MEA.
On a overall cell level, flooding can cause reduced potentials as shown in Figure 2.16.
This mainly affects the performance at higher current densities as flooding causes the
blockages of gas diffusion channels and gas diffusion rates are higher at higher current
densities.
Dutta et al. [66] presented a 3D model of a PEMFC flow channel which considered
the Navier-Stokes equation and the electrochemical reactions occurring. Their results
indicated that flow distribution in both the anode and cathode are significantly affected
by the mass consumption patterns of the FC, and thus the current with water transport
mainly governed by the electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion effects. These can
therefore affect the pressure drop across the cathode. Bu¨chi et al. [30] developed a
segmented cell system to probe heterogeneous current densities within a single cell.
Results show that local current distribution is strongly influenced by the dew point of
the air and stoichiometry, with larger inhomogeneities at low stoichiometries and low
dew point temperatures.
Observation of anode and cathode pressure drops can therefore be used as an early
indicator for stack flooding. Some authors have investigated this effect further by the
creation and test of segmented FCs whereby the current density can be measured locally
within a single cell. Lin et al. [126] tested a 25 cm2 cell in order to test the effect of
local current density under constant voltage operation for different relative humidity
conditions. Periodic spikes in the current profile were observed and this suggested
local regions of the cell were either being flooded or dehydrated leading to unstable
performance. Optimization of the relative humidity to minimise the instabilities was
achieved by regulating the relative humidity of both the anode and cathode. Results
showed that the relative humidity control of the cathode has more of an influence than
the relative humidity of the anode.
These oscillations in performance due to water formation and the removal can also be
detected in the pressure drop across the stack. During dynamic operation, pressure drops
Figure 2.16: Polarisation curves of a PEMFC illustrating the effect of water flooding on cell
performance [120]
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Figure 2.17: Cell voltage and cathode side pressure drop measured under various air
stoichiometric ratios (symbolized by ξ in the figure) in a 14 cm2 fuel cell for 0.2 A.cm−2, 150
kPa and 80◦C wiht the dew point of both H2 and air at 70◦C [213]
can indicate the presence of excess water. Under dynamic testing of a 10-cell stack, Chen
and Zhou [41] showed that long time voltage oscillations could be observed when a change
in load was applied. This effect was also noticed in the anode/cathode pressure drops
indicating some sort of correlation. In order to relate the variables together, a FFT was
performed. It was shown that the dominant frequency of the cathode pressure drop was
found to be an early inductor for stack voltage drop. For the dominant frequency for
anode pressure drop, this indicated the presence of water in the anode, usually from
back diffusion from the cathode.
Wang et al. [213] developed a two-phase flow model of a PEMFC to investigate the effect
of flooding. Experimental results from their paper, as shown in Figure 2.17, showed that
with increasingly low stoichiometries flooding becomes more of an issue as indicated
by the drop in cell potential under constant current operation. The onset of flooding
can be inferred from the increase in cathode pressure drop due to the formation of
liquid water. Periodic pulses of air can be used to mechanically remove this water,
as suggested by the data where the pressure drop decreases after each pulse. The
ramifications of flooding can include: fuel starvation leading to carbon corrosion of
the CCL, oxygen starvation leading to hydrogen evolution on the cathode and further
more H2/O2 combustion and hot spot formation, flow maldistribution amongst parallel
channels leading to operational instabilities and efficiency losses and mass transport
losses at high current densities.
Sanchez et al. [177] showed the oscillations in the measured cell potential arise when
the FC is supplied with dry air and fully humidified hydrogen. They suggested that the
periodic oscillations are due to changes in flow type from single to two phase flow in the
anodic channels with the orientation of the stack, and design of the flow fields, affecting
the oscillatory response observed. Figure 2.18 shows the response of a single cell under
different anodic operating conditions. It can be seen that instabilities in the measured
cell potential arise when operating the anode near and in excess of the maximum relative
humidity, suggesting liquid water formation. Similarly, it was shown that higher anodic
flow rates also allows less dynamic oscillations, likely due to the increased water removal
capabilities.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: (a) Effect of the anode RH on the oscillation behaviour, anode RH of:72%
(triangles), 100% (circles) and 137% (diamonds). (b) Effect of the anode flow on the oscillations.
Anode flow values: 209 mL/min (triangles), 450 mL/min (diamonds), potentiostatic mode. [177]
2.3.3 Studies on larger systems
The vast majority of the academic literature has focused on the performance of FCs
with a relatively small electrode area; however, FC systems for automotive applications
will typically have to be on the order of 10-100 kWe in electrical output in order to
meet automotive power requirements. Therefore, the scale up of systems needs to be
considered and inhomogeneities in performance begin to come about with the increase
in the scale of the power output.
With larger systems, reactant inhomogeneities are more likely to occur due to differences
in the local pressure drop of the individual cells. This will likely have an impact on the
performance of the overall system. Liu and Li [128] showed that these inhomogeneities
can significantly affect the performance of the FC stack and suggested the use of a novel
manifold design to compensate for the different pressure drops. Whilst their 4-cell stack
showed improvements in the stack performance, the eventual integration of this into
larger automotive systems seems unlikely due to the additional cost, weight, complexity
and pressure drop.
Lin et al. [125] also studied current inhomogeneities in large cells and showed that when
higher values of current density are measured at the outlet, relative to the inlet, and
suggested that there is insufficient humidification in the inlet area which results in higher
ohmic resistance resulting in higher currents at the outlet. This is shown in Figure 2.19
and indicates the current density can vary significantly within a single cell. Differences
in the local anode and cathode current densities were found to be not significant due to
the larger in-plane resistance of the cell, relative to the through plane direction.
The problem arises that when FCs are stacked together for practical applications their
behaviour changes compared to when in a single cell format. The cause of this is due to
non-uniformities in cell voltages across the stack, temperature differences and variations
in reactant concentrations in the flow channels which are not observed at the single cell
level [138]. This was demonstrated by Chu and Jiang [46] who compared single cell and
a 30 cell stack perform. Here they found that the OCP, Tafel slope and DC resistance
of the cumulative number of single cells did add up, however the mass transport effects
did not follow the same trend due to variations in heat exchange, humidity and reactant
supplied.
Not only are the reactants in a large stack linked but since bipolar plates connect the
cells they are also electrically connected. Thus, propagation of performance from one cell
to another is possible even with the same reactant delivery. Santis et al. [179] developed
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Figure 2.19: Current density distribution measurements at galvanostatic mode with fully
humidified MEA at 80◦C [125]. Lower current densities in the inlet (top right) suggest higher
resistance due to poor humidification resulting in higher current densities at the outet (bottom
left)
a segmented cell system to induce reactant and cooling dissimilarities in a single cell of
a stack to monitor the performance on the other cells. Results shows that artificially
induced air starvation in one cell can propagate to neighbouring cells with the changes
in the local reaction current density occurring at the common bipolar plate due to its
finite thickness and resistance. Figure 2.20 shows the results of changing the local air
stoichiometry in one cell relative to keeping other constant and thus the coupled effect
on performance. The effect is more significant at lower operating stoichiometries and
could arise when water forms locally within the stack blocking channels within one flow
plate.
Rodatz et al. [172] confirmed the critical aspects of reactant heterogeneities on cell
performance with testing presented on an 6 kW 100-cell system. They highlight the
need to monitor individual cell voltages to avoid failures due to reactant under supply,
leading to negative potentials and hot spot formation since the cell potential acted as
the limiting factor. System level methods suggested to circumvent these issues included
(a) (b)
Figure 2.20: (a) Simplified diagram of two cell stack with independent media supplies and
location of local current density measurements at the stack periphery and (b) 1+2-cell stack
showing the changes in cell voltage of the anomalous cell 1 and coupling cells 2 and 3 as a
function of the air stoichiometry in the anomalous cell 1
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current pulsing to impede the build up of platinium oxide layer and the related decrease
in performance as well as reactant pulsing to remove liquid water.
2.3.4 Fuel cell degradation
In order for mainstream uptake, a PEMFC for automotive applications is expected to
have a lifetime of approximately 5,000 hours for typical consumer vehicles and 20,000
hours for buses [237]. A detailed understanding of the degradation processes is therefore
required in order to design systems that maximize the lifetime of the PEMFC. Zhang et
al. [237] presented a review of PEMFC degradation processes and identified a number of
factors, these being: PEM thinning, CL degradation due to platinum sintering or carbon
support corrosion and GDL degradation. Among these factors CL degradation has been
shown to be the most significant [237].
Carbon-supported platinum is the most commonly used catalyst for the PEMFC Oxygen
Reduction Reaction (ORR), with the Cathode Catalyst Layer (CCL) being the most
critical factor in the long term durability of the cell performance [58]. Although a variety
of catalyst materials are being investigated Pt/C and Pt-modified or alloyed catalysts
are the most popular due to their low overpotentials and high catalytic activity for the
Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction (HOR) and the ORR as well as their ability to withstand
the highly acidic environments inside a PEMFC.
Factors affecting the carbon corrosion rate include the operating current density, where
lower current densities and high cell potentials have been shown to accelerate the carbon
oxidation reaction [80]. Franck-Lacaze et al. [80] investigated carbon corrosion by
applying hour long pulse loads between 540 mA.cm−2 and 120 or 20 mA.cm−2. Through
EIS and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) measurements it was shown that
cycles involving the lower 20 mA.cm−2 resulted in far more severe degradation with Pt
dissolution from the cathode and reformation in the bulk of the perfluorinated sulfonate
polymer being shown.
Extensive fundamental experiments have been conducted on single cell PEMFCs over the
past decade; however, stack level testing has received less attention [138]. In single cell
tests, the focus has primarily been on material properties and transport phenomenon.
This includes MEA materials, bipolar plate design, MEA durability and degradation,
contamination, water management and thermal management. Stack level research has
mainly been focused on macroscopic metrics such as overall performance and durability
with semi-empirical models being developed and validated.
The main causes of FC degradation in automotive applications has been attributed to
three main factors. These are: FC start-up/ shutdown, load cycling and idling at low
currents [187]. The causes and effects of these operating modes are summarized in Table
2.7. Results of studies conducted on FC degradation on real world FCVs showed that
the relative contributions of start-up, load cycling and idling caused 44%, 28% and 28%
worth of degradation respectively [187].
If not suitably managed, each of these degradation mechanisms can be further agitated
causing further increased degradation rates. Rapid load cycling for example can lead to
periodic fuel starvation, which can be an acute problem in large area PEMFCs [123].
Under fuel starvation conditions, which are common at high current densities, the current
distribution in a cell is highly uneven. Under these conditions the anode potential can
rise and the cell potential can reverse. In the inlet of the anode, hydrogen oxidation can
occur and the interfacial potential between the anode and the membrane is below the
normal PEMFC OCV of 1.23 V. Under fuel starvation conditions, the later parts of the
cell do not have sufficient hydrogen so water electrolysis occurs with a local interfacial
potential of above 1.23 V. The high interfacial potential at the anode therefore leads to
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Table 2.7: Fuel cell operating modes and major types of degradation [187]
Operating mode Main causes Degradation
Start-up Cathode carbon support
corrosion by high potential
Cathode catalysts surface area loss
Cathodic reactant gas diffusion
deterioration
Load cycling Cathode catalyst dissolution by
potential cycling
Cathode catalyst surface area loss
Idling (low current) Cathode catalyst dissolution by
high potential
Chemical decomposition by
peroxide (radial) attack
Cathode catalyst poisoning by
membrane fragments
Cathode catalyst surface loss
Membrane proton conductivity loss
localised carbon corrosion and catalyst degradation [123]. If not enough water is present
to maintain the electrolysis of water then the carbon is typically used to support the
current. In their work, Liang et al. [123] measured local hydrogen stoichiometries near
the anode outlet to be 0.55 with a local potential of 2.6 V creating a CO2 production
rate of 20 ml min−1.
Carbon-support corrosion in PEMFCs
Carbon, in a number of different forms, is commonly used on PEMFCs as a catalyst
support, GDL and bipolar plate material. Among these carbon materials, carbon black
is often used as a catalyst support for PEMFCs applications due to its high electronic
conductivity (1-10 S cm−1) and high surface areas (100-1000 m2g−1C ) to enable high
dispersion of platinum or platinum catalyst and formation of highly porous electrodes
[31].
Typically, electrochemical oxidation corrosion of carbon-support proceeds as shown in
Equation 6.22 via carbon corrosion and the water shift reaction [58]. This mechanism and
reaction kinetics is a strong function of potential (usually on the basis of the Reversible
Hydrogen Electrode (RHE)). The carbon oxidation equations are shown in Equations
2.15 and 2.16.
C + 2H2O→ CO2 + 4H+ + 4e− E = 0.207V(vs.RHE@25◦C) (2.15)
C + H2O→ CO + 4H+ + 2e− E = 0.518V(vs.RHE@25◦C) (2.16)
Carbon corrosion generally occurs when rapid potential cyclic, or oxidizing potentials are
applied [185, 13]. Various accelerated stress tests have been developed including fixed
potential holding and potential-step cycling. Figure 2.21 shows the carbon corrosion rate
of conventionally-supported MEAs as a function of time at 80 ◦C held at potentials of
1.1 V, 1.2 V and 1.3V versus the RHE. Here the rate at which carbon corrosion occurred
increases with potential, with the relationship following a linear log-log trend resulting
in non-linear rates of degradation.
Mathias et al. [134] performed a number of detailed corrosion studies of conventional
carbon-supported MEAs with respect to temperature and potential and showed that for a
relative humidity of 100% the carbon corrosion current followed an empirical relationship
as shown in Equation 2.17.
iCO2 ∝ 10E/TSe−Ea/RT t−m (2.17)
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Figure 2.21: The effect of potential on carbon corrosion rate versus time over commercial
conventional-carbon supported MEAs measured at 80◦C and 80% relative humidity. The working
electrode was fed with N2 (50cm
3min−1), while the counter/reference electrode was purged with
H2 [31]
Where iCO2 is the carbon corrosion current at time time t, E is the applied potential, and
R and T represent the universal gas constant and temperature, respectively. Bu¨chi et
al. [31] suggests values of E=67 kJ mol−1, Tafel Slope (TS) value of 152 mV per decade
and power-law parameter m of 0.32 for time, after fitting with experimental data.
Platinum dissolution
Common to many of the aforementioned degradation mechanisms is the loss of catalytic
activity. Shao-Horn et al. [186] used TEM to analyse the degradation of MEAs to
understand the mechanisms of Pt loss. It was found that the coarsening of Pt particles
occurred via two main processes: (1) a nanometer scale Ostwald-ripening process where
smaller Pt particles dissolve in the ionomer phase and redeposit on larger Pt particles
that are separated by a few nanometers and (2) a micrometer-scale diffusion process,
where dissolved Pt species diffuse in the ionomer phase and subsequently precipitate in
the ionomer phase of the electrode or the membrane (close to the cathode/membrane
interface) via reduction of Pt ions with crossover hydrogen in the anode [134].
Platinum dissolution leads to the decrease of effective catalyst surface area and a loss of
electrochemical performance and occurs through a coarsening of the platinum particles
in the catalyst layer [221]. Platinum dissolution is still not fully understood and a
number of mechanisms have been proposed in the literature including; Oswald ripening
[216], diffusion of platinum into the membrane [1] and finally a thermodynamic process
in which unstable platinum particles reduce their surface Gibbs free energy through
agglomeration [233]. While the mechanism is still debated, platinum dissolution has
been linked to fuel cell operating conditions. Mathias et al. [134] showed that platinum
dissolution could be reduced by lowering the operating voltage of a fuel cell at low
relative humidity, while Borup et al. [26] found that load cycling significantly enhanced
platinum dissolution in comparison to steady state operation.
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Start-up/shut-down processes
An automotive PEMFC system undergoes an estimated 38,500 start-up/shut-down cycles
over a 5,500 hr lifetime [31]. If not correctly managed these start-up/shut-down events
can lead to cathode potentials as high as 1.5 V due to the existence of a H2/air front
[169]. Figure 2.22 shows a schematic of this H2/air front. As in-plane proton transfer
can be neglected due to the relative length scales (100 µm perpendicular-to-the-plane
vs. several mm in-plane) the H2/air segment effectively acts as a power source to the
air/air segment, which acts as a load. Consideration of the conservation of charge then
leads to Equation 2.18.
(iHOR = iORR)H2/air = (iORR = iCOR + iOER)air/air (2.18)
Where iCOR and iOER represent the Carbon Oxidation Reaction (COR) current and the
Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) current on the cathode side of the air/air segment,
which is balanced by the ORR on the opposing side. The current thought the air/air
segment is then equal to the current generated by the H2/air segment [31].
Reiser et al. [169] developed a 1D model of the potential profile, which was experimentally
validated, and suggests that under start-up/shut-down periods the electrolyte potential
drops from 0 to -0.59 V (vs. RHE) when the anode is partially exposed to hydrogen
and oxygen. This causes a current flow in the opposite direction to normal operating
conditions at the oxygen-exposed region, increasing the cathode interfacial potential
difference to 1.44 V which can cause accelerated corrosion of carbon-catalyst supports.
Maranzana et al. [131] used a segmented cell to investigate these internal currents and
showed that during start-up, the initial flow of hydrogen, pushing out residual gas, can
generate currents of up to 1 A.cm−2 with most of this due to the charging/discharging
of the double layer found at the electrode/electrolyte interface. Contributions from
the oxidation of carbon electrodes does occur simultaneously however at a much lower
rate (a few mA cm−2)[131]. Even with nitrogen purging it has been shown that high
hydrogen flow rates during start-up can result in significant internal currents. This
charging/discharging of the double layer during start-up also leads to the OCP of the
FC momentarily being above that of the steady state value. This is shown in Figure
2.23.
Cathode: Air Cathode: Air
Anode: AirAnode: H2
H2/air = Power Source
Stop StartH2/air front
ORR: O2 + 4H
+ + 4e- → H2O COR: C + H2O → 4H
+ + 4e- + CO2
OER: H2O → O2 + 4H
+ + 4e-
HOR: H2 → 2H
+ + 2e-
Membrane H+
e-
e-
H+
ORR: O2 + 4H
+ + 4e- → H2O
Air/Air = Load
Figure 2.22: a PEMFC under start-up/ shut-down conditions showing how the air/hydrogen
front causes ORR oxygen reduction reaction, COR carbon oxidation reaction, OER oxygen
evolution reaction and HOR hydrogen oxidation reaction
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.23: Internal currents and open circuit potentials as a function of time for two different
hydrogen inlet flows and for anode initially filled with air or nitrogen. T=22◦C. Saturated air
and hydrogen at the cathode and anode [131]
FC failure
Asides from gradual degradation of the FC, more rapid failure mechanisms exist, which
can be aggravated under unfavourable operating conditions. One mechanism of failure
is pin-hole formation, when a hole is formed in the MEA allowing gases to mix between
the anode and cathode, resulting in an effective ’mixed potential’. Typically, cathode
potentials will be more affected by this reactant mix than the anode potential [125]. This
can lead to increased local current densities in the cell and localised heating to cause
catastrophic failure of the system.
Lin et al. [125] constructed a segmented cell to investigate this effect and showed that
significant current inhomogeneities can be observed. Under no load conditions regions
near a pin-hole formation would exhibit positive currents at no load conditions and
regions away from a pin-hole would experience small negative values. Under external
load the regions closest to the pin-hole location leads to large negative currents. The
mechanism causing this was identified as being the high crossover rate of hydrogen into
(a) (b)
Figure 2.24: Current density distribution measured on a MEA with a pinhole for (a) open
circuit conditions and (b) under load (approximately 100 mA/cm2) [125]
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Figure 2.25: FC cost breakdown [214]
the cathode. They also suggest that a sudden pressure drop associated with vaporisation
of water and the fast cooling of the cell is assumed to be the trigger for failure of the
membrane. This is shown in Figure 2.24.
Residual water in the GDL, CL and gas flow channels can be problematic if ambient
temperatures fall below freezing. Failure modes relating to ice formation in the MEA
resulting in mechanical failure of the cell, ice blockage of the cathode CL, GDL flow
channel leading to high pressure drops have also been reported [101] with ice formation
in the cathode CL being the most common failure mode.
2.3.5 Cost
The cost of fuel cells are a major barrier for their commercialization in automotive
applications. System cost will have to be competitive with other vehicle technologies in
order to gain a market-share required to influence the environment. The U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) has established detailed cost targets for automotive fuel cell systems
and components with predictions of costs for mass production [132].
Over past few years, the cost of FCs have dropped from $275/kW in 2002 to $73/kW,
which equates to $6,000 for a 80-kW system, which is still twice the cost of an equivalent
ICE [214]. In 2009, this was further decreased to $61/ kW ($34/kW for BOP and $27/kW
for the stack). A breakdown of the cost evolution of the components in the FC is shown
in Figure 2.25.
Membrane humidifier cost / $.system-1
Operating pressure / atm
Operating temperature / °C
Combined expander/compressor efficiency / %
Balance of air compressor cost / $.system-1
Air stoichiometry
Hydrogen recirculation system cost / $.system-1
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Bipolar plate coating cost factor
Air compressor / $.system-1
Membrane cost / $.m-2
Pt loading / mg.cm-2
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44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
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-1
1,000 700
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0.1 0.2
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Figure 2.26: FC system cost sensitivity analysis. Here red represents low values and black high
values of the respective parameter. Adapted from Marcinkoski et al. [132]
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Marcinkoski et al. [132] presented the cost analysis for a 80 kWe PEMFC suitable for
light duty vehicles, including materials and manufacturing. This includes a sensitivity
analysis of the costs of per kW as shown in Figure 2.26. The results of the sensitivity
analysis they performed, shows which aspects of FCs have the most significant impact
on the overall cost per kWe. For different scenarios of best/worst case relative to a
base case in 2010, they showed that improvements in the power density of the MEA,
GDL costs, platinum loading, membranes and air compressors were the most significant
influences on the cost per kWe.
2.3.6 Summary of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell literature
review
Based on the review of the literature for PEMFC systems the following can be concluded.
• Many authors have presented models of FCs and FC systems to different degrees of
accuracy, however there is a general trend of increasing length scale and decreasing
accuracy such that system level analysis often removes much of the details in place
of reduced order models. Even fewer works include this level of accuracy when
considering FC system performance in hybrid applications where the load cycles are
a function of the degree of hybridisation. The majority of the control development
work thus focuses on the improvement of transient performance of only the FC
system and rarely considers the parasitic power consumption of the BOP
• Both experimental and simulation based studies of large PEMFCs have shown
significant current density and reactant inhomogeneities which can limit performance
and accelerate degradation/ failure of the FC
• Operating mode can significantly affect the durability and performance of FCs
due to effects on may length scales. Rapid power cycling can lead to catalyst loss,
start-up/shut-down cycles as well as no load idling can lead to carbon corrosion.
Whilst periodic current pulsing can in come cases improve performance by inhibiting
the formation of Pt-oxide layers.
• Water management is of critical importance with flooding being a cause of failure
due to localised hot-spots and potential pin-hole formations. Low air temperature
and stoichiometry are often the cause with air pulsing techniques current being
used to blow the water out
• It has been shown that the most significant cost associated with FC systems
is that of the actual FC itself with cost reduction sensitivity greatest in the
power density, GDL cost, Pt loading and membrane costs. This suggests that
downsizing of the FC, rather than improved control offers to most promising route
to affordable FCVs. This also suggests that systems should be designed with the
aim of maximising FC durability as it is the most significant cost of a FC system
It was shown that as the length scales of interest in FC systems increase, the detail of the
models decrease such that large scale system analysis often used reduced order models.
Further to this, most of the large system level modelling work focuses on developing
controllers that improve the dynamic response of BOP components to the FC efficiency.
Few studies actually consider the impact of the parasitic power consumption required
to achieve the performance and no studies retain this information to the hybrid electric
vehicle level of modelling where the FC load is a function of the general control of the
system and degree of hybridisation. Thus this work will aim to develop a high fidelity
model of the FC stack which retains the relevant physics over the time constants of
interest, as well as an accurate account of the associated BOP components to allow for
analysis of the true system efficiency.
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2.4 Supercapacitors
Electrochemical Double Layer (ECDL) capacitors, also known as supercapacitors, store
energy via the formation of a charge double layer at the interface between its carbon
electrodes and an ionic electrolyte solution. They’re typically characterised as having a
high power density but low energy density and thus offers another alternative to FCs
and lithium-ion batteries. The electrostatic nature of the charge storage mechanism
affords them their high power characteristics due to the absence of a charge transfer
resistance present in FCs and batteries, with power densities of commercial cells typically
quoted in the region of 1-10 kW/kg [164, 161]. This also enables the relatively high
lifetimes of these devices due to the absence of the parasitic side reactions typical in
other electrochemical energy storage devices. Thus, supercapacitors offer benefits when
considering load shaving and regenerative breaking applications where high powers are
required. The drawback of these devices, however, are their limited energy densities
which are in the region of 1-10 Wh/kg compared to the 200-300 Wh/kg for lithium-ion
batteries [164, 161].
The construction of a supercapacitor consists of two porous electrodes on metallic current
collectors, separated by an ionically conductive but electrically insulating separator with
an organic electrolyte, typically Acetonitrile (AN), as shown in Figure 2.27a. In its
uncharged state, the majority of the anions and cations are in the bulk electrolyte.
When an external overpotential is applied, anions and cations move to their respective
electrodes and adsorb to the surface electrostatically. The accumulation of charge at each
electrode gives rise to the measured potential of the cell as shown in Figure 2.27b.
The highly porous nature of the supercapacitor electrodes however means there are
different length scales of interest to consider. Figure 2.28 shows one of these length scales
of interest in supercapacitors and highlights the highly porous nature of the diffusion
of ions. The increase in toruosity in the carbon electrodes results in slower effective
diffusion and will have an impact on the extractable energy.
Beyond the diffusion processes, the formation of the double layer also has different
regions of interest. Typically, the double layer can be described by two layers (as the
name suggest). The inner layer, also known as the Helmholtz or Stern layer, contains
solvent molecules which are strongly adsorbed onto the surface of the electrode [209].
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Figure 2.27: (a) Diagram showing the structure of a supercapacitor [181] and (b) figure of
potential profile across a supercpacitor
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Figure 2.28: Illustration of the basic components and design of an EDLC. Arrows indicate the
direction of movement for the cations and anions [102]
This layer can also be subdivided into two regions, the inner and outer Helmholtz layers,
with the inner layer containing adsorbed ions and the outer layer containing solvated
ions interacting only via long-range electrostatic forces and diffusion. The region of
decaying electrostatic attraction into the bulk material is thus known as the diffuse layer
[16].
The earliest model of the double layer is based on the Helmholtz model which assumed a
single layer of adsorbed ions. Later, the Gouy-Chapman model introduced the concept
of the diffuse layer, where the electric potential decreases exponentially towards the bulk
fluid from the electrode. In highly charged systems the Gouy-Chapman model breaks
down, with the later Gouy-Chapman-Stern model combining both Helmholtz layer and
diffuse layer models together. Figure 2.29 shows an illustration of this double layer.
Figure 2.29: Illustration of the electric double layer structure near a planar electrode [57]
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2.4.1 Impedance response
EIS is a usful tool for analysing any electrochemical device and supercapacitors are no
different. The porous nature of supercapacitors thus results in frequency dependent
performance characteristics. The impedance response of a typical supercapacitor is
shown in Figure 2.30.
Here it can be seen that supercapacitor impedance behaviour can typically be broken
down into four main frequency dependent regions [164]. These are shown in the list
below:
(a) Zone I with a frequency range between 1 and 10 mHz is dominated by electronic
leak current through the separator, charge redistribution effects and self-discharge
(b) Zone II with a frequency range between 10 mHz-10 Hz is dominated by the effects
of the series and ionic impedance of the system giving rise to the characteristic
Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR). The frequency impedance arises due to ions
being able to travel deeper into the porous carbon electrodes resulting in a longer
ionic diffusion path
(c) Zone III with a frequency range between 10 Hz-1 kHz is characterised by the series
resistance which arises due to the impedance of the electrodes, current collectors
and contacts
(d) Zone IV with a frequency range between 1-10 kHz is dominated by the intrinsic
inductance of the supercapacitor and of the connecting cables
2.4.2 Charge redistribution effects
An effect commonly seen is that after constant current charging and load removal, the
potential will rapidly fall. This is attributed to ions preferentially absorbing onto the
larger pores nearer the bulk electrolyte due to the lower ionic resistance. When load is
removed the concentration gradient will allow diffusion of the surface ions into deeper
pores. The measured cell potential will be a function of the surface concentration of
ions and thus a diffusion of ions into deeper pores results in an observed cell potential
decrease after charging. The opposite effect is observed during discharge, whereby the
cell voltage gradually increases after load removal. This is due to ions nearer the surface
of the pore preferentially liberating their ions relative to ions in deeper pores. This
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Figure 2.30: Bode plot of the absolute impedance of a typical supercapacitor [164]
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Figure 2.31: (a) Schematic of the charge redistribution effect showing ionic diffusion within a
supercapacitor pore. Adapted from Kowal et al. [109] and (b) cell potential after constant current
charging and then variable constant voltage charging of a Spectracarb 2225 in 1 M H2SO4 [21]
generates a concentration gradient which results in the ions in the deeper pores diffusing
to the surface, even after load removal. This can be mitigated somewhat by saturation
of the pores. This is commonly known as the charge redistribution effect and arises due
to the higher ionic resistance to diffusion experienced by ions within smaller pores of the
carbon electrodes. This is illustrated in Figure 2.31a and 2.31b.
It has been shown that the redistribution effect in supercapacitors can have a significant
impact on performance, with the highly porous nature of the carbon electrodes meaning
that the redistribution effect can have a time constant on the order of tens of hours rather
than hundreds of seconds [102, 109, 21, 22]. This has previously been misinterpreted as
self-discharge where some authors have tried to adopt a variable leakage current model
to compensate for this effect [226, 59]. In the charge redistribution effect, the energy
is not dissipated but rather the ions associated with the charge move deeper into the
porous electrodes. Works have shown that this is a function of the short-term history
including variables such as the charge/discharge duration and temperature [109]. The
self-discharge profile typically exhibits three main regions. An initial region governed
purely by the activation-controlled discharge, a second combining charge redistribution
and activation controlled discharge and finally a pure activation-controlled profile [22].
Graydon et al. [87] developed a 2 branch (2 capacitor transmission line) equivalent
circuit model to account for this charge redistribution effect and found that a substantial
fraction of the capacitance is found in the smaller pores where the ionic resistance can be
up to 4 orders of magnitude higher than in the bulk electrolyte. Table 2.8 highlights the
differences between the rated capacitance and the flow branch capacitance for different
capacitors.
It can be seen that in all cases the surface, or flow, capacitance values are substantially
lower than the rated capacitance and similarly the ionic resistance within these regions
which define the speed at which the charge can be accesses is significantly large. This
thus highlights the need for a model to account for this charge redistribution effect
especially when considering applications over longer periods.
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Table 2.8: Resistance ratio (resistance of slow branch divided by equivalent series resistance)
and capacitance of the flow branch as a percentage of the total measured capacitance. Adapted
from Graydon et al. [87]
Source Manufacturer Rated
capacitance / F
Resistance
ratio / ×10−3
Capacitance / %
Faranda [74] Epcos 110 1.74 13.4
Faranda [74] Epcos 200 0.99 14.9
Faranda [74] Maxwell 350 1.16 15.7
Faranda [74] Epcos 600 1.09 14.6
Belhachem et al.
[19]
Maxwell 2700 1.25 6.88
Diab et al. [59] Not
mentioned
2600 4.30 9.18
Rafik et al. [164] Maxwell 2600 2.72 13.3
Kaus et al. [102] Nesscap 600 6.07 2.66
Zhang and Yang
[235]
Cooper
Bussmann
22 5.25 17.7
Yang and Zhang
[226]
Panasonic 10 1.10 22.3
2.4.3 Voltage dependent behaviour
A commonly found misconception in the literature revolving around supercapacitors
is that their performance can be replicated fully through a simple electrical capacitor
model. In reality, both the impedance and the capacitance varies as a function of
voltage (or SOC). Rafik et al. [164] highlighted that the vast majority of engineering
works that considered supercapacitors do not account for this affect and by using a
linear approximation for capacitance, as a function of potential, can increase modelling
accuracy of the cell voltage by approximately 10%, with respect to the absolute R2 value
between simulated and experimental results.
At higher potentials, the measured capacitance is greater as result of several physical
phenomena such as reduction of the solvent layer thickness, increase of the solvent
dielectric constant [88], increase in the electronic state density in the carbon pore walls
[92] and higher ion penetration in mesopores [176].
Figure 2.32 shows the temperature and voltage dependency of a number of critical
supercapacitor parameters for a 2600 F supercapacitor. Here it can be seen that the
capacitance clearly increases with cell voltage and similarly there is an increase in series
and electrolyte resistance. The term γ in the works by Briat et al. [28] represents the
fitted CPE exponent to their EIS data which physically represents a metric relating to
the porosity and thus diffusion properties of the supercapacitor.
2.4.4 Frequency dependent behaviour
The impedance of an electrode is also frequency dependent with Figure 2.33a illustrating
the effect in supercapacitors. Here r1 and r2 are the radii of the pores and λ1 and λ2
are the penetration lengths of the excitation signal. Song et al. [192] demonstrated that
with higher frequencies or smaller pores, the penetration depth of the signal becomes
reduced. Thus, at high frequencies only large pores and external surfaces take part if
the interactions.
Figure 2.33b shows the impedance response of a supercapacitor. The labelled point
called the knee frequency represents the transition frequency between full access of the
electrode surface and the electrolyte penetration. It also represents the point of 50%
charge storage efficiency [18].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.32: Voltage and temperature dependency of different parameters for a 2600 F
supercapacitor [28]
This frequency dependent behaviour is illustrated in Figure 2.34. This shows that the
capacitance, of a supercapacitor, decreases with higher frequency operation due to the
penetration depth and limited ionic diffusion at those time constants. The behaviour of
the supercapacitor also becomes potential independent at that stage. The real impedance
of the device is also frequency dependent with high frequencies only representing the
series and bulk electrolyte resistance and lower frequencies representing the addition of
the electrolyte resistance.
Wang and Pilon [209] developed a physics based model of a supercapacitor and showed
that the double layer capacitance is constant for a frequency below a critical value. At
high frequencies it was shown that ion transport could not follow the fast variations
in electric potential. Many authors have used EIS measurements to represent the
(a) (b)
Figure 2.33: (a) Schematic of AC signal penetration inside a porous electrode [192] and (b)
Nyquist plot of an electrical double layer capacitor [18]
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.34: (a) Bode plots of differential capacitance and (b) real impedances at different cell
voltages for a 3000 F supercapacitor [164]
frequency dependency of the capacitance using only the imaginary impedance according
the Equation 2.19 [164, 3].
C = − 1
2piIm(f)f
(2.19)
Whilst this gives the general trend and the low frequency capacitance, the transition
frequency between zero capacitance and 100% of the rated charge capacitance is often
represented at higher frequencies than in reality.
2.4.5 Thermal characteristics of supercapacitors
The temperature of supercapacitors affects its’ performance, as the ionic resistance and
electronic resistance are a function of the temperature. Heat generation in supercapacitors
can typically be attributed to two main sources: irreversible ohmic heats and reversible
entropic heats [182, 50]. The irreversible ohmic heat generation from the movement of
ions and electrons and the reversible entropic heat generation caused by the change in
order of the ions when charging/discharging a supercapacitor [182].
Various authors have developed models of supercapacitors which account for the thermal
effects. Gualous et al. [89] developed a thermal model of the supercapacitor and also
embedded thermocouples into the cell to validate their results. Whilst their results
appear to match with their simulations they do not account for entropic effects.
Schiffer et al. [182] showed that the heat generation within supercapacitors was the
superposition of the irreversible joule heating and the reversible entropy effects as the
heat generation under charge and discharge conditions was found to differ. They proposed
a thermal model which accounts for this ordering of the ions during charging based on
the thickness of the Helmholtz layer.
D’Entremont and Pilon [57] later developed a more advanced physics based model
which accounted for coupled ion transport and heat transfer. Their model accounts
for the presence of the Stern layer and the finite size of ions by using the modified
Poisson-Nernst-Planck model. The model accounts for the irreversible ohmic heats
as well as reversible contributions from diffusion, steric effects and entropy changes,
with results showing that the reversible heat terms are exothermic during charging and
endothermic during discharge. Figure 2.35 shows the predicted temperature as well as
the predicted temperature contribution from the different effects.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.35: (a) Numerically predicted temperature changes as a function of time for cases
starting with either a charging step or a discharge step and predicted temperature change change
as a function of time for individual heat generation terms where qE,j , qE,d, qE,s and qS,c represent
the ohmic heating, ion diffusion, steric effects and mixing heats [57]
2.4.6 Modelling of supercapacitors
Models of supercapacitors found in the academic literature can typically be subdivided
into a two main categories: equivalent circuit and physics based, with the vast majority
of works focusing on equivalent circuits due to their ease of implementation and low
computational cost.
Physics based models
The use of physics based models allows for the investigation of performance metrics
from a first principles point of view. Within physics based models there are different
approaches to modelling depending on the length scale of interest.
Starting at the larger bulk cell level, authors have used continuum mechanics to model
the performance of supercapacitors. Verbrugge and Liu [204] developed a 1D physics
based model using porous electrode theory of a supercapacitors intended for analysis
of hybrid electric vehicle optimisation. They used their model to probe the effects of
charge distribution in electrodes under high discharge conditions and found that under
high discharge/charge rates, electrode regions closest to the separator experienced the
greatest current density due to the relative increase in resistance the further the electrode
was from the separator. The limitation of this work is that it assumes a constant porosity
based on the porous electrode theory and does not account for the different pore length
scales as previously mentioned.
Continuing down the length scales, authors have used the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP)
equations to provide the standard description of the linear response dynamics based on
the same assumptions of dilute solutions of pointlike ions interacting though a mean field.
Depending on the length scales and regions of operation, this assumption is reasonable;
however, as energy densities of supercapacitors increase, steric effects due to the finite
ion size and particle-particle interactions become increasingly significant meaning that
the pointlike assumption breaks down.
Additions to this model have since been made. Kilic et al. [105] presented a physics
based model using a Modified PNP (MPNP) equations accounting for ionic transport
to account for additional steric effects. The steric effects account for the finite size of
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.36: The numerical solutions to the PNP and MPNP systems. The dimensionless
charging voltage is ν=10, which corresponds to approximately 0.25 V at room temperature. The
very large values of =0.1 and ν=0.25 are chosen deliberately for illustration. The dimensionless
bulk concentration field c is shown in (a), and the dimensionless charge density ρ in (b) [105]
each charge carrying molecule and the size of the pores have an impact on each other
at a small enough length scale meaning that eventually bulk continuum mechanics as
adopted by the porous electrode theories breakdown. The steric effects have been shown
to have a significant influence on the performance, especially at higher potentials, as
ionic packing becomes greater and the diffuse layer has a reduced capacitance compared
to the classical theory. Figure 2.36 shows a comparison between the PNP and MPNP
models in both the concentration and potential domains. Here -1 and 1 represent the
electrode of a system in dimensionless form.
It can be seen that in both domains, as a load is applied over time, charged species will
accumulate on the electrodes with the respective charge density increasing/ decreasing.
The example shown is for large potential steps and it can be seen that the PNP model
overestimates the concentration profiles at the electrodes and also underestimates the
bulk electrolyte concentration in comparison to the MPNP model. The result on the
charge density is also an overestimation. This is caused by the fact that the PNP model
does not account for steric effects.
Authors have since probed the impact of the steric effects. D’Entremont and Pilon [57]
developed a physics based model of a supercapacitor which coupled the electrodiffusion,
heat generation and thermal transport processes occurring within a cell. Transient
electrodiffusion in a binary and symmetric electrolyte was done with a MPNP. The
thermal model also accounted for irreversible ohmic heating as well as reversible heat
generation from entropy related effects.
Wang and Pilon [209] developed a physics based model of a supercapacitor for numerical
simulation of the EIS profile and determination of the true double layer capacitance.
They used the classical PNP model, with and without the Stern layer, and a MPNP
model with Stern layer. They found that there was a characteristic time constant for
ionic diffusion which is a function of the ionic concentration, and that at high frequency
oscillations, ionic diffusion is not fast enough to follow the imposed potential field.
From their models, they suggest that EIS measurements of the double layer capacitance
can typically overestimate the true value for dilute electrolytes and underestimate for
concentrated electrolytes subjected to large potentials.
Wang and Pilon [210] later extended this work to model 3D structures using their physics
based models which accounted for the effects of the Stern and diffuse layers, finite ion
size and dependency of the electrolyte permittivity on the local electric field.
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Figure 2.37: An idealized model of cylindrical pore and distributed capacitance within a pore.
[18]
Equivalent circuit models
Equivalent circuit models have been the preferred choice of modelling approach adopted
by more engineering works due to ease of implementation and speed of computation.
The original concept of the equivalent circuit model for supercapacitors was based on
the work by de Levie [118] who investigated the capacitance effects of porous electrodes
in electrolyte solutions. Mathematical evaluation of potential and current distributions
in porous electrodes showed that processes do not occur evenly throughout the thickness
of a porous electrode due to the relatively large IR drop in the solution of the pores,
resulting in faster dynamics at the mouth of the pore closer to the counter electrode
[227]. As such, a de Levie brush model, or transmission line type model was proposed
as shown in Figure 2.37.
In the transmission line model, a network of resistors and capacitors represent the
increase of ionic resistance deeper into pores and the related capacitance. Many authors
have used this approach with variations made over the years to incorporate different
effects [102, 164, 114, 21, 22]. For example Rafik et al. [164] developed an equivalent
circuit model that also accounted for the varying capacitance as a function of the
voltage.
A figure of one of the variations of equivalent circuits proposed is shown in Figure 2.38.
As one can see different parts of the model are used to represent different processes with
different time constants of interest.
Figure 2.38: Equivalent circuit model of a supercapacitor [114]
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Whilst the use of equivalent circuit models becomes more wide spread, the limitations
of their validity must also be considered. Miller [139] used a simple series-RC model to
model the performance of supercapacitors. It was shown that in lower capacitance cells,
this showed good agreement however in higher energy dense cells, the deviation of the
simple approximation began to increase. This is likely due to the pore porous nature of
the higher energy dense cells and the resulting charge redistribution effects. The earlier
physics based works would suggest that this is caused by the fact that higher energy
dense supercapacitors have smaller pores and in those cases the increasing influence of
steric effects results in a decrease in capacitance.
2.4.7 Supercapacitor degradation
Whilst supercapacitors are typically quoted as having extremely high lifetimes due to
the absence of electrochemical charge transfer process, and thus the normally associated
parasitic side reactions, these do still exist but at much smaller magnitudes and are
caused by by oxygenated functional groups leading to the degradation of performance
[24]. The general observed trend is such that as supercapacitors age their resistance
increases and capacitance decreases [23] with many authors commenting that higher
temperatures and potentials accelerates the rate of degradation [3, 182, 89].
Bohlen and Kowal [23] showed that there is a close coupling between the thermal effects
and degradation, with a feedback effect whereby, in large supercapacitor packs, the
cell that get hottest degrade faster, which results in higher resistance and consequently
higher rates of heat generation. This is obviously dependent on the pack architecture and
cooling system, but highlights the importance of thermal considerations. Schiffer et al.
[182] showed that the temperature dependency of degradation follows an Arrhenius rate
law, and thus degradation rates will have an exponential dependency with temperature.
Zhu et al. [240] showed that the aging of carbon materials in AN based electrolytes is
mainly attributed to structural changes with micro/mesopores being destroyed by the
polymerisation of AN. Their measurements suggested that degradation is faster on the
anode than cathode and they highlight the criticality of trace water amounts causing
the chemical aging.
Figure 2.39: Model parameters changes at 65◦C for different voltage [69]
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.40: Illustration of the dispersion of pore size and the consequences on ageing [68]
The sensitivity of the degradation rate to cell potential also supports the side reaction
mechanism as the thermodynamic equilibrium potential often defines the kinetics of a
reaction in addition to temperature. Figure 2.39 shows how storage at different potentials
affects the rate of degradation of different parameters over time. Here γ represents a
fitted parameter from the equivalent circuit which represents the porosity of the electrode
as would be suggested by its close trend correlation to the capacitance.
Further work by El Brouji et al. [68] on calendar aging and power cycling tests, found
that calendar aging leads to a decrease in cell capacitance due to the deposition of
impurities in the pores of the electrode materials leading to a loss of active surface area.
Power cycling tests by contrast more radially modified the pore size distribution. Figure
2.40 illustrates the impact of calendar aging.
2.4.8 Summary of supercapacitor literature review
The literature review of supercapacitor technology for automotive applications has resulted
in the following conclusions.
• Many studies of supercapacitors in the pure engineering field fail to account for
variations in the capacitance as a function of the SOC and also the frequency
dependency of supercapacitor performance
• Equivalent circuit models are the main form of model used in the academic literature
to replicate supercapacitor performance, with many models adopting a de Levie
brush type model to account for porous electrode effects
• Lower energy dense cells show better agreement with equivalent circuits, with
deviations increasing in larger energy dense cells. From physics based modelling
of cells using MPNP based models this has been attributed to the increasing
steric effects at higher potentials where charge carrying species can no longer be
considered pointlike charges in a mean field
• The main degradation mode in supercapacitors is attributed to structural changes
in the electrode causes by the parasitic side reactions of impurities from the
manufacturing process which reduce the effective surface area of the supercapacitor
The literature would thus suggest that for system level analysis using supercapacitors,
consideration of the charge redistribution effects needs to be accounted for. Whilst
physics based models do give additional insight into the performance limitations of
supercapacitors, no current model from the length scale of the Helmholtz layer has
been developed that is suitable for large system level analysis. Of the physics based
model continuum mechanics based models appear most suitable.
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2.5 Powertrain comparison
The term powertrain refers to all components within a vehicle which delivers or converts
energy for motive power. The selection, arrangement and control of a vehicle powertrain
has a significant impact on the performance, efficiency, cost and lifetime of the vehicle and
therefore needs careful consideration. The simplest configuration for an electric vehicle
is one where there is only one main prime mover which includes either pure BEV or pure
Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCEV). Depending on the application, there may be advantages and
disadvantages which makes one technology favourable over the other.
As seen from previous sections, the three main electrochemical devices have different
advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, to achieve the most benefit, many authors
have suggested hybridisation, whereby multiple devices are used to provide the motive
power for the vehicle. However, before consideration of different configurations an
understanding of the load cycles that are applied to the vehicle is needed.
2.5.1 Drive cycles
One of the critical metrics of interest in the analysis of vehicle powertrains is which
drive cycle is used for the analysis. Depending on the load cycle, the results may show
that one powertrain is preferred over another whilst the opposite is true for a different
load cycle. Thus an understanding of the type of drive cycle being applied is needed.
Segmenting the market for automotive applications is therefore a key requirement.
Many studies have looked into the impact of driving cycles when assessing the performance
of vehicles [8, 7, 14, 130, 6] and it is generally agreed that a single drive cycle to
characterise the entire market does not give a true representation of energy efficiency of
different powertrains [7].
Typical metrics used to characterise drive cycles include average speed, peak speed,
duration, average acceleration and peak acceleration [8, 146]. Andre´ [8] analysed a large
dataset of different vehicle drive cycles with the aim of categorising them with the aim
of deriving a common set of reference real-world driving cycles, hereafter termed the
ARTEMIS cycles. They categorised drive cycles into 12 distinct classes based on their
Figure 2.41: Variability of the driving conditions and positioning of the 12 centres of the classes
amongst a sample of observations [8]
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Figure 2.42: Variability of the trips and positioning of the centres of the trip classes obtained
by cluster analysis [8]
speed and acceleration profiles and eventually derived three main drive cycles that they
claim to be representative of real world driving conditions. The subcategories include:
urban, rural road and motorway driving. Figure 2.41 shows the distribution of the
average acceleration and speed for the different drive cycles. Trends in the drive cycles
can thus be seen.
In addition, Andre´ [8] also looked at the intermittency of the drive cycles and the
variations between different categories. Figure 2.42 shows the percentage stop duration
against average speed for different driving styles. It becomes apparent that low speed
urban driving contains many more stop-start events than high speed motorway trips.
This would thus become a consideration in powertrain configurations where there is a
significant parasitic power consumption under idling conditions.
Many works have studied the performance of vehicles under different duty cycles. Baptista
et al. [15] analyses the life cycle emissions for a London taxi using the CENEX-PCO drive
cycle specifically designed for characterising taxi driving behaviour. Liaw and Dubarry
[124] uses fuzzy logic pattern recognition to characterise drive cycles. They describe
the concept of a driving pulse which includes information about the average speed and
distance travelled during active periods of a drive cycle. A driving cycle profile is then
created from a number of driving periods to characterise the whole cycle.
Table 2.9 compares different standard drive cycles against their retrospective metrics.
Typically, the differentiation between different vehicle drive cycles is very much qualitative
however it is the aim of the author to make drive cycle analysis much more quantitative.
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2.5.2 Battery electric vehicles
Lithium-ion batteries are currently the main battery technology of choice in BEVs
applications, and whilst other battery technologies are being developed it is expected
that lithium-ion batteries will play a large part in near and far term EV futures [84].
BEVs only use battery to store energy for the vehicle powertrain. BEVs potentially
have the capacity of providing the lowest GHG emissions of all EV technologies. This
is highly dependent on the fuel type being used to generate the electricity for charging
with values ranging from 0 gCO2/km using renewable sources and 155 gCO2/km using
coal based electricity generation [203].
The limitations with pure BEVs has always been the range of the vehicle. Campanari et
al. [34] showed through simulations that battery weight and energy consumption of the
vehicle increased dramatically with the driving range. This would also mean that the
cost of the vehicle increase. Durability is also a concern with many authors quoting that
a BEV should last for at least 10 years or 150,000 miles [161]; however, as the range of
comsumer operating conditions is quite wide, it is difficult to guarantee this.
Cost is another limitation for the commercialisation of BEVs. van Vliet et al. [203]
showed that in 2010 with a cost level of 1,280 $/kWh for lithium-ion batteries, the
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a BEV was $3,600/ year more than an ICE based
vehicle. Driving costs down to 530 $/kWh would still result in a TCO difference of
$1,000/year.
2.5.3 Fuel cell vehicles
Pure FCVs only use FCs as their main form of power generation. These have been
generally acknowledged as being the best potential all electric technology for long range
vehicles. Thomas [198] showed that when comparing BEVs with FCVs, FCVs exhibited
superior benefits in terms of mass, volume, cost, initial GHG reductions, refuelling time,
well-to-wheel energy efficiency and life cycle costs than BEVs when the vehicle range is
greater than 160 km.
Various works have been presented in the academic literature demonstrating FCVs.
Bonnet et al. [25] developed an 80 kWe PEMFC system. Here they compared the
normalised performance between different stack sizes. They reported that under low
humidification all systems performed the same; however, at higher humidifications (60%)
variations in performance could be seen. This has been attributed to condensed water
causing the differences in normalised performance, with water management more difficult
in larger systems.
Saxe et al. [180] analysed the performance of 27 FC buses that were operated in 9
different European cities with consideration of the energy systems and different load
cycles. They found that the FC system efficiency under real world operation to range
between 36-41%. They suggested that via hybridisation the fuel consumption could be
improved by 5-10%. Figure 2.43a shows the Sankey diagram for a 38 kW system. From
the starting potential energy of the fuel it can be seen that only approximately 52% of
this is useful electrical energy. Further inefficiencies down the powertrain result in as low
as 23.5% of the total energy being useful motive energy. This highlights the fact that
whilst FCs possess a relatively high energy density they are still relatively inefficient
when compared to batteries or supercapacitors.
The drawback of a pure FC system is that the FC time constants are dominated by
temperature and fuel delivery systems, with highly dynamic loads resulting in large
voltage drops due to fuel starvation effects with these effects leading to accelerated
degradation and potential failure of the FC [221, 197]. As such many authors suggest
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.43: (a) Sankey diagram of a FC system for bus applications [180] and (b) Sankey
diagram for FC-battery hybrid system for typical drive cycle Bubna et al. [29]
limiting the load ramp rate of a FC with values of 4 A/s for a 500 W-12.5 V FC [199],
2.5 kW/s for a 40 kW-70V FC [173], 50 A/s for a 20 kW-48V FC [48]. Of course limiting
the ramp rate of current then has a knock on effect that the performance of the vehicle
suffers.
2.5.4 Fuel cell hybrid vehicles
A hybrid powertrain is one in which there are multiple power sources to drive the
vehicle. Typically, one component is used for chemical conversion and the other energy
storage.
Many authors have suggested hybridisation of a FC with batteries and/ or supercapacitors
as a means of both downsizing the FC stack and also reducing the rate of potential cycling
[173, 15, 5, 154, 33]. Yufit and Brandon [231] developed a FC-battery hybrid system
which was actively controlled using a DCDC converter where the lithium-ion battery
was used to meet peak power requirements whilst the DCDC converter maintained the
FC under a constant current load. Hosseinzadeh et al. [95] investigated the theoretical
optimisation of an FC-lead acid battery system for a forklift truck power train. An
optimal design was found to give theoretical reductions in hydrogen consumption by up
to 26% while Garc´ıa et al. [83] modelled the performance of a FC-battery-SC powertrain
for use on the Urbos 3 tramway in Spain. Using lithium-ion batteries and SCs connected
via DCDC converters, the hybrid powertrain was found to theoretically smooth power
cycling and enable the fuel cell to operate at conditions close steady state. Efficiencies
of the FC were predicted at 60.9% while the hybrid vehicle had a theoretical system
efficiency of 55.6%. Hwang and Chang [98] investigated the performance of a FC-lithium
ion battery hybrid for use in a light electric vehicle. This powertrain was found to have
an efficiency of 46%. Hwang [99] also reported on the performance of a FC-lithium
ion battery generator. This system was able to smooth sudden changes in load while
allowing FC efficiencies between 52-58%.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.44: (a) Diagram of fuel cell-supercapacitor powertrain layout and (b) powertrain
causaility flow chart of the model presented by Rodatz et al. [173]
Corbo et al. [48] developed a 20 kWe PEMFC system hybridised with a lead acid
battery pack for a minibus application. In the hybrid operation mode they quote FC
system efficiencies between 45-48% with overall powertrain efficiency of 30%. Here they
identified the air management strategies as the critical parameter which affected the
stack uniformity performance and suggested that higher air stoichiometries should be
used in dynamic conditions compared to steady state. They also compared different
hybridisation strategies where the FC dynamics were kept to a minimum (hard) and
one where it was allowed to vary more (soft). When the operation mode was switched
from soft to hard the DCDC converter efficiency varied from 78 % to 84 % whilst FC
efficiency increased from 45 % to 48%. The overall hard operation mode efficiency
was approximately 30% compared to the 26% soft mode. This suggests that reduced
dynamics on the FC have a significant impact on the overall efficiency of the powertrain.
Varying degrees of FC hybridisation have been reported. Some authors have used the
FC as a range extender to battery packs in order to keep the cost of the FC and
hydrogen storage low [5]. Andaloro et al. [5] reported a FC-battery hybrid system for
BUS applications where a 5 kWe PEMFC combined with a ZEBRA battery was used
as a range extender. In this configuration, the FC was operated in a constant current
mode, with load variations handled by the battery. Here a simple Simulink model of
both the battery and FC was used to predict the performance of the system. Whilst
a system was reportedly built this was not validated. The FC model was just a static
look-up table based on the manufacturers provided data sheet.
Paladini et al. [154] developed a vehicle model of a FC-battery-supercapacitor hybrid
and optimised for different drive cycles for hydrogen consumption using multi-objective
optimisation and genetic algorithms. Here DCDC converter models regulate the power
from the FC, nickel metal hydride batter and supercapacitors, in a backwards facing
modelling approach. A fixed battery recharging efficiency of 80% was assumed. The
FC model used is the semi-empirical model proposed by Amphlett et al. [4] for the
polarisation curve but does not include any dynamic effects. The battery model is based
on a look-up table.
Rodatz et al. [173] developed a FC-supercapacitor hybrid system. Here they used a
forward facing model with 2 DCDC converters to maintain a constant BUS voltage as
shown in Figure 2.44. The FC model used here whilst considering temperature effects
does not account for water management and transient effects, nor does the FC model
consider the energy requirement from the ancillary components. No detailed description
of the supercapacitor model is given and thus it was assumed that at best they used a
simple equivalent circuit to model the performance of the supercapacitor.
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Figure 2.45: Effect of degree of hybridization on fuel economy for city cycle [106]
Baptista et al. [15] conducted a life cycle analysis of different vehicle technologies with
a London taxi application. They found that FCPHEV had the highest CO2 emission
reduction of 69% when compared against an equivalent ICE taxi. The FCHEV and BEV
also showed CO2 reductions over the lifetime of operation with reduction values of 39%
and 64% respectively.
Thounthong et al. [200] investigated triple active hybrid systems using a FC, battery
and supercapacitor. Small scale validation was achieved. Here they developed a control
system to regulate the 3 DCDC converters which regulated power from the different
devices. The focus here was on using the controllers to enable the supercapacitors to
have the fastest dynamics, batteries to maintain the SOC of the supercapacitors and
the FC to have a very low dynamic and meet the average power requirement of the
system.
Bubna et al. [29] presented work on the development of a FC-battery heavy hybrid bus.
Here a 19.4 kW PEMFC stack with a 12.8 kg hydrogen storage capacity. was combined
with a 300 V 200Ah NiCd battery system. They have gone for a plug-in configuration
where the FC acts as a range extender. Figure 2.43b shows the Sankey diagram for the
FC-battery hybrid system. It can be seen that with the incorporation of the battery,
relative to pure FCVs it can recover some of the regenerative energy.
Kim and Peng [106] developed a power management optimisation procedure for FC-hybrid
vehicle applications. Here they use a pseudo steady state FC model where the polarisation
curves are in the form of look up tables but vary depending on the pressure ratio of
the compressor. Also, a simple battery model was used based on a single resistance
and integration of the SOC to find the OCV. They showed that the most significant
efficiency gains come from aggressive downsizing of the FC and increased Degree Of
Hybridisation (DOH). Figure 2.45 shows how varying the DOH affects the equivalent
MPG of the vehicle. Here DOH represents the ratio of FC power to battery power. They
found that excessively smaller FCs and excessively large batteries are not the optimal
solution and there is often an intermediate DOH that is best with a ratio of 0.65 for city
driving.
Within the hybrid vehicle domain however considerable variations in the results are
found due to the near infinite variations in control strategies in power regulation.
Passive hybrid systems
Passive hybridisation involves the direct coupling of electrochemical devices without the
need for additional power electronics such as DCDC converters whilst still achieving the
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Figure 2.46: Power available from the FC and battery in the passive hybrid architecture [20]
benefits of traditional hybrids in decoupling energy and power requirements. This has
the advantage of lower cost due to one less component and no loss from the addition
level of power conversion. The disadvantage of this system however is that active power
control is often lost.
Several studies have previously looked into the effect of passive hybrid systems. Kuperman
et al. [113] used a frequency domain approach based analysis to investigate the potential
benefits of a battery-supercapacitor passive hybrid. It was shown that supercapacitors
act as a low-pass filter for the battery terminals under pulse loading reducing battery
stress. The disadvantage of passive hybridisation is therefore the loss of active power
regulation control. In the work by Bernard et al. [20] they investigated alternative
control strategies to counteract the loss of control. This was achieved by active pressure
control of the FC stack thereby regulating the operating voltage. As the devices share
the same potential, this controls the current flowing out the stack through regulation
of the electrochemical overpotential. This is shown in Figure 2.46. Nishizawa et al.
[144] developed a FC-battery passive hybrid system for aircraft applications and showed
that there was an increase in efficiency compared to equivalent systems using DCDC
converters and that the lower impedance response of the battery resulted in more mild
transient loads for the FC.
Kera¨nen et al. [103] developed a FC-supercapacitor-battery triple hybrid. Due to the
differences in the impedance of the devices the supercapacitors responded fastest to load
changes, whilst the battery gradually ramped up and followed slower dynamics. The FC
responded to even slower dynamics and effectively met the average power requirement
of the load cycle. This is shown in Figure 2.47a. They showed that benefits of passive
hybridisation could be achieved with a relatively small supercapacitor pack as shown in
Figure 2.47b. They created a 16 kW system for fork lift applications and developed an
model of the powertrain, however this model used an empirically determined FC model,
equivalent circuit battery model and a supercapacitor model which did not capture the
charge redistribution effects.
2.5.5 Total Cost of Ownership
One of the important metrics to consider when evaluating a hybrid electric vehicle is
the costs involved. When considering the cost of a vehicle there are two main things to
consider; the capital cost of acquisition and the running cost of the vehicle. Combined,
this is known as the TCO.
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It is generally acknowledged that during the early uptake of EVs, the capital cost of
acquisition will be higher than an ICE equivalent. Thus, for EVs to be an economically
viable option for mainstream adoption, rather than just for niche applications, EVs
need to allow for cost savings in other areas. BEVs, FCVs and FCHEVs are generally
acknowledged as having higher efficiencies than the ICE counterpart with (in some
cases) cheaper fuel resulting in lower running costs. The question thus arises, in which
applications would EVs result in a lower TCO than an ICE equivalent and how long
would this pay back period be?
It was shown by McKinsey & Company [135] that the cost of all vehicle powertrains
after 2025 converge. It was predicted that the cost of a FC system would decrease by
90% and 80% for a BEV against the 2010 value by 2020 due to economies of scale and
incremental improvements in the technology. They also show that PHEVs are more
economic than BEVs and FCVs in the short term, however the gap gradually closes and
by 2030 PEHVs are cost competitive with BEVs for smaller vehicles with both BEVs and
FCEVs for medium cars and less competitive than FCEVs for larger vehicles. Trends in
the predicted vehicle costs are shown in Figure 2.48.
The cost of hydrogen will be another critical metric which ultimately determines the
success of FC based powertrains. Figure 2.49 shows the predicted cost of hydrogen from
(a) (b)
Figure 2.47: (a) Currents and BUS voltage of triple passive hybrid system and (b) comparison of
energy storage systems and PEMFC power distribution during a 300A current peak on different
supercapacitor sizes [103]
(a) (b)
Figure 2.48: Predicted cost of a (a) BEV and (b) a FC system for a C/D segment vehicle [135]
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Figure 2.49: Predicted cost of hydrogen delivered at the pump without taxes/excises. Adapted
from McKinsey & Company [135]
2010-2050 and suggests that the production costs will significantly decrease by 67% by
2020 due to the introduction of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) and
Coal Gasification (CG) plants.
2.5.6 Summary of powertrain comparison literature review
This section presented the relevant literature relating to academic works on FCV, BEV
and FCHEV powertrain studies. The below thus lists the key findings:
• The selection of a vehicle load cycle has been acknowledged as being a critical
parameter in assessment of different vehicle technologies
• Much of the techno-economic analysis of electric vehicles uses oversimplified models
of the electrochemical devices
• Few studies on the comparison of different FC hybrid configurations subdivide the
market (i.e. applied load cycles)
• Many hybrid system analysis works use steady state models which do not account
for water management issues
• Works on FC hybrid vehicles have mainly focused on active hybrids with few works
detailing FC passive hybrid systems
• No studies exist that comprehensively compare FC hybrid configurations with other
all electric alternatives with detailed, experimentally validated models
• Passive hybrid systems have been identified as being one possible powertrain
configuration which allows for cost reductions through removal of the DCDC
converter, but few works have been published in this area with none focused on
FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid systems
The motivation for subsequent work based on the review of the current literature will
therefore focus on initially developing a rigorous understanding of vehicle load cycles,
integration of the high fidelity models developed into a vehicle modelling platform to
probe efficiency and cost metrics and to investigate the feasibility of FC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid systems, which has currently not been investigated.
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2.6 Summary of literature review and motivation for work
The previous sections have detailed the current state-of-the-art regarding lithium-ion
batteries, PEMFCs, supercapacitors and their application in EVs. As mentioned, the
focus on this PhD work is on developing the tools and techniques required to assess
the feasibility of these technologies in different configurations. The presented literature
review thus provides a framework to build upon and has highlighted a number of different
areas which are currently missing in the academic literature which this work hope to
contribute towards.
As such, the below lists the main gaps in the current academic literature which will act
as motivation for the work in the subsequent chapters.
2.6.1 Lithium-ion batteries
Physics based models have been shown to offer significant advantages in providing
additional information about the performance of batteries in automotive systems, with
the Newman model being the current standard. Temperature effects in batteries have
been identified as being a critical parameter, both in terms of efficiency but also in
terms of safety. Thus, the motivation for the development of a battery model will focus
on a coupled thermal-electrochemical model. Whilst, works have been presented on
the application of these models in predicting the performance of an EV, simplifying
assumptions have been made about the scale up effects from single to multi-cell level
system with the effect of interconnect resistances neglected.
The analysis of the degradation mechanisms in lithium-ion batteries has shown the
cause to be many and varied depending on the chemistry used, cell design, operating
conditions and many other factors. Capturing all of these effects, thus has been identified
as being beyond the scope of this project but the developed models will focus on the
most significant which has been identified as being the growth and evolution of the SEI
layer.
In addition, diagnosis techniques of batteries are limited somewhat to laboratory based
EIS measurements and currently very few detailed in-situ techniques exist which allows
for additional electrochemical information to be extracted. Addition to the academic
literature in this area will thus be addressed.
2.6.2 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
Analysis of the literature regarding PEMFCs in automotive applications have shown that
the critical effects that need to be captured are: mass transport from BOP components,
thermal and water management issues. The vast majority of the academic literature
revolving around the analysis of FC systems for automotive applications use steady
state models and/or neglect the effect of the BOP. Thus, the this work will focus on the
development of a PEMFC stack model that assumes lumped performance but considers
transient thermal, mass transport and water balances. This will also include models
of the BOP components, which are critical metrics in assessing the parasitic power
consumption.
The critical degradation modes in FCs under automotive load cycles were identified as
being start-up/shut-down, rapid power cycling and no load idling. System design cannot
affect the number of start-up/shut-down cycles but can affect the rate of power cycling
and no-load idling. Analysis of the literature has shown that there is no comprehensive
model of these two modes of degradation suitable for system level analysis and it is
beyond the scope of this project to develop new models for quantifying these effects
however consideration of these factors will be made in a qualitative manner.
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2.6.3 Supercapacitors
It has been shown that the vast majority of the academic literature use equivalent
circuit models to describe the performance of supercapacitors. The critical effects to
consider have been identified as being the charge redistribution effect and the frequency
dependent performance. Thus, the modelling efforts of subsequent chapters will focus on
the development of a transmission line base model that accounts for charge redistribution
and frequency dependent effects. The relatively low impedance of the devices relative to
FCs and batteries means that heat generation will be lower and thus a thermal model will
not be included as the literature suggest a weak temperature dependency of capacitance
with temperature within the normal EV operating range.
No comprehensive degradation model of supercapacitors which is suitable for system
level modelling exists and due to the already high durability of supercapacitors this will
not be developed within the framework on this PhD.
The capacitance behaviour with voltage and frequency, however is seen as a critical
metric to understand and there will be efforts made to develop diagnosis tools for
extracting this information from the supercapacitor in novel ways.
2.6.4 Powertrain comparison
Whilst it was acknowledged in many publications that the selection of a load cycle
will have a dramatic effect on the merits of one vehicle powertrain over another, the
vast majority of the academic works have not taken this into consideration with works
presents on a single load cycle only. Further to this, the vast majority of system
level analysis works use over simplified models and techno-economical works typically
make further high level assumptions about the efficiency and performance of different
systems.
Thus, the motivation for the powertrain comparison work is to assess different vehicle
load cycles and then use the developed models of lithium-ion batteries, PEMFCs and
supercapacitors to answer system level questions. The study of power flows within
active hybrid systems is near exhaustive and thus a detailed analysis of different energy
management strategies will not be covered. Rather a few case studies will be investigated
and compared against each other to demonstrate the developed tools and techniques,
which are the main focus of this work.
Passive hybrid systems were in particular identified as being a promising means of cost
reduction due to the removal of the DCDC converter and thus this will be investigated
in more detail, with the focus being on FC-supercapacitor hybrids, of which there are
currently no publications in this area.
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Chapter 3
Lithium-ion batteries
3.1 Introduction: Lithium-ion batteries
This chapter presents the modelling and experimental work relating to the development
of a physics based lithium-ion battery model and its subsequent application to investigating
performance limitations in automotive applications and the development of novel diagnosis
techniques. This will provide the foundation for subsequent system level analysis of
hybrid systems. The below therefore lists the contents on this chapter.
• Formulation of a pseudo 2D thermally coupled-physics based lithium-ion
battery model
– This section sets the mathematical framework and solution methods for the
thermally coupled-physics based lithium-ion battery model which includes
details of the SEI based degradation model
• Formulation of reduced order single particle-thermally coupled-physics
based battery model
– This section sets the mathematical framework and solution methods for the
thermally coupled-physics based lithium-ion battery model which is based on
the single particle approximation for improved speed of operation
• Experimental set-up and model parameterisation
– This section outlines the experimental set-up and techniques used to acquire
data needed to parameterise and validate the developed model. It then details
the genetic algorithm based techniques used to parameterise the developed
battery model and substantially validates the result with experimental data
collected
• Model based investigation of battery performance
– The section uses the validated model to investigate rate limiting effects in
lithium-ion batteries when used in automotive applications and explores how
the model can be used to select optimal operating points and cell designs
• In-situ monitoring techniques of stoichiometric drift
– This section presents the work done on using the models to develop in-situ
diagnosis techniques to monitor battery electrode stoichiometric drift over
the lifetime of use and includes a novel thermal-entropy based monitoring
technique
• Model based investigation of battery pack design
– This section presents the work on taking a single cell model and expanding
this to a pack level model and investigating pack architecture designs and
implications on performance driven by fundamental physics based phenomena
For a vehicle with an electric powertrain that uses batteries, it is important to understand
the limitations on performance, the dynamics of the transient behaviour and the modes
of degradation. Understanding the operating characteristics of batteries as a form of
energy storage will enable the effective development of a hybrid powertrain utilising FCs
and/or supercapcitors.
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3.2 Battery model equations
Analysis of the existing academic literature has shown that physics based models assuming
continuum mechanics can be solved at speeds suitable for system level analysis and
that they provide significant insight into the performance of batteries and their rate
limiting processes. In addition to this, the high temperature dependency of these systems
necessitates a thermally coupled model. The following works will therefore focus on the
development of a model based on this.
The most generally used electrochemical model of the lithium-ion battery is based the
original works by Newman, Doyle and Fuller [82, 61, 62] which is currently accepted as
being the standard for cell level, physics based modelling of lithium-ion batteries [189].
This model couples the reaction current density with mass and charge conservation
equations to describe the physics occurring within the battery.
The unit cell of a lithium-ion battery typically consists of five main components. A
porous negative electrode, positive electrodes and separator, immersed in an ionically
conductive electrolyte with metallic current collector connected to each electrode. Other
materials such as binder for the anode and conductive additives are also typically present,
however in smaller proportions. In order to reduce the internal impedance to increase
power capabilities of the cell, the thickness of the electrode layers and separators are
typically kept to as small as possible. The unit cells are then stacked in parallel within
the cell to increase the available capacity. Figure 3.1 shows the different spatial domains
of a lithium-ion battery which were modelled.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of 1D (x-diection) electrochemical cell model with coupled 1D microscopic
(r-direction) solid diffusion mode [224]
The 1D macroscopic model uses concentrated solution theory to describe the transport of
lithium-ions and lithium in the solution and solid phases respectively with a Bruggeman
modified Fick’s diffusion rate law equation to account for bulk porosity. The electrolyte
is assumed to be a binary salt in a single solvent. The composite negative and positive
electrode as been assumed to be a single phase with volume fractions of binding and
conductive additives considered. The porous electrode theory used assumes the various
phases can be superimposed to create a continua. The intercalation electrodes were
assumed to be spherical particles of constant diameters [61]. The effect of double layer
capacitance has not been incorporated due to the relative time constant of this process
being outside of the region of interest.
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Table 3.1: 1D electrochemical model equations [189]
Lithium, electrolyte phase (ce)
∂(εece)
∂t
=
∂
∂x
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∂
∂x
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+
1− t0+
F
jLi
∂ce
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Charge, electrolyte phase (φe)
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Charge, solid phase (φs)
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∂φs
∂x
∣∣∣
x=0
= σeff+
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x=L
=
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Electrochemical kinetics jLi = asi0
{
exp
[
αaF
RT
(
η − RSEI
as
jLi
)]
− exp
[
−αcF
RT
(
η − RSEI
αs
jLi
)]}
reaction rate (jLi)
Overpotential (η) η = φs − φe − U
Electrolyte ionic κeffD =
2RTκeff
F
(t0+ − 1)
(
1 +
dlnf±
dlnce
)
diffusional conductivity (κeffD )
Specific interfacial as =
3εs
rs
surface area (as)
The model presented is based on the equations presented by Smith and Wang [189]
and consists of 4 partial differential equations describing solid and electrolyte phase
species concentrations and potentials. These are linked to a Butler-Volmer reaction rate
equation. The equations which define the model are shown in Table 3.1. The solution of
these partial differential equations is achieved by use of Finite Difference Method (FDM)
numerical methods.
Figure 3.2 shows a flowchart of the solution method employed to solve the set of partial
differential equations for the battery mass and charge conservation and diffusion processes.
An iterative approach to converging to the a valid solution for the reaction current
density is adopted which is also described. The code was written in the Matlab programming
environment and later integrated into the Simulink modelling environment by the use
of an embedded MATLAB function block.
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Yes
No
Yes
No
Define initial parameters, discretisation and matrix sizes
Solve for the Cartesian diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte using implicit Crank-
Nicholson (C-N) Finite Difference Methods (FDM) and LU decomposition
Are the two answers within preset limits?
Calculate the heat generation and solve the 1D unsteady heat transfer equation using implicit 
C-N FDM 
Increase time step by 1 Δt
Change 
reaction current 
density based 
on difference of 
error
Are the two answers within preset limits?
Make initial guess for reaction current density
Solve for the spherical diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte using explicit FDM
Solve for the charge in the electrolyte using implicit C-N FDM and LU decomposition
Solve for the charge in the solid phase using implicit C-N FDM and LU decomposition
Calculate reaction current density and compare to initial guess
Integrate reaction current density and compare with drawn current
Figure 3.2: Solution flow charge for battery code [224]
3.2.1 Lithium in the electrolyte phase
During operation, lithium-ion concentration gradients are established in the electrolyte
phase which results in a relative ionic motion that can be characterised by a Fick’s
diffusion law equation with a electrochemical source term as shown in Equation 3.1,
where εe is the volume fraction of the electrolyte phase, ce is the volume averaged
concentration of lithium in the electrolyte phase (mol cm−3), t is time (s), x is the
distance along the cell width (cm), Deffe is the effective diffusion coefficient of lithium in
the electrolyte (cm2s−1), t0+ is the transference number of lithium ions, F is Faraday’s
constant and jLi is the reaction current due to the consumption or production of
lithium (A cm−3). The inclusion of the transference number in equation 3.1 and in
the conductivity equation account for the effect of the counter ions needed to maintain
charge neutrality. No ionic flux is allowed at the current collectors dictating that there
are two zero gradient Neumann boundary conditions at these points, as represented in
Equation 3.2.
∂(εece)
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
Deffe
∂
∂x
ce
)
+
1− t0+
F
jLi (3.1)
∂ce
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
∂ce
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=L
= 0 (3.2)
Equation 3.1 is a parabolic partial differential equation. This was solved by using a
implicit Crank-Nicolson Finite Difference Method solution scheme. The Crank-Nicolson
scheme is a combination of the Backwards Time Centered Space (BTCS) scheme used
to solve the first order time derivative and the average of the central difference scheme
for the second order spatial derivative.
Assuming no source term for Equation 3.1 the discretised form of the parabolic partial
differential equation is shown in Equation 3.3 where i represents the spatial node evaluated
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at time step j, δt is the size of the time step and δx is the size of the spatial discretization.
cei,j+1 − cei,j
δt
=
Deffe
2
{
cei+1,j+1 − 2cei,j+1 + cei−1,j+1
δx2
+
cei+1,j − 2cei,j + cei−1,j
δx2
}
(3.3)
Rearranging this so that all the j + 1 terms are on the LHS and the j terms are on the
RHS results in Equation 3.4 where β = Deffe
δt
δx2
.
−βcei−1,j+1 + (2 + 2β)cei,j+1 − βcei+1,j+1 = −βcei−1,j + (2 + 2β)cei,j − βcei+1,j (3.4)
To apply the zero gradient boundary conditions in Equation 3.2, central difference
theorem is used on the end nodes and rearranged to eliminate the non-existing nodes.
The resulting set of equations are written in matrix form as shown below and a solution is
found using LU decomposition which writes a matrix as the product of a lower and upper
triangular matrix to find the implicit solution for the next time step. The advantage of
using an implicit solution is that it is more numerically stable and it gives more accurate
solutions than explicit schemes like forward or backwards differencing.

2 + 2β −2β
−β 2 + 2β −β
. . .
. . .
. . .
−β 2 + 2β −β
−2β 2 + 2β


cei,j+1
cei+1,j+1
...
cen−1,j+1
cen,j+1
 =

(2− 2β)cei,j + 2βcei+1,j
βcei−1,j + (2− 2β)cei,j + βcei+1,j
...
βcen−2,j + (2− 2β)cen−1,j + βcen,j
2βcen−1,j + (2− 2β)cen,j

The electrochemical source term attributed to the reaction current for each node was
then added to the solution of the differential diffusion equation.
3.2.2 Lithium in the solid phase
It has been assumed that within each discretization node in the through plane direction
there is a single spherical solid particle representing the porous electrode material. The
diffusion of lithium within the particle is represented by a spherical Fick’s diffusion
law equation shown in Equation 3.5 where cs is the volume averaged solid phase lithium
concentration (mol cm−3), r is the radius (cm) and Ds is the solid phase lithium diffusion
coefficient (cm2 s−1).
∂cs
∂t
=
Ds
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂cs
∂r
)
(3.5)
When a battery is discharged/charged lithium ions are deintercalated/intercalated from
the negative electrode, this is interpreted as a species surface flux with the boundary
conditions shown in Equation 3.6, where as is the active surface area per electrode unit
volume (cm2 cm−3) and Rs is the radius of the spherical particles (cm).
∂cs
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= 0,−Ds∂cs
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=Rs
=
jLi
asF
(3.6)
This equation is a parabolic partial differential equation; however, the problem with
using the Crank-Nicolson solution scheme is that the equation is solved in spherical polar
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coordinates which means that at the centre of the radial coordinate system r →0 which
leads to an asymptote solution. Therefore, to solve the solid phase lithium diffusion
in the spherical co-ordinate system an explicit solution scheme is used as shown in the
below Equation [49].
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂cs
∂r
)
=
{
1
i(δr)2
{(i+ 1)csi+1,j + 2icsi,j + (i− 1)csi−1,j} if i 6=0
6
(δr)2
(cs1,j − cs0,j) if i=0
The explicit form of the discretised equation was then combined with the surface flux
boundary conditions, written in the below matrix form and solved explicitly for the next
time step.
Dsδt
(δr)2

−6 6
i−1
i −2ii i+1i
. . .
. . .
. . .
(i+1)
i −2ii i+1i
n+1
N −2nn


csi,j
csi+1,j
...
csn−1,j
csn,j
 =

csi,j+1 − csi,j
csi+1,j+1 − csi+1,j
...
csn−1,j+1 − csn−1,j
csn,j+1 − csn,j + (n+ 1) j
Li2δt
asFnδr

3.2.3 Charge in the electrolyte phase
Consideration of electrolyte charge conservation yields Equation 3.7, where κeff is the
effective conductivity of the electrolyte (S cm−1), κeffD is the diffusional conductivity of
the lithium (A cm−1) and φe is the electrolyte potential (V). As there is no electrolyte
phase potential flux at the current collectors, zero gradient boundary conditions defined
as shown in Equation 3.8 where L is the length of the electrode domain (cm).
∂
∂x
(
κeff
∂
∂x
φe
)
+
∂
∂x
(
κeffD
∂
∂x
lnce
)
+ jLi = 0 (3.7)
∂φe
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
∂φe
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=L
= 0 (3.8)
The diffusional conductivity of lithium ions in the electrolyte can be defined with consideration
of Equation 3.9 where f± is the activity coefficient which is assumed constant, R is the
universal gas constant and T is absolute temperature (K).
κeffD =
2RTκeff
F
(t0+ − 1)
(
1 +
dlnf±
dlnce
)
(3.9)
The problem with Equation 3.7 is that it is a steady state problem with two zero-gradient
boundary conditions. This leads to a zero determinant and is therefore singular. To solve
this problem a node must be fixed as a reference value and since only potential differences
can be measured, the boundary condition for φe becomes arbitrary. Based on [40] the
reference node was chosen to be the positive electrode/current collector interface which
was set to zero potential.
The solution method used was an explicit forward differencing FDM scheme. The
discrete form of the partial differential equation for charge in the electrolyte is shown in
Equation 3.10.
κeff
{
φei+1,j − 2φei,j + φei−1,j
δx2
}
+ κeffD
{
lncei+1,j − 2lncei,j + lncei−1,j
δx2
}
+ jLi = 0 (3.10)
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The zero gradient boundary conditions are then accounted for by use of central difference
method being applied at the end node to eliminate nodes which are not within the
accounted spatial domain. The equations are then written into matrix form as shown
below and solved using LU decomposition.
κeff
δx2

−2 2
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
0 1


φei,j
φei+1,j
...
φen−1,j
φen,j
 =
κeffD
δx2

2lnciei,j + 2lnc
e
i+1,j
−lncei−1,j + 2lncei,j − lncei+1,j
...
−lncen−2,j + 2lncen−1,j − lncen,j
0
−jLi
3.2.4 Charge in the solid phase
Consideration of the conservation of charge in the solid phase results in Equation 3.11,
where φs is the solid phase potential (V) and σ
eff is the solid phase effective conductivity
(S cm−1).
∂
∂x
(
σeff
∂
∂x
φs
)
= jLi (3.11)
The solid phase is not continuous over the whole spatial domain of the cell meaning that
Equation 3.11 is only valid within each electrode and the solution should be divided into
two sections. At the electrode/separator interface there is no charge flux giving a zero
gradient Neumann boundary condition. At the electrode/current collector interface there
is a charge flux which is a function of the drawn current. The boundary conditions for
the conservation of charge in the solid phase are therefore shown in Equation 3.12.
−σeff−
∂φs
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
= σeff+
∂φs
∂φs
∣∣∣∣
x=L
=
I
A
,
∂φs
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=δ−
=
∂φs
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=L−δ+
= 0 (3.12)
For the solution of charge in the solid phase an explicit forward differencing scheme was
used. The steady nature of the governing equation means that a Crank-Nicolson scheme
is not needed in conjuncture with this solution. Since this is a steady problem with
two gradient boundary conditions within each electrode domain a singularity solution
would arise if not further constrained as with the charge conservation in the electrolyte
phase. Therefore, the electrode/separator node in both domains was fixed to a reference
potential found by using Equation 3.14 which is a form of the Butler-Volmer equation
[40]. The discretised form Equation 3.11 can therefore be written as in Equation
3.13.
σeff
δx2
{
φsi+1,j − 2φsi,j + φsi−1,j
}
= jLi (3.13)
Central difference theorem is used to account for flux boundary conditions. The resulting
set of equations are written into matrix form as shown below for the negative and positive
electrode respectively.
σeff
δx2

−2 2
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
0 1


φsi,j+1
φsi+1,j+1
...
φsn−1,j+1
φsn,j+1
 =

−jLi − 2IAδx
−jLi
...
−jLi
φsref

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σeff
δx2

1 0
1 −2 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 −2 1
2 −2


φsi,j+1
φsi+1,j+1
...
φsn−1,j+1
φsn,j+1
 =

φsref
−jLi
...
−jLi
−jLi − 2IAδx

LU decomposition is then used to solve for the steady solution at that time step.
3.2.5 Reaction current density
A reaction current term links the four governing partial differential equations. This
reaction current is defined by the charge/discharge rate imposed and represents the
relative rate of lithium intercalation/deintercalation. The reaction rate equation is shown
in Equation 3.14 and is a form of the Butler-Volmer equation, where i0 is the exchange
current density (A cm−2), η is the overpoential (V), αa and αc anodic and cathodic
transfer coefficients respectively and RSEI is the SEI layer resistance (Ω).
jLi = asi0
{
exp
[
αaF
RT
(
η − RSEI
as
jLi
)]
− exp
[
−αcF
RT
(
η − RSEI
αs
jLi
)]}
(3.14)
Here as is the specific interfacial surface area of the discretised particles and is a function
of the electrode porosity and radius as defined by Equation 3.15.
as =
3εs
rs
(3.15)
η represents the overpotential which is the deviation in potential from the theoretical
thermodynamic potential. This is shown in Equation 3.16 where U represents the Open
Circuit Voltage (OCV) or the thermodynamic equilibrium potential.
η = φs − φe − U (3.16)
The exchange current density (i0) is a function of the electrolyte and solid phase lithium
concentrations according to Equation 3.17. Where k is a rate constant and αa and αc
represent the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively [62, 229].
i0 = Fkc
αa
e (cs,max − cs,surface)αa cαcs,surface (3.17)
This follows the general form for the exchange current density equations when derived
from the equating the forward and backwards rate constants of a reaction as presented by
Bard and Faulkner [16]. Modifications appear in the form of the difference in maximum
to surface lithium concentration in the solid phase, which act as a rate constant modifier
as suggested by Doyle and Newman [62].
3.2.6 Thermodynamic electrode potential
The OCV is a function of surface lithium concentration, electrode material and temperature.
For the purposes of this model, the OCV of each electrode is initially based on empirical
data from [189] which is a function of surface lithium stoichiometry for the negative
electrode (x)(graphite) and positive electrode (y)(lithium cobalt oxide). This will be later
reparameterised for the specific battery chemistry under investigation. The electrode
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potential equations as a function of lithiation is shown in Equations 3.18 and 3.19
respectively. If modelling different electrode chemistries, this can replaced with the
respective equation.
U− = 8.00229 + 5.0647x− 12.578x0.5 − 8.6322× 10−4x−1 + 2.1765× 10−5x1.5
−0.46016 exp(15[0.06− x])− 0.55364 exp(−2.4326x− 0.92) (3.18)
U+ = 85.681y
6 − 357.7y5 + 613.89y4 − 555.65y3 + 281.06y2 − 76.648y
−0.30987 exp(5.657y115) + 13.1938 (3.19)
The measured voltage of a cell is therefore defined as the potential difference between
the two end nodes and the instantaneous potential drop caused by contact resistances
(Rc) as shown in Equation 3.20.
V = φs|x=L − φs|x=0 − Rc
A
I (3.20)
3.2.7 Battery thermal model
For the thermal model, temperature dependent terms (Ψ) vary according to a general
Arrhenius rate law as shown in Equation 3.21 where Ψref is the reference parameter at
the reference temperate Tref (K) and E
Ψ
act is a thermal activation energy (J mol
−1).
Ψ = Ψref exp
[
EΨact
R
(
1
Tref
− 1
T
)]
(3.21)
Heat generation in a cell can be divided into four main contributions: reaction heat
(qr), Ohmic heat from ionic transfer through the solid and electrolyte phase (qj), Ohmic
heat from contact resistance (qc) and reversible entropy heats (qe) associated with phase
transitions in the electrode materials during intercalation/ deintercalation.
The volume specific reaction heat is calculated as the product of the overpotential and
the reaction current as shown in Equation 3.22. Since there is no reaction current in
the separator domain of the battery there will also be no reaction heat within this
domain.
qr = A
∫ x+dx
x
jLi(φs − φe − U)dx (3.22)
Within the electrode-separator-electrode spatial domain, ohmic heat is generated due
to the current carried and also by the resistive properties of that phase. By using the
conservation of charge relationship for each phase, the ohmic heat can be calculated from
the potential gradients generated. This is shown in Equation 3.23 where the first term
represents the ohmic heat of the solid phase and the other terms represent the ohmic
heat of the electrolyte phase.
qj = A
∫ x+dx
x
[
σeff
(
∂φs
∂x
)2
+ κeff
(
∂φe
∂x
)2
+ κeffD
(
∂lnce
∂x
)(
∂φe
∂x
)]
dx (3.23)
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Ohmic heating also arises due to the contact resistance between the electrode and the
current collectors. This heat source only acts on the end nodes and is shown in Equation
3.24.
qc = I
2Rc
A
(3.24)
Reversible heating in the cell arises due to phase transitions and related entropic changes
in the electrode structures during lithiation/delithiation. This can be represented with
the equation shown in Equation 3.25, where ∂U/∂T is the temperature dependency of
the potential of each electrode.
qe = aj
liT
∂U
∂T
(3.25)
The unsteady heat equation is applied with the heat terms acting as source terms and
natural convection boundary conditions at the two end surfaces of the cell. This is
shown in Equations 3.26 with boundary conditions shown in Equation 3.27, where ρ is
the density (kg m−3), Cp is the specific heat capacity (kJ kg−1 K−1), k is the thermal
conductivity (W m−1 K−1), h is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1) ,
As is the convective area (m
2) and Tamb is the ambient temperature (K).
ρCp
∂T
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
k
∂T
∂x
)
+ (qr + qj + qc + qe) (3.26)
∂T
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
∂T
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=L
=
h
k
As(T − Tamb) (3.27)
The model was fully discretised to account for localised heat generation and natural
convection. For the contact resistance heat this is only applied at the two end nodes as
this is where the current collectors are. For the reaction heat this is only applied in the
positive and negative domains as there is no reaction current in the separator domain.
For the ohmic heat this is applied over the whole domain due to the existence of either
solid phase or electrolyte phase in all regions of the battery. There is no solid phase in
the separator domain, therefore there is no solid phase ohmic heat in this region.
The parabolic partial differential equation was solved by using an implicit Crank-Nicolson
FDM. The discretised form of this is shown in Equation 3.28 where qtot represents the
total heat generation for that node.
Ti,j+1 − Ti,j
δt
=
k
2ρCp
{
Ti+1,j+1 − 2Ti,j+1 + Ti−1,j+1
δx2
+
Ti+1,j − 2Ti,j + Ti−1,j
δx2
}
+
qtot
ρCp
(3.28)
Applying the convective gradient boundary conditions by using central difference theorem
at the end nodes allows the reformulation of the discretised equation to be written in
matrix form, which is shown below, where α is the thermal diffusivity (m2 s−1)

2 + 2α −2α
−α 2 + 2α −α
. . .
. . .
. . .
−α 2 + 2α −α
−2α 2 + 2α


Ti,j+1
Ti+1,j+1
...
Tn−1,j+1
Tn,j+1
 =
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
(2− 2α)Ti,j + 2αTi+1,j − 4αhAs(T1,j − Tamb)/k
αTi−1,j + (2− 2α)Ti,j + αTi+1,j
...
αTn−2,j + (2− 2α)Tn−1,j + αTn,j
2αTn−1,j + (2− 2α)Tn,j − 4αhAs(T1,j − Tamb)/k
+
1
ρCp

qc + qr + qj
qr + qj
...
qr + qj
qc + qr + qj)

3.2.8 Degradation model
There are many different mechanisms of battery degradation and failure. To date there
has not been a comprehensive model that accounts for all mechanisms of failure and
coupled this to performance loss. The majority of the academic literature has identified
the SEI layer growth as the most significant degradation mechanism in lithium-ion
batteries and thus this will be the focus of this model. The degradation model used in
this work is based on the approach taken by Ramadass et al. [166] that the side reaction
involves the decomposition of the solvent (Etyhlene Carbonate) and lithium-ions to form
groups such as Li-alkyl carbonates, Li2CO3, leading to the formation of a passivating SEI
layer on the anode. Formation of this passivating SEI layer consumes cyclable lithium,
reducing cell capacity and also increases cell impedance, reducing peak power.
The are many different possible reactions between the carbon electrodes and electrolyte
which depend on the materials that have been used. As many commercially available
batteries use EC as one of their organic solvents for the electrolyte the reaction mechanism
as shown in Equation 3.29 has been assumed. Where S refers to the solvent and P the
products formed.
S + 2Li+ + 2e− → P (3.29)
It has been assumed that the products which are formed for the side reaction are a
mixture of organic and inorganic compounds. This is due to the low conductivity of
pure Li-alkyl groups resulting in an overestimate of eventual film resistance.
The reaction current density is therefore the sum of the intercalation (jint) and the side
reaction (js) as shown in Equation 3.30.
jtotal = jint + jSEI (3.30)
The reaction current density of the side reaction can also be described by using a the
Butler-Volmer equation. Using the Tafel approximation for irreversible reactions and
neglecting concentration dependencies, and thus a constant exchange current for the
side reaction, the Butler-Volmer equation can be reduced to Equation 3.31.
jSEI = −io,sa−s exp
(
F
2RT
ηs
)
(3.31)
As there is no side reaction occurring in the cathode, the side reaction current density
there is zero. This is a reasonable assumption as it is typically assumed that no SEI
forms at the cathode [184]. The side reaction overpotential can therefore be expressed
as shown in Equation 3.32.
ηs = φs − φe − jtotRSEI
a−s
(3.32)
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The growth of the SEI layer can then be modelled according to Equation 3.33 and then
the growth of new SEI is related the the reaction current density of the side reaction as
according to Equation 3.34.
RSEI = RSEI,t−1 +
δSEI
κp
(3.33)
∂δSEI
∂t
= −jSEIMP
a−s ρpF
(3.34)
Due to this parasitic side reaction taking place on the anode to reduce the solvent, some
of the reaction current does not contribute to pulling lithium out of the active electrode.
Therefore, the boundary equation for the spherical diffusion of lithium in the anode must
be modified as shown in Equation 3.35.
D−s
∂cs
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=R−s
=
jint
a−s F
=
jtot − jSEI
a−s F
(3.35)
This therefore allows for the evolution of the SEI layer resistance, which is only applicable
to the anode. Increases in the SEI layer resistance therefore results in a lower peak power
as the battery ages due to increased resistance, however this does not account for the
loss of capacity. To do this the side reaction current density is integrated accounting
for the electrochemical current which is used to for the SEI and therefore represents the
amount of cyclable lithium lost. This is shown in Equation 3.36.
Qs = −
∫ ∆t
0
∫ Lneg
0
jsdxdt (3.36)
3.2.9 Iterative solution routine
In order to solve for the coupled differential equations an initial guess for the reaction
current density must be made and then this is iterative converged to a valid solution to
maintain conservation of charge and mass. This is shown in Figure 3.3. The reaction
current density is used as either a boundary condition or within the differential equation
for the four government equations defining the solution and solid phase charge and mass
conservation equations. At the first time step an initial guess of the reaction current
density is made based on if the cell is charged or discharged. The 4 differential equations
relating to the charge and mass conservation of the solution and solid phase are solved
using this initial guess and the Butler-Volmer equation is then used to calculate the
reaction current density distribution across the cell in the through-plane direction. The
initial guess value and the calculated reaction current density from the Butler-Volmer
equation are then compared and the initial guess and modified based on the error between
the two results. A relaxation factor is added to the reaction current density modifications
for numerical stability.
This iterative process is continued until the reaction current density value used and
the calculated value has a residual error lower than a predetermined value. A smaller
residual results in a more accurate solution however at the cost of computational time
through the need for increased number of iterations. When all reaction current density
values have converged, current conservation is considered within each electrode domain
using Kirchoff’s current law. This is where the reaction current density in each node is
summed over the electrode domain and compared to the drawn current. The reaction
current is then converged to the drawn current with consideration of the absolute error
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Figure 3.3: Convergence of the reaction current density at the start of the simulation for a
discharge
and a relaxation factor. Once both valid values for the reaction current and current
conservation are found, the iteration is allowed to go to the next time step where the
process is repeated until the end time is achieved.
3.2.10 Convergence analysis
When setting the value for the absolute error tolerance the solution accuracy and
computation time must be considered; a lower error tolerance will give a more accurate
solution however the number of calculation iterations required to achieve this increases
exponentially. The parameters used by Smith and Wang [189] will therefore be used in
the developed model for a convergence analysis of required nodes. Figure 3.4 shows how
the final voltage of a simulated 6 Ah cell discharged under a 200 A load for 10 s varies
with different absolute errors and also the number of iterations required to achieve this.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence of final cell voltage with absolute error for a simulated 6 Ah cell
discharge for 10 s from 60% SOC at a current of 200 A with a 48 node discretization in the x
plane and 24 node discretization in the r plane for each node
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A 200A discharge over 10 s was chosen as it represents the likely extreme of operation
of batteries of this type.
Based on the results, the absolute error tolerance chosen was 0.01 with respect to reaction
current density of each node and overall current conservation in each electrode domain.
This results in a convergence accuracy of 99.99%.
As the spatial and temporal domains have been discretised for the model, their relative
resolutions also need to be considered. Figure 3.5a shows how the final value of cell
voltage converges with varying degrees of spatial discretization in the x direction for a
simulated 6 Ah cell with an absolute error tolerance of 0.01 and radial discretization
of 24 nodes. Based on this analysis a discretization of 48 nodes was chosen, whereby
the solution is 99.7% accurate. Figure 3.5b similarly shows the solution convergence for
the same conditions for the radial discretisation for each node point, where a spherical
diffusion problem is being solved at each node. Based on this analysis a 24 radial node
discretization was chosen, allowing for a convergence accuracy of 99.4%.
For the temporal convergence, selection of an appropriate time discretization is more
dependent on the stability of the numerical method used. For the solution of the diffusion
of lithium in the solid and electrolyte phase an explicit and implicit Crank-Nicolson
scheme was respectively used. The limitation on time discretisation for both schemes
are shown in Equations 3.37 and 3.38 respectively, where k1 represents the coefficient on
the time derivative side and k2 represents the coefficient on the spatial derivative side of
the parabolic equations.
δt < k1
(δx)2
2k2
(3.37)
δt < k1
(δx)2
k2
(3.38)
In the case of the diffusion of lithium in the electrolyte phase shown in Equation 3.37,
k1 is represented by the volume fraction of which the values range from 0.3-0.5 in the
different regions and k2 represents the lithium-electrolyte diffusion coefficient which is
has been set at 2.6×10−6cm2/s. Therefore, with a spatial discretisation of 48 nodes over
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Figure 3.5: Convergence analysis of the number of spatial nodes in the x-direction (a) and
r-direction (b) for a 10s discharge under 200 A from 60% SOC
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a 15 µm domain in the x-direction the maximum time discretisation is 0.011 s using the
stability criteria for an implicit scheme.
In the case of solid phase lithium diffusion shown in Equation 3.38, k1 is 1 and k2
represents the solid phase lithium diffusion coefficient which ranges from 2×10−12-3.7×10−12.
Therefore, with a radial spatial discretization of 24 nodes over a 1 µm domain the
maximum time discretization is 2.35 s using the stability criteria for an explicit scheme.
Therefore, an allowable time discretization of 0.011 s is allowed, and hence a simulation
time step of 0.01 s was chosen. Due to the fast dynamics in the solution phase diffusion,
numerical instabilities are most likely to occur in that phase first.
Combining all convergence solution errors from the relative error tolerance and spatial
discretization allows for a convergence accuracy that is 99.09% accurate which has been
decided is within acceptable levels.
3.3 Model reduction - The Single Particle Model
In addition to the development of the pseudo-2D battery model a SPM was created. The
SPM neglects the contributions from the electrolyte phase and models each electrode as
a single spherical particle. As the contributions from the electrolyte phase have been
neglected and the solid phase is approximated to a single particle rather than a network
of particles, the model is much less computationally expensive. The drawback of this
is that the model is only accurate up to discharge/charge rates of 2C [166]. Figure 3.6
shows a diagram of the reduced order model domains.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of single particle model
3.3.1 Governing equations
In the SPM the electrolyte concentration is assumed to be constant, which is an assumption
which holds under low discharge currents when the rate of lithium-ion release and
consumption from the electrode is sufficiently slow relative to the diffusion rate of the
ions. Thus ce(x, t) = c
0
e. As the concentration of lithium-ions in the electrolyte phase
have been assumed to be constant, it then follows that the electrolyte phase overpotential
becomes zero (φe = 0V ) due to constant electrolyte concentration assumption. The
overpotential of the electrodes however is not zero and can be calculated by using
a simplified version of the Butler-Volmer equation as shown in Equations 3.39 and
3.40.
η− =
2RT
F
sinh−1
 iapp(t)
2a−s L−keff
√
c0ec
−
s (t)(c
−
max − c−s (t))
 (3.39)
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η+ =
2RT
F
sinh−1
 iapp(t)
2a+s L+keff
√
c0ec
+
s (t)(c
+
max − c+s (t))
 (3.40)
Where cs(t) is the lithium concentration at the surface of the electrode (mol), cmax is the
maximum lithium concentration in the electrode (mol) and iapp(t) is the applied current
density (A/m2).
The potential of each electrode can then be calculated by subtracting the overpotential
losses from the thermodynamic equilibrium potentials of each electrode which are a
direct function of its lithiation state as shown in Equation 3.41 and 3.42. The anode has
an additional overpotential term due to the presence of the SEI passivation layer which
only forms on the anode.
Vanode = U
− + η− +
Rfilmiapp(t)
a−s L−
(3.41)
Vcathode = U
+ + η+ (3.42)
The solid phase lithium concentration is then derived assuming diffusion in a spherical
polar coordinates, using a Fick’s diffusion law, with a surface flux of lithium based on the
reaction current density as shown in Equation 3.43 with boundary conditions as shown
in Equations 3.44 and 3.45.
∂c
∂t
=
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
Dr2
∂c
∂r
)
(3.43)
∂c−
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= 0,
∂c−
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=R−s
= − iapp(t)
D−Fa−s L−
(3.44)
∂c+
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= 0,
∂c+
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=R+s
= − iapp(t)
D+Fa+s L+
(3.45)
The solution of the spherical diffusion equation is again solved using FDMs with consideration
of the singularity at the centre of the particle as shown below.
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂cs
∂r
)
=
{
1
i(δr)2
{(i+ 1)csi+1,j + 2icsi,j + (i− 1)csi−1,j} if i 6=0
6
(δr)2
(cs1,j − cs0,j) if i=0
The improvement in computational speed, of the SPM, not only arises due to the course
discretisation, but also due to the fact that the reaction current density does not need
to be iteratively solved.
3.3.2 Thermal model
For the thermal mode a lumped capacitance model has been assumed and therefore
temperature is space invariant. The three main sources of heat that have been modelled
include the ohmic heat from internal resistance, the ohmic heat from ionic motion and
reaction heat which is described by Equations 3.46, 3.47 and 3.48.
qohm = I
2R (3.46)
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qionic = A
∫ R−s
0
4pir2
σeff
(
FD−
∂cs
∂r
)2
dr +A
∫ R+s
0
4pir2
σeff
(
FD+
∂cs
∂r
)2
dr (3.47)
qreaction = I(η
− + η+) (3.48)
3.4 Experimental set-up
The battery used in this study was a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer battery. These
cells are pouched form factor batteries which use a carbon anode with a Lithium Cobalt
Manganese Nickel Oxide (MNC) cathode in an electrolyte of lithium hexafluorophosphate
(LiPF6) in a mixture of organic solvents including EC and Ethyl-Methyl Carbonate
(EMC) [60]. All experiments and parameterisation hereafter refer to this cell.
An Autolab PGSTAT100 potentiostat with a 10A booster controlled by the Nova software
was used to perform electrochemical tests on the lithium-ion battery. Experiments were
conducted in 4 electrode mode where the working and counter electrodes were connected
to the cathode and anode of the battery respectively. Sense and reference electrodes were
also placed on the cathode and anode respectively however were connected at separate
points in order to minimise the influence of the contact resistance of the crocodile
connectors to the battery cell tabs. Figure 3.7 shows a diagram of the experimental
set-up as well as two EIS spectra taken in 2 electrode and 4 electrode mode to highlight
the need to isolate the contact resistances for the low impedance devices being tested.
The shape of the spectra are the same however the series resistance has been shifted
across due to current flowing through the connectors giving an extra overpotential.
Good EIS measurements rely on the system being in equilibrium. Therefore, before
every EIS measurement, the cell was left to rest for at least 30 minutes such that any
solid phase/solution phase concentration gradients within the electrodes/ electrolyte
have sufficient time to equilibrate. All EIS measurements on batteries hereafter were
done in galvanostatic mode with a 200 mA RMS current signal amplitude which was
determined to be the best trade off between linearity and noise reduction.
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of experimental set-up used for testing lithium-ion batteries (a) and
example EIS measurement taken on a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium polymer cell with and without
isolation of contact resistances at 3.8 V
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of experimental set-up used during SRCV tests and cycling tests
As the Autolabs were not equipped with synchronized temperature measurements, a
different battery tester was used for the discharge and SRCV experiments. This was the
Maccor 4300 battery tester which has 8 channels of 5 A which can be combined to create
a single channel with 40 A. 8 temperature sensors allow for the measurement of these 8
different cells or multiple temperature measurements on a single cell. During discharge
tests three temperature measurements were made. One in the centre and one near each
cell tab. This is because at higher currents and in large form factor cells there may
be significant temperature inhomogeneities on a single cell. Typically, the temperature
near the current collectors is higher due to larger reaction current densities within this
area. Again the sense probes were isolated from the load bearing probes.
3.4.1 Thermal measurements
The isothermal measurements of cell performance were taken by use of the rig presented
by Troxler et al. [202] who used the same Kokam 4.8 Ah cell used in this study. Known
as the HAMSTER CAGE (Heat And MasS TransfEr Rig for Controlled And Gauged
Experiments), this rig uses Peltier elements, which are thermoelectric components, to
independently heat/cool either side of the cell through direct conduction. PID controllers
through a LabVIEW interface allowed for regulation of the temperature to the set-point
value. The inherent advantage of this rig over conventional thermal test chambers is
that it allows a much faster transient response due to the heat removal mechanism being
conduction rather than convection and also the ability to independently control the
temperature on either side of the cell.
Figure 3.9a shows a diagram of the rig which is made up of two main compartments.
Compartment A is where the battery sits on the removable base plate. A polycarbonate
wall separates the battery compartment with the compartment which houses the electrical
components such as pumps and data loggers. Banana connectors and quick connectors
allow for easy connection of electrical and water connections between the two compartments.
They are separated in case the battery fails in order to preserve the valuable electronic
equipment. The outside of the unit houses a water header tank which is used to top up
the cooling fluid and a radiator and fan to dissipate excess heat.
Figure 3.9b shows the base plate unit which holds the cell and heating elements. The
adjustable holding column allows for accommodation of different sized pouch cells. This
base plate is removable for easy of operation if the user wants to install a new cell or make
adjustments to the rig. Figure 3.9c shows a cross-section of the heating element/cell
arrangement. Peltier elements are installed into a plastic holder. On the cell side, a
copper plate acts as the interface between the Peltier element and the cell to allow for
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Figure 3.9: (a) Diagram of thermal test rig, (b) base plate assembly holder and (c) cross section
of heating element arrangement [202]
an even temperature distribution. On the other side a water heat exchanger is installed
to remove excess heat. Peltier elements are analogue to heat pumps and can drive
thermal energy in either direction depending on the direction of current. Therefore, to
allow for larger temperatures to be achieved relative to the ambient temperature the
excess heat should be removed. This arrangement is mirrored on the other side of the
cell and the top and bottom sides are insulated.
3.5 Experimental results
The following outlines the experimental results taken that is subsequently required for
parameterisation and validation of the model.
3.5.1 Cell capacity
Constant current discharge tests are useful for the determination of the capacity of a
cell and also the energy available within a certain voltage range. This is needed for the
parameterisation as it will allow for the estimation of electrode thicknesses or available
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Figure 3.10: Cell voltage and temperature changes for a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer battery
under varying discharge rates (a) and cell voltage vs SOC for a 0.25 C discharge (b)
active material. Typically, the lower the discharge current, the closer the measured
capacity is to the theoretical value due to fewer losses. The constant current discharge
curves for a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell under varying discharge rates is shown
in Figure 3.10a.
It can be seen that at higher rates of discharge, the capacity of the cell at the rated voltage
cut-off of 2.7 V decreases. This is caused by the increased overpotential losses associated
with higher current operation. The lower the current, the closer the cell voltage operation
to the thermodynamic equilibrium potential. As the rate of discharge increases the heat
generation also increases due to the increased losses which are approximately to the
square of the load current. The non-linear temperature increases observed are in part
due to the non-linear increase in the polarization resistance of the cell, mainly due to
the increase in the anode charge transfer resistance but also in part due to the entropy
reversible heat term associated with phase transitions of the battery electrode materials.
Reversible entropic heat can be either exothermic or endothermic.
If the cell voltages are plotted against the SOC, where 100% SOC is when the battery
has 100% of its energy and 0% SOC is when it has used all of its energy then the voltage
profile changes slightly as shown in Figure 3.10b. Compared against the plot of cell
voltage against capacity, it can be seen that when factoring the energy in the system
the last 20% of the available energy results in a relatively large fraction of the voltage
decrease. These values represent the near steady state potentials and therefore it is
unlikely that this remaining 20% will be usable due to the additional losses under higher
currents.
3.5.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
The use of constant current discharge tests however do not allow for the decoupling of
different loss mechanisms. Thus different experimental techniques should be employed.
EIS is a technique that allows the user to decouple different phenomena in a battery to
be separated. Figure 3.11 shows the impedance response of the 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer
cell used.
Conventionally the complex response of a battery is plotted on a Nyquist plot with
the negative of the imaginary component against the real component. The inset in
Figure 3.11 shows the equivalent circuit found to best fit the battery spectra measured.
At high frequencies the imaginary component is positive and this represents mainly
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Figure 3.11: Impedance spectra of a 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell from 10 kHz - 0.01 Hz at 4.2 V
inductive behaviour. Where the imaginary component changes from positive to negative
represents the series resistance of the battery which represents the resistance of the
electrode materials, current collectors and contact resistances. Subsequent response
can be represented by RC branches. The first one typically represents the response
of the SEI layer resistance and the double layer capacitance. The larger response is
typically that of the charge transfer processes related to the intercalation processes of
lithium in the electrodes. This is in parallel with a CPE to account for the porous
electrodes. Low frequency behaviour is characteristic of diffusion processes and this is
usually characterised by use of a Warburg element.
The magnitude of the various resistance change with different temperatures and SOCs.
Figure 3.12a shows the impedance spectra of the 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell at room
temperature over a frequency range of 10,000-0.01 Hz in galvanostatic mode with an
RMS current amplitude of 0.2 A. Measurements were taken at 10% SOC intervals with
1A discharge current being used to move from one SOC to another and rest periods of
30 minutes given after discharge from one SOC to another to allow for equilibrium of
cell potential. Figure 3.12b then shows the fitted parameters of the series, SEI, charge
transfer and diffusion resistance from the data at different SOCs. Fitting was done with
the ZView software which uses the Simplex solution algorithm and this was done against
the equivalent circuit shown inset of Figure 3.12. Care was taken to ensure a suitable fit
my allowing the time constant for the SEI/ double layer capacitance branch to be faster
than the charge transfer process.
It can be seen that the main contribution to battery resistance is the diffusion resistance
which is an order of magnitude larger than the charge transfer resistance. The diffusion
resistance however has a long time constant and in reality does not manifest itself fully
under most automotive load cycles. The charge transfer, series resistance and SEI layer
resistance are much smaller, with the charge transfer resistance providing the next most
significant resistance contribution. In the case of both the charge transfer resistance
and the diffusion resistances, it can be seen that they both increase with decreasing
SOC. The increase in diffusion resistance can be attributed to the variation of diffusion
coefficient with stoichiometry of the electrode, with diffusivity dropping significantly in
the cathode at low stoichiometric values. This is in-line with findings in the literature
[170].
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Figure 3.12: Impedance spectra of a Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell at different
state-of-charges (a) and isolation of different resistance components (b) for a frequency range
between 10,000-0.01 Hz
The dominating influence of the charge transfer and diffusion resistance relative to the
series and SEI layer resistances mean that they appear relatively constant however they
are also a function of the SOC. Figure 3.13 shows how the series and SEI layer resistance
varies as a function of SOC.
In the case of the series resistance there is a general increase in series resistance with
decreasing SOC. This can be attributed to possible volumetric changes in the graphite
anode with changing lithiation states, with values of approximately 7% being typically
being quoted in the literature [104]. Therefore, as the graphite particles shrink as lithium
is deintercalated from its crystal structure, the mechanical contact between particle
decreases as a whole, resulting in some loss of interconnectivity and the resulting increase
in the observed series resistance. In the case of the SEI layer resistance there is the
same general trend of increasing resistance with decreasing SOC. The SEI layer forms
as a passivating layer over the graphite particles. Therefore, it can be envisaged that
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Figure 3.13: Fitted series and SEI layer resistance for a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer battery
at different SOCs
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Figure 3.14: Bode plot of a Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell showing (a) the absolute
impedance and (b) the -phase angle between 10 kHz -0.01 Hz at different SOCs
upon particle shrinkage, during delithiation, the interface resistance between the SEI
material and graphite increases, as the two phases are pulled apart. There is a slight
decrease in the resistance at low SOCs which may suggest the formation of new SEI
which compensated for the SEI-graphite contact resistance increase.
Whilst a Nyquist plot is good at displaying both the complex and real impedance
components it doesn’t contain information about the frequency that the measurements
were taken. Figure 3.14 shows the same impedance data but this time plotted on a Bode
plot to show the frequency dependency of the absolute impedance and the phase angle
measured between 10 kHz and 0.01 Hz.
It can be seen that at frequencies above 1 kHz all of the impedance spectras converge
to the same value for both absolute impedance and the phase angle. When the phase
angle is zero this means the impedance measured is purely resistive meaning that this
is only the resistive contribution from the electrodes, current collectors and electrolyte.
Variations in the series resistance is relatively small as a function of SOC and therefore it
appears that all values converge. At higher frequencies the phase angle becomes positive
indicating inductive behaviour. At lower frequencies the impedance increases. An effect
which becomes more apparent at lower SOCs. This is due to the low frequency operation
resulting in a deficit of ion concentration in the electrolyte and electrode resulting in
higher mass transport losses and thus the resulting higher impedance.
It then becomes apparent that to maximise efficiency and thus reduce the operating
impedance of the cell the frequency of operation should be high. However, practically
this may not be possible and it may also be detrimental to the lifetime of the cell from
the point of view of mechanical fatigue of the electrode material from volumetric changes
as suggested by Vetter et al. [207].
Exchange current density
The exchange current density is related to the charge transfer resistance of a battery.
Measured cell response is a combination of both the anodic and cathodic contributions.
These values change during operation as a function of the lithium concentration in the
solid phase, the lithium-ion concentration in the electrolyte phase and temperature. The
magnitude of the exchange current density affects the resulting charge transfer resistance
and therefore the charge transfer overpotentials when the cell is under load.
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Figure 3.15: Exchange current density of the overall 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer battery at
different SOCs
EIS can be used to find the overall cell charge transfer resistance and from this value
the exchange current density can be derived as shown in Equation 3.49.
i0 =
RT
eRCTF
(3.49)
Figure 3.15 shows how the exchange current density varies with SOC for the 4.8 Ah
lithium-polymer battery. It can be seen that as the SOC decreases the overall exchange
current density decreases, indicating an increase in polarisation resistance for the whole
battery which increase at a rate proportional to the inverse of the SOC. The values are
also of the same order of magnitude as literature values [189].
This linear dependence is in general agreement with the modelled approach of estimating
the exchange current density as a function of the solid phase and solution phase lithium/
lithium-ion concentrations as shown in Equation 3.50. As it can be seen from the
equation, assuming the electrolyte concentration of lithium-ions to be constant and the
coefficient α to also be constant, the exchange current density is inversely proportional
to the surface lithium concentration in the electrode. As the general trend of the overall
cell exchange current density is decreasing this would suggest that the anode contribute
more the the charge transfer resistance than the cathode.
i0 = Fkc
αa
e (cs,max − cs,surface)αa cαcs,surface (3.50)
Thermal measurements
Measurements of cell EIS responses at different temperatures allows for the extraction
of an activation energy coefficient that determines the temperature-exchange current
density relationship. This is important to accurately model the polarisation losses at
low temperatures when these losses dominate. Figure 3.16 shows the EIS specta of a 4.8
Ah cell held under different isothermal conditions [202].
Between the temperature range of -13-60◦C the charge transfer resistance varies from
247 mΩ to 0.4 mΩ, an increase of 583 fold at low temperatures. The dramatic increase
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Figure 3.16: Impedance spectra of a Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell at different isothermal
temperatures (a) and fitted charge transfer and series resistance as a function of temperature (b)
at 50% SOC [202]
in charge transfer resistance is mainly attributed to lower rates of chemical kinetics
making the intercalation and deintercalation processes increasingly difficult. The series
resistance also increases with decreasing temperature, but with a much lower sensitivity.
Series resistance is a combination of contact resistance between electrode and current
collector, electrode resistance and electrolyte resistance. At lower temperatures the
conductivity of the electrolyte drops which causes the observed increase in resistance at
low temperatures. It can be seen that the variations of charge transfer resistance vary
exponentially with temperature and fits well to an Arrhenius rate law form as shown in
Equation 3.51.
RCT = RCT,refexp
(
Ea
R
(
1
T
− 1
Tref
))
(3.51)
The constant Ea which represents the activation energy can be determined by plotting
the natural logarithm of the charge transfer resistance against the reciprocal of the
temperature minus the reciprocal of the reference temperature. Here the reference
temperature is taken to be 25◦C. This is shown in Figure 3.17 for 50% SOC. The fit
from the data shows a strong correlation with a R2 value of 0.999 and activation energy
of 65.47 kJ/mol at 50% SOC.
3.5.3 Slow Rate Cyclic Voltammetry
Slow Rate Cyclic Voltammetry (SRCV) is a technique which can be used to find information
about the location of phase transitions within battery electrodes. Assuming that the
electrolyte is fully stable within the range of potentials tested, the resulting current has
to come from the intercalation reaction occurring at the electrodes. Each peak within
the SRCV typically represents a phase transition which corresponds to plateaus in the
voltage-capacity profile; however, SRCV measurements on a whole cell can only give
information about combined anode and cathode processes without addition of a reference
electrode. Figure 3.44 shows the SRCV response of a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer
cell under different scan rates in both the charge and discharge direction.
For better results, SRCV should be done at a slow scan rate to minimise the electrode
overpotentials. A higher scan rate results in higher currents and higher overpotentials as
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Figure 3.17: Plot of natural log of the charge transfer resistance against the inverse of the
temperature for a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell at 50% SOC
seen in Figure 3.18a. Operation as close as possible to the thermodynamic equilibrium
potential is preferred. Slower scan rates therefore allow for more information to be
extracted as seen in the normalised data plot shown in Figure 3.18b. With increasing
scan rate both the location of the peaks and also the number of peaks is changed. Fewer
peaks are observed due to the higher overpotentials masking some of the processes. The
higher overpotentials also means that the location of the peak is more shifted. This is
why the charge and discharge SRCV plots do not give peaks in the same location as
they have not been IR-corrected. The half-cell SRCV data provides information about
the stability region of the cell. In the whole cell measurements this provides insight into
potential windows where most of the energy is, which is represented by the area under
the graph. However, some authors have suggested that cycling around phase transitions
results in faster rates of degradation.
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Figure 3.18: (a) Slow rate cyclic voltammetry on a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell and (b)
normalised data against the respective peak values
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3.6 Model parameterisation
With so many different variables in the model, many of which are interrelated, fitting
appropriate values for each constant in the model can be difficult. Therefore, different
tests should be conducted to isolate certain parameters to be fitted in a systematic
way.
3.6.1 Optimisation methods
The performance of a system can be a function of many variables, which depending
on the nature of the problem can vary linearly or non-linearly. When modelling and
parameterising systems, finding the global residuals minimum can be difficult, especially
with increasing number of variables.
There are two main types of solvers used in MATLAB. Gradient based solvers and
heuristic based solvers of which Genetic Algorithms (GA) are one form.
Gradient based solvers
Gradient based solvers use the gradient of the solution domain to decide on the size
of the search area for the next iteration. An example of a gradient based solvers in
MATLAB include fmincon, which can handle, linear and non-linear constraints. These
solvers tend to find a solution relatively quickly; however, the problem is that they do
not handle discontinuities very well and often do not find global minima, with this being
highly dependent on the initial starting point. An example can be seen in Figure 3.19a
where the objective is to find the global minima of the the function Z(X,Y ).
It can be seen in 3.19a that a gradient based solver can converge to a global minimum
if the starting point is sufficiently good, however if the starting point is close to the
global minimum then the gradient based solver can converge to a local minima instead
as depicted by the black squares in Figure 3.19a. It also becomes apparent that if there
are discontinuities, the gradient cannot be evaluated and also if the function is noisy it
will be again difficult to evaluate the gradient.
A way around this problem is to iterate the solver and use random start points. The
resulting spread of results can then find global minima if a sufficiently large number
of points are used; however, this still does not get around the problem of handling
discontinuities or noisy functions and increases the number of required function calls.
Genetic Algorithm
GAs are one of the heuristic based optimisation tools available in MATLAB. This
search method mimics the process of natural evolution and is part of a larger class of
evolutionary algorithms. GAs work by generating an initial population of samples which
are spread over the solution domain and then the solution is allowed to iteratively evolve.
Each set of initial guesses is known as a generation. In each generation, the fitness (how
ideal the solution is) of the population is evaluated and then multiple individuals of this
population are selected based on their fitness and modified to form a new population
according to user set crossover, mutation and migration algorithms in order to effectively
explore the solution domain.
The individuals with the appropriate fitness then undergo crossover where variables
defining that state is then combined with other individuals that have continued to the
next generation. The resulting individuals then undergo the mutation stage whereby
there is a probability that one of the variables determining the state of that individual
is changed. These points then become the new population used for the next iteration of
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Figure 3.19: Example of different optimisation solution methods: (a) gradient based solver (b)
genetic algorithm solver
the algorithm. The GA continues until either the maximum number of generations has
been reached, a suitable fitness has been achieved or the variable tolerance decreases to
a certain value. In the termination case of maximum generations a suitably fit solution
may not have been reached.
This concept is depicted in Figure 3.19b. Here it can be seen that a 1st generation
of random points is generated across the function map. A second generation is then
generated based on the fitness of these points; the better the solution the more larger to
subset population from that parent point. This process is continued until a sufficiently
fit solution is achieved.
GAs tend to be slower than gradient based solvers due to the larger number of function
calls required in finding a solution but their advantage is that they can handle more
non-linear problems, discontinuities and also find a global minimum more consistently
the gradient based solvers. In addition, GAs don’t require an initial guess as it searches
the entire function space given a large enough population.
Another advantage of the GA function in MATLAB, is the ability to run the code on
parallel cores. Gradient based solvers often make single function evaluations at a time
and based on the returned function value makes a decision of which point to set as
the variables next. Therefore, the next function call requires that the previous one is
complete before being able to start the next. The optimisation therefore cannot run in
parallel. GAs, by contrast evaluate, the function multiple times that are independent
of each other within the same population set. The computational evaluation of each
set of variables for a function can therefore be done on a separate core to decrease
computational time. It’s only when the fitness functions of each set of variables and
crossover of variables is evaluated when the next function call is dependent on the last
ones finishing.
Parameterisation code parallalisation
In order to speed up the parameterisation process the GA parameterisation process was
parallelized to run on multiple cores of a computer. A flowchart showing the processes
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Figure 3.20: Flow chart of genetic algorithm parameterisation technique
in the GA code is shown in Figure 3.20.
Initially, the user must use the ’matlabpool’ command to open a specified number of
MATLAB workers that will allow for parallel computing. Not all codes can be run on
parallel processes and some which can do not always benefit from being parallelised.
In problems where the solution depends on the a process occurring before it, the two
calculations cannot be done in parallel. In the case of GAs, a population spread is
created and the function is evaluated at those points independent of the values from
other functions calls.
In the case of the GA parameterisation for the battery code, once the MATLAB workers
are called, the code loads the first data set to be fitted. The host MATLAB will then
create a population distribution which is a set of variables to try for the free variables
that the user wants to fit. These can be evaluated independently of the others. The
host then distributes the function evaluation to the worker cores to calculate the fitness
function which it is trying to minimise. In this case it is the RMS of the error between
the model results and the loaded test data for the variables being fitted. This process is
continued until the best fitness is to within a certain limit, rate of change of the solution
be below a certain value or the number of generations reached is at its limits.
All calculations hereafter were completed on a computer with 6 Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz real
cores and an additional 6 virtual cores on a 64-bit operating system with the 64-bit
verson of MATLAB 2012b and 16 GB RAM.
Electrode area
The electrode area, with respect to the in-plane area, represents the area of the current
collectors. This was determined by analysis of the physical dimensions of the cell.
The number of layers was determined by analysis of the work by Yufit et al. [232]
where they used X-ray tomography to investigate the failure of the same 4.8 Ah Kokam
lithium-polymer cell that is being parameterised. Delamination of the layers allowed for
the counting of the individual layers. 80 individual layers were noted and an electrode
area of 9,408 cm2 was derived based on the measured in-plane dimensions of the cell.
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Table 3.2: Parameterised battery component thicknesses. Separator thickness taken from Smith
and Wang [189]
Component Thickness / µm
Current collectora 48.1
Anode 40.1
Separator 25.4
Cathode 23.9
a Thickness of aluminium and copper current collectors assumed to be the same
3.6.2 Electrode thickness
The thickness of the anode and cathode determine the capacity of the cell as this
determines the available active material, whilst the thickness of the separator determines
part of the electrolyte resistance. Conservation of charge and species means that the
overall reaction current density in the anode must equal and opposite to that of the
cathode (assuming no parasitic side reactions are occurring). The stoichiometric limits of
each electrode determine the ideal 100% and 0% SOC lithium saturation fraction.
In an ideal situation, the SOC of each electrode should be the same throughout use,
where SOC of the electrode is determined from the stoichiometric lithium content of
each electrode as shown in Equation 3.52. In this way, the whole range of electrode
stoichiometry can be used. If one of the electrodes reaches its SOC limit before the
other, some of the active material of the other electrode is wasted. In reality, the cathode
is normally operated in excess of lithium and saturation and depletion limits are not
reached due to the nature of battery construction whereby large amounts of lithium-ions
are consumed for the formation of the SEI layer on the first few cycles.
ElectrodeSOC =
stoi(x)− stoi100%
stoi100% − stoi0%
(3.52)
Assuming a certain electrode porosity, in order to have both electrodes maintain the
same SOC under quasi-static conditions over the whole range of operation, the ratio
of the electrode thicknesses has to be maintained at a certain value. The first stage of
model parameterisation is therefore to ensure that both electrode SOCs reach 0% SOC
at the rated capacity of the battery. The calculated values are shown in Table 3.2, where
the thickness of the separator is assumed to be the same as that quoted by Smith and
Wang [189]. Current collector thickness was calculated from the difference in thickness
of the measured cells physical dimensions and the calculated thicknesses of the active
battery components.
3.6.3 Open Circuit Potential
The thermodynamic potential of each battery electrode is a function of the material
composition, lithium concentration and temperature. The difference between the potentials
of the anode and cathode result in the OCV of the cell.
To establish the OCV relationship for the Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer batteries, a
pulse discharge of 3.6 A was applied for 100 s followed by a 900 s rest period to allow
concentration gradients in the solution and solid phase to equilibrate. The OCV is then
taken as the steady state value after the rest period. The OCV curve was established
in this manner rather than under a lower C-rate constant current discharge as it allows
for the establishment of the true OCV provided the relaxation time is sufficient for the
lithium concentration gradients in the electrodes to equilibrate. Using 100 s pulses at
3.6 s with a 900 s relaxation time, 46 pulses could be achieved. Data for each pulse was
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Figure 3.21: (a) Repeated pulse discharge of a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell under a 3.6
A discharge for 100 s followed by 900 s rest period and the extracted open circuit potential plot
and (b) fitted data for one of the 3.6 A pulse discharges
then extracted and, assuming the same anode as in Smith and Wang [189], the cathode
OCV could be determined through fitting of the model.
The resulting voltage profile is shown in Figure 3.21a with a single pulse shown in Figure
3.21b.
Each pulse data set was fitted to the model using MATLAB’s GA solver enabled in
parallel computing model. The objective function to minimise was set-up to be the
chi-squared value of the error between the simulated and test voltage. This was iteratively
done for each pulse starting from 100% SOC. In this way the cathode stoichiometry-potential
relationship can be determined independently of other pulses. The starting point was
fixed such that the starting potential of the whole cell is 4.2 V, which represents 100%
SOC.
Figure 3.22 shows the OCV curves for the fitted anode and cathode after the GA
minimisation. The cathode curve was then fitted to a 9th order polynominal as shown
in Equation 3.53 to be used in the model as polynomial functions are evaluated faster
than interpolation functions in Matlab. The stoichiometric limits have been assumed to
be the same as that of a LiCoO2 cathode as studied by Zhang et al. [236].
Uy = −1.59× 105y9 + 9.25× 105y8 − 2.36× 106y7 + 3.48× 106y6 − 3.276y5
+2.03× 106y4 − 8.29× 105y3 + 2.16× 105y2 − 3.25× 104y + 2150 (3.53)
3.6.4 Diffusion and charge transfer coefficients
The solid phase diffusion coefficient defines the rate of lithium diffusion in the electrode
phase. The implications on performance are such that at high C-rates of discharge, bulk
lithium cannot diffuse to the surface fast enough and the cell voltage cut-offs are reached
faster and the whole cell capacity cannot be achieved. Fitting the diffusion coefficient
correctly is therefore important in determining high C-rate performance limits which are
common in HEV and EV load cycles.
The fitting of the diffusion coefficients for the anode and cathode was again done with
the use of GAs and the pulse discharge data. After each pulse, the relaxation curve of the
battery cell voltage contains information about the diffusion coefficient at that particular
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Figure 3.22: Fitted OCV curves for the anode and cathode. Anode values were taken from
Smith and Wang [189]
electrode stoichiometry. The diffusion coefficient varies as a function of the electrode
stoichiometry due to the associated changes in the electrode crystallographic structure.
In terms of impact on the cell voltage, the relative change in the electrode OCV is larger
for the cathode. Therefore, the rate of cell voltage recovery after a pulse discharge is
more indicative of the dynamic performance of the cathode than anode and as such it is
easier to fit for the cathode diffusion coefficient than the anodes. The diffusion coefficient
of the cathode is also normally lower than that of the anode and as such the cathode
performance is often the rate limtiing step in solid phase mass transport.
The charge transfer coefficient for each electrode describes the charge transfer resistance,
with a lower coefficient representing a higher charge transfer resistance. Figure 3.23a
shows the result of the GA fitting of the charge transfer coefficient for both the anode
and cathode at different electrode stoichiometries. A 3-point rolling average was used to
reduce the rolling standard deviation of the results. It can be seen that at high SOCs,
the cathode contributes slightly more to the charge transfer resistance than the anode.
As the cell discharges the cathode charge transfer resistance decreases and the anode
one increases, most likely due to the increase/ decrease in lithiation state. By the fully
discharged state the anode contributes to the majority of the charge transfer resistance
due to being nearly fully delithiated.
Figure 3.23b shows the fitted diffusion coefficient of the anode and cathode as a function
of stoichiometry. It shows that the diffusion coefficient of the anode remains relative
constant over the range of stoichiometries but the cathode increases significantly at low
SOCs. This is perhaps due to the higher concentration of lithium intercalated into the
cathode at low SOCs.
3.6.5 Entropy
During the intercalation/ deintercalation process, the electrodes often undergo phase
transitions which lead to changes in the thermodynamic OCV and also leads to an
additional reversible entropic heat. In a complete cell the observed temperature dependency
of the OCV is a combination of both the anode and cathode entropy profiles with are a
direct function of the state of lithiation.
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Figure 3.23: Genetic algorithm fitted charge transfer coefficients (a) and diffusion coefficients
(b) for the anode and cathode of a Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer battery
Figure 3.24 shows the OCV dependency with temperature as a function of electrode
stoichiometries. The whole cell entropy profile was taken from [202] which used the
same 4.8 Ah cell parameterised and the anode was taken from Reynier et al. [171] which
is for a graphite anode.
The total voltage dependency with electrode phase is a function of both electrodes
according to Equation 3.54. The contribution from the anode and cathode are in opposite
directions to give the total cell entropy due to the fact that the cell voltage is the
difference of the two electrodes. Thus, an increase in anode potential leads to a decrease
in overall cell potential and vice versa.
∂E0
∂T cell
=
∂E0
∂T cathode
− ∂E0
∂T anode
(3.54)
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Figure 3.24: Experimental whole cell entropy measurements taken from Troxler et al. [202] and
experimental graphite entropy profile taken from Reynier et al. [171] with extracted cathode
entropy profile
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3.7 Comparison between test and modelled data
Figure 3.25 compares the test and simulated data under different constant C-rate discharges.
It can be seen that in general there is good agreement between the model and experimental
data over the whole range of operation.
Figure 3.26a shows the comparison of the experimental and simulated temperature
change of the cell under discharge under different discharge currents with no entropic heat
generation. It can be seen that the general trend and magnitude of change for the cell
between the modelled and experimental data is in good agreement. The oscillations of
the experimental temperature around the simulated values are due to reversible entropic
heating effects caused by intercalation/deintercalation of the electrodes. When adding
the entropic heat generation to the model it can be seen that the accuracy of the model
increases as shown in Figure 3.26b which shows the R2 value of the model and test data.
The most significant improvement in accuracy is experienced at low discharge currents,
where the relative magnitude of the entropic heat is greater. At higher discharge rates,
the entropic heat generation is approximately the same however the ohmic and reaction
heat generation terms now account for more as this increases to the square of the applied
current. Thus there is a smaller improvement in the accuracy of the solution.
3.7.1 Load cycles
The aim of the development of these battery models is to use them to predict the cell
potentials for automotive drive cycles. The performance of a cell can vary significantly
depending on the type of load applied to it and the question therefore arises of what is
an appropriate load cycle. Automotive manufacturers typically benchmark their vehicles
against a standard drive cycle. In Europe this is commonly the ECE EUDC or NEDC.
These are time-velocity traces which, if combined with a vehicle model, generates a
power-time profile which can be used as an input for battery testing.
The scaling of these load cycles is also a common question. Ideally, the load cycle should
recreate real world conditions as closely as possible. Here, the NEDC cycle has been
used as a benchmark for the scaling of other load cycles. Typically, a 100 km range for
a BEV is expected. An NEDC cycle is 11 km in length. Vehicle models allow for the
estimation of the power required for the entire vehicle. Here, the battery load cycles were
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scaled such that an individual cell is able to provide the equivalent of 9 NEDC cycles
which equate to approximately the 100 km range of electric vehicles assuming a mass
of 1500 kg and accounting for losses such as inertia, rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag. Figure 3.27 shows the current and voltage of a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell
under 9 NEDC cycles. The load profile is a 1/238th scale that allows for the 9 cycles to
be complete on this battery.
As the load cycle applied to the battery is a power-time trace, it can be seen that as
the number of cycles increases the current load on the batteries also increases. This
is due to the lower cell potential resulting in needing higher currents for the same
power, and also the increased polarisation losses associated with operation at lower
SOCs. Figure 3.28 show the comparison between experimental and simulated cell voltage
under one NEDC load cycles and all of them. It can be seen that in general there is
good agreement between the experimental and simulated data over the whole range of
battery operation.
In the final NEDC cycle large potential drops are observed due to the lower potential and
higher currents required to maintain the required power profile. Thus the remaining 10%
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Figure 3.27: Kokam 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell under a 1/238th scale load with 9 ECE EUDC
drive cycles with zoomed in current profile for one cycle inset
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between experimental and simulated cell voltage of a 4.8 Ah lithium
polymer battery under a single NEDC cycle (a) and 9 in series (b)
SOC range is typically not used as an additional safety factor in real world applications
to avoid damage to the battery through overdischarging and also over heating of the cell
since currents and resistances are higher in this region of operation.
3.7.2 Model based investigation of battery performance
Having a fully paramertised physics based model allows the user to probe the physical
effects and limitations occurring in a lithium-ion battery as well as eventually relating
these effects with overall cell performance. Understanding these effects allows for the
design of a better overall system. Figure 3.29 shows the electrolyte and solid phase
lithium concentration profiles within a single cell for a 10 A discharge.
As can be seen from Figure 3.29 over time there is an excess of lithium-ions in the
electrolyte within the anode domain and a deficit at the cathode. This is because under
discharge conditions lithium is deintercalated from the anode and enters the electrolyte
phase, at the same time lithium-ions are intercalated at the cathode which removes
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Figure 3.29: (a) Electrolyte phase lithium concentration and (b) solid phase lithium
concentration for a 10A discharge of a 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell
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Figure 3.30: Reaction current density for a 10A discharge of a 4.8 Ah lithium-polymer cell
lithium-ions from the electrolyte. The flux of lithium-ions is therefore driven by the
developed concentration gradient within the solution.
It can also be seen that in the solid phase, the regions closer to the separator, especially
for the anode becomes much more lithium depleted than solid regions closer to the
current collector. This is due to the fact that the reaction current density is much
higher at the interface due to that having an initially lower resistance pathway. This
difference in solid phase lithium concentration isn’t as evident in the cathode as the
lithium diffusion coefficient is often higher than the anode meaning that concentration
gradients are smaller. Figure 3.30 then shows how the reaction current density evolves
over time.
As it can be seen, the higher reaction current density is found at the anode at the
electrode-separator interface due to the lower resistance. Over time the peak location will
move towards the electrode-current collector interface as lithium concentration becomes
lower in the separator interface regions leading to higher resistance and less preferred
reaction sites. At high C-rates of discharge; however, this inhomogeneity may mean
regions of the cell reach the prescribed limits before other regions thus not achieving
the cells theoretical maximum capacity. More concerning is that potential of the cell
is only measured at the electrode/current collector interface. Results show that the
region experiencing the highest reaction current densities are at the electrode-separator
interface. Therefore, there it becomes a risk that at low SOCs and high discharge rates
regions of the cell will have already reached the prescribed cut-off point however the
terminal voltage of the cell does not indicate this.
The effect of temperature and C-rate on the efficiency and capacity of the battery can
be investigated by running the model under isothermal conditions. Figure 3.31a shows
the percentage of capacity available under varying C-rate discharges and temperatures.
Here the 100% of capacity is taken as the slow rate 0.1 C discharge capacity at 45◦C.
It can be seen that there is a near linear dependency of decreasing available capacity
with C-rate at all temperatures. This is due to increased diffusion limitations. At higher
temperatures, the C-rate dependency is less due to the increased solid phase diffusivity
of lithium in the electrodes.
Figure 3.31b shows how the efficiency of the battery, under discharge, varies as a
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Figure 3.31: (a) Percentage of maximum capacity under different isothermal and C-rate
discharge conditions and (b) efficiency of cell under varying isothermal and C-rate conditions
function of temperature and C-rate. Efficiency is taken as being the ratio between
the extracted energy and the extracted energy of the cell under 0.1 C discharge at 45◦C
which represents the near 100% available energy. Inefficiencies indicated by the model
therefore arise due to series, charge transfer and mass transfer resistances. Again it can
be seen that at higher temperatures and lower C-rates the battery performs within a
higher efficiency regime. At low temperature and high C-rate discharge the efficiency of
the cell can drop to 60% at 5 C and -5◦C.
3.7.3 Model based battery design
Now that a physics based model for a lithium-ion battery has been established and
validated it is possible to use the model in order to probe the effects of varying the
characteristics of the battery from a fundamental point of view. Batteries of the same
chemistry can have very different dynamic characteristics which depend on the thickness
of the electrodes used and the area of the current collectors. In high power applications,
more current collectors are used in order to reduce the internal resistance which is a
function of the area specific resistance. The drawback of this is that the volumetric
energy density suffers as more space within the cell is taken up by current collector
material. In high energy batteries, the electrode thicknesses are increased at the cost
of increased cell resistance due to lower though plane current collection area. Using a
physics based model, it is possible to probe the effects of sizing the electrodes and the
relative impact on performance without having to construct the cell.
The thickness of the electrodes used in a battery will largely define its power and energy
density. A cell with thicker electrodes will have a higher energy density as, per unit
volume, there is less current collector material. The draw back of this is that the series
resistance becomes higher resulting in a lower power density. A diagram of a typical
arrangement of cell layers in a battery is shown in Figure 3.32. It can be seen that
each current collector, apart from the end ones, share two sets of electrodes. Removal
of current collectors will obviously allow for more room for electrode material.
In this study, the volume of the cell was kept constant, and the same parameters as
initially parameterised against were used. Therefore, the space which is freed up when
removing layers was added to the electrodes assuming the same ratio of anode to cathode
active materials in order to ensure the stoichiometries of both electrodes remain similar
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Figure 3.32: Diagram of cell layer arrangement
during the whole range of discharge. Figure 3.33a shows how the thicknesses of each
layer varies when changing the relative current collector area relative to the original.
In the parameterised Kokam 4.8 Ah battery it was shown that there are 80 individual
battery layers. Each point therefore represents a change of 5 layers with the normalised
current collection area of 1 representing the original parameters. It has been assumed
that the thickness of the separator and current collector remains constant.
Figure 3.33b shows how the relative volume fraction of the different components of the
cell varies when changing the available current collector. In the higher energy battery
domain the available active material is evidentially larger and the space occupied by the
current collector and separator is decreased due to fewer layers.
Of course, varying the amounts of active materials will affect the cost of the cell which
will be analysed in later chapters as one of the objective functions to minimise. The cost
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Figure 3.33: (a) Thickness and (b) volume fraction of battery layers when varying layer number
for a constant cell volume. Each point represents 5 layers of the original 80 layer modelled
battery. Normalised current collector value of 1 represents the original parameters
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Table 3.3: Cost and density of battery materials. All material costs are from Element Energy
[71]. Density values are taken from Reddy [168]
Component Cost ($/kga) Density (g/cm3)
NMCb 42 2.69
Carbon conductor 30 1.1
Separator 2 $/m2 -
Graphitec 30 1.1
Binderd 10 1.78
Aluminium foil 14.8 2.7
Copper foil 16.8 8.96
Electrolytee 21.6 $/dm3 -
a Unit for cost is $/kg unless otherwise stated
b Assumed to be NMC 11 BC-618 from 3M taken from chapter 26.12 of [168]
c Assumed to be 818 Natural Graphite taken from chapter 26.25 of [168]
d Assumed to be Polyvinylidene Fluoride
e Assumed to be Ethylene Carbonate
of the main components of the battery are shown in Table 3.3. This does not include
any overhead costs and is purely indicative of the raw material costs.
Figure 3.34a shows a detailed breakdown of the volume fractions of materials used
in a battery based on simulation parameters previously established. It can be seen
that electrolyte constitutes the largest proportion of the cell volume and that this
decreases in higher power cells due to the larger proportion of current collectors. The
graphite anode is the next largest proportional material however the volume of the
current collectors increases above this in high power cells. The amount of NMC cathode
material is much lower and lower still is the proportion of anode binder to give mechanical
strength to the graphite and carbon conductor material in the NMC to increase electrical
conductivity.
Figure 3.34b shows the relative cost of the individual components and how they change
with increasing power density. It can be seen that a higher power cell costs more to
produce from a purely materials point of view due to the increased cost of the current
collectors. The low proportion of binder and carbon conductor in the anode and cathode
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Figure 3.34: (a) Breakdown of volume fraction of different battery components and (b) cost of
raw materials
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Figure 3.35: Ragone plot for varying area of current collection and thickness of electrodes
have a negligible impact on the overall cost. Of the two electrodes the NMC is nearly
twice as costly as the graphite. The reader should bear in mind that this is just the cost
of materials and does not include any overhead costs or system integration costs.
The resulting Ragone plot can then be plotted for these alterations to the cell configuration
as shown in Figure 3.35. The axis have been plotted against the performance of the
originally parameterised cell which represents the performance at 100% of the reference
state. The energy density was established by integrating the energy under a 0.5 C (2.4
A) discharge of the model. The power density was established by the initial power after
a 10 C (48A) discharge. Each point represents the removal or addition of 5 layers of the
original 80 layer cell. It can be seen that if the area of the current collection is reduced
by 45% the energy density increases by 50% with a decrease of 5% of the power density.
By comparison, increasing the current collection area by 25% results in a 30% reduction
in capacity but only a 1% increase in power. This indicates that for the cell modelled
the power density has been reasonably optimised for this cell.
3.7.4 Degradation
The developed battery model can be used to analyse not only the most efficient operating
points and battery dynamics but also the rates of degradation if operated within a certain
operating range. HEV applications where the battery is cycled around a narrow SOC
range have many possible options for operating conditions. In order to probe this, the
battery model was cycled around different SOC operating points. Figure 3.36 shows a
discharge followed by a charge process. Shaded regions represent the energy extracted
under discharge and put in during charge. The dotted line represents the OCP. For this
analysis the removed capacity was fixed to 10% of the rated capacity. The efficiency
calculated, was taken as the ratio of the discharge energy to the charge energy with the
charge removed and replenished remaining was the same.
Figure 3.37a shows how the active material available to the cell decreases with increasing
number of cycles for different SOC operating regions and Figure 3.37b shows the SEI
layer resistance evolution under the same cyclic conditions. Active material loss and
SEI growth are linked to each other as the lost active material is used to grow the
SEI. Operation at higher SOCs leads to accelerated rates of active material loss and
SEI resistance due to the increases in the potentials driving the side reaction which are
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Figure 3.36: Example of discharge and charge cycle used to characterize degradation rates with
different operation regions of the battery SOC. Shaded regions represent energy extracted/ put
in during discharge/ charge
correlated to the potential of the electrode and electrolyte.
The degradation rates are most strongly a function of the operating SOC. At higher
SOCs, the degradation rate is greater. Decreasing the operating SOC will therefore help
with minimising the rates of degradation however this reduces the available energy, and
depending on the region of use mean the user operates the battery in a less efficient
regime. It therefore becomes a trade off between efficient operation, available energy
and durability of the battery. Figure 3.38a shows how the efficiency of the battery varies
at different SOC operating points under a 1C discharge and charge cycle within a 10%
capacity of the rated capacity over 1000 cycles. It can be seen that the peak efficiency is
achieved at a SOC operating point of 60%. Above 60% and the cathodic overpotentials
dominate. Below 60% and the anodic overpotentials dominate.
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Figure 3.37: (a) Active material available and (b) SEI layer resistance against cycle number for
cyclic loading of 10% of the rated capacity at different SOCs at 1C discharge and charge
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Figure 3.38: Simulated (a)eEfficiency at different SOCs and (b) active material available after
cycling of 10% of the rated capacity at 1C
Figure 3.38b then shows how the degradation, which is taken as the available active
material changes when cycled at different SOCs over 1000 cycles. The shape of the SOC
degradation rate curve for each number of cycles follows the SOC-anode potential curves
since this drives the side reaction process.
Direct comparison between the efficiency of the battery and the available active material
can be seen in Figure 3.39. It becomes evident here that the same efficiency can be
achieved at SOC operating points above 60% SOC and below it however at points below
60% the degradation rates are smaller. Operating SOCs between 60% and 45% appear
to be the best for maximising efficiency and minimising degradation rates before the
anodic charge transfer processes increases polarisation resistance significantly to reduce
the efficiency too much.
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Figure 3.39: Efficiency against active material available during cycling under HEV mode in a
10% SOC window at different SOCs
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3.7.5 Stoichiometric drift
In a galvanic cell, the measured cell potential at steady state is the difference between
the anode and the cathode. The potentials of each electrode is a direct function of
the material composition of the electrode, relative lithium content, electrolyte and
the temperature. Normally, the stoichiometric operating window of each electrode is
predetermined by the battery manufacturer; however, over the lifetime of the battery,
irreversible losses can result in the loss of cyclable lithium due to phenomenon such as
SEI layer formation and lithium plating as well as loss of capacity due to mechanical
failure of parts of the battery electrode effectively forming isolated islands and therefore
loss of electro-active surface area. All these factors combine to lead to an effect known
as stoichiometric drift where the measured cell potential may be within a safe range but
the individual electrodes themselves are operating in a regime where they are unstable
leading to accelerated capacity fade [234].
In the majority of conventional cells, the lithium-ion cell consists of a graphite anode,
for example MesoCarbon MicroBeads (MCMB), a lithium metal oxide cathode (e.g.
LiMnO2 or LiCoO2) and an electrolyte consisting of a solution of lithium salts (e.g.
LiPF6) in a mixed organic solvent (e.g. ethylene carbonate-dimethyl carbonate (EC-DMC)
imbedded in a separator [184]. Cyclic voltammetry tests indicate that MCMB redox
processes occur at approximately 0.05 V vs. Li and for LiCoO2 this is approximately
4 V vs. Li. The stability region of the electrolyte is typically 0.8 V vs Li to 4.5 V
vs Li [184]. It is therefore apparent that MCMB anodes operate outside the stability
limit of the electrolyte, whilst the lithium metal oxide cathode is just at the limit.
The MCMB/LiCoO2 battery is therefore a thermodynamically unstable system in this
electrolyte; however, in reality the formation of the SEI layer allows for the passivation
of the side reactions.
Under conditions where overcharging of a battery occurs, therefore leading to the possibility
of oxidative processes at the cathode, no passivation film forms leading the severe
accelerated degradation [184]. Therefore, if over time the anode stoichiometry drops
leading to a large anode potential at 100% SOC, there is a risk that the cathode could
be accidentally overcharged due to the apparent cell voltage.
Figure 3.40 shows the electrode potentials for a lithium-ion battery using a MCMB
carbon electrode and the parameterised NMC cathode. Here the same anode stoichiometry
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Figure 3.40: Potentials of a lithium-ion battery against stoichiometric ratios of lithiations for a
carbon MCMB electrode and NMC cathode
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Figure 3.41: Stoichiometric drift of (a) an anode and (b) cathode with increasing loss of active
material. Each point represents a 5% increasing loss of active material from the whole cell. Upper
and lower limits represents the stoichiometries required for the 4.2-2.7 V cell voltage limits
curve as the one presented by Smith and Wang [189] was used to determine the cathode
stoichiometry-potential relationship, assuming the same stoichiometric limits as in suggested
by Smith and Wang [189].
It can be seen that there can be multiple combinations of anode/cathode stoichiometries
that result in the same overall cell voltage. Over the duration of use the operating
point will inevitably shift due to irreversible side reactions. Having a reference electrode
that allows for the separation of anodic and cathodic potentials allows for access to this
information, however the majority of commercial cells do not have reference electrodes
and thus this information is difficult to derive.
Using SRCV is it proposed that it is possible to monitor stoichiometric drift in lithium-ion
batteries without the need for a reference electrode. This is because the location of the
peaks in the SRCV correspond to a phase transition in the battery electrodes which
occur at a specific lithium stoichiometry.
Figure 3.41 shows the change of the electrode stoichiometries over time with the loss of
active material due to the growth of the SEI layer. This assumes the cell voltage limits
remain at 4.2-2.7 V. Each incremental point represents a 5% loss of active material.
It can be seen that over time as cyclable lithium is lost from the system the starting
stoichiometry of the cathode decreases (increasing cathode potential), whilst the starting
stoichiometry of the anode also decreases (increases the anode potential). The increase
in cathodic potential is therefore balanced by the anodic increases to result in the same
4.2 V cell voltage that the user experiences. The risk of this is that in the discharged
state the anode gets increasingly close to fully depleted, whereby the anode potential
increases significantly.
Slow Rate Cyclic Voltammetry
SRCV applies a constant voltage which changes at a constant ramp rate. The peaks in
the resulting current profile represent the location of redox potentials or phase transitions
of the electrode. In chromopotentiometry mode this is akin to a plateau during constant
current discharge. Figure 3.42 shows the discharge half of the SRCV taken at 10 µV.s−1
superimposed with the dV/dT measurements, which are an indicator of entropic changes,
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Figure 3.42: Slow rate cyclic voltammetry and entropy measurements of a 4.8 Ah
lithium-polymer battery [202]
taken by monitoring the cell voltage as the temperature is varied. Rapid changes in the
entropy typically represent phase transitions in the electrode materials.
Using the developed model it is also possible to simulate the response of the SRCV. This
is shown in Figure 3.43a and 3.43b.
As shown in Figures 3.43a and 3.43b, the simulated and experimental results show good
agreement. With the model it is then possible to artificially induce this stoichiometric
drift which is shown in Figure 3.44a for different amounts of lost active material assumed
to have been used in the formation of the SEI layer.
In the raw simulations, without normalisation, it can be seen that the area under the
SRCV decreases indicating the loss in active material. The main peak between 3.6-3.8 V
however does not significantly move location which is evident from the normalised plot.
The secondary peak between 3.4-3.6 V; however, does move more and could be used as
an in-situ indicator for stoichiometric drift.
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Figure 3.43: Comparison between simulated and experimental slow rate cyclic voltammetry in
the (a) raw and (b) normalised form
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Figure 3.44: Simulated shift in the SRCV for varying loss of active material for a 100 µV.s−1
scan rate (a) and normalised current (b)
Differential Thermal Voltammetry
As previously discussed, the peaks in the SRCV plots allow for information on the phase
transitions of electrodes to be inferred. This can ultimately be used as a indicator for
the stoichiometry of each electrode. The draw back of this technique is that SRCV
can take quite a long time to conduct. However, herein we introduce the concept of
Differential Thermal Voltammetry (DTV) as a means of deriving the same information
as the SRCV experiments, i.e. the location of the peaks and therefore phase transitions
but in a shorter time.
The DTV technique consists of a constant current discharge or charge, where voltage and
temperature are monitored. The differential of voltage and temperature, with respect
to time, are then taken and the ratio of the two (DT/DV ) is presented. Physically,
entropy changes in each electrode induce a reversible temperature change which can
act as a indicator for a certain electrode SOC. Figure 3.45a compares the experimental
DTV with SRCV measurements. Here it can be seen that the general shape of the DTV
measurements are similar to that of the SRCV, with the peak occurring at approximately
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Figure 3.45: (a) Comparison between slow rate cyclic voltammetry and differential thermal
voltammetry for a 4.8 Ah Kokam lithium-polymer cell and (b) Comparison between simulated
and experimental differential thermal voltammetry
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the same voltage.
The presented data was taken with the cell under ambient conditions with free convection.
A K-type thermocouple was attached to the centre of the cell and used as the measured
temperature. A discharge of 1 C (4.8 A) previously resulted in a temperature change of
approximately 3 ◦C, suggesting that the amount of heat loss via free convection is not
significant relative to the electrochemical and electronic heat generated from the cell.
Measurements, were taken under ambient conditions as to replicate in-situ conditions
for a typical cell in an electric vehicle.
Figure 3.45b then compares the experimental DTV measurements to the modelled ones.
The general shape of both the simulations and the experimental results show good
agreement with a main peak and two sub-peaks either side, however the simulation
results show an approximate 0.1 V shift to the right in all cases. This could be attributed
to insufficient accuracy in the resolution of the entropy measurements previously made.
However, even with this error, the concept still holds as one can use the temperature
changes as a marker for individual electrode stoichiometries.
Figure 3.46a shows the DTV plots when there is a simulated loss of active material
leading to a shift in the operating stoichiometry of the electrodes to compensate. It can
be seen that the main difference is the main peak is shifted to lower voltages and is
smaller in magnitude. The smaller peak near 3.85 V is then shifted to higher potentials.
The reason for this is that as the battery loses active material through the formation
of the SEI layer, the starting anode and cathode stoichometries get increasingly lower.
The shift in the location of the main peak is therefore much more evident than in the
simulated SRCV.
For the data sets for >15% active material loss the solution did not converge for all time
steps before the cut-off voltage was reached. This is due to the fact that the surface
stoichiometry of the anode particles reached 0 and the dominant potential of the cathode
had not dropped. The model cannot handle stoichiometric values <0 and therefore did
not converge. Physically this would mean that the anode is fully depleted of lithium.
In reality the potential of the anode should increase significantly in this case however in
the used anode-stoichiometry relationship used, which was taken from Smith and Wang
[189] this was outside the range of operation and therefore this physical mechanism was
not captured.
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Figure 3.46: Differential thermal voltammetry for increasing loss of active material for a 1C
discharge (a) and normalised data (b)
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3.7.6 Battery pack design
In order to achieve practical voltages and capacities for lithium-ion battery packs for
automotive applications, usually hundreds of cells are connected in series and parallel.
Under ideal conditions, one would expect each cell in the pack to experience the same
loading; however, in reality depending on the pack architecture, operating conditions
and a range of other things one cell can experience a significantly different load.
In a BMS it is impractical to monitor the condition of each cell of the pack and therefore
it is normal for a reduced number of measurements to be made in areas where the battery
pack developer expects to be the most critical; however, without a detailed understanding
of the performance of lithium-ion batteries the location of the most critical cells may not
be monitored. Using the developed model it is possible to probe pack level effects.
Many authors in the academic literature neglect the effect in interconnect resistances
when modelling battery packs and those that do typically use simplified equivalent circuit
models. As cell designers continue to drive the internal impedance of cells ever lower the
relative magnitude of the interconnects becomes increasingly important.
Uneven loads in parallel battery strings
In a highly parallel pack, where interconnect resistances have equal values, an applied
external load does not necessarily cause the individual cells to supply equal amounts
of current. This effect arises due to the existence of different current paths, some of
which pass through a different number of interconnect resistances, as shown in Figure
3.47. Non-uniform ohmic overpotentials arise throughout the pack, making the careful
consideration of the current paths and the position of the load terminals essential for
maintaining performance and safety.
Battery 1 (B1) Battery 2 (B2) Battery 3 (B3)
RIC(I1) RIC(I1+I2)
RIC(I3)RIC(I2+I3)
Applied 
potential 
difference
Figure 3.47: Schematic of a 3P1S battery pack configuration depicting sources of interconnect
overpotentials under an applied potential load. The grey arrows depict the direction of the
current flow [224]
In the 3P1S pack configuration shown in Figure 3.47, the external load is applied as a
potential difference at diagonal corners. Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) dictates that
within any close loop formed within the circuit, the overall potential difference must be
equal to zero: Σnk=1Vk = 0, where n is the number of voltage source/sinks. Assuming that
the initial state of each battery is the same and that the resistances of all interconnects
are equal, three simultaneous equations govern the current flow through the system as
shown in Equations 3.55-3.57, where η represents the overpotential of the subscripted
cell.
Vapp = OCV1 + η1 +RIC (2I1 + I2) (3.55)
Vapp = OCV2 + η2 +RIC (I1 + 2I2 + I3) (3.56)
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Vapp = OCV3 + η3 +RIC (I2 + I3) (3.57)
The system can be written in a generalised matrix form for any number of batteries
(Ncell) as shown below, where the battery overpotentials have been represented as
the product of the battery current and polarisation resistance (IiRcell,i). Here i and
j are indices for the row and column numbers in the matrix. The dependence of
load on polarisation resistance is neglected. As the polarisation resistance varies with
temperature, SOC and load, the assumption is valid only when the pack is in steady
state.
OCVi + IiRcell,i...
OCVn + IiRcell,n
+
 N − 1− |i− j| · · · N − 1− |i−Ncells|... . . . ...
N − 1− |Ncells − j| · · · N − 1− |Ncells − j|

 Ii...
IN
RIC =
Vapp...
Vapp

Assuming that all cells are at the same SOC initially, they also have the same OCVs
and polarisation resistances. The set of simultaneous equations can then be solved for
the currents Ii by multiplication of the inverse matrix as shown below where βi,j =
(N − 1 − |i − j|) RICRcell if i 6= j and βi,j = (N − 1 − |i − j|)
RIC
Rcell
+ 1, with i = j for
convenience.
 Ii...
IN
 = 1
Rcell
 Vapp −OCVi...
Vapp −OCVN

βi, j · · · βi,N... . . . ...
βN,i · · · βN,N

−1
As the same external potential is applied to all of the cells and their OCVs are initially
the same, the current flowing through each cell cannot be the same if RIC is finite, as
the inverse matrix would be non-zero.
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Figure 3.48: Ratio between predicted current and equivalent equal split current for cells closest
and furthest from the load points for different ratios of interconnect resistance to battery
impedance and cells in a single parallel strip. Solid lines and symbols represents the load
experienced by cells closest to the load points and dashed lines and hollow symbols represents
cells furthest away [224]
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Figure 3.48 shows the effect of increasing the ratio of interconnect to battery impedance
for different numbers of cells in parallel. When interconnect resistances are not considered
RIC/Rcell = 0 the same current flows through each parallel cell giving a current/equivalent
split current ratio of 1. As the ratio of interconnect to battery impedance increases, the
deviation in initial load from the ideal case of no interconnect resistances also increases.
The magnitude of the load on a cell is dependent on the position of the cell relative to the
point at which the external load is applied. Cells nearer the pack terminals experience a
greater load due to lower interconnect overpotentials. Cells further away from the load
terminal experiences higher interconnect overpotentials and thus provide less current
initially. When additional cells are added in parallel, the number of interconnects is
increased, and so the effect is amplified.
The load imbalance increases linearly with increasing number of cells in parallel and
logarithmically with increasing RIC/Rcell. In an 8P1S pack with a RIC/Rcell = 0.1, the
cell nearest the load point experiences an initial load 2.2 times greater than for RIC = 0.
This highlights the need to consider the interconnect resistance contribution to pack
performance.
Constant current discharge
Under continuous discharge or charge, the impedance of a cell changes as a function
of the SOC, temperature and load current, leading to the variation of load imbalance
over time. The same type of effect is known at the cell level, where the reaction current
density distribution is greatly affected by the position of the cell tabs. The maximum
and minimum current through a parallel battery pack with a varying number of parallel
cells, assuming a 1 mΩ interconnect resistances, is shown in Figure 3.49a.
As the SOC of the cells decreases, their internal resistance increases due the increased
polarisation resistance. After a sufficient time, the changing impedance of the cell
nearest the load point matches that of the additional interconnect overpotentials, and
the situation is reversed: the cells furthest away from the load points provide the most
current. This load redistribution can take on the order of hundreds of seconds and relies
on the presence of a constant load. The characteristic time of the load distribution is
highly dependent on the load profile, cell chemistry and position of the load point.
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Figure 3.49: (a) Maximum and minimum currents during a 2 C discharge of parallel battery
packs with varying numbers of cells in parallel, starting from 60% SOC with a 1 mΩ interconnect
resistance. (b) Maximum and minimum temperature of a 8P1S pack under an equivalent 2-4 C
loading, starting from 60% SOC [224]
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As the load is eventually redistributed to the initially less loaded cells, the difference
in heat generation from the different cells is not as large as expected from the initial
load distribution. Figure 3.49b illustrates the time evolution of the cell temperature
as calculated for the different cells of a 8P1S battery pack under an equivalent 2-4 C
discharge.
The shift in the peak load current towards the cells further from the load point caused by
changing cell impedances does not result in significant inhomogeneities in temperature
distribution under constant discharge/charge conditions. A problem arises, however, if
the cells are continuously kept within a narrow SOC range as is common in Hybrid
Electric Vehicle (HEV) applications, where the battery pack is used for load shaving of
another prime mover. Cells could also be kept within a narrow SOC window relative
to each other under the conditions where the load profile allows for sufficient time
to rebalance cell SOCs such as pulse loading followed by rest periods. In such pulse
loading situations the cell impedance differences do not compensate for the interconnect
resistance imbalances leading to cells nearest the load points to continually be loaded
more.
Cyclic loading
Under cyclic charge/discharge loading of a pack, cell impedances do not have sufficient
time to balance and thus the cells nearest the load points continually experience higher
currents, leading to them heating up considerably more than the cells further from the
load points, as shown in Figure 3.50.
As there is insufficient time for the impedances to balance the relative change of the
SOCs, the cell closest to the load point is constantly loaded more heavily than cells
further away. This situation results in considerably more heating in that region of the
pack and significantly inhomogeneous temperatures in comparison to constant current
loading. The load imbalance caused by interconnects is more critical in applications
where the battery pack is kept within a narrow range of SOC, such as commonly found
in hybrid electric vehicle applications, because the impedances do not have sufficient time
to balance. As shown in Figure 3.49a, the balancing time is on the order of hundreds of
seconds. The exact value depends on the cells used: higher capacity cells are expected
to require longer balancing times.
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Figure 3.50: Simulated temperatures and currents during cyclic loading of 6 Ah cells nearest and
furthest from the load points in a 8P1S pack, around 60% SOC assuming a 1 mΩ interconnect
resistance [224]
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Internal pack currents after load removal
During operation with imbalanced loads, the SOCs of the cells in a parallel strip become
different from one another. When the load is removed, the cells OCVs are different, and
current must flows from the cells with higher SOC to those with lower SOC, as shown
in Figure 3.51. This rebalancing current leads to further heat generation beyond the
removal of the load, a process detrimental to all cells.
Battery 1 (B1)
SOC = 60%
Battery 2 (B2)
SOC = 70%
Battery 3 (B3)
SOC = 60%
Figure 3.51: Schematic showing current rebalancing in a 3P1S pack under no load conditions,
due to differences in SOC induced during previous operation [224]
Figure 3.52 shows the effect of current rebalancing for a 8P1S pack after a 3 C discharge
from 60% SOC. Again it can be seen that the cell nearest the load point is initially
overloaded. When load is removed after 500 s, the difference in SOCs results in higher
OCVs for the furthest cells than for the nearest ones, and a rebalancing current is present
in the pack.
The rate of current rebalancing within cells of the same parallel strip is determined by the
difference in SOC and also by the type of cells used. Figure 3.53 shows the performance
map of the modelled battery to depict the driving forces of this rebalancing. Assuming
the cells are identical, each must operate along the surface contour defined in Figure 3.53.
If two cells of different SOC are connected in parallel, their potentials must be equal
(minus the small interconnect overpotentials); their OCVs, however, are different, and
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Figure 3.52: Simulated cell currents and temperatures of a 8P1S pack under a 3 C discharge for
500 s after which load is removed and OCVs rebalance assuming a 1 m interconnect resistance.
Solid symbols represent temperature and hollow symbols represent current [224]
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the resulting overpotential to match the potential between the cells drives a rebalancing
current. In this closed system charge is conserved, and thus the operating point is at
the iso-potential where the net positive current matches the net negative current.
Larger packs
Battery packs for automotive applications typically use hundreds of cells and the effect
of uneven current loads can be further amplified if the design is not appropriately
considered. As the size of the pack increases the likelihood of inhomogeneous load
distribution increases. This can be attributed to a number of factors: in larger systems
the statistical distribution of cell characteristics and physical interconnects.
Figure 3.54a shows the current distribution for the module with oppositely connected
electrical terminals with even contact resistances for a 150A discharge just after the load
has been applied. As it can be seen, the highest observed currents are at the electric
connection points at opposite corners of the module, with the highest currents being
observed diagonally across the module as this is the path of least resistance. The cells
that are at the opposite corner, relative to the electrical connections, experience a much
lower discharge current. This effect also occurs when the electrical connection points are
on the same side. In the no-fault case, the maximum discharge current is still double that
of the minimum. This effect therefore leads to cell unbalancing and internal currents
flowing when no load is applied. Figure 3.54b, then shows the current distribution in
the module with the high interconnection resistance.
In Figure 3.54b, the uneven current distributions observed in Figure 3.54a are further
accentuated, especially near the location of the high resistance. This high resistance
restricts current flow from the cells isolated by the high contact resistance, drastically
increasing the load on the cells near the current collection and decreasing the load on
the cells isolated by the high contact resistance. Under the same discharge conditions,
the model predicts the maximum discharge current to be 6 times that of the minimum
discharge current. This highlights the importance of minimising contact resistances and
ensuring equal balancing.
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In automotive applications the battery packs are larger than the ones analysed so far.
The effect of uneven current loading can limit performance and safety. Large interconnect
resistances between cells, such as due to assembly faults, were shown to magnify the
problem of uneven resistance pathways in a 12P7S battery pack of 4.8 Ah cells [150].
The effect of a high interconnect resistance is explored here as a worked example. The
case is hypothetical, as the fault was fortunately resolved in the real life tests.
Load cycles typically seen in automotive applications tend to be highly dynamic. The
difference in current loads through different cells and resulting heat generation do not
scale linearly with size for highly parallel battery packs. Figure 3.55a shows simulated
cell currents for a 12P7S battery pack under a 100 A load with a superimposed 1 Hz 10
A sine wave.
As a result of oscillating current load, a larger proportion of the noise amplitude is
imposed on cells which are on the path of least resistance. This means that heat
generated from both the steady state current and the oscillating current is higher in
the worst positioned cells, showing that noise worsens any pre-existing problems.
In order to explore the consequences of the relatively high intercell resistance reported in
previous work due to assembly problems [150], simulated temperatures and currents for
the hottest cell in a 12P7S battery pack with and without a higher interconnect resistance
in as shown Figure 3.55b. The effect of dynamic versus static loads is compared, where
the latter is chosen equal to the average current of the real world cycle. The current
profile is taken from the test data presented previously [150] and corresponds to a
relatively aggressive drive cycle.
If the average current of the drive cycle were to be used as the model input, the predicted
hottest cell temperature would be significantly lower than that for the real dynamic
load. This difference is due to the non-linear distribution of current in the parallel cell
strips. The cells positioned after the high interconnect resistance, away from the current
collector, become isolated from the rest of the parallel strip. As a result, certain cells
provide a current significantly larger than intended, and the temperature of the hottest
cells increases.
In the case of dynamic load and high interconnection resistance, the hottest cell reached a
temperature of 70◦C, which is outside the 60◦C maximum operating range recommended
by the cell manufacturer. If the load cycle were to be allowed to continue, the hottest
cell would enter thermal runaway.
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Figure 3.54: (a) Current distribution in battery module with equal cell contact resistances for
a 150A discharge and (b) with a bad contact [150]
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Figure 3.55: Simulated current of different cells in a 12P7S battery pack with a 100 A load
and 10 A superimposed load noise at 1 Hz Simulated temperature of the hottest cell in a 12P7S
battery pack under static and dynamic loads with equal (a) and unequal interconnect resistances
and simulated current of different cells in a 12P7S battery pack with a 100 A load and 10 A
superimposed load noise at 1 Hz (b) [224]
If the assembly problem had not been identified during assembly and resolved, and if
the vehicle had been run with a single faulty interconnect resistance (out of over one
thousand) then it is likely a thermal runaway event would have occurred. The importance
of understanding the effects reported here when designing battery packs and the BMS
sensors and safety cut-offs cannot be underestimated.
3.8 Conclusion
3.8.1 Model development and parameterisation
The development of a pseudo-2D lithium-ion battery model has been presented which
has coupled temperature dependent behaviour and an SEI based degradation model.
Parameterisation of the developed battery model has been achieved by use of a GA
based approach combined with pulsed discharge testing. Incorporation of experimentally
derived entropy profiles for the whole cell showed increased accuracy of the thermal
model. The development of a reduced order SPM was also presented as a means to reduce
computational time for longer simulations. Comparison with the experimental voltage
response of a 4.8 Ah Kokam cell to an NEDC load cycle showed good agreement.
3.8.2 Model based performance analysis
The development of a physics based model allowed for the investigation of varying the
internal parameters of the battery and the subsequent impact on performance. Using
the model it was possible the investigate the impact on performance of varying the power
and energy density of the parameterised battery. By removing current collectors from
battery, for a fixed volume, allows for more active electrode material to be used resulting
in a greater capacity. The drawback of this is that the resulting cell resistance, which is
area specific, is larger resulting in lower power. Analysis of the cost of the raw materials,
shows that higher power batteries cost more due to the relative cost of the copper and
aluminum current collectors.
The selection of the operating SOC range when a battery is cycled over a narrow SOC
range as is a commonly found problem in HEV applications and has been shown to have
a significant impact on the lifetime of the battery. The lower the SOC the slower the rate
of SEI growth which is driven by the thermodynamic potential of the carbon electrodes
in the organic electrolyte. However, operation at lower SOCs has the drawn back of
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increased polarisation resistances. An optimal was found to be between 60-50% SOC
range as the point where charge/discharge efficiency and lifetime are maximised.
3.8.3 Novel in-situ diagnosis techniques
The developed models were used to investigate novel means of tracking stoichiometric
drift between battery electrodes which occurs over time as the side reaction current
consumes cyclable lithium for the formation of the SEI layer. It was shown that as
the stoichiometry of the electrodes drift from their initial state a change in the SRCV
can be seen, thus indicating stoichiometric drift. If left unmonitored it could result in
cells being operated when the overall cell voltage is within acceptable limits but the
individual electrodes with operated in regions which are detrimental to their lifetimes.
Further to this, it was shown that a differential thermal voltametry technique can be
used to derive the same information as the SRCV at a much greater speed and with only
need for voltage and temperature measurements allowing for the possibility of in-situ
monitoring of battery state during charge conditions.
3.8.4 Pack level analysis
Scaling the single cell model up to a multi-cell pack model has allowed for the investigation
of inhomogeneous current and heat generation within larger automotive sized packs.
In highly parallel packs with smaller cells, it was found that the magnitude of the
interconnect resistances affected the current drawn from cells within the same parallel
strip, with cells nearest the load points experiencing initially the highest currents. This is
due to interconnect overpotentials reducing the potential applied across cells further from
the load point. It was found that in constant discharge profiles the maximum current
point would propagate to the initially less loaded cells due to an increase in polarisation
resistance of the more initially loaded cells when discharged to a lower SOC. However,
in applications where the pack was cycled within a small SOC window or pulsed loaded
periodically with sufficient time for SOC imbalances to arise, it was found that the cells
nearest the load points continually experiences a considerably higher load than other
cells, increasing the likelihood of premature failure of that cell or even thermal runaway
if not monitored.
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Chapter 4
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel
Cells
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the modelling and experimental work relating to the development
of a semi-empirical based model for a PEMFC stack and associated BOP. This will form
the foundation of later high level system analysis work. The below therefore summarises
the contents in this chapter.
• Formulation of the semi-empirical based fuel cell stack model and balance
of plant components
– This section sets the mathematical framework for the fuel cell stack model
which considers all heat and mass transfer assuming lumped performance
and a membrane hydration model as well as the interactions of the BOP
components required to deliver the reactants needed and provide thermal
management
• Experimental set-up of a large scale PEMFC test rig
– This section outlines the experimental development of a 9.5 kWe PEMFC
system used to validate the developed model as well as the control systems
implemented
• Model implementation, parameterisation and validation
– This section outlines the implementation method, parmeterisation and validation
work done for the FC model and BOP components. Simulations and data are
validated against slower transient data and more rapidly varying automotive
type load cycles. Comparison is then made against simpler and steady models
• Thermal and water management issues
– This section investigates thermal and water management issues in large scale
stacks and shows air temperature being a critical parameter for water and
thermal management due to cathode side water production and smaller heat
capacity. Thermal transient times from cold start-up have been shown to be
on the order of minutes during which water removal rates are significantly
limited. Operation at low cathode pressures also poses a water management
issue in that large stoichiometries are needed to avoid water accumulation
and thus flooding. An air purging technique is used to mechanically remove
water
• Stack failure through pin-hole formation
– This section presents data on pin-hole formation in large stacks caused by
flooding and inhomogeneous current distributions causing localised heating
and failure of the membrane which has been shown to have a cascading failure
mode from one cell to another due to the mixing of hydrogen into the cathode.
Observations of internal currents during no-load conditions of the failed cell is
suggested from the instability of neighboring cells due to the bipolar coupling
of cells in the stack
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4.2 Fuel cell modelling
When operating a fuel cell system on the scale required for automotive applications, a
number of technical challenges must be addressed. These included how the reactants are
delivered, water management and thermal management. The components which address
these issues are known as the BOP.
A FC has many length scales of interest which can be modelled in its’ own right. The aim
of this work is to investigate system level effects and efficiency of the system on a larger
scale. Therefore, detailed aspects of modelling the distribution of reactants and charge
within the length scale of the MEA will not be covered. The focus of the modelling work
will be aimed at heat and mass balances within the system and transient phenomena
such as gas manifolding and thermal effects, i.e. metrics which can be adjusted through
system design and control rather than material development which is outside the scope
of this study.
Parameters such as temperature, pressure, flow rate and relative humidity of the reactants,
the temperature of the stack itself, the hydration of the membrane and the load current
all affects the performance of a FC stack. Many of these operating conditions are linked
to each other and therefore the heat and mass balances must be considered as shown
in Figure 4.1. The following sections thus present the equations used to define each
subsystem. These are based on the fundamental work presented by Springer et al. [194],
Amphlett et al. [4] and Pukrushpan et al. [163] who developed the mass balance and
electrochemical coupled relationships with the addition of the heat balance based the
work by Yu et al. [230].
4.2.1 Operating voltage
Accurately modelling the cell voltage is critical in assessing the efficiency of the system.
In order to do this one must have a detailed understanding of the thermodynamic and
electrochemical processes occurring within a FC.
The OCV of a FC is the no load, thermodynamic potential which can be calculated by
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of inputs, processes and outputs of fuel cell stack model
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considering the reaction that occurs in a PEMFC as shown in equation 4.1.
H2 +
1
2
O2 → H2O (4.1)
The theoretical maximum OCV can then be calculated by considering the change in the
Gibbs free energy of the products and reactants in this reaction, which are a function of
the enthalpy, temperature and entropy of the various states. The equation which arise
are therefore:
∆g¯f = g¯f |products − g¯f |reactants
∆g¯f = g¯f |H2O − g¯f |H2 − g¯f |O2
(4.2)
The theoretical maximum OCV for a PEMFC can therefore be found by considering this
Gibbs free energy as shown in equation 4.3.
E =
−∆g¯f
2F
(4.3)
Where the change in the Gibbs free energy of the system also varies with temperature
and pressure relative to its reference state as shown in equation 4.4. Where px represents
the partial pressure of the reactant x.
∆g¯f =
−∆g¯0f
2F
− R¯T ln
[
pH2p
1/2
O2
pH2O
]
(4.4)
The maximum efficiency of this reaction is often defined as the ratio of the Gibbs free
energy to the enthalpy of reaction as shown in equation 4.5. Analysis of the temperature
dependency of the FC reaction shows that the maximum theoretical efficiency drops
as a function of temperature as shown in figure 4.2. This is contrary to the trend
observed in ICEs and the Carnot efficiency where at higher temperatures the efficiency
is higher. However, in practice the trend in FC efficiency is opposite once the temperature
dependency of the chemical kinetics has been considered.
ηmax =
∆g¯f
∆h¯f
× 100% (4.5)
When a FC is under load there are a number of losses that reduce the operating potential
from its OCV value. The three main overpotential losses can be attributed to: activation
losses, ohmic losses and mass transport losses. An example polarisation curve is shown
in figure 4.3.
This polarisation curve can be divided into 3 main regions. In region 1, at low current
densities, the electrochemical losses are dominated by activation losses which is caused
by the energy required to drive the chemical reaction and transfer the electrons to
and from the electrodes. Typically, the charge transfer resistance of electrochemical
processes decreases with increasing current density as indicated by the Butler-Volmer
equation. Region 2 is a near linear region that is characteristic of the ohmic losses caused
by the resistance of the various interconnectors, electrodes and ionic flow through the
electrolyte. In region 3, the losses are dominated by mass transport/ concentration losses
where the reactants cannot be supplied to the reaction sites at a fast enough rate that it
is being consumed and there as a rapid drop in the cell potential due to local reduction
of the reactant partial pressure. Mass transport losses arise at high current densities or
during periods of reactant starvation.
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The cell terminal voltage that is measured is therefore the OCV minus the three main
losses previously mentioned as shown in equation 4.6.
Vcell = EOCV − ηact − ηohm − ηconc (4.6)
Stack voltage can then be found by multiplying this cell voltage by the number of cells.
This assumes uniform reactant distribution and lumped cell behaviour. In reality the
cell voltages will vary due to varying reactant concentrations through the stack, pressure
drops and a number of other parameters. This has not been considered from a modelling
perspective for this study in order to minimise computational cost.
The mathematical framework presented is based on the governing equations presented
by Springer et al. [194], Amphlett et al. [4] and Pukrushpan et al. [163] who developed
the mass balance and electrochemical coupled relationships with the addition of the heat
balance based the work by Yu et al. [230].
Open Circuit Potential
The thermodynamic, no load potential of the FC reaction shown in equation 4.1 is
defined by the Nernst equation as shown in equation 4.7. Where n is the number of
electrons in the reaction.
E = E0 − RT
nF
ln
(
pH2p
0.5
O2
)
(4.7)
The standard state for the reference potential E0 is taken to be 1.229 V at 298.15 K and
1 atm [4]. This reference potential will vary as a function of the temperature according
to equation 4.8. Where T0 is the reference temperature, taken to be 298.15 K, and ∆S
is the change of entropy.
E0 = E0 + (T − T0)
(
∆S0
nF
)
(4.8)
It has been assumed that for this given reaction, the entropy will remain relatively
constant as the change of the specific heats of the reactants remains reasonably constant
over typical operating temperatures of PEMFCs. Above 100◦C, this assumption breaks
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Figure 4.3: Example polarisation curve for a single PEMFC cell
down due to the phase transition of water. Therefore, the reference potential is directly
proportional to the temperature. Taking literature based values from the work by
Amphlett et al. [4], the relationship between the reference potential, temperature and
pressure can be written according to the semi-empirical relationship shown in equation
4.9.
E0 = 1.229− 0.85× 10−3(Tfc − Tref ) + 4.3085× Tfc[ln(PH2) + 0.5 ln(PO2)] (4.9)
Activation overpotential
Activation overpotentials result from the losses associated with charge-transfer processes
at the anode and cathode. In general the hydrogen oxidation reaction on platinum is
considered to be very rapid with the Tafel slope being approximately 0.03 V/decade and
an exchange current density of 46 mA/cm2. The oxygen reduction reaction over platinum
by contrast is seen as being much slower due to the higher bond energy of the oxygen
molecule, with a Tafel slope of approximately 0.07 V/decade and exchange current
density of 92µA/cm2 [4]. A typically overall equivalent exchange current density for a low
temperature PEMFC is in the region of 0.1 mA/cm2 [115]. Therefore, oxygen reduction
is the predominant contributor to activation overpotentials in PEMFC reactions.
These activation losses can be approximated by considering the Tafel equation, shown
in equation 4.10. Where a is a constant, i is the current density and i0 is the exchange
current density.
ηact = aln
(
i
i0
)
(4.10)
The problem with the Tafel equation is that it is only valid for i > i0. Therefore, for
simulation purposes this can be modified to equation 4.11 [163]. Where v0 is the voltage
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drop at no load, and va and c1 are constants which depend on temperature and oxygen
partial pressure.
ηact = v0 + va(1− e−c1i) (4.11)
Expansion of the coefficients to account for the effects of temperature and pressure
result in equation 4.12 as presented by Pukrushpan et al. [163]. Where psat represents
the saturated partial pressure of the cathode with all pressures and temperatures in bar
and Kelvin.
ηact =
{
a1 + a2 (Tfc − Tref ) + a3Tfc
[
ln(pca − psat)
1.101325
+
1
2
ln
0.1173(pca − psat)
1.01325
]}
+{
(b1Tfc + b2)
( pO2
0.1173
+ psat
)2
+ (b3Tfc + b4)
( pO2
0.1173
+ psat
)
+ b5Tfc + b6
}(
1− e−c1ifc)
(4.12)
The resulting coefficients: ax, bx and cx can be determined by non-linear regression
fitting of the system under investigation.
Ohmic overpotential
The ohmic resistance arises from the ionic resistance of the polymer membrane to the
motion of protons, the electrical resistance of the electrode materials, contact resistances
and current collection resistance. This can be calculated from equation 4.13. Where tm
and σm represent the thickness and conductivity of the membrane.
ηohmic = i
tm
σm
(4.13)
Here it has been assumed that the majority of the ohmic resistance arises from ionic
resistance of the polymer membrane as indicated by the correlation with the membrane
thickness and conductivity. Ideally, a thinner membrane allows for lower resistance;
however, there are practical limitations for the manufacture of ultra thin membranes,
including: the mechanical stability and gas permeability of the separators.
The conductivity of this polymer membrane is a strong function of its hydration and
can be defined as equation 4.14 [163].
σm = d1e
(
d2(
1
303
)− 1
Tfc
)
(4.14)
Where d1 can be approximated by equation 4.15 and d2 is a experimentally determined
constant.
d1 = (d11λm − d12) (4.15)
Here λm is the membrane water content which will be considered in later sections.
Again the aforementioned coefficients can be parameterised based on the system under
investigation using non-linear regression from test data.
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Mass transport overpotential
Mass transport, or concentration, overpotentials result from a drop in reactant partial
pressure at high operating current densities due to the rate of chemical consumption
being higher than the rate of diffusion through the GDL. This can be a significant
problem at lower temperatures and high current densities as these are operating conditions
which risk stack flooding where the water carrying capacity of the cathode air is low
and therefore liquid water can form in the pores of the GDL blocking active reaction
sites. Mass transport overpotentials can also arise under highly dynamic loads where
the reactant delivery to the stack flow channels is not sufficiently fast and thus there are
brief periods when local supply stoichiometry is below the set value.
The mass transport losses can thus be calculated from equation 4.16 [163].
ηconc = i
(
c2
ifc
imax
)c3
(4.16)
Again the presented coefficients are typically found from a non-linear regression of test
data.
Charge double layer
Due to the nature of the FC construction, the interface between the electrodes and
electrolyte forms a charge double layer. This double layer capacitance behaves like an
electrical capacitor and affects the dynamics of a FC when there are load changes. The
collection of charges generates an electrical voltage which corresponds to the combination
of activation and concentration overpotentials. Therefore, when there is a load change
there is also a finite transient time associated with this double layer which affects the
activation and mass transport overpotentials. The ohmic resistance is not affected by
this capacitance.
Studies have shown that the time constant of this double layer capacitance and charge
transfer resistance is typically < 1 s [77]. Given that the relative speed is so fast it has
not been captured in the current FC model. Double layer effects during start up will be
more evident due to the larger relative changes in cell potential; however, it is not the
aim of this model to capture the dynamics during FC start-up.
Trends in polarisation curves
This semi-empirical model thus allows for observation of general trends in performance
caused by changing operating conditions. Figure 4.4 shows a polarisation curve at 80◦C,
2.5 bar and 90% relative humidity with separated losses components.
It can be seen that initially when the FC is under a low load the polarisation resistance
is reasonably high due to the relatively high contribution of the activation losses. This
decreases with increasing current density. At its lowest point this roughly corresponds
to the ohmic resistance which is not a function of the load. At higher loads the
mass transport concentration overpotentials begin to increase. The ohmic polarisation
resistance remains constant, with respect to current. At higher currents mass transport
related polarisation resistance is experienced. It therefore becomes apparent that the
maximum efficiency (point of lowest resistance) do not normally correspond to the point
of maximum power. This is a critical issue to address when optimising the powertrain
of FC hybrid vehicles which will be addressed in later chapters.
Figure 4.5 shows the simulated polarisation curves for a PEMFC at 80◦C and 2.5 bar
for varying relative humidities as well as the respective polarisation resistance with
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Figure 4.4: (a) Simulated polarisation curves of a fuel cell at 80◦C, 2.5 bar and 90% relative
humidity with decomposed overpotential contributions and (b) separated polarisation resistance
components at the same operating conditions
coefficients taken from Pukrushpan et al. [163].
It can be seen that the relative humidity of the reactants and thus the hydration of the
membrane critically affects the performance of the FC due to the sensitivity of the ionic
conductivity to the water content of the membrane. Water management thus becomes
a critical consideration in the operation of PEMFC systems.
4.2.2 Saturated partial pressure
As previously mentioned, water balances within the FC are of critical importance,
affecting both the hydration of the membrane and the limits of operation before the
on-set of flooding. Therefore, consideration of the relative humidity and thus the
saturated partial pressure of the reactant gases is required.
The saturated partial pressure represents the limit of water carrying capacity of the gas
and the relative humidity is the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapour to this
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Figure 4.5: (a) Simulated polarisation curves of a fuel cell at 80◦C and 2.5 bar at varying
relative humidities and (b) the specific resistance as a function of the cell voltage
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Figure 4.6: Partial pressure of water vapour
saturated value. Using the Magus-Teten approximation, the saturated partial pressure
can be calculated as shown in equation 4.17 [115].
log10(psat) =
7.5T
T + 237.3
+ 0.7858 (4.17)
It can be seen that the saturated vapour pressure is only a function of temperature.
Consideration of the relative humidity of the gas stream then allows for the calculation
of the partial pressure of water vapour. This is shown in figure 4.6.
As it can be seen at lower temperatures the partial pressure of water vapour at saturation
is low indicating a low water carrying capability. As the temperature increases so does
the saturated partial pressure, which represents the limit of water capacity. If the water
generation inside the stack is greater than the amount of water the air can remove then
liquid water will form within the stack which not only increases the mass transport
limitations but also reduces the heat removal capabilities since some heat is removed
through the latent heat of evaporation of water but it also increases the likelihood
of catastrophic failure of the system through pin-hole formations which can arise due
to localised hot-spots due to higher local reaction current densities which come about
through stack flooding [110].
4.2.3 Mass balances
The mass balances inside the stack model are critical in determining the overall performance
of the system as it will define the operating partial pressure, temperature and water
balance of the stack, as well as give information to the BOP components about their
theoretical operating points. This is broken down into two main sections: flow in the
cathode and flow in the anode.
Flow in the cathode
The flow in the cathode accounts for air provided externally, the rate of reactant consumption
and water generation which occurs on the cathode side of a PEMFC. The subscript v
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The mole fraction of the oxygen is then calculated as the ratio of oxygen partial pressure
and the dry air partial pressure as shown in equation 4.24.
yO2,ca =
pO2,ca
pa,ca
(4.24)
The relative humidity of the cathode gases (φca) can then be defined as the ratio of the
cathode vapour partial pressure to the saturated partial pressure which is a function of
temperature as shown in equation 4.25.
φca =
pv,ca
psat
(4.25)
The dry partial pressure of air can then be defined by considering the total pressure of the
cathode and the partial pressure of the water vapour as shown in equation 4.26.
pa,ca,in = pca,in − pv,ca,in (4.26)
The humidity ratio (ω), which is the ratio of water vapour to dry air, can the be defined
as:
ωca,in =
Mv
Ma,ca,in
pv,ca,in
pa,ca,in
(4.27)
Where the molecular mass of the the air Ma,ca,in is defined as:
Ma,ca,in = yO2,ca,in ×MO2 + (1− yO2,ca,in)×MN2 (4.28)
The mass flow rate of the dry air and vapour entering the stack can then be calculated
from:
m˙a,ca,in =
1
1 + ωca,in
m˙ca,in (4.29)
m˙v,ca,in = m˙ca,in − m˙a,ca,in (4.30)
Where the oxygen and nitrogen mass fractions can be defined as:
m˙O2,ca,in = xO2,ca,inm˙a,ca,in (4.31)
m˙N2,ca,in = (1− xO2,ca,in)m˙a,ca,in (4.32)
Where xO2,ac,in is the oxygen mass fraction which can be defined as:
xO2,ca,in =
yO2,ca,in ×MO2
yO2,ca,in ×MO2 + (1− yO2,ca,in)×MN2
(4.33)
Calculation of the cathode out flows are done with the same governing equations as the
inlets however also consider the consumption of the reactant oxygen, whereby the oxygen
mole fraction is not 0.21 as in in the inlet, but is a function of the operating current and
the size of the stack.
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The rate of oxygen consumption and water generation can then be calculated from the
drawn current from the stack as shown in equations 4.34 and 4.35 where I is the total
current per cell.
m˙O2,reacted = MO2 ×
Ncells · I
4F
(4.34)
m˙v,cagen = Mv ×
Ncells · I
2F
(4.35)
Where Ncells is the number of cells in the stack.
Flow in the anode
The anode flow model considers compressed hydrogen and the water balance of the flow.
Again it has been assumed that all gases can be treated as ideal gases and the cells
behave homogeneously. Equations 4.36 and 4.37 thus shows the hydrogen and water
mass balances.
dmH2,an
dt
= m˙H2,anin − m˙H2,reacted − m˙H2,anout (4.36)
dmwater,an
dt
= m˙v,anin − m˙v,anout + m˙v,anmem − m˙l,anout (4.37)
Flow equations for the water transport and and partial pressure was done in a similar
way to the cathode flow model.
Consumption of hydrogen is again directly proportional to the current drawn and number
of cells in the stack as shown in equation 4.38.
m˙H2,reacted = MH2 ×
Ncells · I
2F
(4.38)
4.2.4 Membrane hydration model
The governing equations as presented by Pukrushpan et al. [163], also accounts for
the changing membrane hydration as a function of the water generation, removal and
deposition rates based on the condition of the stack and reactant gases. Water transport
across a Nafion membrane is assumed to occur due to two main mechanisms: electro-osmotic
drag and back diffusion.
In the electro-osmotic drag mechanism water is dragged from the anode to the cathode
by the movement of the protons in the FC reaction. The rate of electro-osmotic drag
is thus a function of the operating current density. The amount of water transported
is represented by the electro-osmotic drag coefficient nd, which is the number of water
molecules carried by each proton as shown in equation 4.39, where Nv,osmotic is the water
flow rate from electro-osmotic drag (mol.s−1.cm−2). The number of water molecules
dragged by each proton varies as a function of the membrane hydration.
Nv,osmotic = nd
I
F
(4.39)
The back diffusion mechanism of water transport arises due to differences in the water
concentration. Since water is generated in the cathode, this results in a higher water
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concentration and thus a concentration based flux from the cathode to the anode which
can be described by a Fick’s diffusion law as shown in equation 4.40, where Nv,diff is the
flow rate of water due to back diffusion (mol.s−1.cm−2), Dw is the diffusion coefficient
of the process (cm2.s−1), cv the concentration of water (mol.cm−3) and y the through
plane direction of the membrane (cm). The diffusion coefficient is a function of the water
content.
Nv,diff = Dw
dcv
dy
(4.40)
Combining the two water movement mechanisms results in equation 4.41, where the
distribution of water has been assumed to be linear over the membrane.
Nv,membrane = nd
I
F
−Dw (cv,ca − cv,an)
tm
(4.41)
The total water flow rate across the membrane is then approximated from equation 4.42,
where Mv is the molecular mass of water.
m˙v,membrane = Nv,membrane ×Mv ×AFC ×Ncells (4.42)
The average water content between the anode and cathode can then be taken to represent
the water content in the membrane, however typically the water content in the anode is
less than in the cathode especially at high current densities when the rate of electro-osmotic
drag outweighs that of the back diffusion. The membrane water diffusivity and the
number of water molecules per proton can then be calculated by considering the activity
of the anode and cathode gases as shown in equation 4.43, where x represents either the
anode or cathode, and yv,x the mole fraction of vapour.
ax =
yv,xpx
psat,x
=
pv,x
psat,x
(4.43)
The detailed derivation of the electro-osmotic drag coefficient and membrane water
diffusion coefficient can be found in the work by Dutta et al. [66] which provides much
the fundamental physics. The experimental data used to parameterise the model is
based on the work presented by Springer et al. [194] of a Nafion 117 membrane. The
water content in the membrane (λx) is calculated from the respective anode/ cathode
water activities as shown below, where am is the water activity of the membrane which
is taken as the average between the anode and cathode.
λm =
{
0.043 + 17.81am − 39.85a2m + 36a3m 0 < am ≤ 1
14 + 1.4(am − 1) 1 < am ≤ 3
The membrane water content can then be used to calculate the electro-osmotic drag
coefficient nd and the water diffusivity Dw according to equations 4.44 and 4.45.
nd = 0.0029λ
2
m + 0.05λm − 3.4× 10−19 (4.44)
Dw = Dλexp
(
2416
(
1
303
− 1
TFC
))
(4.45)
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The qelect is useful electrical energy generated by the FC reaction which is calculated
from the current and voltage as shown in equation 4.48.
qelect = NcellVcellI (4.48)
qs is the sensible heat from the reactant flows and the coolant (assumed to be completely
water) as show in equations 4.49-4.52 for the anode and cathode.
qs = qsan + qsca + qsH2O (4.49)
qsan = (m˙H2,anoutCpH2 + m˙vapH2O,anoutCpvapH2O + m˙lH2O,anoutCplH2O)(Tanout − T0)
+ (m˙H2,aninCpH2 + m˙vapH2O,aninCpvapH2O + m˙lH2O,aninCplH2O)(Tanin − T0)
(4.50)
qsca = (m˙O2,caoutCpO2 + m˙N2,caoutCpN2 + m˙vapH2O,caoutCpvapH2O + m˙lH2O,caoutCplH2O)(Tcaout − T0)
+ (m˙O2,cainCpO2 + m˙N2,cainCpN2 + m˙vapH2O,cainCpvapH2O + m˙lH2O,cainCplH2O)(Tcain − T0)
(4.51)
qs,H2O = NH2O,outCp,H2O,l(TH2O,out − T0)−NH2O,inCp,H2O,l(TH2O,in − T0) (4.52)
qlatent is the latent heat of the water during phase transition from liquid to gas or
vice versa during condensation/evaporation which is shown in equations 4.53-4.55. The
freezing/melting of water is not considered here.
qlatent = qlatentan + qlatentca (4.53)
qlatent,an = Hvaporization,an(m˙vapH2O,anout − m˙vapwater,anin + m˙membrane) (4.54)
qlatent,ca = Hvaporization,cam˙lH2O,cain+Hvaporization,ca(m˙vapH2O,caout−m˙lH2O,cain−m˙membrane)
(4.55)
Where Hvaporization is taken as shown in equation 4.56 [163].
Hvaporization = 45070− 41.9T + 3.44× 10−3T 2 + 2.54× 10−6T 3 + 8.98× 10−10T 4 (4.56)
qconv is the heat lost through free convection of the stack as shown in equation 4.57.
Where Aconv represents the area for convection and hstack is the convective heat transfer
coefficient.
qconv = Aconvhstack(TFC − Tamb) (4.57)
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4.3 Balance of Plant modelling
The BOP accounts for all components which deliver reactants to and from the FC stack
and which provide control and cooling to maintain the system. An efficient BOP system
should provide the required reactants and remove heat for the least amount of energy.
The energy requirement to operating the BOP components reduces the overall efficiency
of any FC system and are known as parasitic losses.
At system level consideration of the associated ancillary components also needs to be
made as this will determine many of the heat and mass balances since some reactant
flows are fed back. The implementation of the governing equations previously shown was
done in the MATLAB Simulink environment. Each subsystem was built into a group
allowing for modularity of the model design. This will later allow for interfacing the FC
model with other EV components for whole system level analysis as well as replacement
of component models if different configurations are desired. Figure 4.9 shows a block
diagram of the different model elements.
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Air manifoldAir manifold
Compressor 
and motor
Hydrogen 
manifold
Hydrogen 
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Fan
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Hydrogen 
manifold
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of model elements
The subsections here after detail the component models.
4.3.1 Compressor modelling
Air delivery is typically the largest of the parasitic losses and usually comprises of a
motor coupled to a compressor. Compressor inertia and gas manifolding time constants
can be on the order of seconds and therefore highly transient loads will incur additional
localised mass transport losses on FC performance as well as additional inefficiencies from
the coupled motor due to inertia losses under highly transient loads. The compressor
model presented is based on the work presented in Pukrushpan et al. [163].
The compressor model is broken down into two parts. The first is a static compressor map
which determines the air flow rate combined with thermodynamic equations to determine
the exit air temperature and required compressor power. The second is a model of the
compressor and motor inertia which defines the blade speed of the compressor and which
is used in the static compressor map. The speed of the compressor is used to find the
air mass flow rate. Figure 4.10 shows a schematic of the compressor model, where psm is
the supply manifold pressure, patm is atmospheric pressure, pcp,in is the compressor inlet
pressure, pcp which is the compressor pressure, Tcp,in is the inlet air temperature (K),
Tcp,out is the outlet temperature (K), vcm is the voltage command to the compressor
motor (V ), m˙cp is the mass flow rate of air (kg.s
−1) and ωcp is the compressor speed
(rad.s−1).
The only dynamic state in this model is the compressor speed. The input air supply
is assumed to be atmospheric air at 25◦C and 1 atm. The downstream pressure is
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Figure 4.10: Compressor block diagram
determined by the supply manifold and the back pressure of the stack. The compressor
air flow rate is determined through the compressor map, pressure ratio and the speed of
the compressor. However, use of a look-up table is not well suited for dynamic models as
standard interpolation routines are not continuously differentiable and extrapolation is
unreliable. Therefore, a non-linear curve fitting method is used instead as adopted
by Jensen and Kristensen as described by Moraal and Kolmanovsky [141]. In this
approximation, the ’corrected’ compressor speedNcr = Ncp/
√
θ and corrected temperature
θ = Tcp,in/288 are used to calculate the dimensionless head (Ψ) as shown in equation
4.58.
Ψ = CpTcp,in
((
pcp,out
pcp,in
γ−1
γ − 1
))
/
(
U2c
2
)
(4.58)
Where Tcp,in is the inlet air temperature (K), γ is the specific heats ratio of air at constant
pressure and Uc is the compressor blade tip speed (m.s
−1), as defined in equation 4.59.
Where dc is the compressor diameter (m).
Uc =
pi
60
dcNcr (4.59)
The normalised compressor flow rate (φ) is defined by equation 4.60. Where ρa is the
density of air (kg.m−3).
φ
Wcr
ρa
pi
4d
2
cUc
(4.60)
The normalised compressor flow rate (φ) is then correlated with the head parameter
(Ψ) by equation 4.61. Where φmax, β and Ψmax are polynomial functions of the Mach
number (M) as shown in equations 4.62.
φ = φmax
(
1− exp
(
β
(
Ψ
Ψmax
− 1
)))
(4.61)
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Table 4.1: Compressor map polynomial regression coefficients
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
a0 2.21195×10−3 b0 2.44419 c0 0.43331
a1 -4.63685×10−5 b1 -1.34837 c1 -0.68344
a2 -5.36235×10−4 b2 1.76567 c2 0.80121
a3 2.70399×10−4 c3 -0.42937
a4 -3.699069×10−5 c4 0.10581
c5 -9.78755×10−3
φmax = a4M
4 + a3M
3 + a2M
2 + a1M + a0
β = b2M
2 + b1M + b0
Ψmax = c5M
5 + c4M
4 + c3M
3 + c2M
2 + c1M + c0
(4.62)
The polynomial coefficients ai, bi and ci were taken from Pukrushpan et al. [163], where
a non-linear regression was performed to find the constant. The regression coefficients
are shown in table 4.1.
The inlet Mach number is defined by equation 4.63. Where Ra is the air gas constant
(J.mol−1.K−1).
M =
Uc√
γRaTcp,in
(4.63)
The air mass flow rate is then calculated using equation 4.64.
Wcr = φρa
pi
4
d2cUc (4.64)
Table 4.2 lists the parameters used for the compressor map.
A look-up table of the compressor efficiency (ηcp) is used to find the efficiency from the
mass flow rate and the pressure ratio across the compressor. The maximum efficiency
of the compressor is 80%. The temperature of the exit air is calculated from equation
4.65.
Tcp,out = Tcp,in +
Tcp,in
ηcp
((
pcp,out
pcp,in
) γ−1
γ
− 1
)
= Tatm +
Tatm
ηcp
((
psm
patm
) γ−1
γ
− 1
)
(4.65)
The torque required by the compressor can then be derived by equation 4.66 which
considers the energy required to compress the air and the inefficiencies of the compressor.
Table 4.2: Compressor map parameters
Parameter Value Units
Ra 2.869×102 J.kg−1K−1
ρa 1.23 kg.m
−3
dc 0.2286 m
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Table 4.3: Compressor motor parameters
Parameter Value Units
kv 0.153 V.s.rad
−1
kt 0.153 N.m/ A
Rcm 0.82 Ω
ηcm 98 %
Where τcp is the torque needed to drive the compressor (N.m) and ωcp is the compressor
speed (rad.s−1).
τcp =
Cp
ωcp
Tatm
ηcp
((
psm
patm
) γ−1
γ
− 1
)
Wcp (4.66)
The transient behaviour of the compressor is then modelled by assuming a lumped
rotational mass model as shown in equation 4.67. Where Jcp is the combined inertia
of the compressor and motor (kg.m2) and τcp is the compressor motor torque input
(N.m).
Jcp
dωcp
dt
= (τcm − τcp) (4.67)
The compressor torque is then calculated using assuming the use of a static DC motor
model as shown in equation 4.68. Where kt, Rcm and kv are motor constants and ηcm
as defined in table 4.3.
τcm = ηcm
kt
Rcm
(vcm − kvωcp) (4.68)
Figure 4.11 shows the resulting compressor map for constant compressor speeds between
10 - 100 kRPM and also the compressor efficiency map. In reality, it not possible to
operate in some pressure ratio regions due to the surge limitation of the device.
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Figure 4.11: Compressor efficiency and performance map for different impeller speeds
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Figure 4.12: Transient mass flow rate of a compressor under a constant pressure ratio of 2 under
various step load (a) and normalised mass flow rate referenced from the steady state
The operating point of the compressor at a certain RPM will be the point at which the
iso-speed curve matches with the pressure drop of the stack, manifolds and any back
pressure regulation. Efficiency can vary significantly and thus close consideration of
the operation point needs to be considered. At low flow rates and low pressures, the
efficiency of the compressor is typically low and thus it is not normally recommended
to operate within this region. Similarly, at higher flow rates the optimal efficiency point
shifts towards higher pressures and operation in this region is not recommended.
Figure 4.12 shows the transient response of the compressor under a step load from a
steady state mass flow rate of 40 g.s−1 operated under a pressure ratio of 2.
It can be seen that for all step conditions it takes approximately 0.25 s for to reach 90%
of the new steady state value. This transient ramp up time is linked to the performance
of the electric motor and associated compressor inertia. When normalising the data
it can be seen that the transient step time for all steps under the test conditions are
approximately the same. The rate of electrochemical reactions in a FC are on a time scale
many orders of magnitude faster than that of the compressor, thus when a step load on a
FC is applied, the FC will draw current near instantaneously whilst the oxygen required
takes on the order of ms to reach the FC. In that time the operating air stoichiometry
of the FC is below optimum and this affects the efficiency of the FC. Figure 4.13 then
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Figure 4.13: Transient power a compressor under a constant pressure ratio of 2 under a step
load under various step loads (a) and normalised power referenced from the steady state (b)
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shows the transient power requirements of the compressor motor.
Here it can be seen that the larger the step the larger the power requirement. Moreover,
the additional power required to achieve a certain transient performance can be quantified.
The normalised power, with each series being references to the steady state power
shows that with larger step sizes the additional power requirements to overcome the
inertia of the motor increases. The power requirements to overcome the inertia of the
compressor is thus and additional power requirement which combined with the additional
electrochemical mass transport losses of the FC makes the FC increasingly inefficient
under transient loads.
4.3.2 Blower modelling
Whilst the mathematical framework for a high pressure compressor has been presented,
the work on a low pressure blower is also presented due to later experimental validation
of the system with a blower rather than a compressor. The modelling framework for the
compressor and subsequent analysis remains valid due to this being of use larger in large
scale system analysis where high pressure compressors would normally be used rather
than low pressure blower and thus presents a more likely situation.
The blower model works in much the same way as the compressor model. The same
DC motor equations are used to model the rotational speed of the blower which gives
the blower its transient response time. The main difference is the correlation of the
rotational speed to flow rate is based upon an experimentally derived look-up table,
combined with experimentally measured pressure drops across the stack.
Initial testing was required to quantify the cathode side pressure drop. The two main
sources of pressure drop across the cathode side were identified as being from the
humidifier and the FC stack. The experimental set-up is shown in figure 4.14, where T
and P represent points where pressure and temperature were measured.
To avoid an excessive pressure difference between the anode and cathode sides which
could cause damage to the MEAs, the anode side was pressurised with nitrogen to a
pressure of 30 kPa. Air was supplied by an Eaton roots M24 supercharger powered via a
belt drive connected to a Lemco LEM-200-127 DC electric motor with a maximum power
output of 11 kW. A 4.8 kW 48 V Murata D1U-W-1600 power shelf unit provided the
power required of the motors. A 4QD 300 motor controller was used for speed control
of the motor with a manual potentiometer control.
Data logging of the volume flow rate, temperatures and pressures was done on the cRIO
with a sample rate of 2 Hz. A running mean and running standard deviation script of the
measured values was programmed into the cRIO. Volume flow rate of air was measured
with an ABB FS4000 Swirl Flow Meter, the output of which was calculated by measuring
the voltage across a 500 Ω resistor with the 9205 analog input module.
Figure 4.15a shows the cathode side pressure drop across the 75-cell PEMFC stack as
T P
Flow meter Humidifier
T P
T P
T P
Fuel Cell stack
Compressor
Back pressure
control valve
Figure 4.14: Experimental set-up for measuring cathode side pressure loss
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Figure 4.15: (a) Cathode side and humidifier pressure drop for the 75-cell Nedstack PEMFC
and (b) experimentally measured blower performance map. Adapted from Wu et al. [223]
well as the pressure drop across the humidifier used. As the air circuit passes through
the humidifier twice the total pressure drop is the stack pressure drop in addition to
two passes of the humidifier pressure drop. This compounded pressure drop can then
be used to determine the operating point of the blower. In reality during operation
the pressure drop of the stack can vary due to reactant consumption and the onset of
flooding leading to the blockage if flow channels. Figure 4.15b shows the performance
map of the tested low pressure blower with the superimposed total cathode side pressure
drop. As the blower approached its maximum power the pressure ratio it can achieve is
only approximately 1.2.
4.3.3 Manifold dynamics
In dynamic FC system models the volume of the pipe and connection between devices
has to be considered as the time constant of pressure changes can be significant. This is
represented by a lumped manifold model as presented by Pukrushpan et al. [163].
If a control volume is drawn around the manifold volume of interest, equation 4.69 shows
that the mass accumulated is equal to the difference of the mass flow into and out of the
system.
dm
dt
= m˙in − m˙out (4.69)
Where m is the mass of reactant (kg s−1). If it is then assumed that the air temperature
is constant in the manifold the relationship then becomes isothermic as represented by
equation 4.70.
dp
dt
=
RaT
V
(m˙in − m˙out) (4.70)
Where Ra is the gas constant of air, (J K
−1 mol−1), V is the maniforld volume (m3). If
the air temperature is expected to change in the manifold equation 4.70 then becomes
equation 4.71.
dp
dt
=
γRa
V
(m˙inTin − m˙outTout) (4.71)
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Figure 4.16: Transient mass flow of a simulated compressor at a pressure of 1.5 bar with and
without a 0.2 m3 manifold volume (a) and the deviation of mass flow from the compressor mass
flow caused by the air manifolding effect (b)
Where γ is the heat capacity ratio.
The nozzle flow equation is then used to calculate the outlet manifold flow which is a
function of the inlet pressure and temperature, as well as the outlet temperature. This
can be divided into two regions divided by the critical pressure ratio as shown in equation
4.72.
(
p2
p1
)
crit
=
(
2
γ + 1
) γ
γ−1
(4.72)
Where γ = 1.4 and the critical pressure ratio is 0.528. When the flow pressure is below
the critical pressure ratio the mass flow rate can be calculated from equation 4.73.
W =
CDAT p1√
R¯T1
(
p2
p1
) 1
γ
{
2γ
γ − 1
[
1−
(
p2
p1
) γ−1
γ
]} 1
2
if
p2
p1
>
(
2
γ + 1
) γ
γ−1
(4.73)
For flows where the pressure drop is equal to or greater than the critical pressure ratio,
equation 4.74 is used.
Wchoked =
CDAT p1√
R¯T1
γ
1
2
(
2
γ + 1
) γ+1
2(γ−1)
if
p2
p1
≤
(
2
γ + 1
) γ
γ−1
(4.74)
Where CD is the discharge coefficient of the nozzle, AT is the opening area of the nozzle
(m2) and R¯ is the universal gas constant. If the pressure difference between the inlet
and outlets of the manifolds is small and is also sub-critical the mass flow rate equation
can be linearised to give equation 4.75.
W = k (p1 − p2) (4.75)
Figure 4.16 show the transient performance of a compressor with the manifold dynamics
included. Where k is the nozzle coefficient.
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4.3.4 Cooling system
The performance of the cooling system is critical to the operation of the FC in order to
not allow the system to overheat. Accurate modelling of the radiators performance will
allow for more accurate description of the coolant parasitic power consumption.
The design of a radiator is such that it maximises the surface area and also the convective
heat transfer coefficients of the working fluids. This is typically achieved through the
use of thermally conductive materials, fin plates to increase surface area and air flow
channel designs (typically known a louvre fins) with the aim of increasing turbulent flow
which typically has much better heat transfer properties than laminar flows.
A semi-empirical model has been implemented to characterise the break-up of the
thermal boundary layer caused by the louvre fin geometries of automotive radiators.
This break-up causes an increase in turbulence in the air channels of the radiator which
improves convective heat transfer. A diagram of the arrangement of typical automotive
radiator fins is shown in figure 4.17.
To evaluate the effect that the louvre fins have on convective heat transfer coefficient,
a Davenport correlation was applied to find a variable known as the j-factor which was
used to relate Reynolds number (Re) to Stanton number (St) and Prandtl number (Pr).
This is shown in equation 4.76 and 4.77.
j = 0.249Re−0.42Lp L
0.33
h
(
Lh
Fl
)
F 0.26l 300 < ReDh < 4000 (4.76)
j = StPr2/3 (4.77)
Where Lh is the louvre fin height (m) and Fl is the fin length (m).
The convective heat transfer coefficient of the air side can then be calculated by considering
equation 4.78, where all properties refer to the working air and is density (kg/m3), Cp
is the specific heat capacity (kJ/kg.K) and Umean is the mean flow rate (m/s).
hair = StρCpUmean (4.78)
The convective heat transfer from the coolant is then calculated by considering the
physical dimensions of the radiator and the conditions of the flow through it as shown in
Figure 4.17: Corrugated Louver with splitter plate and triangular channel [39]
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equations 4.79-4.85. Equation 4.79 shows calculates the flow velocity within each tube
of the radiator assuming incompressible flow.
Vcoolant =
m˙coolant
DductWductρcoolantNducts
(4.79)
As the cooling tubes are not cylindrical a hydraulic diameter needs to be calculated
which is shown in equation 4.80.
Dh,duct =
2WductDduct
Wduct +Dduct
(4.80)
This can then be used to calculate the Reynolds number (Re) of the coolant flow as
shown in equation 4.81, and subsequently the Graetz number (Gz) which characterises
laminar flow in a conduit as shown in equations 4.82.
Recoolant =
VcoolantρcoolantDh,duct
µcoolant
(4.81)
Gzcoolant =
Hduct
Dh,ductRecoolantPrcoolant
(4.82)
The Nusselt number, which presents the ratio of convection to conduction across a
boundary, can then be calculated based on the Graetz number as shown in equations
4.83 and 4.84.
Nucoolant =
1.615
Gz
1/3
coolant
− 0.2 Gzcoolant < 0.03 (4.83)
Nucoolant =
0.0499
Gzcoolant
+ 3.66 Gzcoolant ≥ 0.03 (4.84)
The convective heat transfer coefficient of the coolant side can then be calculated as
shown in equation 4.85 and combining this with the convective heat transfer coefficient
of the air side, the overall heat transfer coefficient can then be found as shown in equation
4.86.
hcoolant =
Nucoolantkcoolant
Dh,duct
(4.85)
UArad =
(
1
hcoolantAduct,total
+
1
hairAfin,total
)−1
(4.86)
The ratio of the specific heat capacities is then taken as the smaller over the larger value
and this is then used to calculate the Number of Transfer Units (NTU) which is used
in calculating the effectiveness of the system as shown in equations 4.87, 4.88 and 4.89
respectively.
Crrad =
min(Cp,coolant, Cp,air)
max(Cp,coolant, Cp,air)
(4.87)
NTUrad =
UArad
min(Cp,coolant, Cp,air)
(4.88)
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Table 4.4: Parameters of modelled radiator
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Height 0.352 m Coolant Cp 4185 J/kgK
Width 0.347 m Coolant µ 0.462×10−3 kg/ms
Depth 0.032 m Coolant ρ 983 kg/m3
Duct spacing 0.0085 m Coolant k 0.653 W/mK
Number of ducts 34 Coolant Pr 2.96
Radiator fin pitch 2.85 mm Air Cp 1006 J/kgK
Louvre fin height 2.81 mm Air µ 1.81×10−5 kg/ms
Air ρ 1.205 kg/m3 Air k 0.025 W/mK
effrad =
1− e−NTUrad(1−Crrad)
1− Crrade−NTUrad(1−Crrad)
(4.89)
The overall heat dissipation of the system is then calculated by using equation 4.90.
qcooling = effradmin(Cp,cooling, Cp,air)(Tcooling − Tamb) (4.90)
It has been assumed that over the surface of the radiator the flow is uniform and that
the fan speed can change instantaneously based on the control signal. This is valid due
to the relative time constant of any thermal changes being several orders of magnitude
slower than fan dynamic response times. It has also been assumed that the radiator is
at a uniform temperature and than the ambient temperature remains constant.
Table 4.4 shows the parameters that were used which are based on parameters for a
Honda Civic V radiator.
Power consumption for the fan and pump were based on manufacturers supplied data
sheets. Modelling results of the fan and radiator showed that the air velocity through the
radiator had the greatest impact on the cooling performance of the combined system. At
low air flow rates, increasing the coolant flow rate had negligible increases in the overall
heat transfer of the cooling system. This is shown in figure 4.18a.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Modelled performance of a fan and radiator system for different air and coolant
flow rates and (b) multi-objective optimisation for the cooling system showing the Pareto front
for minimisation of parasitic energy requirements
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Plotting the same system as the percentage of cooling power consumed for a certain FC
operating power it can be seen that to dissipate the same amount of heat it is more
beneficial to increase the air flow rate than that of the coolant flow rate due to its higher
sensitivity. However, at high rates of heat dissipation it may be beneficial for more
of the coolant to be flowed as shown in figure 4.18b which shows the multi-objective
optimisation for the cooling system with 2 free variables of coolant flow rate and fan
speed, with the two objectives of maximise heat rejection whilst minimising power
required.
In practice, having too low a coolant flow rate for a give power dissipation can have
a detrimental impact on the long term performance of the FC stack due to the larger
thermal gradients that arise due to the slower coolant flow rate. Thermal gradients
within the FC stack and single FC cell can result in inhomogeneities in the current
density and also result in thermal stresses.
4.4 Experimental set-up: Fuel cell system construction
In order to validate the developed FC stack model and BOP components a full FC
system was constructed. The stack used 75 200 cm2 MEAs from Johnson Matthey with
the stack assemblers being Nedstack B.V. resulting in a 9.5 kWe system. The BOP
systems were all developed in-house. Supervisory control was achieved though the use
of a National Instruments (NI) compactRIO (cRIO). Figure 4.19 shows a schematic of
the designed system with the location of various sensors.
Figure 4.20 shows an image of the first generation experimental FC system set-up
with BOP components. Later generations of the system with improved aesthetics and
portability are presented in later chapters.
The air subsystem consisted of a low pressure 24 VDC Domel blower which drew in
ambient air. The air flow then went through a Permapure humidifier and then into
the cathode inlet of the stack. Oxygen depleted air from the cathode outlet was then
channeled back into the humidifier which recovered waste heat and also excess water
and then the air was exhausted to ambient conditions through a back pressure regulator.
During normal operation this back pressure regulator was set in the wide open position
due to the low pressure operation of the system.
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Figure 4.19: Schematic of balance of plant system for a 9.5 kWe PEMFC stack. Adapted from
Wu et al. [222]
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Figure 4.20: Picture of the 1st generation fuel cell system set-up
The anode subsystem was supplied from a high pressure hydrogen supply. Typically a
5×50 litre tank bank at 200 bar, when fully filled, was used from the lab supply line.
Pressure regulators reduced this down to approximately 10 bar on the local line pressure
and the another regulator then reduce this to 1.5 bar absolute. Solenoid valves are used
to turn on and off the supply as needed. This dry hydrogen then enters into a in-house
designed hydrogen humidifier which bubbles the dry hydrogen through de-ionised water
to increase the relative humidity. The de-ionized water used to bubble the hydrogen
also recovers waste heat from the cooling loop through a heat exchanger to increase
the temperature of the hydrogen from the cylinder. This hydrogen then enters into
the stack. Exhaust hydrogen is then recirculated with a diaphragm pump to increase
the working stoichiometry. During high current density operation inhomogenities in the
single cell can mean that regions of the cell do no recieve enough hydrogen without
higher operating stoichiometries. This is a problem commonly encounter in dead-ended
systems. In addition, literature works have previously shown that higher anode side flow
rates result in more homogeneous conditions due to water removal [177].
The anode gas loop is also connected to a purge valve which periodically removes all the
gas in the anode. This is done to remove nitrogen which crosses over from the cathode
during operation and also to remove excess water which may cause localised cell flooding.
This is likely to occur if the hydrogen loop is over humidified due to the low pressure
and temperature operation.
The anode subsystem is also connected to a nitrogen supply which during normal
operation is not active. This is only used during start-up/shut-down events. During
start-up, due to the MEAs gas permeability, it is likely that the anode contains air. If
hydrogen is supplied during start-up this can cause large internal currents due to the
formation of a hydrogen-air boundary which accelerated carbon corrosion of platinum
supports. Therefore, a nitrogen supply is used to purge the air prior to supplying
hydrogen to minimise the impact of start-up degradation.
During shut-down the nitrogen supply is also used to purge the remaining hydrogen in
the gas manifolds. This is done to reduce the potential of the cell as quickly as possible
during shut-down. Prolonged operation at elevated potentials again accelerates the rate
of carbon oxidation of the catalyst supports in PEMFCs. A cell will stay at potential
until internal currents consume all of remaining hydrogen in the anode gas manifolds,
thus nitrogen is used to remove remaining hydrogen.
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Table 4.5: List of balance of plant components used
Component Manufacturer/ supplier Use
Air system
Air blower Domel - 497.3.265 Supply air to the FC
Humidifier Permapure - FC4000-2500 Humidifies the air supply
Air filter Pipercross Filters dust from air inlet
Hydrogen system
Recirculation pump Thomas - 7015Z DC Recirculates the anode gases
Solenoid values Burkert Turns on/ off gases
Mass flow meter Bronkhorst Measures H2 flow
Cooling system
Radiator Honda Civic V Cools coolant
Water pump Jabsco - 50870 Circulates coolant
Axial push fan Comex Cools the radiator
Control/ sensors
Data logger/controller National Instrumentsa Logs data and controls components
Pressure sensors Omega Measures pressure
Humidity sensors Sensirion - SHT75x Measures relative humidity
Thermocouple RS Measures temperature
a Further details about the exact specifications of the National Instruments equipment will be provided
later
The cooling loop of the stack is needed to remove excess heat from the stack. Typically,
operating efficiencies of PEMFCs can range from 50-40%. The cooling loop of the rig
consists of a centrifugal pump which moves de-ionised water through a radiator and fan
which are controlled by PID controller to maintain a constant operating temperature
of 60◦C. A de-ionising filter is placed in parallel with the radiator to maintain low
conductivity of the coolant. This de-ionising filter has a relatively larger pressure drop
across it, therefore it has been placed in parallel with the lower pressure drop circuit of
the radiator.
The electrical terminals of the stack are then connected directly to a Dynaload WCL
488-400-1000-12000 water cooled load bank with an operational range of upto 400 V,
1000 A and 12 kW, with 50 mm2 wires to ensure low resistance. Sense terminals for the
load bank were connected directly to the FC stack terminals to minimise the impact of
contact resistance overpotentials at high operating currents.
All BOP components operate from a low voltage 24 VDC supply unless otherwise stated.
This low voltage supply is provided via an external power supply. Table 4.5 lists all the
BOP components used.
4.4.1 Fuel Cell control
In order to control all the BOP components and monitor the state of the FC a NI cRIO
was used. This was interfaced with a host computer running NI LabVIEW. Figure 4.21
shows architecture of the program.
Typically, the host computer runs LabVIEW which allows the user to design a custom
user Graphical User Interface (GUI). This consists of a front panel which displays all
graphical information with user controls. This is linked to a back panel where the
computational logic is defined. Users create programs known as Virtual Instruments
(VI) which does a specific process, for example convert uncalibrated temperatures.
The two main VIs created are the RT VI which does the graphical presentation, low
speed computation and data logging, and also a FPGA VI which handles high speed
computation such as CAN messages and also acquires the raw data from the modules.
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are then sent via the registered COM port on the computer via an in-house written
equipment driver. Command refresh rates were limited to 0.25 s due to the speed of the
equipment.
Fan, coolant pump and recirculation pump control
The radiator fan, coolant pump and recirculation pump all work off 24 V, rather than 12
V to reduce losses. Control of these devices was achieved by combining each device with
a SyRen10 A motor controller which allows for direct regulation of the supply power
from a low voltage BUS by changing the input analogue 0-5 V sense terminal. This
0-5 V sense was supplied by the cRIO NI 9263 ±10 V analogue output module. The
sense terminal of the motor controller should in all cases, share the same ground as the
cRIO NI 9263 module. The motor controller then regulates the output voltage which
is connected to the device, which depending on the internal resistance, will draw a set
amount of current. The motor controller needs to be connected to the 24 VDC low
voltage BUS supply.
Temperature control
The temperature of the 9.5 kWe stack was controlled by using a centrifugal water pump
in series with a radiator and fan. During normal operation the flow rate of the coolant
was set to a fixed speed and temperature control was achieved by use of a PID controller
varying only the fan speed. Use of differential based control constants proved to introduce
too many instabilities of the system due to the noise of the thermocouple measurements
which acted as the measured variable. Due to the slow transient nature of the system
caused by the lengths of pipe in the system only low integral control constants were used
to remove steady state errors from the controller.
Figure 4.22 shows the process of a PID controller where the PID control function is
defined as shown in equation 4.91 where KP , KI and KD are the proportional, integral
and differential control constants, e is the error between the reference value and the actual
value of the control variable and τ is the integration time window which is between 0
and t.
u(t) = KP e(t) +KI
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ +KD
d
dt
e(t) (4.91)
PID controller Fan and radiator
Thermocouple
+
-
e(t)
Reference 
temperature Measured 
temperature
Figure 4.22: Flow diagram showing the feedback process in the cooling system PID controller
Determination of the PID constants can affect the dynamic and steady state response
time of the system. Table 4.7 shows the typical effect of increasing different PID
constants in a system being controlled by a PID controller.
Oscillations in the temperature control were observed due to the finite transient time to
took the coolant to move from the radiator to the stack, and also due to the use of the
integral gain which will have some overshoot, but was needed to remove the steady state
error and also prevent rapid changes in fan speed due to pure proportional control.
Figure 4.23 shows the temperature response of the cooling system in a 9.5 kWe PEMFC.
Here a pure proportional controller was used to regulate the power to the fan. The
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Table 4.7: Effect of increasing PID constant
Parameter Rise time Overshoot Settling time Steady-state
error
Stability
KP Decrease Increase Small change Decrease Degrade
KI Decrease Increase Increase Eliminate Degrade
KP Small change Decrease Decrease No effect Improved
control variable was the stack coolant outlet temperature and this was regulated against
a set-point of 61◦C.
As it can be seen the temperature of the coolant is maintained within ±1.5◦C for a
proportional gain of 0.5 and ±1◦C. The observed oscillations in the temperature are due
to the finite time required to transport a package of fluid between the stack, where the
temperature was measured, and the radiator where the fan acts to dissipate the excess
thermal energy. The phase shift between the inlet and outlet is also due to the finite
amount of time required to transport a package of fluid between the two measurement
points. The period of these oscillations is approximately 40 s with a phase shift of
approximately 10 s. Increasing the coolant flow rate will decrease the period of the
oscillations; however, at the cost of increased parasitic power consumption.
Purge control
The hydrogen system periodically needs to be purged in order to remove any nitrogen
that crosses through the MEA from the cathode and any condensated water which may
hinded gas diffusion through the GDL. This was achieved by using a solenoid valve that
periodically opened removing the gases from the system. This also served the purpose
of removing any condensed water in the anode by the pressure differential created by
the purge.
Figure 4.24 shows the anode pressure, flow rate and stack voltage under constant current
operation when a purge with a frequency of 20 s and duration of 0.5 s is applied. During
non-purge events there steady difference between the anode inlet and outlet pressures
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Figure 4.23: Cooling inlet and outlet temperatures for a 9.5 kWe PEMFC with a pure
proportional controller controlled fan cooling systems with KP=0.5 (a) and Kp=1 for a constant
coolant flow rate of 19.4 l/min at an operating power of 2 kWe [223]
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Figure 4.24: Anode pressure, flow rate and stack voltage during operation with a purge
frequency of 20s and purge period of 0.5 s
due to the pressure drop across the anode flow channels. During the purge event the
pressure drops rapidly to near ambient pressure. Once the solenoid value is closed again,
the pressure recovers until the steady state pressure is achieve again. The finite time
required to achieve the steady pressure is a function of the supply pressure and the total
anode manifold volume. When the pressure drops due to the purge the stack voltage
drops due to the decrease in operating pressure.
Blower control
The blower comes with its own controller that can operate in either analogue input
or digital mode. The control of the blower was achieved by generating a Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) signal with frequency of 1000 Hz and output voltage of 5 V nominal.
The power of the blower is then proportional to the applied duty cycle. A base PWM
duty cycle of 20% needs to be applied in order to overcome stationary frictional losses.
The specified blower operates from the 24 V low voltage BUS circuit.
Cell voltage monitoring
The 9.5 kWe FC stack used has 75 individual cells. With larger and larger systems
the probability of inhomogeneous performance becomes ever higher. This is especially
true in the case of low pressure system where uniform reactant distribution can be a
major issue. The Nedstack system used has an in-built Cell Voltage Monitoring (CVM)
system which operates over a CAN BUS interface outputting the voltages of all cells in
the stack. The CAN interface of the Nedstack system requires a 24 V supply and was
therefore connected to the 24 V low voltage BUS.
4.5 Model implementation and parameterisation
All of the governing equations were put into the MATLAB Simulink modelling environment.
This is to allow for later integration of the FC system model with other component
models developed.
For the fitting of the polarisation curve, test data from the 9.5 kW PEMFC was taken
at different operating conditions and a pattern search based fitting algorithm was used
to find constants that best fit the polarisation curves. This proved to be better than the
GA based fitting previously employed by the battery fitting. Figure 4.25 shows the fit of
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Figure 4.25: Simulated and experimental polarisation curve under fully humidified conditions
at 65◦C. Parameters used as indicated in Table 4.8
the experimental polarisation curve at 65◦C. The results from the regression are shown
in table 4.8.
Figure 4.26a shows the comparison between a cold start for the experimental and
simulated data. Flow rate for the coolant was set to a constant value with the fan
speed off during the heat up phase. It is ideal to have a small flow rate in order to
measure accurately the coolant temperature. Without a small flow rate large differences
in the local coolant temperature in the stack and at the measurement points would be
evident and also buoyancy and convective mass transfer of the coolant in the stagnant
flow could affect measurements. Prior to the introduction of the hydrogen into the anode,
the blower was set to a constant flow rate and the system was purged with Nitrogen to
minimise the effect of the formation of an air-hydrogen boundary in the anode which is
know to lead to large internal currents and accelerate degradation [131].
Once the anode manifold volumes were purged with Nitrogen, the Nitrogen solenoid was
closed and the anode was again purged of all gases. If hydrogen was introduced with the
anode under nitrogen pressure, and if the nitrogen pressure in the anode is higher than
the hydrogen pressure, back flow could occur. With the anode pressure at near ambient,
the pressurized hydrogen flows faster. This is seen by the sharp increase in potential in
figure 4.26a. The sharp increase in potential followed by a steady decay could indicate
the rapid charging of the double layer due to internal currents, the implications of this
will be discussed in later sections. As load is applied, the temperature of the reactants
and coolant increase, representing an increase in the stack temperature. The cathode
temperature increases are more significant than the anodes due to a combination of
a number of effects. The water generation in the cathode results in large amounts of
evaporation in the cathode which improves heat transfer allowing the air to remove more
Table 4.8: Polarisation coefficients from regression of experimental data
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
a1 0.3362 b1 -1.62×10−5 c1 5.730
a2 -8.50×10−4 b2 0.0162 c3 5.389
a3 4.31×10−5 b3 1.8×10−4
b4 -0.166
b5 -5.8×10−4
b6 0.471
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Figure 4.26: Comparison between experimental voltage and temperature response of the
modelled 75-cell stack under (a) step loads from cold start and (b) a scaled HWFET drive
cycle
heat. The specific heat capacity of hydrogen (14.3 J.g−1.K−1) is also approximately 14
times greater than that of air (1 J.g−1.K−1) thus meaning a greater temperature change
is observed per joule of energy. This is combined with the fact that the hydrogen
is being expanded from a high pressure to a lower one, this being a function of how
full the hydrogen tank is, and may be one cause of error between the model and test
data. In general however, the trend in the simulated and experimental voltage are in
good agreement. Larger errors arise at lower current densities due to the poorer fitting;
however, with regards to the absolute error in predicted power accuracy at larger current
densities is more critical.
Comparison of the model result to experimental under more real-world type load cycles is
preferable to increase confidence in the model results. Figure 4.26b shows a comparison
between the model results and experimental results under a HWFET drive cycle under
pure FC mode operation. Air stoichiometry was set to a value of 2 with a feed forward
controller for the blower. Fan and pump speeds were set to a constant value. It can
be seen that under the scaled load cycle, the modelled voltages match the experimental
values to a good degree of accuracy. Larger deviations in the no load potential are evident
which arise due to the poorer fit at low current densities. Predicted temperatures are
in good agreement. Unfortunately, coolant temperature measurements were unavailable
due to a fault with those thermocouples during the test.
4.6 Transient response of the fuel cell
The transient performance of the FC is of critical importance and much varied from
steady state performance due to gas manifolding effects, membrane hydration and thermal
effects. These effects have different times scales, with gas manifolding occurring on the
order of seconds, thermal effect taking on the order of seconds and minutes to take full
effect and membrane hydration taking many minutes to hours to take full effect.
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Figure 4.27: Stack voltage, current and cathode pressure during operation of the 75-cell system
under step loads of 75A
Figure 4.27 shows the performance of the 75-cell stack under step loads of 75 A from no
load conditions where the blower is operated with a feedforward control system. It can
be seen that upon application of the load current the FC voltage drops instantaneously
due to activation and ohmic losses; however, after the initial drop there is a slower
continuous drop which is caused by the delay in the blower response time as inferred
from the cathode inlet pressure. Locally, within the stack, the partial pressure of oxygen
gets lower due to the near instantaneous electrochemical rate of oxygen consumption.
The blower cannot supply the air fast enough and potential falls. Once the blower
catches up, the stack potential increases again, with a slight overshoot due to the excess
of oxygen supplied as suggested by earlier simulations due to the step load of the blower
and the manifolding effect. Upon load removal, there is an instantaneous increase due
to the reduced overpotentials but then there is a gradual increase in potential likely due
to a combination of gas manifolding due to an excess of air being in the cathode and
thus the higher pressure, and the double layer charging effects of the FC [115].
4.7 Comparison of models
With the model implemented and parameterised, different fidelities of the model were
simulated to see the impact of different effects of the eventual result. Many authors in
the academic literature make simplifying assumptions, such as isothermal conditions, no
water hydration model or use a steady state look-up table for the polarisation curve.
The critical metric for this work is to have a model that accurately models the efficiency
of the FC as this will have an impact on the results of the hybrid system analysis.
Figure 4.28 shows the different fuel efficiencies under different automotive load cycles
scaled for the validated 9.5 kWe stack with comparison of the efficiencies gained when
using different models. Load cycles were generated from a vehicle model discussed in later
chapters. Three cases have been considered: 25◦C isothermal steady operation with fully
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of the fuel efficiency assuming the Higher Heating Value of the FC
model under isothermal steady state conditions and the full unsteady model from cold start
conditions
humidified gases and membrane, 65◦C isothermal steady operation with fully humidified
gases and membrane and the unsteady model accounting for cold start conditions, partial
membrane humidification and finite reactant delivery delay times due to gas manifolding
and blower inertia. The fuel efficiency calculated is based on equation 6.21 which takes
the Higher Heating Value (HHV) of hydrogen (285.84 kJ/mol).
ηFC =
Energy per mol of hydrogen
−∆h¯f
(4.92)
It can be seen that the same trend in efficiencies is observed in all drive cycles with the
65◦C fully humidified, steady and isothermal model giving the highest fuel efficiency.
Comparison between that and 25◦C operation under fully humidified conditions reduces
efficiency by between 1.2-1.7%. Comparison then between the 65◦C operating condition
and the cold start, unsteady, partially humidified model results in differences in efficiency
of between 2.9-4.2% with the NYCC and ECE EUDC drive cycles showing the most
significant deviation due to lower average power consumption resulting in lower temperature
operation and also higher transient loads compared to the other drive cycles resulting in
greater mass transport losses due to lower reactant partial pressures from manifolding
and inertia effects. This therefore highlights the need for transient models which account
for the different phenomena occurring within the FC stack to avoid overestimation of
the performance.
Further discussion of the implications of each different load cycle will be presented in
later chapters.
4.8 Fuel cell start-up
The start-up of PEMFCs has previously been identified as one of the major causes of
degradation in automotive applications. This has been attributed due to the internal
currents which arise due to the formation of a hydrogen front as the hydrogen is introduced
leading to local potential differences drive a currents. These internal currents can be
significant with values of 1 A/cm2 quoted in the literature [131]. In order to minimise
the impact of this effect, nitrogen is used to purge to air from the anode volume prior to
introduction of the hydrogen. Figure 4.29 shows the response of the 75-cell stack during
start up.
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Figure 4.29: Stack voltage, pressure and flow rate start-up of the 75-cell FC stack
An initial nitrogen purge is observed where no significant cell voltages are observed.
Upon introduction of the hydrogen the stack voltage increases rapidly and an overshoot
in the stack voltage is observed, relative to the steady state voltage. This has been
attributed to internal currents charging the double layer of the FC.
The Nedstack 9.5 kW stack has a U-shaped stack configuration where the air, hydrogen
and cooling inlets/outlets are on the same side. Figure 4.30b shows a diagram of a
U-shaped stack reactant configuration. As it can be seen the length of the reactant flow
path varies from cell to cell, with cells furthest from the entrance of the stack having
the longest path and therefore the highest pressure drop. This will likely result in cells
furthest from the stack inlets having less flow than cells closest to the inlets.
Figure 4.30a shows the cell potentials during start-up. Hydrogen flow rate was 70
L.min−1 and this was after a nitrogen purge. The reactant inlets are both near cell
number 75. It can be seen that upon application of the hydrogen, the cell potentials
increase rapidly however this increase is not uniform, with cells nearest the inlets rising
first due to gas manifolding effects. Voltage increases up to a peak after which there is
a small decrease due to the double layer effects.
This has implications from the point of view of water management and flooding of the
system. As cells furthest from the inlets experience a lower pressure differential across
an individual cell than cells closest to the inlet, this means water removal becomes
more difficult. When the Nafion membrane is fully saturated with water, additionally
produced water forms in the channels in the form of beads. These water beads can then
block the flow field channels, preventing reactant diffusion. Locally, within a single cell
the reactant depleted region will experience significantly higher overpotentials. As the
global cell current must be the same as every other cell due to the series nature of a
stacks construction, it can result in other regions of the cell experiencing extremely high
current densities, localised heating and ultimately premature failure of the stack.
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Figure 4.30: (a) Cell potentials during the start-up of a PEMFC with a hydrogen flow rate of
70 L.min−1 after a nitrogen purge. Reactant inlets are at cell 75 and (b) Diagram of U-shaped
stack reactant configuration
4.9 Thermal management
The thermal management system of the stack is of critical importance, both in respect of
the efficiency and durability. Low temperature operation leads to increased inefficiencies
due to slower chemical kinetics and also the increased risk of flooding at high current
densities due to the reduced capacity of the reactant air to remove water. Excessively
high temperatures leads to possible dehydration of the membrane leading to mechanical
failure.
Figure 4.31a shows the main thermal problems of the stack during thermal transients
to get the stack up to steady state temperature. The risk of applying maximum current
upon cold start-up of the stack is the increased risk of flooding due to the high rates of
water generation and limited capability of the reactant gases to remove the water due
to the lower temperatures. Assuming that the temperature of the stack can be inferred
from the coolant temperature, it can be seen that for an applied 80 A current on the
75-cell stack the rate of heat generation is approximately 3.1 ◦C/min. This will change as
the temperature of the stack increases as the ohmic losses decrease; however, it becomes
apparent that the thermal transient period is considerable.
It can be seen that in all cases the outlet of the stack is hotter than the inlet representing
heat removal. The temperature of the coolant and the air follow each other much closer
than the hydrogen temperature. This is partly due to the the lower heat transfer rates
of the hydrogen humidifier compared to the air humidifier. The air heats up much more
due to the recirculate air recovering waste heat from the humidifier. The oscillations
in the temperature at the three stages represent when the PID cooling system was
activated at different target temperatures. It can be seen from the power consumption
that another disadvantage of operation at lower temperatures is that the required BOP
power to maintain that temperature is higher for lower temperatures due to the smaller
temperature difference to drive heat transfer for the radiator fan and also due to the
higher rate of heat generation in the stack at lower temperatures due to increased
losses.
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Figure 4.31: (a) Thermal properties of the 75-cell system during the heat up stage of the stack
and (b) performance of 75 cell stack during flooding
4.10 Water management
Closely linked to thermal management is the water management of the system. Too low
a water content leads to reduced conductivity of the Nafion membrane, too much water
leads to the saturation of the membrane and GDL leading to the formation of liquid
water in the stack, which if left unattended can prevent gas diffusion to the FC.
Indicative signs of stack flooding can be inferred from the stack voltage during constant
current operation. Figure 4.31b show the performance of the stack during operation
when flooding was occurring. It can be seen that under constant current operation the
voltage decays at a constant rate. The smaller oscillations in the voltage are due to the
regular hydrogen purging of the system. Measurements during this test were made with
a constant ambient air flow rate of 4.8 g/s which represents an air stoichiometry of 9
at 20 A. As the stack voltage decayed the current was stepped down to avoid the stack
voltage becoming too low. Upon reduction of the current the voltage recovered slight
due to the lower ohmic overpotential however the decay in potential continued.
During operation it can also be seen that the outlet relative humidity started decreasing
whilst the inlet increased suggesting that water is condensing within the stack. Conducting
a water balance of the system using the temperature, pressure and relative humidity
measurements show that whilst the outlet contains more water that the inlet this was
not enough to offset the water generation from the FC reaction resulting in a net deficit of
water meaning that this must have been condensed within the stack, assuming minimal
water back diffusion to the anode. When the current was reduced to 10 A and water
production decreased it can be seen that whilst the stack voltage does still decay the
rate is slower which is likely to be attributed to slower rate of accumulation.
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Figure 4.32: Stack voltage and cathode pressure drop of 75 cell 9.5 kW stack during constant
current operation of 30 A
The fact that flooding occurs at high stoichiometries of 9 highlights the risk of operation
at low temperatures and pressures due to the limited water carrying capabilities of the
air.
One technique employed to remove the excess water was air purging of the system, where
the blower power was increased momentarily to mechanically remove the water. Figure
4.32 shows the stack voltage and cathode side pressure drop of the 75 cell stack under
two air pulses after a flooding event had occurred. It can be seen that upon application
of the air pulse the stack voltage significantly increased upon the first pulse and the
pressure drop decreased. The second pulse had similar effects but smaller in magnitude,
likely due to water having been removed already. The oscillations in the stack voltage
are due to the periodic purging of the anode side which also helps with removing water
but to a much smaller extent.
4.11 Stack failure through flooding and pin-hole formation
In large PEMFC systems for automotive systems, where stacks of hundreds of cells are
often used, significant inhomogenities in both the reactant distribution and temperature
can lead to large variations in the cell potential and current density. This can be caused
by a number of factors such as stack design, operating conditions etc. Figure 4.33 shows
the 75 cell voltages of a 9.5 kW PEMFC stack during a 5 kW test.
In figure 4.33 the reactant inlets are nearest cell 75. It can be seen that since the inlets
and outlets for the stack are on the same side the pressure drop across the first cell will
therefore be lower than that of the last cell. The effect this will have is that reactants will
preferentially flow through the first cell. This is confirmed by the fact that upon partial
start-up of the stack when hydrogen is flowed through the system the cells nearest cell
75 increase their cell potentials faster than cells further from the inlet/outlets.
Figure 4.34 shows the cell voltages during a 6 kW test where a stack failure occurred.
It can be seen that at a time step of approximately 1500 s, cells 11-13 experiences an
abrupt drop in potential. Prior to failure, this region was exhibiting higher overpotentials,
possibly indicating flooding events as formation of liquid water on the GDL would result
in increased mass transport losses due to limited gas diffusion. After the fall in cell
voltage was observed, the load was removed from the FC, hydrogen supply closed and
an unassisted shut-down was performed. In this case an external load was not applied to
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Figure 4.33: Cell voltages and stack current during a 5 kW test of a 9.5 kWe PEMFC stack
consume all remaining hydrogen in the GDL and gas manifolds due to the fault.
Subsequently, the stack was started up again under no load conditions under hydrogen
and nitrogen atmospheres on the anode. The cell voltages and pressures during this test
are shown in figure 4.35.
From the CVM data it can be seen that upon application of the hydrogen the cells which
failed continue to have a zero potential; however, over time it causes the surrounding
cells to have an erratic voltage fluctuations. The cause of this has been attributed to
the bipolar nature of the FC flow plates. Inhomogenous current distributions in one cell
can cascade to other cells as shown by the work by Lin et al. [125].
Figure 4.36 shows the cell potentials of the 75-cell stack after the pin-hole formation. It
can be seen that upon application of hydrogen at a time step of 440 s all cell potentials
initially increase to their OCV value apart from cells 11-13 which have been identified
as the source of the pin-hole formation. After this cells beyond the pin-hole formation
drop in potential back to 0 V extremely rapidly. Cells closer to the reactant inlets
subsequently gradually drop in potential with this effect cascading from the location of
the pin-hole. Once the hydrogen pressure had reached a steady state, indicating that
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Figure 4.34: Cell voltages and stack current during a 6 kW test of a 9.5 kWe PEMFC stack
with failure event
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Figure 4.35: Cell voltages of a 9.5 kW PEMFC after pin-hole formation under hydrogen and
nitrogen pressure with no external load applied
the manifolds have filled with hydrogen, the flow meter indicates a steady flow. This
therefore suggests that hydrogen is crossing over from the anode to the cathode due
to the pin hole since the anode is normally operated in a closed mode. Upon closing
of the hydrogen solenoid, the pressure of the anode decreases supporting the earlier
suggestion. The possible cause of the potential drop is attributed to the cross-over of
hydrogen from the anode to the cathode resulting in a hydrogen-hydrogen system and
therefore no potential difference being generated. Hydrogen crosses over from the anode
to cathode rather than the other way around as the anode pressure is higher than the
cathode pressure.
Figure 4.37 shows the cell voltages at a time step of 660 s in 5 s increments to visualize
this effect more clearly.
At a time step of 660s the anode compartment is at ambient pressure as it has just been
purged. All cell voltages are approximately at an OCV value of 1 V apart from the
aforementioned failed cells. Upon application of hydrogen pressure of 70 kPa the cells
next to the pin hole towards the end of the stack decay in potential. Cells increasingly
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Figure 4.36: Cell voltages of a 75-cell 9.5 kW PEMFC after pin-hole formation (a) and close
up of one hydrogen pressurisation event (b)
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Figure 4.37: Bar chart plot of cell voltages during cascading potential fall
closer to the reactant inlet from the pin-hole decrease in cell potential. This potential
drop continues, taking approximately 40 s to propagate to all cells after pressurizing the
anode. Hydrogen crossover from the anode to the cathode is the likely cause of this
resulting in a potential difference of 0V in the eventual H2/H2 cell.
4.12 Stack shut-down
After operation, rapid shut-down of the stack is ideal to lower the potential of the
cells to minimise the rate of carbon corrosion. After the hydrogen solenoids are closed,
residual hydrogen in the anode manifolds keeps the stack at elevated potentials. Internal
currents and gas crossover would remove all hydrogen to return the cell potential back
to 0 V, however the time required for this can be quite significant and not ideal from
a durability perspective. To assist with shut-down, nitrogen is purged in the anode to
remove hydrogen in the gas manifold volume. Adsorbed in the GDL is more difficult
to remove and therefore a load is typically applied to consume the remaining adsorbed
hydrogen.
Figure 4.38 shows the cell potentials during shut-down. Here a constant voltage load
is applied to the stack gradually from 70 V down to 30 V in 5 V increments. As it
can be seen the nitrogen flushing is more effective nearer the gas inlets/outlets due to
the greater pressure difference. During shut-down, since the same current flows through
each cell as they are in series, cells closest to the inlet/outlet reach lower potentials
faster. Figure 4.38 shows that when cell 75 has reached a potential of 100 mV cell 1
is still at a potential of 600 mV. At this stage further loading of the FC may result in
the inversion of the cell potential which is not idle as it causes catalyst coarsening by
reactant starvation decreasing FC durability.
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Figure 4.38: Cell voltage data during operation and shut-down showing inhomogenities in cell
voltage limiting the shut-down procedure
4.13 Conclusion
4.13.1 Fuel cell modelling
A semi-empirical/physics based model of the FC stack and associated BOP has been
presented. This accounts for heat and mass transients which are critical to assess when
modelling efficiencies of FC systems, as well as incorporating a membrane hydration
model. This provides the framework for later system level analysis work of hybridised
systems. Comparison of different model fidelities showed that for typical automotive load
cycles, fuel efficiency overestimations of up to 4.2% can be experienced when comparing
against isothermal, steady models.
Simulations suggest that the compressor response time compounded with manifolding
effects can result in reactant delivery delays on the order of seconds which can lead to
additional mass transport losses due to lower reactant partial pressures.
4.13.2 Development of 9.5 kWe PEMFC system
In order to validate the developed model a 75-cell 9.5 kWe PEMFC system was created
with in-house developed BOP components and controllers. The control of the system
was achieved by use of a NI compactRIO running LabVIEW with a user defined interface
system. All control logic and systems were developed in house and mainly used feedforward
controllers for the air system and PID based control system for temperature regulation.
Optimisation and analysis showed that to minimise BOP power consumption from the
cooling system, a constant pump speed with vary fan speed was ideal for lower FC
power. At higher rates of heat generation, increases in the coolant flow rate have a more
significant impact.
After parameterisation of the polarisation curve, the dynamic response of the voltage
showed good agreement with the modelled data and similarly the temperatures of the
reactant hydrogen, air and coolant showed good agreement. The model was not able to
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capture start-up effects where double layer charging effects were evident but this was
outside the scope of work.
Transient response analysis showed that under step loads with feedforward controllers
the FC voltage does indeed suffer from additional losses due to the finite time required
to deliver the reactants.
Analysis of the start-up characteristics of the FC stack suggested that even with nitrogen
purging significant internal currents can arise which were observed in the form of a
voltage overshoot during start-up above the thermodynamic potential of the stack.
CVM measurements suggest that due to the size of the stack, significant delays in the
reactant delivery within the stack itself is evident and the U-shaped configuration of its
construction leads to uneven pressure drops and thus reactant flow rates through each
cell.
Analysis of the thermal transient data suggests significant time constants, on the order
of minutes, are present for the heating of the stack under no external heating. This
has implications in terms of water management where it was shown that even at an
operating stoichiometry of 9, at low temperatures and low pressures the water carry
capability of the air is significantly limited such that the water balance inside the stack
results in deposition of liquid phase water and the onset of flooding leading to significant
performance decay. Use of air purging was seen as a means of removing excess water
and recovering performance.
4.13.3 Fuel cell failure through pin-hole formation
Low pressure operation with U-shaped FC stacks run the risk of stack flooding at high
current densities due to the inability to remove liquid water products from deep within
the stack where the driving pressure differential is smaller. Low temperatures can further
agitate the problem with water balance calculations showing that during initial operation
of the stack, operating stoichiometries in excess of 9 were not sufficient to prevent water
accumulation within the stack. This water can then block areas of an MEA leading to
localised heating and reduction of mechanical strength. Purge events where the pressure
differential can incur a mechanical stress can then lead to pin-hole formation within
the MEA. The result is that there is a cascade effect where all other cells within the
stack drop in potential, with the cascade originating from the failure point. This has
been attributed to the cross over of hydrogen to the cathode side thereby reducing
the potential difference. Under no-load conditions after the pin-hole formation unstable
behaviour of neighbouring cells around the failure point were observed suggesting internal
currents were causing the cascading effect due to the bipolar electronic coupling of the
plates.
Experimental results also suggest that after the pin-hole formation internal currents are
present under no-load conditions which result in unstable potential profiles in neighboring
cells due to the bipolar coupling and relatively large in-plane to through plane resistance
of the bipolar plates.
Closing remarks
This chapter sets the mathematical framework for the development of a FC stack and
BOP model that allows for accurate modelling of the transient performance of the FC
stack over a range of time scales. The model has been experimentally validated against
data from a 75 cell 9.5 kWe system with insight gained into the real world requirements
of operating large PEMFC system and potential failure points. This model with thus
be used in later chapters for system level analysis.
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Chapter 5
Electrochemical Double Layer
Capacitors
5.1 Introduction: Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors
This chapter outlines the modelling and validation work done on supercapacitors. The
work probes supercapacitor limits of operation in automotive applications and provides
the foundation for later analysis of whole systems efficiencies for powertrains using
supercapacitors. This chapter therefore contains the following sections.
• Modelling of supercapacitors
– This section outlines the modelling framework used to develop a dynamic
model of a supercapacitor with an equivalent circuit based model that accounts
for variable capacitance and the charge redistribution effect
• Experimental set-up and parameterisation
– This section details the experimental set-up used to acquire the data required
for the model parameterization and validation of the model
• Analysis of supercapacitor performance metrics
– This section presents the work done on analysing the performance metrics
of supercapacitors, including the variation of capacitance as a function of
operating potential and frequency
• Novel techniques for performance analysis
– This section outlines a novel technique proposed to predict the low frequency
capacitance of a supercapacitor without having to scan to lower frequencies
by the use of a complex capacitance Nyquist plot
5.2 Supercapacitor modelling
Analysis of the academic literature showed that the majority of works use equivalent
circuit models of supercapacitors of varying degrees of complexity. The main physical
phenomena to capture were identified as being the charge redistribution effect, variable
capacitance as a function of voltage and capacitance dependency with frequency. Relative
to batteries and FCs, supercapacitors have a much longer lifetime and lower impedance,
meaning that degradation and thermal management are less of an issue and thus were
secondary to accurate modelling of the voltage response. As such, the modelling and
validation of supercapacitors will focus on a equivalent circuit based model. Thermal
coupling and degradation will not be captured in this model.
The work by de Levie [118] on the capacitance effects of porous electrodes showed that
current and potential profiles within electrodes was not uniform due to the increased
ionic resistance within nano-meso sized pores the deeper inside the pore you go. To
account for this, authors have proposed a transmission line type model to account for
the increase in resistance in order to reach all of the surface area in supercapacitors
[21, 159].
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Figure 5.1: Transmission line equivalent circuit model of a supercapacitor
The charge storage ability of supercapacitors is directly proportional to the available
surface area of the electrode materials. Supercapacitors have higher energy densities
relative to traditional electrolytic capacitors due to the maximisation of the surface area
of the electrodes by using porous materials such as activated carbons. The approach
taken to modelling the performance of supercapacitors is based on the use of resistors
and capacitors to create a transmission line model.
Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the model and how different parts of the model represents
different time constants. Inductive behaviour has been ignored as the typical inductance
for a supercapacitor is on the order of nHs and thus the time constant of the process
would not cause appreciable differences in the results. Addition of inductive elements
would also slow later simulation speeds. The surface RC portion of the model accounts
for the pore tip performance and series resistance from the material ohmic resistance
and bulk ionic resistance. The transmission line portion of the model then accounts for
the slower diffusion of ions within the smaller pores of the supercapacitors. Authors in
the literature have previously commented on the fact that the surface capacitance is a
small fraction of the total capacitance. The last part of the model is a leakage current
resistor which accounts for the slow self-discharge effects in supercapacitors. This has
the slowest time constant.
This model was implemented in the MATLAB’s Simulink environment with the Simpower
systems toolbox. This was mainly due the fact that it will allow for later integration of
the supercapacitor model with other models, as described in previous chapters, and also
due to the fact that the Simpower systems toolbox has ready made electrical elements
and solvers for ease of implementation.
5.3 Experimental set-up
In order to parameterise the model, tests were performed to extract the information
needed to parameterise the model. In later sections two distinct scales of systems will
be experimentally investigated and thus the choice of supercapacitors experimentally
investigated were the Maxwell BCAP0150 and BCAP1500 which have respective capacitances
of 150F and 1500F.
Figure 5.2 shows the experimental set-up used to test the supercapacitors. An Autolab
potentiostat with 10A booster was used to conduct all potentiometric and EIS measurements.
Due to the relatively low impedance characteristics of supercapacitors, it was very
important to conduct the tests under 4-electrode mode in order to isolate the effects of
contact resistance from the connection between the potentiostat and cell terminals.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up used to characterise a supercapacitor
5.3.1 EIS measurements
The use of EIS allows for the decoupling of different effects occurring within the supercapacitor
that would previously not be possible under chromopotentiometry mode, and also gives
insight into the frequency dependency of these effects.
The EIS measurements were done at set voltages. The below lists the procedure followed
for the 1500 F supercapacitor tested:
1. Charge supercapacitor at 1A under chromopotentiometry to target potential
2. Once target potential is achieved switch to chromoamperometry mode and keep
charging until the current drops below 10 mA
3. Remove load from the supercapacitor and let it settle for 30 minutes
4. perform EIS measurements under poteniostatic mode with a 1 A RMS current
5. Repeat as needed
The procedure for the 150 F supercapacitor was the same however the current threshold
was set to 1 mA and RMS current excitation signal was set to 200 mA. These values
were found to give the best noise to signal ratio whilst keeping the system linear.
From the real and imaginary components, and the shape of the EIS plot, a number
of different metrics can be calculated. For example the capacitance as a function
of frequency. Whilst many authors in the academic literature have used the simple
approximation of only considering the imaginary component as a representative metric
of the capacitance according to equation 5.1, it is believed a better approximation is
achieved by considering the influence of both real and imaginary components. Often
using the simple approximation a ”resonance point” is measured where the capacitance
value tends to infinity as the imaginary component of the impedance switches from
inductive to capacitive behaviour. This, we believe is inaccurate and arises due to the
nature of the expression given by the simple approximation.
C = −1
2
pifIm(Z) (5.1)
A better approximation would be to consider the contributions from the real and imaginary
capacitances as suggested by Taberna and Simon [195] with the form given in equations
5.2-5.4.
CTot = CRe − jCIm (5.2)
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of different methods of calculating capacitance from EIS data for a
1500 F Maxwell supercapacitor at 2.7 V and room temperature. Dashed lines represents the
simple method. Solid lines represent the complex method.
CRe = −ZIm
ω
|Z|2 (5.3)
CIm =
ZRe
ω|Z|2 (5.4)
Figure 5.3 shows the capacitance-bode plot for a 1500 F Maxwell supercapacitor at 2.7 V
and room temperature using the simple and complex methods for finding the capacitance
as a function of frequency from the impedance data.
It can be seen in the case of the simple approximation, at the ”resonant frequency”
the capacitance tends to infinity which is not a feasible result. Relative to the complex
method, which considers the real and imaginary components, the simple method overestimates
the capacitance at higher frequencies as the transition point from full capacitance to zero
capacitance is suggested to occur at higher frequencies than according to the complex
method. However, the low frequency capacitance does tend to the same solution.
The impedance of the cell also varies with the cell voltage. A typical equivalent circuit
of a supercapacitor has an inductor in series with a resistance which is in series with a
constant phase element to represent the porous effects of the porous electrode de Levie
equation as shown in equation 5.5 [53].
Zp =
√
RiZicoth
√
Ri/Zi (5.5)
Where Ri is ionic resistance inside the pores and Zi is the interfacial resistance which,
in absence of any Faradaic process, is simply a capacitance of Double Layer (DL):
Zi = 1/(jCDL). It then follows that the equation can be re-arranged to give equation
5.6-5.7.
ZP = Ri
coth
√
jωτ√
jωτ
(5.6)
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τ = RiCDL (5.7)
This approach to calculating the double layer capacitance is taken to be a more suitable
method than taking the low frequency capacitance from the capacitance Bode plot as
the frequency would have the tend to infinity in order to get the correct answer.
5.3.2 1500 F supercapacitor
Characterisation of the 1500 F supercapacitor will be useful in later chapters during the
construction of testing of a large scale test rig.
Figure 5.4a shows the Bode plot of the total capacitance of the supercapacitor for
different steady state cell voltages. Capacitance is shown to be frequency dependent; at
higher frequencies AC signals cannot penetrate into mesopores thus limiting the active
surface area for ionic absorption resulting in a lower capacitance. At lower frequency,
ions have sufficient time to diffuse into all pores and access the full surface area [102]. At
higher potentials the measured capacitance is greater. Explanations for this effect vary
in the literature but include: possible reduction of the solvent layer thickness caused
by increasing coulombic forces on the ions when the electric field of the double layer is
increased, increase of the solvent dielectric constant caused by the compression of the
solvent layer [88], increase in the electronic state density in the carbon pore walls with
voltage [92] and the potential dependency of ionic penetration in nanopores [176]. The
inset of figure 5.4a shows the correlation between low frequency capacitance and cell
potential. This was calculated by fitting the EIS data to the inset equivalent circuit
in figure 5.4a and deriving the capacitance from the parameters of the pore impedance
(ZP ). At 2.7 V a capacitance of 1533 F was measured compared with 1138 F at 0.47
V resulting in a decrease of 25.8 % or 177 F.V−1 if a linear correlation is assumed.
Therefore, to achieve the highest capacitance the operating potential should be as high
as possible.
Figure 5.4b shows the Bode plot for the imaginary component of the capacitance for
different steady state cell voltages. The peak value in the imaginary impedance represents
half of the low frequency capacitance and occurs at a frequency known as the knee
frequency which represents the boundary between full access of the electrode surface
area and the electrolyte penetration region. This frequency also represents the 50%
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Figure 5.4: (a) Bode plot of total capacitance for a 1500 F Maxwell supercapacitor at different
voltages with inset showing low frequency capacitance as a function of steady state cell voltage
at a temperature of 20 ◦C and (b) Bode plot of imaginary capacitance at different cell voltages.
Inset shows the knee frequency dependency with cell voltage at 20 ◦C
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median charge storage efficiency [195]. The inset in figure 5.4b shows the voltage
dependency of the knee frequency. Due to the discrete measurement frequency of the
EIS measurements, fitting of the curve allowed for a more accurate estimate of the knee
frequency. The exact value for the knee frequency was estimated by fitting the natural
log of the frequency-imaginary capacitance data to a Gaussian distribution in the form
shown in equation 5.8 where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation. In this case
F (f) represents the imaginary capacitance and f is the natural log of the frequency (Hz).
Taking the first derivative with respect to x results in equation 5.9, where A = 1/σ
√
2pi.
Setting the first derivative to zero and solving for the frequency finds the inflection point,
or maximum in this case, which occurs when f = µ.
F (f) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
(
−
(
f − µ
2σ
)2)
(5.8)
dF (f)
df
=
Aµexp
(
−
(
µ−f
2σ
)2)
2σ2
−
Afexp
(
−
(
µ−f
2σ
)2)
2σ2
(5.9)
As potential of the cell decreases it can be seen that the knee frequency increases with
values of 0.19 Hz at 2.7 V and 0.26 Hz at 0.47 V giving a rate of change of -30.4 mHz.V−1.
Therefore, at higher potentials it is more difficult to access the full pore depth. This
is perhaps due to the decrease in effective pore radius as the adsorbed ionic double
layer becomes thicker with higher cell voltage, thus occupying the free pore space. It
also becomes apparent that below the knee frequency, the complex and real capacitance
becomes cell voltage independent.
The impedance of the cell also varies with the cell voltage. Figure 5.5 shows the fitted EIS
results for the series and diffusion impedances. As SOC decreases, the series impedance
increases. Series resistance consists of the electronic resistance of the electrodes, contact
resistances and bulk electrolyte resistances. As the series resistance is measured at high
frequencies, ions do not have sufficient time to penetrate the full depth of the pore
nor cell [102]. The observed decrease in series resistance is likely due to an increase
in electronic conductivity of the carbon electrodes due to an increase in the electronic
state density [92]. For the diffusion resistance, at higher SOCs the resistance increases,
this is due to the lower concentration of ions in the electrolyte as in the more charged
state, more ions move to the double layer, therefore reducing the ionic conductivity of
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Figure 5.5: Fitted resistances of a 1500 F Maxwell supercapacitor at room temperature
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the electrolyte. The total polarisation that the cell experiences though increases with
increasing SOC due to the dominating effect of reduced electrolyte conductivity within
the bulk electrolyte. The impedance of a single 1500 F supercapacitor is therefore
between 0.68-0.92 mΩ.
Novel method of extracting low frequency capacitance
As both the real and imaginary components of the capacitance are available, it is also
possible to present the complex capacitance data in the form of a Nyquist plot in a similar
fashion to Nyquist plots of impedance. This is shown in figure 5.6a for different cell
voltages. The same trends can be concluded; however, relationship between the complex
variations of capacitance is now more evident, as is the low frequency capacitance which
is the point at which the semi-depressed circle would meet the x-axis if extrapolated
forward.
This was fitted against the inset equivalent circuit of figure 5.6a which was found to
best fit the complex capacitance plot for frequencies <10 Hz. If frequencies above were
considered the inductive effects cause complications in the fitting due to no electrical
element having the same response when considering the complex capacitance. In this
equivalent circuit, the resistive element represents the low frequency capacitance. Figure
5.6b shows a comparison of the capacitance values from the different techniques: capacitance
Nyquist, capacitance at low frequencies (0.01 Hz) and capacitance derived from the EIS
fitted parameters.
It can be seen that in all cases the general trend is the same. The capacitance Nyquist
matches with with low frequency capacitance trend quite well. However, both of these
overestimate the values derived from the EIS fitted parameters.
5.3.3 150F supercapacitor
The same analysis as the 1500 F supercapacitors can also be performed on the 150 F
supercapacitors. This analysis will be useful in later chapters during the development
of a scaled down hybrid electric vehicle test rig.
Figure 5.7a shows the Bode plot of the total complex capacitance and 5.7b shows the
impedance and low frequency capacitance dependency with cell voltage for a Maxwell
150 F supercapacitor. Figure 5.8a shows the imaginary capacitance component of a 150
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Figure 5.6: (a) Nyquist plot of complex capacitance for a 1500 F Maxwell supercapacitor for
different potentials at 20 ◦C (inset shows the equivalent circuit used to fit it) and (b) comparison
of different techniques used to extrapolate low frequency capacitance
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Figure 5.7: (a) Bode plot of total capacitance at different cell voltages of a 150 F Maxwell
supercapacitor. Inset indicating the cell voltage-knee frequency relationship and (b) Impedance
and capacitance for a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor at different cell voltages
F Maxwell supercapacitor. The inset shows the cell voltage-knee frequency relationship.
Figure 5.8b then shows the capacitance Nyquist plot.
5.3.4 Comparison between small and large cell
The differences in the resistance of a large and smaller cell are evident and commonly
acknowledged due to the difference in the area of electrodes use. However, no studies
have looked at the differences in the knee frequency of supercapacitors of different
devices which is important in determining the limitations of performance when operated
at higher frequencies, where limitations of ionic diffusivity are reduce the capacitive
performance as the ionic movement cannot follow the rapid changes in the applied
potential field.
Figure 5.9 shows how the knee frequency varies at different potentials for a small and
large supercapacitor. It can be seen that in both cases with a increase in operating
potential the knee frequency decreases which can perhaps be attributed to the increased
ionic packing of the pores of the porous electrodes, limiting further the ionic resistance
and thus the ability to access the capacitance of deeper pores. The difference between
the two devices however is that the larger 1500 F supercapacitor has a higher knee
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Figure 5.8: (a)Bode plot of impedance capacitance at different cell voltages of a 150 F Maxwell
supercapacitor. Inset indicating the cell voltage-knee frequency relationship and (b) Nyquist plot
of capacitance for a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor at different cell voltages
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Figure 5.9: (a) Normalised capacitance bode plot for a 150 F and 1500 F supercapacitor and
(b) comparison of the knee frequencies
frequency than the smaller 150 F. One would assume that if the electrodes are the same,
then they would have the same knee frequency characteristics.
Assuming that the 1500 F supercapacitors have a 10× greater area than the 150 F
supercapacitor, and thus the 150 F supercapacitor electrode material if scaled up to
10× the surface area to reduce the resistance by the same factor it becomes apparent
that the two devices do not scale linearly as shown in figure 5.10a. From the figure, if
the impedance of the 150 F supercapacitor is scaled by a factor of 10, it can be seen
that the pore resistance trend of both devices are in good agreement over the range
of operation suggesting that the same electrode material is used. However, the relative
series resistance of the 150 F supercapacitor is larger than that of the 1500 F one resulting
in an overall greater total relative polarisation resistance. This would therefore be the
reason for the lower knee frequency experienced by the 150 F supercapacitor. If the
normalised resistance is higher then it would make sense that the high frequency drop
off in capacitance would occur at a lower frequency.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Comparison between the impedance at different operating voltages for a 1500
F and 1/10th scale 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor and (b) cell tab configurations
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Figure 5.11: Charge redistribution effect seen in a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor under a 2 A
charge current at different target voltages (a) and change in voltage from target voltage (b)
This difference in the series resistance could possibly be attributed to the contact
resistance since the 150 F and 1500 F supercapacitors have different cell tab configurations.
The 150 F having both terminals on the same side and the 1500 F supercapacitors with
cell terminals on opposite sides as shown in figure 5.10b. Thus, for high frequency
applications the 1500 F, due to the lower normalised resistance seems more suited as the
knee frequency is higher.
5.3.5 Constant current tests
One of the major areas of interest for the model to accurately replicate was the charge
redistribution effect which has a time constant on the order to minutes to hours. To
probe this, constant current tests were performed.
Figure 5.11 shows the voltage after a 2 A charge of a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor,
when charged to different target voltages. Once the cell reaches the target voltage the
load is removed and the OCV is measured to monitor the charge redistribution effect. It
can be seen that under constant current charging to different target voltages the highest
target voltage exhibits the largest voltage relaxation. This is attributed to a longer
charge period rather resulting in larger concentration gradients of the charge carrying
species in the porous electrodes.
5.4 Model parameterisation
Using the data from the EIS measurements combined with constant current tests and
the model parameterisation toolbox in Simulink, the model for the supercapacitor was
parameterised by iteratively minimising the residuals of the error between the model
and experimental results.
Using different data sets it was possible to parameterise different parts of the model with
different time constants in order to get a better overall fit. Figure 5.12a shows the fit of
the model to charge redistribution data which allows for more accurate parameterisation
of the slower diffusion processes of ions in the mesopores of the electrode structure.
The fitting algorithm simultaneously evaluated the 5 sets of test data to minimise the
overall residuals. Hence, the fit for the 2.1 V data set appears to be the best, whilst
the 2.7 V simulated data overestimates the charge redistribution effect. Similarly, the
1.5 V data simulated data set underestimates the charge redistribution. This can be
attributed to having a constant pore resistance over the whole range of operation. From
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Figure 5.12: (a) Comparison between experimental and simulated charging and then relaxation
for a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor after a 2A charge to different target voltages and (b)
comparison between experimental and simulated voltages for a 150 F Maxwell supercapacitor
during rapid power cycling
the EIS measurements it could be seen that at higher cell potentials the pore resistance
was higher. Thus at 2.7 V the actual resistance is higher than the fitted value resulting
in a faster ionic diffusion and vice versa for the lower operating potentials.
Fitting of the parameters which defines the shorter time constant behaviour was done
with dynamic data typical of load cycling in HEV applications. This is shown in
figure 5.12b. Results show that a good fit can be achieved with the transmission line
model to both long term charge redistribution data and shorter term dynamic load
variations.
By fixing the slower time constant parameters which were determined by the fitting of
the model by the relaxation data, a better overall fit is achieved.
5.5 Conclusion
The work presented in this chapter covers the development, experimental validation and
performance investigation of supercapacitors with the aim of developing a model that
will be used in later chapters for whole system level analysis of powertrain efficiencies.
The below thus summarises the key points of this chapter:
• A transmission line model that accounts for the charge redistribution effects in
the porous electrodes has been created with tests performed on 150F and 1500F
Maxwell supercapacitors to acquire data for parameterisation and experimental
validation
• Investigation of performance metrics over the range of operation has shown that
capacitance is both a function of the operating potential and frequency with the
drop off in capacitance denoted by the knee frequency
• Further investigation of the knee frequency found that this was also frequency
dependent with lower frequencies found at higher cell potentials. When comparing
supercapacitors of different scales it was found that larger cells had a higher knee
frequency than smaller ones. Analysis of the impedance response showed that the
relative pore resistance of the two different sizes of supercapacitors was the same
but the relative series resistance for the smaller supercapacitor was larger resulting
in the smaller knee frequency
• Through analysis of the complex capacitance it was found that the simple approximation
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of capacitance as a function of frequency typically overestimated the transition
frequency between full performance and reduced high frequency performance. Both
techniques however resulted in the same low-frequency capacitance
• Application of the complex components of capacitance then allowed for the development
of a novel Nyquist capacitance plot, which if fitted to an equivalent circuit, allowed
for the estimation of the low-frequency capacitance
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Chapter 6
Powertrain comparison
6.1 Introduction
The powertrain comparison chapter aims to combine the works presented in the previous
three chapters on the modelling and experimental validation of lithium-ion batteries,
PEMFCs and supercapacitors with the aim of answering the original research question
on how feasible a FCHEV powertrain is, relative to other EV powertrains. Analysis
will only focus on FC based powertrain analysis and pure battery electric vehicles in
order to restrict the scope of investigation. The contents of this chapter are thus listed
below:
• Development of a vehicle model
– This section presents the mathematical framework on the vehicle and motor
model used to establish vehicle power requirements
• Drive cycle analysis
– This section presents the work on analysing different vehicle drive cycles
typical of automotive applications and provides a quantitative analysis to a
normally qualitative metric. It also presents a novel method of dimensionless
characterisation of drive cycles through a Reynolds-decomposition style analysis
• Development of a scaled down hybrid vehicle test rig
– This section presents the development of a scaled down hybrid vehicle test
rig constructed in order to validate the developed hybrid models
• Comparison of different electric vehicle powertrain configurations
– This section presents the analysis of different vehicle powertrain configurations
using the previously developed models and draws conclusions to answers the
original research question of the thesis. The analysis of the following systems
were performed:
∗ Pure battery electric vehicles
∗ Pure fuel cell vehicles
∗ Fuel cell-battery active hybrids
∗ Fuel cell-supercapacitor active hybrids
∗ Fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrids
• Development of a large scale 9.5 kW PEMFC-supercapacitor passive
hybrid system
– This section presents the development work on a 9.5 kWe PEMFC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid system used to validate models for larger systems and to act
as a proof-of-concept of the feasibly of this configuration
The analysis of different hybrid vehicle configurations will not consider active hybrids
with different power regulation strategies due to the shear scale of the different numbers
of possible control algorithms which would affect the overall result. Rather, this section is
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Figure 6.2: (a) Free body diagram of a car and (b) electrical and mechanical schematic of
electric motor model
speed of a the vehicle shaft (rads−1) and b is the damping coefficient which accounts for
frictional losses.
m
dV
dt
= F −mgµ− 1
2
CDA(V − Vw)2 −mg sin(θ)− bθ˙ (6.1)
Normally the coefficient of friction has a baseline value but it is also a function of
velocity. This is because at higher velocities there are more viscous tyre losses. Values
for coefficient of friction can vary depending on the road surface between 0.006 for a
truck tire on concrete to 0.35 if driving on a field [67]. In performance calculations it
is often sufficient to assuming the coefficient of friction as a linear function of speed.
The most common approximation for passenger vehicle on a concrete road is shown in
equation 6.2 [67].
µ = 0.01 (1 + 0.0017V ) (6.2)
6.3 Electric motors
The electric motor model used is based on a DC motor model to capture the dynamics
of its operations and transient power consumption. This considers the mechanical
characteristics of the system including inertia and frictional losses as well as electrical
losses from ohmic resistances, inductance and back ElectroMotive Force (EMF). A
schematic of the model is shown in figure 6.2b. The electrical equation for the DC
motor is shown in equation 6.3.
dimotor
dt
=
1
L
(
V −Rimotor − kedθ
dt
)
(6.3)
Where imotor is the current drawn from the motor, L is the inductance, V is the motor
voltage, θ is the angular position and ke is the motor constant. Assuming that the
generated torque is directly proportional to the current, the mechanical equations which
govern the motor behaviour is shown in equation 6.4. Where J is the angular inertia
of the motor, KT is the armature constant and b is the damping coefficient, which is
representative of frictional losses.
d2θ
dt2
=
1
J
(
KT i− bdθ
dt
)
(6.4)
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The resulting rate of angular rotation is then directly coupled via a fixed gear ratio to
the vehicle model. The radius of the wheel of the vehicle, allows for the translation of
angular velocity of the motor to linear velocity of the vehicle.
Motor efficiency
As good as electric motors are there are still inefficiencies associated with their operation.
In electric motors the main sources of losses are copper losses from the windings, eddy
current losses, hysteresis losses, windage losses and mechanical losses from the bearings.
Under equilibrium conditions the electrical torque (Te) generated is related to the load
torque (Tl) and frictional losses (Tf ) as shown in equation 6.5.
Te = Tl + Tf (6.5)
The amount of electrical input energy to a motor can also be derived by using a d − q
frame model as shown by Shukla [188]. This is shown in equation 6.6.
Pin =
3
2
(vqiq + vdid) =
3
2
i2qR+ Teωr (6.6)
Assuming that the id current is 0 and electrical torque can be derived using equations
6.7 then the power in can be written in the form of equation 6.8.
Te =
3
2
Pλf iq (6.7)
Pin =
3
2
(
2Te
3λfp
)2
R+ Teωr (6.8)
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Figure 6.3: Generated efficiency map of a AFM-140 EVO Electric Axial Flux Machine Motor
based on fitting to manufacturers data sheet [73] and coefficients from Shukla [188]
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The power out (Pout) and efficiency (η) can then be defined as shown in equations 6.9
and 6.10.
Pout = Tlωr (6.9)
η =
Pout
Pin
(6.10)
Combining all equations and rearranging the form into a quadratic then gives equation
6.11.
2R
3λ2fp
2
T 2l +
(
4RTf
3λ2fp
2
+ ωr − ωr
η
)
Tl +
2RT 2l
3λ2fp
2
+ ωrTf = 0 (6.11)
This equation is quadratic with respect to Tl and can be rewritten as shown in equation
6.12. Tl for a certain efficiency can then be found by solving the quadratic equation.
aT 2l + bTl + b = 0 (6.12)
The efficiency of an electric motor is typically very high, often in excess of 90%; however,
this is very dependent on the operating point. The efficiency of the machine is not
constant over the whole operating range of the machine and the efficiency depends on
the applied torque load and the rotational speed. Efficiency of the electrical machine is
also typically not symmetrical, i.e. the performance is not the same in motor mode as it
is in generator mode. Figure 6.3 shows the efficiency map of a 75 kW (167.5 kW peak)
EVO Electric AFM-140 Axial Flux Machine Motor.
6.4 Drive cycle analysis
One of the main problems with designing systems suitable for mainstream automotive
applications is the wide range of use. Some consumers will use their vehicle very
economically whilst others will use them more aggressively. For a vehicle designer,
this makes the task quite difficult as the operating envelope has to be considerably
large to account for every eventuality without compromising on performance. The
previously presented literature review showed that the majority of the works in the
academic literature looking at system level analysis of vehicle powertrains used a single
arbitrary load cycle. Specific drive cycle analysis works showed that depending on which
load cycle is used, the requirements can vary significantly. Thus there is a motivation of
developing a quantitative distinction of the different load cycles.
Typically, the variations in usage modes are interpreted by different vehicle drive cycles
(i.e. a time-velocity trace). Figure 6.4 shows four different drive cycles which represent
different modes of use. Figure 6.4a shows the NYCC cycle which is generally acknowledged
as being a cycle which represents city driving. Here the average speed is low with
many start-stop events but acceleration/deceleration events are frequent. Figure 6.4b
shows the JC08 cycle which is typically used in Japan as the new standard cycle to
represent urban/ extra urban driving. Here the average speed is slightly higher, than the
NYCC, with fewer start-stop events. Figure 6.4c shows the HWFETDS which represents
highway driving. Here the average velocity is high with almost no stop-start events.
Velocity is generally quite constant. Figure 6.4d is the US06 cycle which represents the
most aggressive cycle. Here average speed is high with large accelerations/ deceleration
events.
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Figure 6.4: Time-velocity profiles for (a) NYCC (b) JC08, (c) HWFETDS and (d) US06 drive
cycles
It becomes apparent from the drive cycles that different modes of use vary considerably
and depending on which cycle is used may well favour one technology over another.
Thus understanding the different power and energy requirements of the various load
cycles becomes an important prerequisite for analysing the suitability of one vehicle
powertrain over another. From the previously presented vehicle model, it can be seen
that inertia losses and aerodynamic drag effects are the significant losses that have to be
overcome by the vehicle powertrain. If the product of the average velocity and average
acceleration is taken and plotted against the power requirement for the vehicle (without
considering motor losses) it can be seen there is a correlation as shown in figure 6.5a.
This would suggest that speed and acceleration are key metrics to consider and use as
distinguishing features. Figure 6.5b then shows the average acceleration of the different
drive cycles against the standard deviation of those cycles and again shows a correlation.
This suggests that in more gentle cycles i.e. ones where the average acceleration is lower,
there is very little variation whilst the more aggressive cycles have a larger variation.
Thus, this suggests that there are limiting processes whereby the acceleration changes
cannot instantaneously go from one level to another. This is thus the limitations imposed
by the inertia of the vehicle. This also shows that general drive cycles categories can be
divided up based on their average acceleration.
Further decomposition of the drive cycles and the information they contain can be
extracted when combined with the vehicle model to extract the energy/ power requirements.
Figure 6.6 shows the normalised energy against the power in histogram form for different
drive cycles. This weights the power frequency histogram with the power value to give
an indication of the absolute energy drawn at each power. The rational for this is that
low power discharges are more frequent than high power ones; however, high power ones
high more of an impact and thus should be weighted accordingly.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Average power of vehicle drive cycle assuming a vehicle with a mass of 1500 kg
against the average speed × average acceleration of the respective drive cycle and (b) average
acceleration against standard deviation of various standard vehicle drive cycles
Figure 6.6 thus gives additional insight into the power and energy requirements of each
drive cycle. In the NYCC cycle much of the energy requirements are low power bursts
which was suggested by the low speed and frequent acceleration from the time-velocity
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Figure 6.6: Energy distribution as a function of power for the (a) NYCC, (b) JC08, (c)
HWFETDS and (d) US06 drive cycles
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Figure 6.7: (a) Distance specific losses associated with different drive cycles and (b) pie chart
showing relative vehicle losses
plots. It can also be seen that in the NYCC cycle, a significant amount of regenerative
energy can be recovered. In the JC08 cycle the energy requirements are higher due to
more energy at higher powers. This is mainly due to the higher average speed operation.
The fraction of regeneration energy is still significant but smaller than that of the NYCC
cycle due to more energy lost via aerodynamic drag effects. In the HWFETDS cycle the
average power is again higher but the standard deviation of the energy distribution
is smaller as suggested by the lower average acceleration. Here there is very little
regenerative breaking energy available due to the high aerodynamic losses and high
velocity operation. In the US06 cycle, the average power requirement is still higher with
a broad spread of energy, as suggested by the high velocity, high acceleration drive cycle.
Here, more energy can be recovered but much of this is at higher powers.
Consideration of these plots is useful in considering which powertrain configuration would
be best suited to each drive cycle. In city driving, the average power is relatively low with
few excursions to higher powers. This cycle has a relatively large fraction of regenerative
energy available and thus would suggest a supercapacitor hybrid powertrain would be
suitable. In the JC08 cycle there are more high power excersions with still a reasonable
amount of regeneration energy available but at lower powers. This may suggest a
battery hybrid is more suitable in order to meet the higher energy requirements at higher
powers. Fewer high power recharges from regeneration would also be advantageous for
the battery to avoid premature failure. Highway driving has a higher average power
but with few excursions to high powers. This may suggest a supercapacitor hybrid may
be suitable. The US06 cycle has both high power and a large distribution and powers.
This could suggest a triple hybrid using FC, battery and supercapacitor to be the best
solution.
In reality a typical consumer vehicle will be expected to operate over all types of load
cycles and thus consideration of the powertrain performance over this whole range of
operation should be considered and not just restricted to a given load cycle.
6.4.1 Drive cycle decomposition
Typically, drive cycles are categorised in a very qualitative manner; however, with closer
inspection of the nature of the drive cycles it is possible to divide these cycles in a more
quantitative manner providing a more structured foundation for analysis of different load
cycles. Ultimately, it is desirable to have vehicle independent metrics to compare one
drive cycle against another.
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The first stage in this process is to analyse the parameters of interest. From an automotive
point of view, a typical starting point is the time-velocity trace. Depending on the design
of the vehicle, this then cascades down to the individual powertrain components as a
power requirement to achieve the desired performance. Equation 6.13 shows the main
contributions of vehicle drag forces that the powertrain must overcome.
FTractive = M
dV
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inertia
+
1
2
CDAV
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aerodynamic
+ Mgµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rolling resistance
+Mgsinθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Incline
− bω︸︷︷︸
Friction
(6.13)
The retrospective torque that this applies on the drivetrain is then this force multiplied
by the wheel radius. This is shown in equation 6.14 where it has been assumed that the
rolling resistance, incline resistance and the frictional losses are negligible.
TTractive = FTractiver = Mr
dV
dt
+
1
2
CDArV
2 +
:0Mgrµ+
:0Mgrsinθ −*
0
brω (6.14)
The power required of the powertrain is then the product of the torque and the angular
speed of rotation as shown in equation 6.15.
PTractive = TTractiveω = TTractive
V
r
= MV
dV
dt
+
1
2
CDAV
3 (6.15)
It then becomes apparent that two vehicle independent variables relating to the power
required of the powertrain arises from this as shown in equations 6.16 and 6.17.
PInertia
M
= V
dV
dt
(6.16)
PAerodynamic
1
2CDA
= V 3 (6.17)
In many cases, the power required to overcome the inertia of the vehicle, is the dominant
source term. Since this is the product of two varying terms, a Reynolds Decomposition
approach can be taken to separate the steady state and the fluctuation inertia contributions
[79]. This is shown in equation 6.18.
PInertia
M
= V
dV
dt
=
(
V¯ + V ′
)(dV¯
dt
+
dV ′
dt
)
(6.18)
If this is then multiplied out and the average taken then this results in equation 6.19.
P
M
= V¯
dV¯
dt
+
 
 
 
0
V ′
dV¯
dt
+
 
 
 
0
V¯
dV ′
dt
+ V ′
dV ′
dt
(6.19)
It becomes apparent that two of the terms can drop out of the decomposition as dV
′
dt =
0 and V ′ = 0 as the average of these variables over the positive power discharging
portions of the drive cycle should be zero. As the vehicle is always moving forward it
becomes apparent that dVdt 6= 0 as we are only looking at either the acceleration parts or
deceleration parts of the cycle separately. In the case of the product of the two fluctuating
terms, the average of the product cannot be assumed to be zero and therefore has to be
considered as V ′ dV ′dt 6= 0. This is normally termed the stress component which arises on
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top of the steady state component when you have an oscillating component. Similarly,
the mean of a mean is the original mean thus allowing the further simplification of
equation 6.19 to equation 6.20.
P
M
= V
dV
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Steady state component
+ V ′
dV ′
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fluctuating component
(6.20)
Figure 6.8a compares the simulated average power of different vehicle drive cycles assuming
a 2000 kg vehicle mass with different aggregate components of the drive cycle.
In the case where only the average speed and the average acceleration of the cycle is
considered, thus giving the steady state component of the specific inertia energy it can
be seen that the correlation is roughly apt however there is a degree of deviation. At
lower powers the correlation is better however at higher power this starts to deviate
more suggesting an increased contribution from the aerodynamic component. When the
fluctuating component is then also considered, the same trend is observed. When the
specific energy from the aerodynamic drag losses are then considered with the steady
state and fluctuating terms the correlation becomes nearly perfect.
This suggests that in low velocity drive cycles the steady state inertia term dominates the
vehicle power requirement. The fluctuating component does not affect the correlation
significantly. At higher velocities where the average power is greater this deviation
increases when only considering the inertial energies. After the aerodynamic losses
are considered the correlation between this index and the average power is nearly
perfect.
Taking the specific aerodynamic and combined inertia forces then allows for comparison
between these variables and drive cycle styles. Figure 6.8b shows how different drive
cycle styles compare when plotted against each other for these two variables.
It can be seen that purely urban driving which is categorised as being low speed, high
stop-start city driving has a low specific aerodynamical energy contribution and low end
inertia energy. Drive cycles categorised as urban-rural has elements of city driving with
more high velocity driving akin to rural driving have increasing aerodynamic energy
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Figure 6.8: (a) Comparison between average simulated drive cycle power assuming a 2000
kg vehicle and only the steady state component, steady state plus fluctuating components and
steady state, fluctuating and velocity components and (b) Comparison between the specific
aerodynamic and inertia forces for different vehicle drive cycles. The dotted line represents a 1:1
ratio of specific aerodynamic to inertia energy
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Figure 6.11: Picture of (a) the complete hybrid system rig and (b) the component box
6.6 Total Cost of Ownership
As previously mentioned, the TCO is the total cost of acquisition of a vehicle combined
with the running costs over the lifetime of the vehicle. Cost is an important consideration
for the selection of a powertrain and thus needs to be accounted for. The TCO presented
here is based on the electricity and hydrogen costs presented in Offer et al. [148] which
is shown in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Predictions of fuel costs [149]
Fuel Optimistic / $.GJ−1 Average / $.GJ−1 Pessimistic / $.GJ−1
Electricity 26.9 35.8 44.7
Hydrogen 14 35 55.9
The TCO of the vehicle is calculated based on the base vehicle cost, capital cost of
equipments and the cost of fuel based on the predicted 2015 values and the fuel efficiency
calculated using the models.
Whilst cost numbers have been used in this analysis it should be mentioned that there
is a high level of variation in these numbers based on many factors and no absolute
conclusions should be drawn on the result. Rather, the introduction of a cost analysis
should be used as a relative comparison.
6.6.1 Battery costs
The costs of lithium-ion batteries varies significantly in the academic and commercial
literature due to factors such as cell chemistry, scale of production and other economic
influences. Even with the same chemistry the cost of the cell can very depending on the
internal cell construction, with earlier analysis showing that from a materials point of
view high power cells are more expensive than high energy dense cells. The cost of an
entire battery pack is also different to the predicted cost per kWh due to the need for
pack assembly and other ancillary components required for the construction of a working
pack. Figure 6.12a shows the predicted cost of a whole battery pack for different pack
sizes installed in a vehicle and also the time. It is predicted that improvements in the
manufacturing techniques and scale of production in the future will lower the unit cost
of these devices. Figure 6.12b shows for the predicted 2015 battery cost the limits of
this prediction under different scenarios.
It can be seen that the cost per kWh of smaller battery packs is higher than that of
larger ones due to the fundamental baseline cost of component such as the packaging,
wiring and management systems. For later analysis the trend for the 2015 battery cost
per kWh was taken.
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Figure 6.12: (a) Predicted cost of a battery pack as a function of the battery pack size and time
[71] and (b) predicted cost of the battery under different scenarios for 2015
6.6.2 Fuel cell costs
The current cost of the FC systems is high but it has been predicted by many that this
cost will decrease with a scale up of production. Figure 6.13a shows the predicted cost
assumptions made in this analysis assuming values for a 2015 rollout of FCs.
6.6.3 Supercapacitor costs
The cost of supercapacitors also needs to be considered when analysing their feasibility
in hybrid vehicle applications. Figure 6.13b shows the historical cost of supercapacitors
over time and it can be seen that there is a gradual decline, however this decrease is
slowing down as indicated by the log-scale for cost. The analysis for the following sections
will therefore assume a cost of 0.005 $/F .
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Figure 6.13: (a) Predicted cost of a fuel cell stack in 2010, 2015 and 2020 with scenarios of
optimistic, pessimistic and baseline costs [135] and (b) historical cost of supercapacitors [100]
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Table 6.3: Comparison of different FC powertrains
Powertrain configuration Advantages Disadvantages
Pure FCV
Motor
Balance of Plant
Balance of 
Plant battery
DCDC 
converter
Motor 
controller
Fuel cell stack • Simple design • Large FC
• No regenerative braking
• Large transient loads
• Periodic no load operation
• Relatively high cost
Active hybrid FCV
Motor
Balance of Plant
Balance of 
Plant battery
DCDC 
converter
Motor 
controller
Fuel cell stack
Battery pack/
supercapacitor bank
DCDC 
converter • Smaller FC
• Can capture regenerative
braking
• Load smoothing on FC
• Can reduce time at OCV
• Requires additional
DCDC converter
Passive hybrid FCV
Motor
Balance of Plant
Balance of 
Plant battery
DCDC 
converter
Motor 
controller
Fuel cell stack
Battery pack/
supercapacitor bank • Smaller FC
• Can capture regenerative
braking
• Load smoothing on FC
• Can reduce time at OCV
• No additional DCDC
converter
• Loss of active power
control
6.7 Powertrain comparison
This section will look at comparing different electric vehicle powertrains with a focus
on FC and FC-hybrid powertrains. ICE powertrains will not be covered nor FC-hybrid
systems with complex active power control due to the shear number of possible permutations.
The pure FCV where the FC is the only motive power source has the advantage of
simplicity of implementation; however, the FC has to be large in order to meet the
entire range of expected operation. In addition the FC experiences all of the transient
loads. In the active hybrid system the FC can be much smaller and has the capability to
recover regenerative energy. The introduction of a second energy storage device allows
for storage of regenerative energy and also load regulation of the FC. The disadvantage is
that an additional DCDC converter is required. The passive system allows for the same
benefits as the active hybrid system but does not require an additional DCDC converter
saving of cost and the losses associated with an extra level of power conversion. The
drawback of this is that the user loses active power regulation between the devices. This
is summarised in table 6.3.
Quantifying the exact benefit gains from each of these powertrains will be the subject
of the following sections.
The parameters used for the vehicle simulations is shown in table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Parameters used in simulations
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Mass 1200 kg Frontal area 2.78 m2
Hotel load 200 kg Drag coefficient 0.46
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6.7.1 Pure battery electric vehicle
A pure BEV relies only on the energy stored in the vehicles’ battery pack for motive
power. Sizing of the battery pack for automotive applications requires consideration of
design requirements such as range, drive cycle, vehicle mass, cost, durability and many
other factors which are determined by the designer.
In theory, the average energy required for a vehicle to meet a certain drive cycle and
the energy of the installed battery pack will define the range of a EV. In practice,
the theoretical amount of energy stored in the battery is not often extracted under
typical automotive load cycles due to the relatively high C-rate discharge leading to
surface depletion of lithium in the electrodes meaning that the cell cut-off potentials
are reached whilst bulk charge remains. The rate of solid phase lithium diffusion in
the electrodes is therefore, often the limiting factor. Diffusion limitations combined with
other electrochemical losses lead to inefficiencies which reduce the available energy.
Increasing the capacity of the battery pack increases the range of the vehicle; however,
this increase is not linear due to the increased mass of the resulting vehicle. An increase
in the size of the pack also results in higher efficiency due to lower losses due to operation
at lower reaction current densities. The main penalty paid for increasing the size of the
battery pack is the resulting increase in cost and the additional energy requirement for
the motive power of the additional mass.
The weight of the battery is a function of the number of batteries used and is based on
a unit weight of 115 g for the parameterised Kokam 4.8 Ah cells used. Scaling of the
battery pack is based on increasing the number of this base unit. It has been assumed
that ancillary component and packaging for the battery pack accounts for an additional
10% of the mass of the cells. One of the metrics that will be compared is the range of
the vehicles which is defined as the distance traveled from starting at 100% SOC until
the 2.7 V cut-off is achieved. As the cell voltage of the battery decreases with decreasing
SOC an increased current draw is required for the same power in later cycles as can be
seen in figure 6.14a. As such, the SOC difference for the later cycles is also higher due
to both higher resistances at lower SOCs and the lower potential, as seen in figure 6.14b.
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Figure 6.14: (a) Example JC08 load cycle on single cell with an 8.88 kWh battery pack (grey
lines represent a single drive cycle) and (b) change in SOC for each cycle
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Figure 6.15: (a) Simulated BEV range and (b) range per kWh for different battery sizes
The non-linear decrease in SOC thus means that to estimate the range of the vehicle,
the entire load cycle should be run and not extrapolated from a single load cycle.
Previous analysis of typical vehicle load cycles indicate four distinct load cycles: city,
urban/rural, highway and aggressive driving. These can be represented by the NYCC,
JC08, HWFETDS and US06 drive cycles, and the following analysis will use these four
load cycles. Figure 6.15a shows the simulated range of pure BEVs with different battery
sizes under the different drive cycles with regenerative braking taken into account. It
can be seen that, within the simulated range, in all cases the range increases with the
battery capacity with the JC08 cycle showing the best range and the US06 the worst.
Figure 6.15b then shows the range per kWh of battery capacity for different pack sizes
and load cycles. It becomes more evident in this plot that there is a law of diminishing
returns, whereby an increase in battery capacity results in a smaller gain in range. This
is due to the increased mass of batteries and the resulting increase energy requirements
to drive the vehicle. In the case of the HWFETDS and US06 cycles there is an optimum
point around a battery capacity of 20-25 kWh due to the increase in efficiency gains of
lower currents outweighing the decrease in efficiency due to the additional mass. The
load cycle which exhibit the worst range is the US06 drive cycle. This is mainly due to
the the high proportion of the energy requirements being made up of inertial losses and
aerodynamic drag effects relative to the motive power.
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Figure 6.16: 10 year TCO of a BEV under the JC08 and US06 cycles in 2015 under optimistic,
baseline and pessimistic scenarios showing (a) capacity and (b) range
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With the simulation results the TCO of the vehicle under the different load cycles and
battery sizes can be considered. Figure 6.16a shows the 10 year TCO varies under the
two extremes of load cycles (JC08 and US06) in 2015 under optimistic, baseline and
pessimistic scenarios assuming an annual usage of 20,000 km. It can be seen that the
US06 consistently costs more due to the lower range per kWh of the load cycle resulting
in higher running costs however due to the relatively low cost of electricity and high
efficiency of batteries the difference in the TCO between the two extremes of load cycles
is only 5.7% for the baseline case relative to the JC08 TCO. Figure 6.16b then shows
the 10 year TCO against the range of the vehicles, which highlights the range sensitivity
of BEVs.
From the analysis of pure BEVs the following can be concluded:
• BEVs exhibit a high sensitivity to the selected load cycle with respect the to range
• The load cycles which represent the extremes of operation for a BEV are the JC08
and the US06 which represent the most conservative and aggressive in terms of
range
• There is a law of diminishing returns for increasing battery capacity due to the
dominating effect of battery mass, although in higher power cycles (HWFETDS
and US06) there is an optimum battery size between 20-25 kWh due to operation
at a more efficient point
• Due to the high efficiency of batteries and low relative cost of electricity there is
little variation in the 10 year TCO of equivalent vehicles under different load cycles
6.7.2 Pure fuel cell vehicle
Pure FCVs have a relatively large FC system that provides all of the motive power for
the motors. The advantage of FCVs are that their gravitmetric energy density is higher
than that of BEVs, resulting in a far superior range; however, their power density is
lower, meaning that the FC has to be sized to the peak power requirement of the load
cycle. Combined with the fact that their refueling times are comparable to that of an
ICE vehicle means many automotive OEMs have invested heavily in their development
as a low-carbon technology.
The disadvantage of pure FCVs is that highly transient performance impacts both the
efficiency and the durability of the FC system. Large current ramp rates are often not
allowed with a certain current slew rate limit imposed to prevent localised fuel starvation
in the FC stack.
In this analysis the coolant pump is run at a constant fixed flow rate with a PID controlled
fan that has a target temperature of 65◦C, whilst the blower is operated with a PID based
controller that maintains the air stoichiometry at target value of 2. This therefore allows
for the model to capture the effects of cold start-up which is often neglected and can
lead to discrepancies in the efficiency. The power drawn from the FCV will be both the
motive power required from the vehicle to follow the time-velocity trace and also the
BOP power required to maintain its operation. The blower is limited by a minimum
flow rate as air should alway be flowing through the stack even during idle operation
to prevent damage. A hydrogen storage capacity of 5.6 kg has been assumed with the
assumption that the range can be estimated from the hydrogen consumption of a single
cycle.
Figure 6.17 shows the efficiency and range for a pure FCV with different stack sizes and
load cycles. It can be seen that in certain cases, increasing the stack size also increases
the efficiency of the FC and thus the range, but in other cases the trend is opposite
indicating a high sensitivity to the load conditions. In the cases where the efficiency
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Figure 6.17: (a) Efficiency and (b) range of a pure FCV for different stack sizes and drive cycles
with and without BOP power consumption consideration
decreases these are load cycles with heavy acceleration component. In these load cycles,
increases in mass result in significantly larger power consumptions due to inertial losses.
This increase in power requirement offsets any potential gain from having a larger FC
to reduce current density and thus losses. In the case of the highway driving, this is less
sensitive to mass increases from a larger FC in terms of power requirements. Thus the
increase in FC efficiency comes from operation at lower current densities.
The city drive cycles also suffer from higher losses due to high rates of transient load
changes. In addition, the city drive cycle suffers from lower range and efficiency due
to the larger proportion of stop periods. During stop periods the blower must still be
active and thus power must be generated to do this during periods whilst the vehicle
do not require motive power. The constant flowing of air through the FC when no
considerable power is being drawn lowers the stack temperature and humidity leading
to further inefficiencies. It can also be seen that if the BOP energy was not considered
then the range estimations for the FCVs would in general be overestimated.
The variation of the fuel efficiency of a FC is shown in figure 6.18a for a static case.
In the case of the less dynamic highway driving the increase in range and efficiency
is due to the fact that the increase in stack size allows for operation at lower current
densities which results in higher efficiencies. This gain in FC efficiency is greater than
the additional losses incurred from the additional mass. In the case of the city driving,
increasing the stack size increases the baseline power requirement which initially isn’t
offset by the increases in efficiency during operation until a certain size after which
overall efficiency increases again. In the aggressive driving the additional energy of the
mass has a dominant effect such that efficiency is always decreasing.
In this case the HWFETDS and NYCC represents the best and worst case load cycle
for a FCV. If the TCO of the for the FCVs are then calculated clear differences in
the cost after 10 years becomes apparent from the different load cycles. This is shown
in figure 6.18b. From this analysis it becomes apparent that the efficiency gains from
having a larger FC do not offset the higher capital costs in all drive cycles. The most
favorable driving style for the FCV powertrain appears to be the highway driving due
to low transient losses. The most unfavourable appears to be city driving. Here the
highly transient load and frequent stop events results in considerable losses due to mass
transport and idling losses from the BOP.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Fuel efficiency of FC with and without consideration of parasitic power
consumption. Here assuming a base value plus 10% of power and (b) 10 year total cost of
ownership for the simulated FCVs under different drive cycles assuming a 20,000 km annual
usage showing baseline, optimistic and pessimistic scenarios (shaded regions)
From the analysis of pure FCVs the following can be concluded.
• Pure FCVs are not ideal for city driving due to the relatively large idle power losses
and associated lower temperature operation leading to inefficiencies
• Pure FCVs favour highway driving due to the low transient variation of the loads
• Increases in the stack power typically result in higher efficiency due to operation at
lower current densities up to a certain point depending on the load cycle. Increases
beyond that result in lower efficiencies due to the increase in vehicle mass power
requirements and also the colder operation resulting in slower chemical kinetics
• The impact of the BOP power consumption is important and changes the trends
in efficiency and range
6.7.3 Fuel cell-battery active hybrid
FC-battery active hybrid systems have been investigated as a means of aggressively
downsizing the FC. In this configuration a relatively small FC is combined with a small
battery pack (relative to a pure BEV) to meet to vehicle load requirements. A DCDC
converter is used to regulate power between the FC, battery and motors allowing for
significant reductions in the load dynamics of the FC and allowing for operation at a
more optimal efficiency point. This therefore allows the vehicle designer to decouple
the power and energy requirements of a vehicle. This has the advantage of potentially
lowering the cost of the overall system as well as improving durability of the FC by
operating it in more preferable conditions, i.e. away from high potentials and rapid load
cycling.
In the FC-battery hybrid configuration, the FC provides a more steady load and the
battery handles the majority of the rapid power fluctuations. In this analysis a charge
sustaining strategy for controlling the FC was used. The power requirement of the FC is
controlled by a PID controller which tries to regulate the SOC of the battery around the
same steady state value. After each load cycle, the simulation is allowed to continue until
the FC has recharged the battery to the initial SOC. This allows for a fairer comparison
of the results. If this was not done then the different battery SOCs would vary the
results, potentially overestimating the range of the vehicle due to high utilisation of the
battery SOC from the beginning to end of the load cycle. This is shown in figure 6.19
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Figure 6.19: (a) Simulated power for a FC-battery hybrid powertrain with a 9.5 kW FC and
8.88 kWh battery pack under the JC08 cycle and (b) variation in SOC
which shows the power split between the devices and the variation of SOC. Decreasing
the battery size will allow for a greater range of the battery SOC to be used up to a
certain limit as the overpotentials associated with higher current operation results in
reaching the cut-off potentials earlier. In this study a non-valid solution is assumed if
the battery potential goes outside of the 4.2-2.7 V single cell range.
The simulations run were based on three FC sizes: 9.5, 19 and 28.5 kW where the
BOP power was scaled appropriately. In each case the battery size was allowed to
vary. Figure 6.20 shows the results of the simulations under the four exemplar load
cycles. In figure 6.20a it can be seen in all load cycle cases there is an optimum battery
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Figure 6.20: Simulated range (a) and FC efficiency (b) of a FC-battery active hybrid system
with charge sustaining operating mode with different battery and FC sizes. Shaded regions
represent the equivalent FCV performance
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Figure 6.21: 10 year total cost of ownership for a 19 kW FC-battery hybrid under the NYCC and
HWFETDS cycles with baseline, optimistic and pessimistic cost assumptions (shaded regions)
size to maximise the range of the vehicle. In hybrid systems with small battery packs
the load experienced by the battery is more aggressive leading to more significant losses.
Increasing the battery size for a fixed FC size allows for lower currents and more efficient
operation; however, after a certain point the mass required for the additional batteries
increases the energy requirements of the vehicle more than the amount of energy saved
through the efficiency gains. In all cases a battery size smaller than 15 kWh allows for
maximum benefit in terms of range. This is in agreement with literature values quoting
an optimum of approximately 5-15 kWh [149].
The plots also show a comparison against the pure FCV mode. In the case of the NYCC
cycle the range per unit mass of fuel increased by between 5.9-12.7% when comparing
between worst and best case for a 28.5 kW FC in the battery hybrid configuration. This
gain comes about due to the lower idling losses in the FC-battery hybrid configuration,
whereby the FC recharges the battery during periods of idling, whereas in the pure FCV
there is a net negative energy from the FC due to the power requirements of the BOP. In
the case of the HWFETDS the FC-battery hybrid typically performs worse with respect
to range due to the batteries being largely unused whilst their weight adds an additional
power requirement. The operation point of the FC is also in a more efficient region due
to lower current density operation in pure FCV mode. Here fuel efficiency is upto 7.4%
worse in the FC-battery hybrid configuration.
When increasing the FC size it can be seen in general a larger FC results in a greater
range due to operation at lower current densities in the FC and thus more efficient
operation as seen in figure 6.20b. However, in the lower speed cycles with more aggressive
acceleration/ deceleration, increases in the FC size results in lower ranges due to the
relatively large inertial losses relative to the speed. When considering all 4 load cycles
it would appear that the optimum FC stack size is around 19 kW.
When comparing the efficiency of the FC in hybrid mode to pure FC mode it can be
seen that the efficiency is consistently above that of pure FC mode. This is due to the
fact that in hybrid mode the FC is operated under near constant conditions, reducing
losses associated with manifolding and compressor inertia effects. In addition, there are
considerably fewer idling events where zero net power is produced but power is wasted on
maintaining a baseline BOP power. Also, under constant power operation the FC stack
can achieve a higher temperature operation, whereby the pure FC mode the temperature
varies more considerably due to the more frequent idling events where the need for a
continuous air flow results in excessive cooling.
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Figure 6.21 shows the TCO for a 19 kW FC under baseline, pessimistic and optimistic
cost scenario with a varying battery size. Here it can be seen that the NYCC cycle
performs worse than the HWFETDS. In this case the running costs are lower but the
capital costs are higher
From the analysis of FC-battery active hybrids the following can be concluded.
• Maximum benefit in range is achieved with battery sizes in the range of 5-15 kWh
and a FC stack size of 19 kW for most drive cycles. Smaller packs result in excessive
electrochemical losses
• FC efficiency in battery hybrid mode is higher than in pure FC mode due to slower
load transients
• The FC-battery shows fuel efficiency benefits of between 5.9-12.7% under the
NYCC cycle, compared to th due to fewer idling losses but shows a reduced fuel
efficiency for the HWFETDS of upto 7.4% due to the operation at higher current
densities in the hybrid configuration and the relative inactivity of the battery pack
6.7.4 Fuel cell-supercapacitor active hybrid
The previous section investigated the performance and TCO of a FC-battery active
hybrid system using a charge sustaining operational strategy for a relative small FC.
An alternative to the FC-battery hybrid system is the FC-supercapacitor system. Due
to the absence of a charge transfer process in supercapacitors, their internal impedance
is much lower than batteries and thus offers a more efficient means of energy storage
than lithium-ion batteries; however, their limitations lie in their reduced energy density.
The following thus analyses the performance metrics of a FC-supercapacitor active
hybrid system using the same parameters as the FC-battery system allowing for direct
comparison.
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Figure 6.22: Simulated (a) range and (b) FC efficiency of a FC-supercapacitor hybrid system
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In the previously analysis with the FC-battery active hybrid simulations, a stack sizes
of 9.5, 19 and 28.5 kW was simulated. In the FC-SC active hybrid system not all of the
load cycles completed with these stack sizes due to the supercapacitor voltage falling
too low. Therefore, in the FC-supercapacitor simulations, sizes of 28.5, 38 and 47.5 kW
were simulated as these were able to complete the load cycles. This highlights one of the
drawbacks of the FC-supercapacitor system in that, due to the lower density density of
the supercapacitors, a larger FC is typically required and prolonged pulses of high power
requirements drive the system to low operating potentials. Figure 6.22a shows for the
four example load cycles the range per kg unit mass of fuel.
By varying the number of supercapacitors to increase the capacity, it can be seen that in
general a decrease in range is experienced when increasing the number of supercapacitors.
This can be attributed to the fact that in the FC-supercapacitor system the supercapacitor
losses are not significant due to the inherently low impedance. As such, an increase
in capacity and thus a decrease in the average operating current density results in a
negligible improvement in the efficiency. The increase in the mass of the vehicle that
comes with the increase in the capacity is the dominating factor here. Increasing the size
of the FC stack also has a negligible impact on the overall range. Comparison between the
FC-battery and FC-supercapacitor hybrid systems shows the most significant improvements
in range being achieved in aggressive driving.
Figure 6.22b then shows the FC efficiency under the different load cycles. Again, an
increase in supercapacitor capacity reduces FC efficiency due to the dominating effect of
mass on increasing in energy requirement of the vehicle and shifting the average operating
current density of the FC to higher values and thus increases the losses. Increasing the
FC stack size in this case increases the FC efficiency due to a shift of the current density
to lower values, however the increase in efficency of the FC is again not enough to
compensate for the increase in energy requirements for the load cycle due to the extra
mass of the FC and the supercapacitors.
Figure 6.23 shows the 10 year TCO for the FC-supercapacitor hybrid system under
conservative, baseline and pessimistic conditions for the NYCC and HWFETDS load
cycles which represent the extremes of operation. Again the NYCC is consistently higher
in cost due to the higher running costs. Increasing the supercapacitor has a negative
impact on the TCO. Direct comparison with the FC-battery TCO shows that in both
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Figure 6.23: 10 year total cost of ownership for a 38 kW FC-supercapacitor hybrid under the
NYCC and HWFETDS cycles with baseline, optimistic and pessimistic cost assumptions (shaded
regions)
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cases the FC-supercapacitor hybrid is lower.
From the analysis of the FC-supercapacitor active hybrid the following can be concluded
• Relative to the FC-battery hybrid system, the FC-supercapacitor system requires
a large FC in order to complete the 4 example load cycles due to the lower energy
density of supercapacitors
• An increase in supercapacitor capacity results in an overall reduction in the vehicle
range due to the dominant effect of mass
• Most benefit in terms of range is achieved with aggressive driving
• The TCO for both the NYCC and HWFETDS cycles are lower for the FC-supercapacitor
hybrid than compared to the FC-battery hybrid
6.7.5 Passive hybrid system
The previous analysis on FC-battery and FC-supercapacitor hybrid systems have shown
that hybridisation offers possible reduction in the FC size as well as range improvements
under certain load cycles. During the initial stage of commercialisation the FC cost
is still anticipated to be high. The cost of any EV thus need to be further reduced.
The concept of the passive hybrid system is to eliminate the need for costly DCDC
converters that usually regulate power between different devices in a hybrid vehicle as
well as their associated electrical losses. The passive system achieves this by the direct
coupling of these such that their operating voltages must match. Power split between
the devices is achieved by the difference in either the thermodynamic potential of the
device or a difference in impedance. This means that the DCDC converter is not needed
and the associated losses are not encountered. The drawback of this system is that the
user loses active control of the power flow between devices. Therefore, in passive hybrid
applications the sizing of components becomes a critical metric to consider.
The basic principle of a passive hybrid system can be schematically represented in figure
6.24 which illustrates a FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system. The division of power
is a inherent feature of the system when the impedance of the coupling devices is
different and also the rate of change of thermodynamic potential. Under steady no
load conditions, the thermodynamic OCV of both the FC and the supercapacitors are
equal and the two devices have the same potential. Upon application of a load, the
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system potential drops. Initially the overpotential of both devices is the same and due
to the supercapacitors lower impedance it gives a larger proportion of the current. As the
OCV of the supercapacitors fall due to decreasing SOC, the supercapacitor overpotential
gradually decreases until the system working potential is the same as the supercapacitor
OCV potential at which point all of the current is handled by the FC since the OCV
is relatively constant and not a function of current throughput. Upon load removal the
difference between the OCV of the FC and supercapacitor results in the FC charging
the supercapacitors until the potentials are equal again.
The principle operating mechanism is the same for FC-battery passive hybrids and
FC-battery-supercapacitor triple hybrids but the analysis will focus on the dynamic
behaviour of the FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid hereafter due to the gap in the
literature in the area previously identified in section 2.5.6.
6.7.6 Fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid
It has been shown in the academic literature that excessive cycling of batteries at high
C-rates can lead to accelerated degradation due to the onset of mechanical failure of
the electrode materials. Supercapacitors on the other hand have exceptional cycle
lives due to the absence of Faradaic processes in addition to their low impedances.
Previous analysis has also shown the potential benefits of FC-supercapacitor active
hybrids and this section will focus on the performance of FC-supercapacitor passive
hybrid systems.
As mentioned previously, due to the difference in impedances of the devices (supercapacitors
having a much lower impedance than FCs), a passive FC-supercapacitor hybrid system
will result in the supercapacitor initially providing the peak power requirements. Figures
6.25a and 6.25b shows the response of a FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system to step
loads of varying current. Here a 100 W Horizon FC was coupled to a 10×150F Maxwell
supercapacitor pack. Upon application of the load to the system the supercapacitors
initially handle the majority of the load. As their SOC drops the FC gradually ramps
up. It can be seen that as the load current increases the time taken for the FC to take
the full proportion of the load decreases in a logarithmic fashion.
When varying the load, it can be seen from the normalised plot of the current load on
the FC that transient buffering effects are less effective at higher currents, however, this
converges to a uniform normalised profile. This can be attributed to the decrease in the
polarisation resistance of the FC when under load as suggested by the Butler-Volmer
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Figure 6.26: Power split between a 100 W PEMFC and 10 x 150 F supercapacitor pack under
a scaled down FTP load cycle with a 50 W peak load
equation. At lower step loads, the charge transfer resistance is higher and thus the ratio
of supercapacitor to FC resistance is very small, resulting in slower load dyanmics for
the FC.
Figure 6.26 then shows the response of the system to a FTP vehicle load cycle for the
scaled down 100 W PEMFC directly coupled to a 10 x 150 F supercapacitor pack to
highlight the dynamic performance characteristics of the system. Here the voltages of
the load bank, FC and SC pack are all the same due to the passive coupling. There
are slight variations due to contact resistances between the devices. As the impedance
of the SC pack is smaller than that of the FC, the SC pack provides the peak power
requirements of the load cycle. This enables the FC load to meet the average of the load
cycle rather than the peak allowing for the possibility of FC downsizing and further cost
savings. The fact that the majority of the transients are handled by the SC pack means
that the FC load is much smoother. This means the FC is allowed to operate much more
efficiently as mass transport losses aren’t as much of an issue.
During the FTP cycle however it could be seen that there were long periods of high
power consumption whereby the supercapacitors became increasingly depleted resulting
in the FC power having to ramp up. This therefore highlights one of the limitations of the
FC-supercapacitor hybrid system in that the limited energy density of the supercapacitors
may restrict downsizing of the FC depending on the load cycle.
To highlight this further figure 6.27 shows the response of the system to a HWFETDS
drive cycles. Here it can be seen that the FC constantly operates at a higher power with
periods where it handles all of the power requirements of the load cycle. The HWFETDS
which is characteristic of highway driving, by nature, has fewer stop-start events, which
in the FTP load cycle allowed for the FC to recharge to supercapacitors such that the
subsequent load events did not require the FC power to be as high. Figure 6.28 then
shows the current histograms for the FC-SC passive hybrid system under both the FTP
and HWFETDS cycles.
It can be seen that in both cases the peak FC load and the peak in its average operating
point is shifted to a lower current however the peak shaving benefits are more apparent
on the FTP load cycle. The distribution of the current loading in the case of the
supercapacitor however exhibits a Gaussian distribution around a mean load of zero thus
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showing that the supercapacitor acts as a load buffer and thus provides an approximately
zero net current contribution. In the case of the FTP drive cycle where there is a large
amount of idling which would normally leave the FC at elevated potentials and thus
accelerating carbon corrosion it can be seen that there is very little no load idling due
to the constant charging of the supercapacitors.
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Figure 6.28: Current histograms for the (a) FTP and (b) HWFETDS
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From this experimentally based study of the FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system
the following can be concluded:
• FC-supercapacitor hybrids vastly reduce the transient loading on FCs, with the
benefits most evident at lower step currents due to the higher resistance of the FC
• Some downsizing of the FC is possible however this depends on the load cycle,
whereby a frequent stop-start cycle achieves the greatest benefit relative to a near
constant highway driving cycle
• In most load cycles the FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid allows for a vast reduction
in time spend at OCV inferring a reduction in the degradation of the carbon
supported catalyst and various components within a FC MEA
From the scaled down system analysis of the FC-supercapacitor system it has been
shown that there is potential benefit to be gained from this system and the previous
literature review has indicated that this is an area which is currently lacking. Thus, the
subsequent section will focus on the development and analysis of a larger scale system
which is more representative of a system which would be in a vehicle. The scaled down
experimental rig uses a open cathode PEMFC with a prescribed controller which operates
at extremely high stoichiometries. These open cathode systems are often limited to lower
powers (< 5 kW) due to thermal management issues. Closed cathode systems with active
liquid cooling are the more likely candidate for automotive FC systems and highlights
the need to consider scaling effects.
6.7.7 Large scale fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid system
As systems are scaled up, inhomogenities in the performance of the system become
increasingly evident. If these effects are not considered then errors in the system
performance may result. Therefore, to validate the advantages of the FC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid system a large scale 9.5 kWe PEMFC was hybridised with a 33×1500 F
supercapacitor pack. The rig was constructed with the intension of validating the
established models as well as acting as a portable power generate at music festivals
and thus was named, ”Project Rock Band”.
The FC system architecture used in this rig was the same as described as in section
4.4.
Electrical system architecture
Figure 6.29 shows the wiring diagram for the powertrain system. For the purposes of
testing, a 12 kW resistive load bank was used. In the full system a 5 kW DCAC inverter
was used.
Mechanical contactors between the FC, supercapacitor and load provided controllable
electrical isolation for each component. A 310 A fuse in-line with the FC and supercapacitors
provides additional passive protection in the case of large in-rush currents. A diode
was placed in front of the FC to prevent possible charging of the FC stack from the
supercapacitors in case the thermodynamic OCP of the stack drops below that of the
supercapacitors.
All BOP components were powered by a 24VDC supply via a low voltage bus. During
start-up/shut-down events, the BOP was powered by two 12 V lead acid batteries
connected in series. During normal operation, two parallel DCDC converters parallel
delivered power to the low voltage bus. A contactor allowed for the switching in and out
of the lead acid battery. During operation this was charged by either the inverter or an
external power supply via a manufacturers recommended charger. The lead acid battery
was not charged by the low voltage DCDC converters due to the fact that the charge
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Figure 6.29: Wiring diagram for powertrain components in 9.5 kWe PEMFC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid system. Adapted from Wu et al. [225]
impedance of the battery is relatively high and thus a significant overpotential is required
for rapid charging which is not possible via the DCDC converters which maintained a
constant potential of 24 V.
Prior to connecting the FC and supercapacitors to the main power bus, the supercapacitors
were pre-charged to just below the FC OCP via an external charging circuit to prevent
large inrush current from the FC to the supercapacitors when the two devices are initially
connected. This is required after long periods of inactivity due to the relatively fast
self-discharge rate of the supercapacitors.
A resistor was wired in parallel to the FC and connected through a contactor. This
resistor was used during the shut-down procedure under autonomous operation. Upon
shut-down, the hydrogen supply was closed, however residual amounts of reactants in
the gas diffusion electrodes and flow channels gave rise to an elevated OCP until the
reagents were consumed. As elevated potentials are detrimental for carbon corrosion,
the resistor was used to apply a load to the FC to facilitate the consumption of residual
hydrogen.
A Computer Aided Design (CAD) model and picture of the FC-supercapacitor system
is shown in figure 6.30.
Control system
The control system is based on the work described in section 4.4.1 with additional
features included. Control was achieved through the use of a NI cRIO with RT and
FPGA capabilities which was controlled by a host computer running NI LabVIEW with
a custom made control program. Table 6.5 lists the cRIO component used and their
application.
The cRIO was also connected to the 24V low voltage BUS and shared the common
ground. The Hall effect sensors used to measuring current required a 5 V power supply
which was provided via a 24 V-5 V linear regulator. All other transducers worked from
the 24 V BUS.
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Figure 6.30: (a) CAD model of the fuel cell-supercapacitor passive hybrid system and (b)
picture of actual system [225]
During operation, the air system could be operated with either a feed forward controller
based on the current drawn for the blower to maintain a certain stoichiometry with a
baseline value or in manual model. Similarly the cooling system could be operated either
in manual control mode or through a PID controller for the fan with a fixed coolant flow
rate which was found to the be most efficient means of heat dissipation with these two
degrees of freedom.
Table 6.5: National Instruments equipment for the 9.5 kW FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid
system
Component Channels/Range Use
Real Time controller cRIO-9022 Real time data processor
FPGA chassis cRIO-9114 8-slot FPGA processor
Analog Output module NI 9263 4-channel / ±10 V Controls coolant pump,
fan and recirculation
pump
Thermocouple module NI 9213 16-channel Measure temperatures
Analog Input module NI 9205 32-channel / ± 10 V Measure output signals
from pressure transducers
and hydrogen flow meter
Universal Analog Input
module
NI 9219 4-channel / ± 60 V Measure FC,
supercapacitor and
lead acid battery voltages
Digital Output module NI 9472 8-channel / 24 V Provides PWM signal for
blower control
Solid State Relay module NI 9485 8-channel Controls contactors and
gas solenoids
CAN BUS module NI 9853 2-port High speed Reads in CAN BUS data
from FC cell voltage
monitoring system
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6.7.8 FC-supercapacitor passive system test
The concept of the FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system is that the supercapacitors
will act as a low-pass filter to high frequency oscillating loads which are detrimental to FC
efficiency and durability. EIS measurements as presented in section 5.3.2 indicated that
the total polarisation resistance of the 33 cell supercapacitor pack would be 22.4-30.4 mΩ.
Current interrupt measurements showed total polarisation resistances for the FC ranged
from 500-225 mΩ. Since the supercapacitor resistance is an order of magnitude smaller
than the FC, it will initially handle the majority of the load until the thermodynamic
potential of the supercapacitors drops to the operating potential as suggested in figure
6.24.
Understanding the dynamic response of the system is the first stage of characterising the
system benefits. Figure 6.31 shows the response of the FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid
system to a 100 A step load. It can be seen that the supercapacitors provide the peak
load due to their lower impedance, however as their cell potential drops under discharge
the FC current ramps up as the deviation from the OCV increases. This continues until
the FC handles 100% of the load current. Upon removal of the load, the FC recharges
the supercapacitors.
The immediate advantage of this passive coupling is that under step load conditions the
FC, and associated BOP, have sufficient time to ramp up. The more gradual increase
in load means that the additional losses from initial mass transport and also from the
additional power required from the BOP to increase blower speed is not experienced.
The peak power of the system under step loads is also increased as the voltage is higher
for the same, pure FC, load. In terms of system durability, the supercapacitors act
as a low pass filter to the FC. This increases system efficiency due to lower transient
mass transport losses and improves system durability from the point of view of reduced
power cycling and thus reduce platinum dissolution and also decreased time at elevated
potentials thereby reducing the rate of catalyst carbon support corrosion.
Figure 6.32 then shows the dynamic response of the system to step loads of varying
amplitudes. Prior to application of the step load, current between the FC and supercapacitor
was allowed to equilibrate until the system voltage was 69 V, indicating a charge current
of < 1 A. Choosing a voltage datum is preferable to current due to the measurement
resolution of the hall effect current transducers which were ± 3 A.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of dynamic fuel cell response to step load in FC-supercapacitor passive
hybrid mode [225]
It can be seen that upon application of the step load, the supercapacitors give the FC
approximately 20 s time to ramp to 90% of the applied load. This is true for all loads
as they converge to a normalise current profile. Lower step loads experience a system
response due to operation in the non-linear activation region of the FC polarisation
curve. Above a step load of 40 A the normalised FC response time converges to the
same profile due to less time operated in the activation region and a proportionally
longer time in the linear ohmic region as the system ramps up.
The air subsystem uses a low pressure blower that works at an operating stoichiometry of
2. A feed forward controller controls the power to the blower however upon application
of a step load in current, the blower has a finite transient time to ramp up and also gas
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Figure 6.33: Comparison between pure FC (a) and FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid under 75
A step loads (b) with a frequency of 0.2 Hz [225]
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manifolding effects result in the observed voltage sag. Once the blower overcomes the
impeller inertia and the reactant is delivered to the stack the voltage recovers. These
voltage sags under step loads therefore lead to additional inefficiencies as observed in
figure 6.33a when a 75A step load is applied with a 0.2 Hz frequency. In Figure 6.33b, the
same load profile is applied but this time the supercapacitor pack is coupled passively.
The result is the supercapacitors handle the peak load initially and subsequentially, after
reaching a dynamic equilibrium operates around an average load of zero as it removes
the peaks from the load cycle. The FC therefore meets the average load with sufficient
time for the air blower to meet the transient loads. The result is therefore a removal
of the voltage sag due to additional mass transport losses due to blower inertia and gas
manifolding.
Figure 6.34 shows the efficiency comparison between the pure FC and FC-SC passive
hybrid system under the 0.2 Hz pulse load with varying amplitude. It can be seen that in
both cases the efficiency of the FC decreases with increasing pulse load amplitudes due
to the increased losses associated with higher current densities. Comparison between the
pure FC and FC-SC passive hybrid system shows that a 5% efficiency gain is achieved.
This is mainly due to fewer ohmic losses due to operation at a lower current density
despite the increased polarisation resistance and also the system being able to handle
the transients much better resulting is fewer mass transport related under voltage sags.
Here the efficiency of the FC is defined as shown in equation 6.21. Where −∆h¯f is the
enthalpy of formation assuming the Higher Heating Value (HHV) for a PEMFC reaction
which is -285.84 kJ.mol−1.
ηFC =
Energy per mol of hydrogen
−∆h¯f
(6.21)
Of course an idealised step load is not very indicative of real world load conditions. As
such the system was run under a 1/10th scale Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET)
drive cycle which is representative of highway driving. A power profile assuming a
1500 kg massed vehicle accounting for inertia, aerodynamic and rolling resistance losses
was generated. A constant motor efficiency of 95% was assumed. Figure 6.35 shows
the dynamic response of the system under a 1/10th scale HWFET drive cycle. Just
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like in the scaled down system the supercapacitors meets the high frequency transient
loads, smoothing the FC load. It can be seen that the FC follows the load profile
however doesn’t see the majority of the higher frequency loads which are buffered out
by the supercapacitors. When no load is applied to the system the FC recharges the
supercapacitors due to the higher OCV. The apparent advantages therefore of this system
are they this addresses two of the main automotive PEMFC degradation modes: rapid
power cycling leading to catalyst dissolution and no load idling leading to accelerated
rate of carbon support corrosion. From an efficiency point of view this reduces the
voltage sag issue in pure FC mode experienced when large step loads are applied. This
reduces the inertial losses of the blower reducing BOP losses of which the air subsystem
is a substantial contributor.
The decoupling of the load cycle power to FC power becomes more apparent when
considering figure 6.36a which shows a histogram of the load currents during the HWFETDS
cycle. It can be seen that in the FC-supercapacitor hybrid configuration the supercapacitors
peak shave the load from 76 A to 62 A for the FC resulting in an 18.4% decrease in peak
load. There is also a decrease in the average load current of the FC from 28.5 A for
the applied load to 27.9 A but this 2% decrease is not significant. The supercapacitors
operate at an average load of 0 A but show a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation of 11.2 A.
Further to this the FC potential operating window is also changed. Figure 6.36b shows
the average cell potential of the FC stack during operation in pure FC mode and
FC-supercapacitor mode under the HWFETDS. Due to the hybridisation the FC can be
operated away from higher potentials which will result in greater durability. The benefits
of this shift in potential are known to be nonlinear as shown by Mathias et al. [134]
who empirically showed that corrosion currents of conventional carbon supported MEA
followed the empirical relationship in equation 6.22 for 100% relative humidity, where
iCO2 is the carbon corrosion current (A), E is the potential (V), TS is the gradient of the
Tafel Slope (mV/decade), R is the universal gas constant, T is temperature (K), Ea is
the activation energy (J.mol−1), t is the time (s) and m is is a power law exponent.
iCO2 ∝ 10E/TSexp−Ea/RT t−m (6.22)
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Figure 6.36: (a) Current histogram for the FC-SC passive hybrid system under a HWFETDS
and (b) voltage histogram for the FC-SC passive hybrid system under a HWFETDS in pure FC
mode and FC-SC mode [225]
6.7.9 Estimating buffering effect of the supercapacitors
Quantifying the buffering effect, seen by the FC, to a first order approximation can be
achieved by considering the standard equation for a capacitor as shown in equation 6.23,
where ISC , VSC and C represents the supercapacitor current, voltage and capacitance
respectively.
ISC = C
dVSC
dt
(6.23)
In a passive system, neglecting interconnection losses, the voltage of the supercapacitor
pack and that of the FC stack (VFC) are approximately equal (VSC = VFC). Applying
Kirchoffs current law, then allows us to express the supercapacitor current in terms
of the FC (IFC) and load (ILoad) currents (ISC = ILoad − IFC) as shown in equation
6.24.
ILoad − IFC = CdVFC
dt
(6.24)
Assuming that the FC is operated in a region where its resistance is largely unchanged,
it can be assumed that the FC voltage can be related to the FC current by its resistance
(VFC = VOCP − IFCRFC − IRFCCT ). Here VOCP represents FC OCP, RFC represents
the ohmic resistance of the FC and RFCCT represents the charge transfer resistance.
Assuming the OCP of the FC is time invariant and the current is sufficiently large
such the charge transfer polarisation losses are sufficiently small relative to the ohmic
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resistance and that ohmic resistance is time invariant results in equation 6.25.
ILoad − IFC = CRFC dIFC
dt
(6.25)
When compared to experimental data this simple approximation shows good agreement
as shown in figure 6.37. The first pulse and settling period exhibit the highest deviation
from simulated data due to the large contribution of resistance from the polarisation
resistance due to operation at low current densities.
It is therefore possible to compare the impact of the passive load filtering offered for
different numbers of supercapacitors as shown in figure 6.38a. Here, the rate of change
of the FC is plotted against the applied system load from no load conditions. A lower
rate of change is preferable to reduce the level of dynamic loading on the FC. It can
be seen that at relatively low currents, the FC-supercapacitor hybrid offers a good level
of load filtering to the FC and this is independent of the number of supercapacitors.
However, with increasing load it becomes apparent that having a larger pack is actually
detrimental to the load filtering characteristics.
The reason for this is evident by considering equation 6.26 and 6.27. Neglecting losses,
the FC voltage and supercapacitor voltage are approximately equal. The rate of change
of supercapacitor voltage is therefore the same as the rate of change of the FC voltage.
The resulting change in FC voltage would therefore result in a proportional change in
the rate of change of FC current.
VSC = VFC (6.26)
dVSC
dt
=
dVFC
dt
∝ dISC
dt
(6.27)
By considering figure 6.38b, it can be seen that given the same current flow through
the supercapacitors, increasing the number of supercapacitors in series will increase the
rate of change of voltage seen by the entire pack. This translates to an increased rate
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Figure 6.37: Comparison between experimental and simulated data for the FC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid system under a 75A 0.2 Hz step load [225]
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Figure 6.38: (a) Comparison of different step loads and supercapacitor pack size with the
response time of the FC current assuming the same 1500 F supercapacitors used in this study
and (b) Figure showing how increasing the number of supercapacitors in series for the same
capacitance increases the pack rate of change of voltage for the same current. The faster the
rate of change of voltage for the supercapacitor pack results in faster rate of change of load
experienced by the FC [225]
of change of FC voltage and therefore FC current. It therefore becomes apparent that
the maximum benefit of the FC-supercapacitor system is achieved when the number
of supercapacitors in series is sized such that it matches the maximum OCP of the
FC stack to both reduce the rate of change of voltage of the supercapacitor pack for a
given current and also increase the average operating voltage of a single supercapacitor,
thereby increasing the working capacitance.
This analysis, however, is only applicable within certain operating conditions. It was
shown previously that the capacitance of a supercapacitor is a function of the operating
frequency due to the porous nature of the supercapacitors with high frequency operation
resulting in a drop in capacitance beyond the knee frequency. In the FC-supercapacitor
passive hybrid system therefore, the knee frequency represents the frequency limit that
the load cycle should have for the FC-supercapacitor system to be useful. If a load cycle
has considerable frequency components above the knee frequency then the benefit of the
system is vastly reduced.
From the analysis work on passive FC-supercapacitor hybrid systems the following can
be concluded:
• FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid systems allow for load smoothing of the FC
during automotive load cycles due to its lower impedance
• Whilst some downsizing of the FC is possible this is highly dependent on the load
cycle
• Efficiency gains from the reduced transient loads and shifting of the operational
point have been shown with values of up to 5% during step loads
• FC-battery passive hybrids potentially offer further reductions in the FC dynamics
but is highly sensitive to component sizing for the voltage windows
• The knee frequency also suggests that load cycles with significant frequency components
above this will be be favorable for the FC-supercapacitor system
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6.7.10 Direct comparison of fuel cell hybrid powertrains
The previous sections have largely looked at the performance metrics of the individual
subdivisions of FCVs, FCHEVs and the BEV. This section aims to bring it all together
and compare the technologies against each other. It should be explicitly mentioned at
this stage that the results here are presented as a case study for demonstrating the tools
and techniques developed. The high variability of many of the factors such as cost,
mileage and vehicle weight will change the result on a case by base basis and thus the
results presented are only applicable to the numbers used. As previously shown, the
NYCC and HWFETDS cycles represent two extremes of operation for the FCV, i.e.
city and highway driving. The analysis hereafter will thus focus on the performance and
cost metrics of these two cycles.
Figure 6.39 shows the TCO of different simulated vehicle powertrains under the NYCC
and HWFETDS load cycles. From this analysis it becomes apparent that under city
load cycles the hydrogen costs result in a higher 10 year TCO than the BEV option.
This is due to the highly transient nature of the load cycles. However, in the highway
drive cycles, the FC based powertrains offer significant advantages over the BEV due to
operation at higher efficiencies resulting in a significantly lower running cost. Highway
driving favours the pure FCV the most, which has the lowest running costs. The
FC-supercapacitor hybrid has slightly higher running costs due to the additional mass
of the supercapacitors whilst the FC-battery hybrid has the highest running costs due
to the further additional mass of the batteries which under constant high speed cruising
do not add any benefit to the vehicle.
Of course TCO is not the only metric the powertrain which needs to be considered. The
range, and its interplay with the TCO, is also a critical metric to consider. Figure 6.40
shows for the different powertrains explored what this relationship is. Here is can be
seen that due to the relative inefficiency and higher cost of hydrogen, that if only city
driving was considered then the BEV should always be the powertrain of choice due
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Figure 6.39: 10 year total cost of ownership for different vehicle configurations for (a) the
NYCC and (b) HWFETDS cycles. FC size for the FCBEV and FCSC vehicles were 19 and 38
kW respectively for 2015 baseline values
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Figure 6.40: 10 year total cost of ownership of different vehicle types against range for two
extreme drive cycles: city and highway
to the greater range for equivalent TCO. Of the FC powertrains the FC-supercapacitor
hybrid system offers the best range/TCO for city driving. BEV is also the preferred
powertrain when considering highway driving upto a range of 200 km. Beyond that
there is a large transition where it becomes favourable for the FCV powertrain due to
the greater gravitmetric energy density and increased efficiency.
Between the three different FC based powertrains there is little difference between the
lowest cost options. Assuming that a typical vehicle should experience both types
of load cycles with a range comparable to that of an ICE powered vehicle then an
FC based powertrain becomes a cost effective option relative to the BEV with the
FC-supercapacitor powertrain offering most benefit in city driving in terms of cost
reduction.
From the analysis of all of the simulated vehicle powertrains the following can be
concluded:
• For pure city driving a BEV powertrain consistently offers greater TCO and range
• For highway driving there is a transitions between BEV and a FC based powertrain
being preferred with the transition ranging being approximately 200 km
6.8 Conclusion
This chapter was aimed at combining the developed models of lithium-ion batteries,
supercapacitors and fuel cells in order to evaluate different EV and HEV configurations
as a demonstration of the developed tools described in previous chapters. The below is
therefore a summary of the key point of this chapter:
6.8.1 Drive cycle analysis
Analysis of different drive cycles that are used as standardised load cycles vary considerably
and highlights the need for consideration of the load cycle when performing any analysis
of a vehicle system. Simple analysis of the acceleration profiles of the cycles, which is
vehicle independent shows 4 main categories of load cycle exist: highway, rural/urban,
city and aggressive. Development of a novel means of categorising these load cycles in
a quantitative manner based on a Reynold’s decomposition style analysis was presented
and showed good agreement with simulated power requirements of the load cycles.
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6.8.2 Powertrain comparison
A vehicle model was developed and combined with models of the FC, battery and
supercapacitor (as presented in previous chapters) in different configurations. A scaled-down
powertrain simulator was also created and used to acquire experimental data. Based
on this the following conclusions were made about the different vehicle configurations
analysed.
• Battery Electric Vehicles
– Pure BEVs exhibit a low electricity cost sensitivity to varying the battery
size over the lifetime of use due to the relatively high efficiency of batteries
at the scale required for pure BEVs
– An optiminal battery size in terms of efficiency was predicted to be between
20-25 kWh
• Fuel Cell Vehicles
– Pure FCVs are not ideal for city driving with many stop periods due to
the relatively large idling losses and higher transient losses thus impacting
efficiency and lifetime
– Pure FCVs exhibit the best performance under highway driving
• Fuel Cell-Battery hybrid
– Under a charge sustaining operation mode, an optimal battery size between
5-15 kWh was found with a 19kW FC stack for most drive cycles
– Most benefits are gained, relative to the pure FCV, under the city drive cycles
where the frequent idling losses are replaced by charging of the battery
• Fuel Cell-Supercapacitor hybrid
– The FC-supercapacitor hybrid system requires a larger FC than in the FC-battery
hybrid due to lower energy density
– Most benefit in terms of range, relative to the FC-battery and FCV, are
achieved under aggressive driving due to the lower impedance of the supercapacitor
• Fuel Cell-Supercapacitor passive hybrid system
– A small scale FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system was created and it
was shown that passive coupling of the FC with the supercapacitor reduced
FC dynamics
– Downsizing of the FC is possible however this depends on the load cycle, with
more benefits exhibited in cycles with more stop-start events
– A 9.5 kWe-33×1500F FC-supercpacitor passive hybrid system was created
in order to expand the idea further. Experimental results showed that fuel
efficiency gains of approximately 5% were achieved under step loads in the
passive system compared to the pure FC mode due to the reduction in
transient losses
– Maximum load buffering was found to be achieved with fewer supercapacitors
and a physical limitation of the knee frequency was identified as being the
limit at which the FC-supercapacitor system begins to lose most of its benefits
– Passive coupling was also shown to reduce the residence time at elevated
potentials, inferring a reduction in the carbon corrosion degradation mode
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The aim of this work was to develop the tools, methodology and techniques required
to investigate the performance metrics of different FC vehicle powertrain configurations
to a level that captures the relevant physical processes of interest to find the optimum
configuration. In doing this several vehicle configurations have been investigated as
case studies of the capabilities of the developed tools, however it should be highlighted
that this is not a complete analysis due to the sheer number of different possible
configurations. In order to answer this question robust models for the three main
electrochemical devices of interest needed to be developed, with these being: the lithium-ion
battery, PEMFC and supercapacitor. In the course of developing these models to answer
the overarching research question a number of novel contributions have been made.
Within the work on lithium-ion batteries the following has been presented in this thesis:
• Lithium-ion batteries
– Analysis of the existing academic literature has shown that physics based
models provide the most insight into the fundamental processes occurring
within a battery allowing for a deeper understanding of the rate limiting
processes occurring in their application to electric vehicles. Whilst, extensive
works have been published on their characterisation under well controlled
lab conditions, in-situ diagnosis tools were limited to simple techniques. In
addition, scale up effects from the developed single cell models to multi-cell
systems suitable for electric vehicles was mostly absent. This thus provided
the motivation for the presented works
– A physics based pseudo 2D thermally coupled electrochemical model of a
lithium-ion battery was created and experimentally validated using a genetic
algorithm based parameterisation technique. The usefulness of this model was
demonstrated through worked examples of model lead design of the battery
which compared changing the internal structure of the battery to tailor the
ideal power to energy density of the cell
– Many different battery degradation mechanisms were identified as occurring in
lithium-ion batteries, with these being agitated by different operating modes
and conditions. It has generally been acknowledged that the formation and
growth of the SEI layer is the most critical degradation mode to consider and
as such an SEI based degradation model was integrated into the developed
electrochemical model
– Using the model, novel techniques around monitoring the stoichiometric drift
of lithium-ion batteries were presented by simulating the SRCV. Further
to this a DTV technique which monitored surface temperature and related
this to the SRCV results was also presented as a novel technique of in-situ
monitoring. Results suggest that over the lifetime of operation the operational
potential window should be shifted based on the loss of active material to
avoid damage to the electrode
– Scale up of the single cell model to pack level modelling showed that pack
architecture and the magnitude of the interconnect resistances can have a
significant impact on the performance of different cells in a highly parallel
pack
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Within the work on PEMFCs the following has been presented in this thesis:
• Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
– A literature review looking at PEMFCs for automotive applications showed
that models of FCs varied considerably in the literature with many large
systems works neglecting to account for effects such a water management,
thermal effects and BOP power consumption. The three main modes of
automotive FC degradation were identified as being start-up/shut down, no
load idling and rapid power cycling. Whilst detailed models accounting for
these degradation modes do not exist at the levels of computation required
for system analysis their consideration was accounted for in a qualitative
manner. Development of models and experimental work thus focused on the
areas identified as being critical
– A model of a PEMFC stack which considers electrochemical, thermal and
membrane hydration effects has been presented. This was combined with
models of the BOP components and thus represents a full system
– A 9.5 kWe 75-cell stack with in-house developed BOP systems was developed
in order to validate the developed model and showed a good level of agreement
– Experimentally lead investigation of pin-hole formation in large PEMFC,
caused by flooding, was also presented. Results showed that U-shaped stack
configurations operating with low pressure cathode systems suffer from significant
risk of failure. Pin-hole formation caused by the flooding lead to a cascading
potential decay originating from the failed cell to neighboring cells due to the
mixing of anode gases in the cathode until the stack potential is zero at no
load conditions. The bipolar nature of the FC stack gave rise to performance
fluctuations being observed in cells next to poor performing cells
Within the work on supercapacitors the following has been presented in this thesis:
• Supercapacitors
– Review of the academic literature showed that the majority of models of
supercapacitors were based on equivalent circuit models of varying degrees of
fidelity. The electrochemical nature of their performance resulted in voltage
and frequency dependent performance which many authors fail to capture.
Relative to batteries and FCs, their temperature dependency and degradation
rates are not as significant. Thus the subsequent modelling and experimental
work focused on these findings
– A transmission line based model which accounts for the charge redistribution
effect which occurs in supercapacitors was presented and validated against
experimental data for a 150F and 1500 F supercapacitor
– Analysis of the limitations on performance of supercapacitors was performed
with detailed analysis of the rate limiting frequency known as the knee frequency
– A novel method of extracting the low-frequency capacitance using a Capacitance
Nyquist plot was presented for the first time and results showed good agreement
with capacitance measurements using different techniques
Combination of all the individual models allowed for analysis of the whole vehicle
powertrain with different configurations. The following were presented in this thesis
regarding powertrain comparison.
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• Powertrain comparison
– Review of the literature on the high level system analysis showed that the
selection of a suitable load cycle needs to be considered and that much of the
techno-economic work considering EVs used oversimplified models. Passive
hybridisation was identified as one means of cost reduction through through
the removal of a DCDC converter with FC-battery and FC-battery-supercapacitor
configurations already explored. FC-supercapacitor passive hybrids were however
not found in the literature. This therefore motivated the subsequent work
– A vehicle and motor model was developed and presented that allowed for
generation of power profiles for base vehicles
– A drive cycle analysis was performed and a novel dimensionless analysis of
different vehicle drive cycles was presented using a Reynold decomposition
style analysis. Four main modes of driving were identified as being city,
urban, highway and aggressive with city and highway representing the two
extremes of operation
– Assuming an annual mileage of 20,000 km, BEVs offer the best TCO of
all electric vehicle powertrains if only considering city driving, however if
considering only highway driving for vehicles with ranges over 200 km the FCV
powertrain offers the lowest TCO. It is important to consider that conclusions
drawn based on the cost and usage assumptions are only valid within the
prescribed limits. The results may change based on the boundaries set and
the case studies presented are purely as a demonstrator of the tools developed
– FCVs exhibit a lower range when only considering city driving due to the
frequent idling events leading to significant losses. Hybridisation was shown to
improve this. The FC-battery hybrid was shown to allow for more aggressive
downsizing of the FC relative to the FC-supercapacitor hybrid however the
FC-supercapacitor hybrid exhibited a lower TCO especially under aggressive
drive cycles
– Using a developed scaled down powertrain test rig, it was shown that a
FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid system could significantly reduce load dynamics
seen on the FC. Downsizing of the FC is possible however highly depends on
the load cycle, with most benefits being achieved in load cycles with frequent
stop-start events to allow for recharging of the supercapacitors. Further
experimental validation of the system was achieved with the development
of a 9.5 kW-33×1500F supercapacitor passive hybrid system. Fuel efficiency
gains of up to 5% were achieved under step loads and it was shown that
the most significant buffering gains were achieved through a lower number of
supercapacitors in series
The contents of the thesis therefore presents current state-of-the-art models relevant to
system level modelling of electric vehicles which captures of the relevant physical effects
occurring in these devices. The aim of this thesis was to develop the tools and techniques
to explore different FC powertrain configurations. Whilst the author acknowledges the
near exhaustive different number of possible configurations and control strategies, a
number of different case studies were investigated as a demonstration of the tools as
well as a more extensive study of FC-supercapacitor passive hybrid systems which were
identified as being a gap in the literature.
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7.1 Future Work
Within the time constraints of the 3 year funded PhD period, the author feels that
a significant amount of progress has been made but acknowledges many areas of the
modelling and experimental work could have benefited from more work given more time.
The suggested future works are listed below:
• Lithium-ion batteries
– Whilst the developed model does work the method of reducing residual errors
could be improved upon to decrease computational time. In addition to this
the model developed is done with a static spatial and temporal mesh. Many
commercial CFD and FEA softwares offer dynamic time steps and spatial
meshing to decrease computational time further
– The degradation model presented based on the growth of the SEI layer on
the anode has not been experimentally validated and values taken were from
literature. The degradation model by all means is not complete and does not
claim to be. Many other mechanisms relating to degradation of lithium-ion
batteries exist which have not been captured. Thus further improvement and
validation of the battery model is required
• Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
– The developed stack level model, whilst suitable for this application, could
be improved by discretising the lumped MEA model into a 1D model
– Development of a degradation model for the FC
• Supercapacitors
– The developed equivalent circuit model currently does not take into consideration
heat generation and the impact on performance. Further improvements in the
model in this respect could be made as well as the development of a physics
based model
– Integration of thermal and degradation effects
• Powertrain comparison
– More accurate power profile generation through the integration of a incline
profile
– No comparison between the examined powertrains and an ICE vehicle was
made due to the lack of an ICE model. A comparison between these technologies
would be useful
– Further market segmentation of drive cycles to take into account the different
usage of different load cycles, i.e. different annual mileages
– More accurate models of power electronics and motors with validation
– Comparison of different control strategies for the various powertrain configurations
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